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Preface to Fourth Edition 

This book has been substantially rewritten to take account of the 
changes introduced by the second edition of the Civil Engineering 
Standard Method of Measurement (CESMM). Steps have also been 
taken to extend the usefulness of the book. 

The second edition to CESMM seeks to secure a clearer, more 
comprehensive and increasingly rationalised approach to measurement. 
The continued use of method-related charges is welcomed as their use 
on a wide scale should reduce Contractors' cash flow problems and 
assist considerably with the pricing of variations. Not all costs are 
proportional to the quantities of permanent work on the majority of 
civil engineering contracts, and the use of method-related charges assists 
in the identification and assessment of such costs. 

This edition examines the second edition to CESMM in detail and 
applies the Method to a wide range of constructional work by means of 
worked examples. The worked examples contain suitable drawings and 
the hand-written dimensions are accompanied by extensive explanatory 
notes describing the approach to measurement and the application of 
the general principles, work classifications and accompanying rules 
contained in the CESMM. The CESMM coding has been included in the 
worked examples for identification purposes. 

The provisions in the ICE Conditions of Contract appertaining to 
measurement and financial aspects of contracts are examined in some 
detail together with the more significant consequences. 

Finally, the various bill preparation processes are described and 
illustrated. 

It is hoped that this new edition will serve the needs of practising civil 
engineers and quantity surveyors and students of these disciplines, in the 
measurement of this class of work, even more effectively than the 
previous editions. 

Nottingham 
Spring 1987 

XI 

IVOR H. SEELEY 
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1 Scope of Civil Engineering Works 
and Method of Measurement 

It is considered desirable to begin by defining some of the terms that are 
extensively employed in the 'measurement' of civil engineering works, 
so that their meaning and purpose shall be generally understood. The 
term 'measurement' covers both (1) 'taking-off' dimensions by scaling or 
reading from drawings and entering them in a recognised form on 
specially ruled paper, called 'dimensions paper' (illustrated on page 72), 
and (2) the actual measurement of the work as executed on the site. 

The term 'quantities' refers to the estimated amounts of civil 
engineering work required in each operation or activity, and together 
these items give the total requirements of the contract. 

These quantities are set down in a standard form on 'billing paper', as 
illustrated on page 56, which has been suitably ruled in columns, so that 
each item of work may be conveniently detailed with a description of 
the work, the probable quantity involved and a reference or coding. The 
billing paper also contains columns in which the contractor tendering for 
the particular project enters the rates and prices for each item of work. 
These prices, when added together, give the 'Contract Price' or 'Tender 
Total'. 

Recognised 'units of measurement' are detailed in the Civil 
Engineering Standard Method of Measurement (CESMM), issued by the 
Institution of Civil Engineers (reference I at end of book). This covers 
the majority of items of civil engineering work that are normally 
encountered. Most items are measured in metres, and may be cubic, 
square or linear. Some items such as structural steelwork and steel 
reinforcing rods or bars are measured by weight, in which case the 
tonne will be the appropriate unit of measurement. 

The primary function of a 'bill of quantities' is to set down the various 
items of work in a logical sequence and recognised manner, so that they 
may be readily priced by contractors. The bill of quantities thus enables 
all contractors to tender on the same information. It also provides a 

1 



2 Civil Engineering Quantities 

good basis for the valuation of 'variations' resulting from changes in 
design as the work proceeds. 

A contractor will build up in detail a price for each item contained in 
the bill of quantities, allowing for the cost of the necessary labour, 
materials and possibly associated plant, together with the probable 
wastage on materials, and sometimes appropriate temporary work, 
establishment charges and profit. It is most important that each billed 
item should be so worded that there is no doubt at all in the mind of a 
contractor as to the nature and extent of the item that he is pricing. This 
is assisted by the new approach to measurement introduced by the 
CESMM, which ensures greater uniformity in the format and content of 
civil engineering bills of quantities. Contractors generally tender in keen 
competition with one another and this calls for very skilful pricing by 
contractors to secure contracts. 

The subject of estimating for civil engineering contracts is outside the 
scope of this book, but detailed information on this subject can be 
found in Geddes. 2 

The bill of quantities backs up the contract documents, which 
normally consist of the conditions of contract, drawings and 
specification. The main function of the bill is to identify work and to 
enable prices to be entered against it. 3 

Development of Civil Engineering Codes of Measurement 

The Institution of Civil Engineers published a report of a committee 
dealing with engineering quantities in 1933, and thus provided for the 
first time a standard procedure for drafting bills of quantities for civil 
engineering work. Prior to the introduction of this document there was 
no uniformity of practice in the measurement of civil engineering 
quantities, and engineers responsible for the preparation of civil 
engineering bills of quantities largely worked up their own systems of 
measurement as they thought fit. The order and nature of the billed 
items, the units of measurement and even the method of tabulating the 
information in specific columns - usually referred to as 'ruling' -
which was adopted for the bills of quantities, varied considerably. 

It will be appreciated that this lack of uniformity in the preparation of 
civil engineering bills of quantities made the task of civil engineering 
contractors in pricing them far more difficult than it is today, now that a 
more uniform method of measurement has been generally adopted. 

In 1953, after much deliberation and consultation, a revised 
document, entitled the Standard Method of Measurement of Civil 
Engineering Quantities, was issued by the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
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and this was reissued with slight amendments in 1963 and a metric 
addendum in 1968. This amended the previous (1933) report to meet the 
changing needs of civil engineers and contractors, and tied up with the 
provisions of the General Conditions of Contract for use in connection 
with Works of Civil Engineering Construction. Certain sections of the 
1933 report were simplified, particularly those dealing with concrete and 
pipe lines. New sections covering site investigation and site clearance 
were added and provision was made for the measurement of prestressed 
concrete. 

In 1967 the Construction Industry Research and Information 
Association (CIRIA) established a working party to identify research 
needs aimed at improving contract procedure. One of the projects that 
followed aimed at developing and testing an improved form of bill of 
quantities for civil engineering contracts, and the results were 
summarised in CIRIA report 34. 4 This study sought to define the needs 
of the industry and to propose means of making the information in the 
bill more useful, and so to reduce the high administrative cost of 
measurement. The investigations incorporated the use of experimental 
features of bills of quantities on live civil engineering contracts. The 
dominant conclusion in the report is that civil engineering bills of 
quantities, apart from scheduling the components of the contemplated 
work, should also contain charges related to the method and timing of 
the contractor's operations. 

Following the publication of the CIRIA Report a steering committee 
was appointed by the Institution of Civil Engineers to undertake a 
detailed reappraisal of the civil engineering code of measurement. The 
steering committee spent five years formulating its proposals and 
throughout this period consulted extensively with the construction 
industry and other relevant bodies and persons. The resulting Civil 
Engineering Standard Method of Measurement1 was published in 1976. 

The principal changes introduced by the CESMM were as follows. 

(1) Greater standardisation of format, both in the component items and 
in the way they are described. A reduction of the previous variety 
that frequently arose from house styles and often led to unnecessary 
confusion to tendering contractors. 

(2) It introduced various levels of classification or pigeon holes from 
which descriptions can be developed. There are also coding 
arrangements, which have no contractual significance, although they 
will assist where computers are used and form a useful basis for cost 
analysis. 

(3) Use of method-related charges to represent more clearly site 
construction costs, such as the cost of setting up and operating plant, 
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labour teams and the like. In these cases the best cost parameter is 
not the finished physical work but what the contractor has to do on 
site. 

(4) A large number of small changes to detailed rules of measurement, 
resulting in a tightening up and increased detailing and the removal 
of anomalies and some differences in interpretation. Cost is very 
much influenced by the location of work, and although it was not 
found practicable to frame rules to cover this, the engineer or 
surveyor preparing bills can reflect this in the way he prepares the 
information and describes the items. It was claimed that bills 
prepared in accordance with the CESMM would be easier to 
compile, be of greater use to the contractor, better reflect the costs 
involved and more effectively serve other purposes, such as 
programming, cost control and management. 

The second edition of the Civil Engineering Standard Method of 
Measurement (CESMM2) was published in 1985, following two years 
of preparation work. The measurement notes were retitled 'rules' 
and expanded, rearranged and classified to make reference and 
interpretation easier. Additional items have been inserted to keep 
pace with new technology, particularly in site investigation and 
geotechnical processes. A new section has been included to cover 
sewer renovation. Bills produced under CESMM2 will be more 
comprehensive and problem areas in the first edition have been 
clarified. Furthermore, an attempt has been made to secure greater 
compatability with building measurement practice, with further 
extension in SMM7. 

Scope of Civil Engineering Works 

Before comparing the methods adopted for the measurement of civil 
engineering work with those used for building work, some 
consideration should be given to the nature and scope of civil 
engineering works, to appreciate fully and understand the need for a 
different and quite separate mode of measurement to operate in 
respect of these latter works. This comparison is included primarily 
for the use and guidance of quantity surveyors, many of whom are 
mainly concerned with the measurement of building works. 

Civil engineering works encompass a wide range of different 
projects, some of which are of great magnitude. Vast cuttings and 
embankments; large mass and reinforced concrete structures, such as 
the frameworks of large buildings, reservoirs, sea walls, bridges and 
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cooling towers for power stations; structural steel frameworks of 
large structures; piling for heavy foundations; jetties, wharves and 
dry docks; long pipelines, tunnels and railway trackwork, all form 
the subject-matter of civil engineering contracts. 

Civil engineering work may also include structural engineering 
projects in reinforced concrete, steel, brick and timber, and public 
works engineering, such as roads, bridges, sewers, sewage treatment 
works, water mains, reservoirs, water towers, works of river and sea 
defence, refuse disposal plants, marinas and swimming pools, carried 
out on behalf of local and water authorities. 

These works require considerable skill, ingenuity and technical 
knowledge in both their design and construction. The use of new 
materials and techniques is continually changing the nature and 
methods of construction used in these projects, and the increasing 
size and complexity of these works demand a greater knowledge and 
skill for their measurement and valuation. 

Some works involve elements of uncertainty, as for example the 
excavation work for extensive deep foundations or the laying of 
underground services under very variable site conditions. Many civil 
engineering projects are carried out on the banks of rivers or on the 
sea coast, and on low-lying marshy land, thus making the operations 
that are involved even more difficult and exacting. For these reasons 
it is essential that a code of measurement specially applicable to this 
class of work should be used. 

Owing to the magnitude of most civil engineering works, it is 
advisable that the code of measurement adopted should be relatively 
simple, to avoid the separate measurement of many labours and 
smaller items, which are dealt with separately when measuring 
building work. The term 'labours' refers to relatively small items of 
work, involving labour but no materials, such as forming fair 
battered angles to brickwork and holes in timber members. 
Furthermore, owing to the very nature of the works, there is a great 
deal more uncertainty than on building works, and the method of 
measurement needs to be more flexible to allow for variations in the 
methods of construction used and changes effected during the course 
of the constructional work made necessary by site conditions. The 
main function of a bill of quantities is to enable prices to be 
obtained for the project on a uniform basis and precise dimensions 
cannot always be prepared at the 'taking-off' stage. The quantities 
should always be as accurate as the drawings and other data permit 
but they can be adjusted following the measurement of the 
completed work on the site and the work, as executed, valued at 
billed or comparable rates. 

5 



6 Civil Engineering Quantities 

Extensive temporary works may well be required during the 
construction of civil engineering works and the contractor will need 
to cover the cost of these works in some part of the bill of 
quantities. 

Comparison of Civil Engineering and Building Methods of 
Measurement 

There are two separate and distinct practices of measurement 
operating for civil engineering and building works. There is, 
however, some common ground as regards the general approach, 
units of measurement employed and items of work that can be 
measured under both codes. 

As previously stated, civil engineering work should be measured 
in accordance with the Civil Engineering Standard Method of 
Measurement prepared by the Institution of Civil Engineers and the 
Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors.1 Building works are 
generally measured in accordance with the Standard Method of 
Measurement of Building Works, issued by the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors and the Building Employers Confederation.5 

There is a separate code for the measurement of building work in 
small dwellings. 6 

The details of building works are usually in a far more precise 
stage at the time of preparing the bill of quantities than is the case 
with civil engineering works. Furthermore, the building work 
normally covers more trades or works sections, and is in 
consequence subject to more detailed measurement. In the absence 
of variations in design, most building work with the exception of 
sub-structural, drainage and external works, will not be subject to 
remeasurement and the contractor will be paid for the quantities of 
work incorporated in the bill of quantities. 

In a building contract the bill of quantities will constitute a 
contract document, whereas in the majority of cases the specification 
will not. Consequently, the bill of quantities in a building contract 
will invariably be far more detailed with much lengthier descriptions 
than that operating in civil engineering work. The measurement of 
building work also involves a much greater number of measured 
items, with the monetary rate entered against some of them being 
quite small. 

The Contractor, when pricing a civil engineering bill of quantities 
will need to refer constantly to the specification for detailed 
information on the billed items, and must generally include for any 
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necessary temporary work and incidental labours. There is, in 
consequence, a greater degree of risk in the pricing of civil 
engineering work. 

In some of the larger civil engineering contracts there is also some 
building work. With these contracts the question often arises as to 
how the works as a whole are to be measured. 

Take, for example, a large power station contract. The best 
procedure would appear to be to measure the main superstructure, 
the ancillary buildings and probably the chimneys in accordance with 
the Standard Method of Measurement of Building Works. The 
structural steel frameworks could be measured under either code of 
measurement. The remainder of the power station contract, 
comprising heavy foundations, piling, wharves and jetties, railway 
sidings, cooling towers, circulating water ducts, roads, sewers and 
water mains, are all essentially civil engineering work, and are best 
measured in accordance with the Civil Engineering Standard Method 
of Measurement. 

In building work a much larger number of items has to be 
measured separately, with various labours and other incidental work 
itemised, but this is not the civil engineering practice. For instance, 
in building work, backfilling trenches, levelling and compacting 
trench bottoms and earthwork support are each measured 
separately, whereas in civil engineering work most of these items are 
included in the excavation rates. Furthermore, an item for 
protecting the work is to be provided in most sections of work under 
the building method of measurement, whereas in civil engineering 
work this item will be covered in the unit rates or as a 
method-related charge. 

The CESMM introduces a different approach to measurement and 
pricing with three divisions of measurement in each work class and 
consequently greater uniformity in bill descriptions, and the use of 
method-related charges to permit the separation of items that are 
not proportional to the quantities of permanent work. 

Readers requiring further information on building measurement 
are referred to Seeley. 7• 8 

7 



2 Civil Engineering Contracts and 
Contract Documents 

The first part of this chapter is concerned with the general 
characteristics of contracts and the remedies available when a contract is 
broken by a party to it. It gives the legal background to work under a 
contract and is required by many examining bodies. For more 
comprehensive and detailed information on the law of contracts, which 
is a most complicated subject, the reader might consult, for example, 
the books of reference9 listed at the end of the book. 

The Nature and Form of Contracts 

The law relating to civil engineering contracts is one aspect of the law 
relating to contract and tort or civil wrongs. It is therefore desirable to 
have some knowledge of the law relating to contracts generally before 
the main characteristics and requirements of civil engineering contracts 
are considered. 

A simple contract consists of an agreement entered into by two or 
more parties, whereby one of the parties undertakes to do something in 
return for something to be undertaken by the other. A contract has 
been defined as an agreement which directly creates and contemplates 
an obligation. The word is derived from the Latin contractum, meaning 
drawn together. 

We all enter into contracts almost every day for the supply of goods, 
transportation and similar services, and in all these instances we are 
quite willing to pay for the services we receive. Our needs in these cases 
are comparatively simple and we do not need to enter into lengthy or 
complicated negotiations and no written contract is normally executed. 
Nevertheless, each party to the contract has agreed to do something, 
and is liable for breach of contract if he fails to perform his part of the 
agreement. 

8 



Contracts and Contract Documents 9 

In general, English law requires no special formalities in making 
contracts but, for various reasons, some contracts must be made in a 
particular form to be enforceable and, if they are not made in that 
special way, then they will be ineffective. Notable among these contracts 
are contracts for the sale and disposal of land, and 'land', for this 
purpose, includes anything built on the land, as, for example, roads, 
bridges and other structures. 

Some contracts must be made 'under seal', for example, Deeds of 
Gift or any contract where 'consideration' is not present (consideration 
is defined later in the chapter). Some other contracts must be in writing, 
for example, that covering the Assignment of Copyright, where an Act 
of Parliament specifically states that writing is necessary. Contracts 
covering guarantee and land transactions may be made orally but will be 
unenforceable unless they are in writing, by virtue of the Law Reform 
(Enforcement of Contract) Act, 1954. 

Since the passing of the Corporate Bodies Contracts Act, 1960, the 
contracts entered into by corporations, including local authorities, can 
be binding without being made under seal. The standing orders of most 
local authorities, however, will require major contracts to be made 
under seal, but the later Act will avoid a repetition of the results of 
Wright v. Romford Corporation, where the local authority was able to 
avoid its responsibilities under a contract, merely because the contract 
had not been made under seal. 

It is sufficient in order to create a legally binding contract, if the 
parties express their agreement and intention to enter into such a 
contract. If, however, there is no written agreement and a dispute arises 
in respect of the contract, then the Court that decides the dispute will 
need to ascertain the terms of the contract from the evidence given by 
the parties, before it can make a decision on the matters in dispute. 

On the other hand if the contract terms are set out in writing in a 
document, which the parties subsequently sign, then both parties are 
bound by these terms even if they do not read them. Once a person has 
signed a document he is assumed to have read and approved its 
contents, and will not be able to argue that the document fails to set out 
correctly the obligations which he actually agreed to perform. Thus by 
setting down the terms of a contract in writing one secures the double 
advantage of affording evidence and avoiding disputes. 

The law relating to contracts imposes on each party to a contract a 
legal obligation to perform or observe the terms of the contract, and 
gives to the other party the right to enforce the fulfilment of these terms 
or to claim 'damages' in respect of the loss sustained in consequence of 
the breach of contract. 
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Enforcement of Contracts 

An agreement can only be enforced as a contract if: 

(1) the agreement relates to the future conduct of one or more of the 
parties to the agreement; 

(2) the parties to the agreement intend that their agreement shall be 
enforceable at law as a contract; 

(3) it is possible to perform the contract without transgressing the law. 

Validity of Contracts 

The legal obligation to perform a contractual obligation only exists 
where the contract is valid. In order that the contract shall be valid the 
following conditions must operate. 

(1) There must be an offer made by one person (the offeror), and the 
acceptance of that offer by another person (the offeree), to whom 
the offer was made. Furthermore, the offer must be definite, and 
made with the intention of entering into a binding contract. The 
acceptance of the offer must be absolute, be expressed by words or 
conduct, and be accepted in the manner prescribed or indicated by 
the person making the offer. 
An offer is not binding until it is accepted and, prior to acceptance, 

the offer may come to an end by lapse of time, by revocation by the 
offeror or by rejection by the offeree, and in these cases there can be no 
acceptance unless the offer is first renewed. 

(2) The contract must have 'form' or be supported by 'consideration'. 
The form consists of a 'deed', which is a written document, which is 
signed, sealed and delivered, and this type of contract is known as a 
'formal contract' or contract made by deed. 
If a contract is not made by deed, then it needs to be supported by 

consideration, in order to be valid, and this type of contract is known as 
a 'simple contract'. Consideration has been defined as some return, 
pecuniary or otherwise, made by the promisee in respect of the promise 
made to him. 

(3) Every party to a contract must be legally capable of undertaking the 
obligations imposed by the contract. For instance, persons under 18 
years of age may, in certain cases, avoid liability under contracts 
into which they have entered. Similarly a corporation can only be a 
party to a contract if it is empowered by a statute or charter to enter 
into it. 
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(4) The consent of a party to a contract must be genuine. It must not be 
obtained by fraud, misrepresentation, duress, undue influence or 
mistake. 

(5) The subject matter of the contract must be legal. 

Remedies for Breach of Contract 

Whenever a breach of contract occurs a right of action exists in the 
Courts to remedy the matter. The remedies generally available are as 
follows: 

(1) Damages 
(2) Order for payment of a debt 
(3) Specific performance 
(4) Injunction 
(5) Rescission 

Each of these remedies will now be considered further. 
(1) Damages. In most cases a breach of contract gives rise to a right 

of action for damages. The 'damages' consist of a sum of money, which 
will, as far as it is practicable, place the aggrieved party in the same 
position as if the contract had been performed. 

The parties to a contract, when entering into the agreement, may 
agree that a certain sum shall be payable if a breach occurs. This sum is 
usually known as 'liquidated damages', where it represents a genuine 
estimate of the loss that is likely to result from the breach of contract. 
Where, however, the agreed sum is in the nature of a punishment for 
the breach of contract, then the term 'penalty' is applied to it, and 
penalties are not normally recoverable in full. 

For instance, in civil engineering contracts it is often stipulated that a 
fixed sum shall be paid per day or per week, if the contract extends 
beyond the agreed contract period. If this sum is reasonable it 
constitutes liquidated damages and, unlike a penalty, is recoverable in 
full. 

(2) Order for payment of a debt. A debt is a liquidated or ascertained 
sum of money due from the debtor to the creditor and is recovered by 
an 'action of debt'. 

(3) Specific performance. The term 'specific performance' refers to an 
order of the Court directing a party to a contract to perform his part of 
the agreement. It is now only applied by the Courts on rare occasions 
when damages would be an inadequate remedy, but specific 
performance constitutes a fair and reasonable remedy and is capable of 
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effective supervision by the Court. This remedy will not be given if it 
requires the constant supervision of the Court. 

(4) Injunction. An injunction is an order of Court directing a person 
not to perform a specified act. For instance, if A had agreed not to 
carry out any further building operations on his land, for the benefit of 
B, who owns the adjoining land, and B subsequently observes A starting 
building operations, then B can apply to the Court for an injunction 
restraining A from building. Damages, in these circumstances, would 
not be an adequate remedy. 

(5) Rescission. Rescission consists of an order of Court cancelling or 
setting aside a contract and results in setting the parties back in the 
position that they were in before the contract was made. 

Main Characteristics of Civil Engineering Contracts 

Most contracts entered into between civil engineering contractors and 
their employers are of the type known as 'entire' contracts. These are 
contracts in which the agreement is for specific works to be undertaken 
by the contractor and no payment is due until the work is complete. 

In an entire contract, where the employer agrees to pay a certain sum 
in return for civil engineering work, which is to be executed by the 
contractor, the contractor is not entitled to any payment if he abandons 
the work prior to completion, and will be liable in damages for breach 
of contract. Where the work is abandoned at the request of the 
employer, or results from circumstances that were clearly foreseen when 
the contract was entered into and provided for in its terms, then the 
contractor will be entitled to payment on a quantum meruit basis, that 
is, he will be paid as much as he has earned. 

It is, accordingly, in the employer's interest that all contracts for civil 
engineering work should be entire contracts to avoid the possibility of 
work being abandoned prior to completion. However, contractors are 
usually unwilling to enter into any contracts, other than the very 
smallest, unless provision is made for interim payments to them as the 
work proceeds. For this reason the standard form of civil engineering 
contract10 provides for the issue of interim certificates at various stages 
of the works. 

It is customary for the contract further to provide that a prescribed 
proportion of the sum due to the contractor on the issue of a certificate 
shall be withheld. This sum is known as 'retention money' and serves to 
insure the employer against any defects that may arise in the work. The 
contract does, however, remain an entire contract, and the contractor is 
not entitled to receive payment in full until the work is satisfactorily 
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completed, the maintenance period expired and the maintenance 
certificate issued. 

13 

That works must be completed to the satisfaction of the employer, or 
his representative, does not give the employer the right to demand an 
unusually high standard of quality throughout the works, in the absence 
of a prior express agreement. Otherwise the employer might be able to 
postpone indefinitely his liability to pay for the works. The employer is 
normally only entitled to expect a standard of work that would be 
regarded as reasonable by competent persons with considerable 
experience in the class of work covered by the particular contract. The 
detailed requirements of the specification will have a considerable 
bearing on these matters. 

The employer or promoter of civil engineering works normally 
determines the conditions of contract, which define the obligations and 
performances to which the contractor will be subject. He often selects 
the contractor for the project by some form of competitive tendering 
and any contractor who submits a successful tender and subsequently 
enters into a contract is deemed in law to have voluntarily accepted the 
conditions of contract adopted by the promoter. 

The obligations that a contractor accepts when he submits a tender 
are determined by the form of the invitation to tender. In most cases 
the tender may be withdrawn at any time until it has been accepted and 
may, even then, be withdrawn if the acceptance is stated by the 
promoter to be 'subject to formal contract' as is often the case. 

The employer does not usually bind himself to accept the lowest or 
indeed any tender and this is often stated in the advertisement. A 
tender is, however, normally required to be a definite offer and 
acceptance of it gives rise legally to a binding contract. 

Types of Contract Encountered in Civil Engineering Works 

A variety of contractual arrangements are available and the engineer 
will often need to carefully select the form of contract which is best 
suited for the particular project. The employer is entitled to know the 
reasoning underlying the engineer's choice of contract. 11 

Contracts for the execution of civil engineering works may be broadly 
classified as follows. 

(1) Bill of quantities contracts. This type of contract, which 
incorporates a bill of quantities priced by the contractor, is the most 
commonly used form of contract for works of civil engineering 
construction of all but the smallest in extent, where the quantities of the 
bulk of the work can be ascertained with reasonable accuracy before the 
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work is started. A bill of quantities is prepared in accordance with 
CESMM1 giving, as accurately as possible, the quantities of each item of 
work to be executed, and the contractor enters a unit rate against each 
item of work. The extended totals are added together to give the tender 
total. This type of contract is a measure and value contract and the 
contract price is the sum to be ascertained and paid in accordance with 
the provisions contained in the ICE Conditions of Contract10 

(sub-clauses 1.(1) (h) and (i)). 
The preparation of comprehensive bills of quantities for civil 

engineering works can have an important and far-reaching effect on the 
cost of the works to the employer. The contractor tendering for the 
specific contract is provided with a schedule giving brief descriptions and 
quantities of all the items of work involved. In the absence of such a bill 
of quantities, each contractor tendering will have to assess the amount 
of work involved and this will normally have to be undertaken in a very 
short period of time, in amongst other activities. 

Under these circumstances a contractor, unless he is extremely short 
of work, is almost bound to price high to allow himself a sufficient 
margin of cover for any items that he may inadvertently have missed. 
Furthermore, there is no really satisfactory method of assessing the cost 
of variations and the contractor may feel obliged to make allowance for 
this factor also, when building up his contract price. 

Bills of quantities greatly assist in keeping tender figures as low as 
possible. They should be prepared, whenever possible, on all but the 
smallest civil engineering contracts, as they offer the following 
advantages. 

(1) The contractor is paid for the actual amount of work done. 
(2) While providing a fair basis for payment, there is the facility for 

dealing with altered work. 
(3) Adjudication of tenders is relatively straightforward as all tenderers 

price on a comparable basis. 
( 4) The bill of quantities gives tendering contractors a clear conception 

of the work involved. 
(5) Most contractors in the United Kingdom are thoroughly familiar 

with this type of contract and are thus better able to submit a 
realistic price for the work. 12 

(2) Lump sum contracts. In a lump sum contract the contractor 
undertakes to carry out certain specified works for a fixed sum of 
money. The nature and extent of the works are normally indicated on 
drawings and the nature of the materials and workmanship described in 
a specification, but no bill of quantities is provided. 
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This form of contract is largely used in conjunction with works that 
are small in extent, and where the work is above ground and clearly 
visible, such as a road resurfacing contract. 
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It has, however, occasionally been used where the works required are 
uncertain in character, and by entering into a lump sum contract the 
employer hoped to place the onus on the contractor for deciding the full 
extent of the works and the responsibility for the payment of any 
additional costs, which could not be foreseen before the works were 
started. The employer would then pay a fixed sum for the works, 
regardless of their actual cost, and this constitutes an undesirable 
practice from the contractor's point of view. 

(3) Schedule contracts. This type of contract may take one of two 
forms. The employer may supply a schedule of unit rates covering each 
item of work and ask the contractors, when tendering, to state a 
percentage above or below the given rates for which they would be 
prepared to execute the work. Alternatively, and as is more usual, the 
contractors may be requested to insert prices against each item of work, 
and a comparison of the prices entered will enable the most favourable 
offer to be ascertained. Approximate quantities are sometimes included 
to assist the contractors in pricing the schedules and the subsequent 
comparison of the tendered figures. 

This type of contract is really only suitable for use with maintenance 
and similar contracts, where it is not possible to give realistic quantities 
of the work to be undertaken. In this form of contract it is extremely 
difficult to make a fair comparison between the figures submitted by the 
various contractors, particularly where approximate quantities are not 
inserted in the schedules, since there is no total figure available for 
comparison purposes and the unit rates may fluctuate extensively 
between the different tenderers. 

Another advantage of the use of schedules is that they can be 
prepared quickly for projects of long duration. During the execution of 
the early stages of a project by a contractor selected from a schedule of 
rates, an accurate bill of quantities can be prepared for the remainder of 
the work. This bill can be priced using the rates inserted in the original 
schedule by the contractor already employed on the site, or 
alternatively, competitive tenders can be obtained and, if appropriate, 
another contractor can carry out the later phases. For example, the 
substructure of a power station could be measured and valued in 
accordance with a schedule of rates, while the superstructure could be 
the subject of a bill of quantities contract. In like manner, approximate 
quantities could be provided for the first and possibly experimental 
section of a road or airport runway, with an accurate bill of quantities 
prepared for the main scheme. 13 
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A schedule contract also enables the contractor and the engineer to 
co-operate at the design stage in the development of new techniques in 
an effective and economical way. The schedule of rates should ideally be 
negotiated at an early stage to give the contractor and the engineer an 
opportunity to discuss the relationship of plant usage and site 
organisation to the design of the scheme. 13 

( 4) Cost reimbursement contracts. In cost reimbursement contracts the 
employer pays to the contractor the actual cost of the work plus a 
management fee which will include the contractor's overhead charges, 
supervision costs and profit. The management fee may be calculated in 
one of four different ways which are now described. 
(i) Prime cost plus percentage contracts. This type of contract provides 

for the management fee payable to the contractor to be calculated 
as a percentage of the actual or allowable total cost of the civil 
engineering work. It permits an early starting date, as the only 
matter requiring agreement between the employer and the 
contractor is the percentage to be applied in respect of the 
contractor's overheads and profit. It is accordingly relatively simple 
to operate and was used extensively during the Second World War 
for defence installations, and was subject to considerable abuse on 
occasions. 

It is a generally unsatisfactory contractual arrangement as higher 
costs also entail higher fees and there is accordingly no incentive for 
efficiency and economy. The use of this form of contract should 
therefore be confined to situations where the full nature and extent 
of the work are uncertain and urgent completion of the project is 
required, resulting in a critical situation. Even then every care 
should be taken to safeguard the employer's interests by employing 
a reputable contractor and arranging effective supervision of the 
work. The main deficiency is that an unscrupulous contractor could 
increase his profit by delaying the completion of the works. No 
incentive exists for the contractor to complete the works as quickly 
as possible or to try to reduce costs. Furthermore, the fee will 
fluctuate proportionately to any prime cost fluctuations but these 
will not necessarily bear any relation to any changes in the actual 
costs of management. 14 

A typical percentage fee might contain an addition of 100 per 
cent on the actual cost of wages, fares and allowances paid by the 
contractor to the foremen, operatives and staff (other than clerical, 
administrative and visiting staff) for time spent wholly on the 
works, together with amounts paid in respect of such wages for 
national insurance, graduated pensions, selective employment tax, 
holidays with pay, employer's liability and workmen's compensation 
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insurance; an addition of 20 per cent on the actual cost of materials 
used upon the works after the deduction of all trade, cash and other 
discounts and rebates; an addition of 5 per cent on the actual cost 
of any sub-contractors' accounts in connection with the works and 
any payments made by the employer; and an addition of 10 per 
cent on the actual cost of any mechanical plant used on the site 
upon the works. 14 

(ii) Prime cost plus fixed fee contracts. In this form of contract the sum 
paid to the contractor will be the actual cost incurred in the 
execution of the works plus a fixed lump sum, which has previously 
been agreed upon and does not fluctuate with the final cost of the 
project. No real incentive exists for the contractor to secure 
efficient working arrangements on the site, although it is to his 
advantage to earn the fixed fee as quickly as possible and so release 
his resources for othP.r work. This type of contract has advantages 
over the prime cost plus percentage contract from the employer's 
standpoint. 

In order to establish a realistic figure for the fixed fee, it is 
necessary to be able to assess with reasonable accuracy the likely 
amount of the prime cost at the tender stage, otherwise the 
employer may have to revert to a prime cost plus percentage 
contract with its inherent disadvantages. It is advisable to prepare a 
document showing the estimated cost of the project in as much 
detail as possible so that the work is clearly defined and also the 
basis on which the fixed fee is calculated. 

(iii) Prime cost plus fluctuating fee contracts. In this form of contract the 
contractor is paid the actual cost of the work plus a fee, with the 
amount of the fee being determined by reference to the allowable 
cost by some form of sliding scale. Thus, the lower the final cost of 
the works (prime cost), the greater will be the value of the fee that 
the contractor receives. An incentive then exists for the contractor 
to carry out the work as quickly and cheaply as possible, and it 
does constitute the most efficient of the three types of prime cost 
contract that have so far been described. 

(iv) Target cost contracts. These are used on occasions to encourage the 
contractor to execute the work as cheaply as possible. A basic fee is 
generally quoted as a percentage of an agreed target estimate 
usually obtained from a priced bill of quantities. The target estimate 
may be adjusted for variations in quantity and design, and 
fluctuations in the cost of labour and materials and related matters. 
The actual fee paid to the contractor is determined by increasing or 
reducing the basic fee by an agreed percentage of the saving or 
excess between the actual cost and the adjusted target estimate. In 
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some cases a bonus or penalty based on the completion time may 
also be applied. 

Hence prime costs are recorded and a fee agreed for management 
services provided by the contractor as in the other forms of cost 
reimbursement contract. The actual amount paid to the contractor 
depends on the difference between the target price and the actual prime 
cost. In practice, various methods have been used for computing this 
sum. An alternative method that has been used is to pay the contractor 
the prime cost plus the agreed fee, and for the difference between target 
price and prime cost, whether a saving or an extra, to be shared 
between the employer and the contractor in agreed proportions. Yet 
another method is to pay either the target price or the prime cost plus 
the agreed fee whichever is the lower. This latter form of contract does, 
in fact, combine the characteristics of both the fixed price and cost 
reimbursement contracts. 14 

Fluctuations in fee due to difference between target and actual costs 
operate as a bonus to the contractor if his management is efficient, or as 
a penalty if it is inefficient. The benefits to be obtained by the employer 
from this contractual arrangement are mainly dependent on the target 
price being agreed at a realistic value, as there will be a great incentive 
for the contractor to increase the estimated price as much as possible in 
the first instance. It is essential that the employer obtains expert advice 
in evaluating this price. It may be negotiated with the contractor or 
established in competition. Target cost contracts should not be entered 
into lightly as they are expensive to manage, and require accurate 
management and careful costing on the employer's behalf. 15 

(5) All-in contracts. With this type of contract the employer or 
promoter, frequently using the services of an engineer, normally gives 
his requirements in broad outline to contractors, who are asked to 
submit full details of design, construction and cost, and probably 
including maintenance of the works for a limited period. This procedure 
has been used in the chemical and oil industries and for the design and 
construction of nuclear power stations for the Central Electricity Board. 
It is a contractual arrangement which sometimes finds favour with 
overseas employers. Although they may appear very attractive, they 
may give rise to many difficulties in implementation. As an ICE report16 

emphasises, they can prove particularly difficult to operate in times of 
high inflation and when the basic technology is changing rapidly. 

All-in contracts are sometimes referred to as package deals and, in 
practice, the arrangements may vary considerably, ranging from projects 
where the contractor uses his own professional design staff and 
undertakes both complete design and construction, to projects where the 
contractor, specialising in a particular form of construction, offers to 
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provide a full service based on preliminary sketch plans provided by the 
employer's engineer. All-in contracts can be on a fixed price or cost 
reimbursement basis, competitive or negotiated, and can incorporate the 
management contracting system described later in the chapter. The 
employer may require the contractor to finance the project until it is 
revenue producing, in which case it is often referred to as a turnkey 
contract. 15 

The selection of the contractor should be based on a brief of the 
employer's requirements. The brief should ideally be prepared by the 
employer's engineer and costed by him, so that contractors are 
tendering on a brief that is within the employer's budget. It is costly for 
contractors to tender for this type of contract in competition, as each 
contractor will have to produce a design to meet the brief and price for 
construction. Where this process is taken to excess at the tendering 
stage, it will result in an uneconomic use of resources. Hence, many 
contractors are not prepared to proceed beyond outline sketch design 
and an indicative price at the competitive tender stage. Furthermore, 
the evaluation and comparison of contractors' tenders is complicated as 
each contractor is likely to interpret the brief in a different way. Hence 
considerable adjustments may be needed to reduce them to a common 
basis for purposes of comparison. 15 

(6) Negotiated contracts. As a general rule, negotiation of a contract 
with a single contractor should take place only if it can be shown to 
result in positive advantages to the employer. There are a number of 
situations in which negotiations may be beneficial to the employer and 
some of the more ccmmon instances are now listed: 

(1) The employer has a business relationship with the contractor. 
(2) The employer finds it difficult, or even impossible, to finance the 

project in any other way. 
(3) The employer has let a contract in competition, and then another 

contract of similar design comes on programme. 
(4) In particular geographical areas where there may be only one 

contractor available to do the work. 
(5) A certain contractor is the only one available with either the 

expertise or the special plant required to carry out the project. 
(6) At times when the construction industry is grossly over-stretched 

and negotiation offers the best approach. 
(7) Where a rapid start is required, as for example when the original 

contractor has gone into liquidation. 15 

The two principal methods of negotiation are: 

(1) Using the competitive rates obtained for similar work undertaken 
under similar conditions in another contract; but there are many 
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inherent problems in adjusting the existing rates to provide a basis 
for pricing the new work. 

(2) An agreed assessment of the estimated cost, to which will be added 
an agreed percentage for head office overheads and profit, which 
can be subsequently documented in a normal bill of quantities. 

There are certain essential features which are required if the 
negotiation is to proceed satisfactorily. These include equality of the 
negotiator for each party, parity of information, agreement as to the 
basis of negotiation and an approximate apportionment of cost between 
suitable heads, such as site management, contractor's own labour, direct 
materials, plant, contractor's own sub-contractors, nominated 
sub-contractors, nominated suppliers, provisional sums and 
contingencies, and head office overheads and profit. 15 

Advantages can accrue from a decision to select a contractor and to 
negotiate a contract sum with him. For instance, the contractor can be 
brought in at an early stage as a member of the design team, so that full 
advantage can be taken of his knowledge, experience and constructional 
resources. He can take an effective role in the planning process, which 
should help towards producing a better design solution at lower cost, 
and possibly with a shorter completion time. Further benefits may be 
secured if sub-contractors are brought in at the same time. 

With the contractor appointed, agreement may be reached on the 
format of the bill of quantities which will be of the greatest use to the 
contractor in programming, progressing and cost controlling the project. 
Where bills are produced by computer, it is relatively easy to produce 
bills in any alternative form very quickly. 14 

There are, however, weaknesses inherent in the negotiating process, 
such as the length of time required for pricing and negotiation and that 
there is rarely any guarantee that a lower price will be obtained than by 
the normal competitive tendering procedure. It may be argued that the 
allowance for business risk is a matter of opinion, the anticipated profit 
is based on hope, and off-site overheads are dictated by the efficiency of 
the construction organisation. Hence the probability of negotiating a 
contractor's margin equal to, or less than, that prevailing in the 
competitive market is in all probability unlikely. 14 

(7) Management contracts. The management contract is a system 
whereby a main contractor is appointed, either by negotiation or in 
competition, and works closely with the employer's professional 
advisor(s). All physical construction is undertaken by sub-contractors 
selected in competition. The management contractor provides common 
services to the sub-contractors such as welfare facilities, and plant and 
equipment that is not confined to one sub-contractor, and sufficient 
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management both on and off the site to undertake the planning and 
management, co-ordination and control of the project. He is paid a fee 
for his services and in addition, the cost of his on-site management, 
common services and the cost of all work undertaken by 
sub-contractors. 

The management contract, which emanated from the United States, is 
most appropriate to large, complex projects exceeding £20m in value, 
which exhibit particular problems that militate against the employment 
of fixed price contract procedures. Typical examples are: 

(1) Projects for which complicated machinery is to be installed 
concurrently with the construction work. 

(2) Projects for which the design process will of necessity continue 
throughout most of the construction period. 

(3) Projects on which construction problems are such that it is necessary 
or desirable that the design and management team includes a 
suitably experienced contractor appointed on such a basis that his 
interests are largely synonymous with those of the employer's 
professional advisor( s) Y 

The management contractor will be concerned with keeping the cost 
of the works within the project budget, reporting to the employer on 
possible extras and also in dealing with the sub-contractors in regard to 
such matters as claims for loss and expense and the settlement of 
accounts. The management contractor attends all design and progress 
meetings and it is good policy for a representative of the employer also 
to be in attendance. The management contractor will be able to report, 
among other matters, on the dates by which he will require design 
information and on any information that is already late. 17 

Form and Purpose of Contract Documents 

Contract documents form the basis on which a civil engineering 
contractor will prepare his tender and carry out and complete the 
contract works. It is, accordingly, essential that the documents shall 
collectively detail all the requirements of the project in a comprehensive 
and unambiguous way. These documents also identify all the rights and 
duties of the main parties to the contract - the employer, engineer and 
contractor. Collectively they constitute a binding contract, whereby the 
contractor undertakes to construct works in accordance with the details 
supplied by the engineer and the employer agrees to pay the contractor 
in stages during the execution of the works in the manner prescribed in 
the contract. 11 
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The contract documents normally used in connection with a civil 
engineering contract are as follows. 

(1) Form of Agreement 
(2) Conditions of Contract 
(3) Specification 
(4) Bill of Quantities 
(5) Contract Drawings 
(6) Form of Tender 

Consideration will now be given to the nature and purpose of each of 
these documents. 

(1) Form of Agreement 

The Form of Agreement constitutes the formal agreement between the 
employer (promoter) and the contractor for the execution of the works, 
both permanent and temporary, in accordance with the other contract 
documents, and for the maintenance of the permanent works. The 
employer covenants to pay the contractor at the times and in the 
manner prescribed by the contract. This is now generally covered by the 
Form of Agreement incorporated in the Conditions of Contract for use 
in connection with works of civil engineering construction. 10 

(2) Conditions of Contract 

The Conditions of Contract define the terms under which the work is to 
be undertaken, the relationship between the employer or promoter, the 
engineer and the contractor, the powers of the engineer and the terms 
of payment. For many years it had been considered desirable to use a 
standard set of conditions which could, as far as practicable, be 
applicable to all civil engineering contracts. Any special conditions 
relating to an individual contract can be added to the general clauses. 

In 1945 the Institution of Civil Engineers and the Federation of Civil 
Engineering Contractors issued a standard set of Conditions of Contract 
for use in connection with works of civil engineering construction. 10 In 
the later editions of this document the Association of Consulting 
Engineers was concerned with its preparation, in addition to the other 
two bodies previously mentioned. Furthermore, other sets of conditions 
have been specially prepared to cover civil engineering works to be 
carried out overseas, of which the FIDIC contract18 is the most widely 
used, having evolved from the ICE Conditions, with provision for the 
insertion of the ruling language in which the contract is to be construed 
and interpreted. 

For building work it is usual to make use of the standard conditions 
issued by the Joint Contracts Tribunal for the Standard Form of 
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Building Contract, and generally referred to as the 'JCT Conditions'. 19 

There are alternative forms for use with quantities, without quantities 
and with approximate quantities and there are, in addition, conditions 
specially devised for use on local authority contracts. 
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Where the contract is of very limited extent and the use of the 
standard comprehensive set of conditions is not really justified, an 
abbreviated set of conditions, normally worked up from the appropriate 
set of standard conditions, is frequently adopted. 

With certain specialised classes of civil engineering work the 
responsible authorities have seen fit to introduce a number of clauses, 
which modify or supplement the standard clauses of the 'ICE 
Conditions'. A typical example is the clauses prepared by the Central 
Electricity Generating Board for use on power station contracts. The 
making of modifications to the ICE Conditions can lead to uncertainties 
and disputes which are better avoided, and they make the task of the 
contractor in preparing his tender more difficult. An ICE publication16 

emphasises the desirability of adding special conditions, where 
necessary, instead of making modifications to the standard conditions. 
There is a separate set of conditions for use on government contracts for 
building and civil engineering work. 20 

The Conditions of Contract for use in connection with works of civil 
engineering construction are almost invariably included as one of the 
contract documents on a civil engineering contract. The principal clauses 
of the Conditions of Contract for works of civil engineering 
construction, commonly referred to as the 'ICE Conditions', 10 covering 
the measurement and valuation of the works are clauses 51 and 52, 
dealing with alterations, additions and omissions, clauses 55, 56 and 57 
covering measurement, clauses 58 and 59A, B and C relating to 
provisional and prime cost sums and nominated sub-contracts, and 
clauses 60 and 61, which are concerned with certificates and payment. 

The content and effect of these clauses are now considered in some 
detail. 

Alterations, Additions and Omissions 

51.(1) Ordered Variations 

The Engineer has the power to vary any part of the Works, including 
temporary works, and ordered variations may include changes in the 
specified sequence, method or timing of construction. The Engineer's 
powers do not, however, extend to variation of the terms and conditions 
of the Contract. 21 A wide variety of circumstances result in variations to 
the works, ranging from adverse weather conditions to delays 
occasioned by the finding of fossils on the site. 
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51.(2) Ordered Variations to be in Writing 

The Contractor should not make any variation unless he receives a 
written order or written confirmation of a verbal order from the 
Engineer. The Contractor may himself confirm in writing to the 
Engineer an oral order of the Engineer and the latter must given written 
contradiction forthwith, otherwise it is deemed to be a written order by 
the Engineer. Should the Engineer fail to confirm his oral instruction to 
vary the works, or contradicts a written confirmation already issued to 
the contractor, then a dispute exists which is referrable to arbitration 
under clause 66. 

51.(3) Changes in Quantities 

The Engineer is not required to issue a written order to cover variations 
in quantity of billed items. 

52.(1) Valuation of Ordered Variations 

The Engineer is required to consult with the Contractor prior to 
ascertaining the value of variations ordered under clause 51. The value 
of ordered variations is to be determined in accordance with the 
following principles. 

(i) Where work is of a similar character and executed under similar 
conditions to work priced in the Bill of Quantities, it shall be valued 
at applicable rates and prices. 

(ii) Where work is not of a similar character or is not executed under 
similar conditions, the rates and prices in the Bill of Quantities shall 
be used as a basis for valuation so far as may be reasonable, 
otherwise a fair valuation is to be made. 

Normally evaluation will be secured by agreement between the 
Contractor and the Engineer; failing this the Engineer is empowered to 
determine the rate or price in accordance with the principles outlined 
and to notify the Contractor. 

52.(2) Engineer to fix Rates 

Variations may render some billed rates or prices unreasonable or 
inapplicable and either the Engineer or the Contractor may give notice 
to the other that rates or prices should be varied. Such notice is 
required to be given before commencement of the varied work or as 
soon thereafter as practicable. The Engineer shall fix such rates or 
prices as he considers reasonable and proper, presumably having regard 
to the component elements of the original rates or prices. 21 
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52.(3) Daywork 

The Engineer may, if he considers it necessary or desirable, order in 
writing that any additional or substituted work shall be executed on a 
daywork basis. The Contractor is required to submit to the Engineer for 
his approval quotations for materials before ordering them. This 
procedure could result in delay to the works giving rise to a claim for 
extension of time under clause 44.21 

The Contractor is required to submit daily unpriced particulars in 
duplicate of the labour, materials and plant used. When the particulars 
are agreed the Engineer's Representative shall sign the lists and return 
one copy to the Contractor. At the end of each month the Contractor is 
required to deliver to the Engineer's Representative a priced statement 
of the labour, materials and plant used. This is normally acceptable in a 
summarised form based on the detailed lists and statements submitted 
previously. It is important that the Contractor submits the necessary 
particulars punctually in accordance with the prescribed timescale. 
Where the submission of these particulars is impracticable the Engineer 
is empowered to authorise payment for the work either as daywork or at 
such value as he considers fair and reasonable. 

The Contractor shall be paid for daywork under the conditions and at 
the rates and prices contained in the Daywork Schedule included in the 
Bill of Quantities. In the absence of a Daywork Schedule the Contractor 
will be paid in accordance with the Schedules of Dayworks carried out 
incidental to Contract work22 current at the date the work is carried out. 
Daywork is paid at the schedule rates operative at the date of execution 
(not at tender date) and hence this work cannot be included in price 
fluctuation accounts. 23 

52.(4) Notice of Claims 

Where the Contractor intends to claim a higher rate or price than the 
one notified to him by the Engineer pursuant to sub-clauses 52.(1), 
52.(2) and 56.(2), he is required to give written notice within 28 days of 
receiving the Engineer's notification. In the case of claims for additional 
payment, other than those arising under sub-clauses 52.(1) and 52.(2), 
the Contractor is required to give written notice to the Engineer of his 
intention to claim as soon as is reasonably possible after the occurrence of 
the event giving rise to the claim, and to keep supporting records. The 
Engineer may without admitting liability instruct the Contractor to keep 
such records and to permit the Engineer to inspect them and receive 
copies if required. 

After notification the Contractor shall submit, as soon as is reasonably 
practicable, an interim account giving detailed particulars of the claim 
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including the amount claimed and the grounds of the claim. Thereafter, 
at the reasonable request of the Engineer, the Contractor shall provide 
an updated statement. If the Contractor fails to produce particulars 
within the prescribed time limits or in any other way prevents or 
prejudices the Engineer's investigations into the claim, the Engineer 
may restrict consideration to the particulars provided. 

Approved payments against claims may be included in interim 
certificates issued pursuant to clause 60. To ensure that the Employer 
continuously has a reasonable forecast of the probable final value of the 
contract, the Contractor should notify his intention to claim additional 
payment at the earliest practicable opportunity and to particularise his 
claim as soon as he is reasonably able to do so, quite apart from any 
specific provisions in the Conditions of Contract. However, claims may 
result from previously unforeseen contention arising during the finalising 
of the measured account. 21 

Measurement 

55.(1) Quantities 

The quantities set out in the Bill of Quantities are estimated quantities 
of the Works and may accordingly be varied. 

55.(2) Correction of Errors 

Any error in description or omission from the Bill of Quantities shall be 
corrected by the Engineer and the value of the work actually executed is 
to be ascertained in accordance with clause 52. This provision does not 
extend to the rectification of errors, omissions or wrong estimates in the 
descriptions, rates and prices inserted in the Bill of Quantities by the 
Contractor. 

This provision gives added importance to the use and effect of the 
Civil Engineering Standard Method of Measurement, although a billed 
item that is clear and unambiguous will always take precedence over the 
Standard Method notwithstanding clause 57.23 

56.(1) Measurement and Valuation 

Except as otherwise stated, the Engineer is required to ascertain and 
determine by measurement the value in accordance with the contract of 
work done under it. 

56.(2) Increase or Decrease of Rate 

The Engineer is empowered, after consultation with the Contractor, to 
vary rates or prices where these have been rendered unreasonable or 
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inapplicable as a result of fluctuation in quantities. Should the 
Contractor disagree with the Engineer's proposals, he should invoke the 
provisions of sub-clause 52.(4)(a). 

This sub-clause recognises that in tendering the Contractor has no 
choice but to accept the billed quantity, but at the same time, owing to 
the very nature of civil engineering work, the Engineer cannot be 
precise in calculating the quantities required. Adjustments of quantities 
can be either up or down. In general an increased quantity should result 
in more economic use of plant and a reduction of rate. However, it may 
not always be so, particularly if more distant tips have to be used or 
plant requirements are changed.23 

56.(3) Attending for Measurement 

Where the Engineer requires any part of the Works to be measured he 
shall give reasonable advance notice in writing to the Contractor, who 
shall either attend or send a qualified agent to assist in making the 
measurement. If the Contractor fails to attend the measurement or send 
a representative, then the measurement made by the Engineer or his 
representative shall be taken as being the correct measurement. It is 
important that any delegation of the Engineer's duties under this clause 
and any limitations placed on them, shall be fully particularised and 
notified in writing to the Contractor. 21 

57. Method of Measurement 

Except where expressly indicated in the Bill of Quantities, it shall be 
deemed to have been prepared in accordance with the Standard Method 
of Measurement of Civil Engineering Quantities. The Civil Engineering 
Standard Method of Measurement (1985 edition) will be inserted in the 
Appendix to the Form of Tender where it is used as the basis of 
measurement. It will be necessary to amend this clause if some other 
method of measurement, such as the building method, is adopted. 

Provisional and Prime Cost Sums and Nominated Sub-contracts 

58.(1) Provisional Sum 

Provisional Sums can be included in the Contract for the execution of 
work, supply of goods, materials or services, or contingencies. The 
Engineer, at his direction and discretion, may use a provisional sum 'in 
whole or in part or not at all'. 

58.(2) Prime Cost Item 

Prime Cost (PC) Items can be used for the execution of work or for the 
supply of goods, materials or services. 
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58.(3) Design Requirements to be Expressly Stated 

If any Provisional Sum or Prime Cost Item includes the provision of 
design or specification services in connection with Permanent Works or 
of any equipment or plant to be provided, such as surveys or soil 
investigations, this shall be expressly stated in the Contract and included 
in any Nominated Sub-contract. The Contractor's obligation in respect 
of such services shall be limited to that which is expressly stated in 
accordance with this sub-clause, since under clause 8 the Contractor is 
not responsible for the design of any Permanent Works. 

58.(4) Use of Prime Cost Items 

The Engineer is empowered to order the Contractor to employ a 
sub-contractor nominated by the Engineer in respect of every Prime 
Cost Item, subject to the Contractor's right to object under clause 59A. 
Subject to the Contractor's consent the Engineer is empowered to order 
the Contractor to execute work, or supply goods, materials or services 
in respect of any Prime Cost Item, and payment will be made in 
accordance with the terms of an agreed quotation or in the absence of 
this, by determining the value in accordance with clause 52. 

58.(5) Nominated Sub-contractors- Definition 

All persons nominated under Prime Cost Items and Provisional Sums to 
execute work or supply goods, materials or services are referred to as 
'Nominated Sub-contractors'. Hence the term Nominated 
Sub-contractors includes Nominated Suppliers. 

58.(6) Production of Vouchers, etc. 

The Contractor shall, when required by the Engineer, produce all 
quotations, invoices and the like relating to work carried out by 
Nominated Sub-contractors. 

58.(7) Use of Provisional Sums 

The Engineer is empowered to order work to be executed and goods, 
materials and services to be supplied by the Contractor and/or 
Nominated Sub-contractors under Provisional Sums. Where nominated 
sub-contracts are required, it is preferable to include appropriate items 
in the Bill of Quantities rather than rely on the percentage quoted in the 
Appendix to the Form of Tender, which is essentially a 'fall-back' 
provision. 23 

59.A(l) Nominated Sub-contractors- Objection to Nomination 

Subject to sub-clause 59A.(2)(c) the Contractor is not obliged to enter 
into a sub-contract with any Nominated Sub-contractor against whom he 
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raises reasonable objection or who declines to enter into a sub-contract 
with him containing the four provisions incorporated in this sub-clause. 

59.A(2) Engineer's Action on Objection 

This sub-clause prescribes four alternative courses of action which the 
Engineer may take where the Contractor objects to the appointment of 
a Nominated Sub-contractor. 

59.A(3) Direction by Engineer 

On receipt by the Contractor of an Engineer's directive to enter into a 
sub-contract with a Nominated Sub-contractor, which does not contain 
all the provisions prescribed in sub-clause 59.A(l)(a)- (d), the 
Contractor is relieved of his obligations to the extent that the 
sub-contract terms are inconsistent with those of the Contract. 

The Contractor is entitled to payment for any loss, expense or 
damage arising out of the Nominated Sub-contractor's refusal to accept 
these provisions. 

The Contractor is required to give notice of the loss, expense or 
damage in accordance with sub-clause 52.(4), and he will be entitled to 
be paid any amount determined in accordance with clause 60. 

59.A(4) Contractor Responsible for Nominated Sub-contracts 

This emphasises that the Contractor shall be responsible for the work 
executed or goods, materials or services supplied by a Nominated 
Sub-contractor. 

59.A(5) Payments 

The amount paid to the Contractor in respect of a Nominated 
Sub-contract includes (i) the actual price paid to the Nominated 
Sub-contractor, net of all trade and other discounts, rebates and 
allowances, but giving the Contractor the benefit of any discount 
obtainable for prompt payment; (ii) attendance; and (iii) overheads and 
profit, usually calculated as a percentage of the price due, as entered 
against the relevant item in the Bill of Quantities or in the Appendix to 
the Form of Tender. 

59.A(6) Breach of Sub-contract 

This deals with the situation where the Nominated Sub-contractor may 
be in breach. A common remedy in such cases has been to hold the 
Contractor financially liable - although he may be unable to obtain 
redress from the Nominated Sub-contractor. It is now provided that any 
award or judgement against the Contractor in such circumstances shall 
be enforced only to the extent that it has proved enforceable against the 
Sub-contractor. 23 
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59.B(l) Forfeiture of Sub-contract 

Subject to sub-clause 59.A(2)(c), the Contractor shall in every 
sub-contract with a Nominated Sub-contractor incorporate forfeiture 
provisions. 

59.B(2) Termination of Sub-contract 

This sub-clause lays down the procedure to be followed in the event of 
the Contractor being of the opinion that he is entitled to terminate the 
Nominated Sub-contract. 

The Contractor is required to notify the Engineer in writing at once if 
an event arises which the Contractor considers entitles him to exercise 
his right under the Forfeiture Clause (or in the absence of such Clause, 
if he considers the Nominated Sub-contractor has repudiated his 
sub-contract). 

If the Contractor wishes to exercise his right of termination, he should 
seek the Employer's consent in the notice previously described. 

The Engineer is required to inform the Contractor in writing of the 
Employer's decision within seven days of receipt of the Contractor's 
notice. In the absence of notice from the Engineer within the prescribed 
time limit, the Employer will be deemed to have consented to the 
Contractor's request to terminate the Sub-contract. 

If the Contractor notifies the Engineer but does not seek the 
Employer's consent to terminate, the Engineer is empowered, subject to 
the Employer's consent, to direct the Contractor to give notice to the 
Nominated Sub-contractor expelling him from the Sub-contract Works. 21 

59.B(3) Engineer's Action upon Termination 

The Engineer is required in the event of the Nominated Sub-contract 
being forfeited, to do one or more of the things described in sub-clauses 
59.A(2)(a), (b) and (d). 

59.B(4) Delay and Extra Cost 

This clause provides for financial adjustments between the parties 
concerned in the event of forfeiture of a Nominated Sub-contract. The 
Engineer, in determining any extension of time to which the Contractor 
is entitled under clause 44, is required to take into account any delay 
arising out of the forfeiture of a Nominated Sub-contract. Subject to the 
provisions of sub-clause 52. ( 4), the Contractor is entitled to be paid (in 
accordance with clause 60) the amount of any additional cost which he 
may necessarily and properly have incurred as a result of the delay. 21 
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59.B(5) Termination Without Consent 

The Contractor is made responsible for the financial consequences of 
terminating a sub-contract without the Employer's consent and in 
circumstances which did not entitle him to do so. 

59.B(6) Recovery of Employer's Loss 

In order to limit his own liability in respect of the Employer's loss, as 
defined in sub-clause 59.B(4)(c), the Contractor is required to take all 
necessary steps and proceedings to enforce the provisions of the 
sub-contract and to recover the Employer's loss from the 
Sub-contractor. 
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Subject to complying with this Clause, the Contractor's liability under 
sub-clause 59.B(4) will be limited to that part of the Employer's loss 
which the Contractor has been able to recover from the Sub-contractor. 

The Contractor is entitled to recover from the Employer that part of 
the reasonable costs and expenses in complying with the clause which is 
not recoverable from the Sub-contractor. 

The balance of these costs and expenses is not recoverable from the 
Employer where the notice enforcing forfeiture has been given without 
the Employer's consent and in circumstances which do not give rise to 
entitlement. 21 

59.C Payment to Nominated Sub-contractors 

Prior to issuing any certificate under clause 60, which includes payment 
to a Nominated Sub-contractor, the Engineer is entitled to receive proof 
from the Contractor that all payments under previous certificates, less 
retention and discount, have been paid or discharged. 

In the event of the Contractor withholding such payments he should 
give written notification to the Engineer showing reasonable cause and 
that the Nominated Sub-contractor has been notified in writing. 

The Employer is entitled to pay direct to a Nominated 
Sub-contractor, on an Engineer's certificate, any sum or sums, less 
retentions, withheld by the Contractor and to offset any such payments 
against amounts due or which become due from the Employer to the 
Contractor. 21 

Nevertheless, it behoves the Engineer to exercise these provisions 
with discretion. It follows that payment must already have been made to 
the Contractor so that direct payment to the Nominated Sub-contractor 
is necessarily a double payment - ensuring a sufficiency of monies 
owing to the Contractor to provide set-off. 23 
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Certificates and Payment 

60.(1) Monthly Statements 

The Contractor is required to submit to the Engineer a monthly 
statement, in a form prescribed in the Specification where applicable, 
and showing the estimated contract value of the Permanent Works up to 
the end of the month, a list and the value of goods or materials 
delivered to the Site but not yet incorporated in the Permanent Works, 
a list and value of goods or materials listed in the Appendix to the Form 
of Tender not yet delivered to the Site, but of which property is vested 
in the Employer pursuant to clause 54, and the estimated amounts to 
which the Contractor considers himself entitled covering such items as 
Temporary Works and Constructional Plant and, with the operation of 
the CESMM, this may include method-related charges. Although only a 
statement is called for, it should be prepared in sufficient detail to 
enable the Engineer or his Representative to check the submission. It is 
good practice for the Contractor to submit a fully detailed statement 
quarterly with summary statements in the intervening months.24 

No statement is, however, to be submitted where the Contractor 
considers that the total estimated value will fall below the sum inserted 
in the Appendix to the Form of Tender as being the Minimum Amount 
of Interim Certificates under sub-clause 60.(2). 

Amounts payable in respect of Nominated Sub-contractors are to be 
listed separately. 

60.(2) Monthly Payments 

Following delivery by the Contractor to the Engineer or the Engineer's 
Representative of the monthly statement required under sub-clause 
60.(1), the Engineer is required to certify and the Employer to pay the 
Contractor all within 28 days of delivery of the Contractor's monthly 
statement. To achieve this it will be necessary for the Contractor and 
Engineer to work closely together both in the taking of measurements 
and agreement of rates.23 

Amounts certified by the Engineer for items listed in sub-clause 
60.(1)(a) and (d) (Permanent Works, Temporary Works, Constructional 
Plant and the like) will be subject to retention, while amounts certified 
against items listed in sub-clauses 60.1(b) and (c) (goods or materials) 
will not be subject to retention. The Engineer is required to show 
separately amounts certified in respect of Nominated Sub-contracts. The 
Engineer is not bound to issue, but at the same time is not prevented 
from issuing, an interim certificate for a sum less than that stated in the 
Appendix to the Form of Tender. 
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60.(3) Final Account 

Within three months of the date of the Maintenance Certificate the 
Contractor is required to submit to the Engineer a statement of final 
account and supporting documentation, showing in detail the value of 
work done in accordance with the contract together with all further 
sums the Contractor considers due to him under the Contract up to the 
date of the Maintenance Certificate. 

Within three months after receipt of the final account and all 
information reasonably required for its verification, the Engineer is 
required to issue a final certificate stating the amount which, in his 
opinion, is finally due under the Contract up to the date of the 
Maintenance Certificate. The balance thus determined must be paid 
subject to clause 47 (Liquidated Damages) within 28 days of the date of 
the final certificate. 

60.(4) Retention 

Retention as provided for in sub-clause 60.(2)(a) shall be calculated at 5 
per cent of the amount due to the Contractor until a reserve shall have 
accumulated to the Employer up to the following limits 

(i) where the Tender Total does not exceed £50 000 - 5 per cent of 
the Tender Total but not exceeding £1500; or 

(ii) where the Tender Total exceeds £50 000 - 3 per cent of the Tender 
Total. 

60.(5) Payment of Retention Money 

The Contractor shall be paid 1.5 per cent of the amount due within 14 
days of the issue of a Certificate of Sectional Completion, followed by 
the balance of one-half of the retention money within 14 days of the 
issue of the Certificate of Completion for the whole of the Works. 

The other half of the retention money shall be paid to the Contractor 
within 14 days after the expiration of the Period of Maintenance. If 
outstanding work remains to be executed by the Contractor, the 
Employer can withhold payment of such sum as in the opinion of the 
Engineer represents the cost of the remaining work. 

60.(6) Interest on Overdue Payments 

Failure by the Engineer to certify or the Employer to pay in accordance 
with sub-clauses 60.(2), (3) and (5) renders the Employer liable to pay 
interest to the Contractor on any overdue payment calculated at the 
minimum lending rate (base rate) plus 0.75 per cent. 
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60.(7) Correction and Withholding of Certificates 

The Engineer shall not in any interim certificate reduce sums previously 
certified to Nominated Sub-contractors, if the Contractor shall have 
already paid or be bound to pay the sums, notwithstanding his general 
entitlement to omit from any certificate the value of any work done, or 
goods, materials or services rendered with which he may be dissatisfied. 
If the Engineer in the final certificate shall reduce sums previously 
certified and paid to the Nominated Sub-contractors provision is made 
for the Employer to reimburse the Contractor. This provision 
necessitates careful certification of sums to Nominated Sub-contractors. 

60.(8) Copy Certificate for Contractor 

Every certificate issued by the Engineer under clause 60 shall be sent to 
the Employer and a copy to the Contractor. 

61.(1) Maintenance Certificate 

The Maintenance Certificate, certifying the satisfactory construction, 
completion and maintenance of the Works, cannot be issued until the 
expiration of the Period of Maintenance (or the latest period where 
there is more than one) or until such later time as any works required 
under clauses 48, 49 and 50 have been completed to the Engineer's 
satisfaction. 

The release of the second half of retention is to be made 14 days after 
the expiration of the Period of Maintenance but is not dependent on the 
issue of a Maintenance Certificate. As noted previously, a deduction 
may be made from such retention money equivalent to the cost of any 
work ordered and outstanding under clauses 48, 49 and 50. 

The Engineer is required to send a copy of the Maintenance 
Certificate when it is issued to the Employer. 

61. (2) Unfulfilled Obligations 

The issue of the Maintenance Certificate shall not relieve the Contractor 
or the Employer of his obligations under the Contract. 

Contract Price Fluctuations 

The contract price fluctuations clause is optional and is normally 
included in contracts of over two years duration. It consists of a cost 
indices system of variation of price which superseded the former 
laborious procedure of calculating the price fluctuations from wage 
sheets and invoices. 
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The amount to be added to, or deducted from, the contract price is 
the net amount of the increase or decrease in cost to the contractor in 
carrying out the works. The index figures are compiled by the 
Department of the Environment25 and comprise: 

(1) the index of the cost of labour in civil engineering construction; 
(2) the index of the cost of providing and maintaining constructional 

plant and equipment; and 
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(3) the indices of constructional materials prices in respect of 
aggregates, bricks and clay products generally, cements, cast iron 
products, coated madstone for road pavements and bituminous 
products generally, fuel for plant, timber, reinforcing steel and other 
metal sections, and fabricated structural steel. 

The base index figure is the appropriate final index figure applicable 
to the date 42 days prior to the date for the return of tenders, while the 
current index figure applies to the last day of the period to which the 
certificate relates. 

The fluctuations apply to the effective value, as and when included in 
the monthly statements by the contractor and certified by the engineer, 
and are subject to retention in accordance with sub-clause 60(4). 
Materials on site are not included in the effective value. Dayworks or 
nominated sub-contractors' work are only excluded from the effective 
value if based on actual cost or current prices. 

The increase or decrease in the amounts otherwise payable under 
clause 60 is calculated by multiplying the effective value by a price 
fluctuation factor, which is the net sum of the products obtained by 
multiplying each of the proportions inserted by the contractor against 
labour, plant and materials in sub-clauses 4(a), (b) and (c), by a 
fraction, the numerator of which is the relevant current index figure 
minus the relevant base index figure, and the denominator of which is 
the relevant base index figure. Provisional index figures used in the 
adjustment of interim certificates shall be subsequently recalculated on 
the basis of the corresponding final index figures. 

The simplified formula results in a degree of approximation due to: 

(1) the extent to which the proportional factors inserted by the 
contractor vary from the operative figures on the site; 

(2) the extent to which the factors and weightings forming the basis for 
each index vary from those appertaining to the particular contract; 
and 

(3) the pattern of interim payments which may vary significantly from 
the pattern of costs incurred. 24 
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Form and Purpose of Contract Documents (continued) 

(c) Specification 

The specification amplifies the information given in the contract 
drawings and the bill of quantities. It describes in detail the work to be 
executed under the contract and the nature and quality of the materials, 
components and workmanship. It gives details of any special 
responsibilities to be borne by the contractor, apart from those covered 
by the general conditions of contract. It may also contain clauses 
specifying the order in which the various sections of the work are to be 
carried out, the methods to be adopted in the execution of the work, 
and details of any special facilities that are to be afforded to other 
contractors. 

Civil Engineering Procedure16 issued by the Institution of Civil 
Engineers recommends that the specification should also require 
tenderers to submit a programme and a description of proposed 
methods and temporary works with their tenders. Care is needed when 
drafting a specification to avoid any conflict with provisions in the 
conditions of contract or bill of quantities. 

The specification will always constitute a contract document in civil 
engineering contracts, while in the case of building contracts, under the 
JCT form of contract, it will only be a contract document, if there is no 
bill of quantities or when it is specifically made a contract document in 
the particular contract. 

A Sub-committee of the Institution of Civil Engineers in a report 
entitled The Contract System in Civil Engineering, issued in 1946, drew 
attention to the desirability of standardising specifications, particularly 
with regard to materials, where there had been wide variations in the 
descriptions used. The use of British Standards helps considerably in this 
respect, ensuring the use of good-quality materials, complying with the 
latest requirements prepared by expert technical committees 
representing the user, producer, research and other interests. Their use 
also simplifies the work of the engineer, since in most cases he no 
longer needs to draft clauses specifying in detail the materials to be 
used. 

It is, however, most important that any references to British 
Standards should include the appropriate class or type of material 
required, where a number of classes or types are given in the British 
Standard; for example, clauses sometimes appear in specifications 
relating to 'first quality' and 'second quality' clay pipes complying with 
BS 65, whereas the only classes of pipe recognised by that standard are 
'British Standard' and 'British Standard Surface Water'. 
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An excellent arrangement for a specification covering civil engineering 
works is to start with any special conditions relating to the contract and 
the extent of the contract; then to follow with a list of contract 
drawings, details of the programme, description of access to the site, 
supply of electricity and water, offices and mess facilities, and 
statements regarding suspension of work during frost and bad weather, 
damage to existing services, details of borings, water levels and similar 
clauses. 

This section could conveniently be followed by detailed clauses 
covering the various sections of the work, starting with materials in each 
case and then proceeding with workmanship and other clauses. 

There is a considerable difference in the method of preparing 
specifications and bills of quantities for civil engineering work as 
compared with building work. 

The civil engineering practice is to use brief descriptions in the items 
in the bill of quantities and to give more comprehensive and detailed 
information concerning the materials, components and workmanship, in 
the specification, which is also a contract document. With building 
contracts the billed item descriptions are more lengthy and preamble 
clauses at the head of each work section bill frequently take the place of 
the specification, which would not in any case be a contract document, 
where quantities form part of the contract. 

The contractor tendering for a civil engineering project must therefore 
refer in many instances to the specification for the details he needs on 
which to build up his contract rates, while on a building contract, most 
of the information will be contained in the one document, that is, the 
bill of quantities. Once the contract is under way, the civil engineering 
method has much in its favour with a good comprehensive specification 
as a separate and strictly enforceable document. Guidance on the 
preparation of civil engineering specifications, accompanied by extensive 
examples, is contained in Civil Engineering Specification. 26 

(d) Bill of Quantities 

The bill of quantities consists of a schedule of the items of work to be 
carried out under the contract with quantities entered against each item, 
the quantities being prepared in accordance with the Civil Engineering 
Standard Method of Measurement. Owing to the small scale of many of 
the drawings, the large extent of the works and the uncertainties 
resulting from difficult site conditions, the quantities inserted in a bill 
are often approximate. Nevertheless, the quantities should be as 
accurate as the information available allows and the descriptions 
accompanying each item must clearly identify the work involved. 
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The unit rates entered by the contractor against each item in the bill 
of quantities normally include all overhead charges and profit, but 
subject to the approach adopted in pricing method-related charges and 
the adjustment item in the grand summary. The contract usually makes 
provision for the quantities to be varied, and it is therefore highly 
desirable that separate items should be incorporated as method-related 
charges against which the contractor may enter the cost of meeting 
various contingent liabilities under the contract, such as special 
temporary works, and this aspect will be dealt with in more detail in 
chapter 4. The distribution of these liabilities over the measured items in 
the bill of quantities may make for difficulties in the event of any 
variations arising to the contract. 

Provision is often made for the execution of certain work at daywork 
rates in a civil engineering bill of quantities. 

One of the primary functions of a civil engineering bill of quantities is 
to provide a basis on which tenders can be obtained, and, when these 
are priced, they afford a means of comparing the various tenders 
received. After the contract has been signed, the rates in the priced bill 
of quantities can be used to assess the value of the work as executed. 

(e) Contract Drawings 

The contract drawings depict the details and scope of the works to be 
executed under the contract. They must be prepared in sufficient detail 
to enable the contractor to satisfactorily price the bill of quantities. 

All available information as to the topography of the site and the 
nature of the soil and groundwater should be made accessible to all 
contractors tendering for the project. The contract drawings will be 
subsequently used when executing the works and may well be 
supplemented by further detailed drawings as the work proceeds. 

Existing and proposed work should be clearly distinguished on the 
drawings and full descriptions and explanatory notes should be entered 
on them. The more explicit the drawings, the less likelihood will there 
be of disputes subsequently arising concerning the character or extent of 
the works. Ample figured dimensions should be inserted on drawings to 
ensure maximum accuracy in taking off quantities and in setting out 
constructional work on the site. Drawings may incorporate or be 
accompanied by schedules, such as those recording details of steel 
reinforcement and manholes. 

For example, a contract encompassing a sewage treatment works, 
sewers and other associated work could be depicted on the following 
drawings: layout of sewage treatment works; working drawings of each 
section of the works, such as siteworks, inlet works, primary tanks, 
aeration tanks, secondary tanks, pumphouses, and culverts and 
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pipework to a scale of 1:50 or 1:100; layout of the sewers and manholes 
often on a 1:2000 plan; longitudinal sections of sewers often to an 
exaggerated combined scale of 1:2000 horizontally and 1:500 vertically; 
manhole details to a scale of 1:50; and pumphouse details, where 
appropriate, to 1:50 scale. 

(f) Form of Tender 

The Form of Tender constitutes a formal offer to construct, complete 
and maintain the contract works in accordance with the various contract 
documents for the tender sum. It usually incorporates the contract 
period within which the contractor is to complete the works. Normally 
the tenderer submits a tender complying fully with the specification, but 
in some instances he is permitted to offer alternative forms of 
construction. The employer's written acceptance of the offer is binding, 
pending the completion of the agreement. 

The form of tender now largely used for civil engineering contracts is 
the form incorporated in the Conditions of Contract for use in 
connection with Works of Civil Engineering Construction. 10 This form 
of tender provides for a 'bond' often amounting to 10 per cent of the 
tender sum. The contractor may be required to enter into a bond, 
whereby he provides two sureties or a bank or insurance company who 
are prepared to pay up to, say, 10 per cent of the contract sum if the 
contract is not carried out satisfactorily. 

The appendix to this form of tender covers the amount of the bond, 
minimum amount of insurance, time for completion, amount of 
liquidated damages, period of maintenance, vesting of materials not on 
site, method of measurement used, percentage for adjustment of prime 
cost sums, percentage of value of goods and materials to be included in 
interim certificates and minimum amount of certificates. 

The minimum amount of insurance is frequently calculated at 25 per 
cent of the tender total or £500 000, whichever is the greater. The time 
for completion is usually inserted by the engineer but is sometimes left 
for the contractor to insert. The period of maintenance is usually 12 
months. The percentage of the value of goods and materials to be 
included in interim certificates is often 80 per cent, while the minimum 
amount of interim certificates may be calculated at about one-half of the 
engineer's estimated average monthly value of the contract. 

The Form of Tender is normally accompanied by Instructions to 
Tenderers, which aim to assist tenderers in the preparation of their 
tenders, and to ensure that they are presented in the form required by 
the Employer and the Engineer. 
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Invitation to Tender 

The inviting of tenders for civil engineering works is usually performed 
by one of three methods 

( 1) by advertising for competitive tenders 
(2) by inviting tenders from selected contractors 
(3) by negotiating a contract with a selected contractor. 

Advertisement for competitive tenders (open tendering) offers the 
most satisfactory method in some instances, since it ensures maximum 
competition. There is, however, the grave disadvantage that tenders 
may be received from firms who have neither the necessary financial 
resources nor adequate technical knowledge and experience of the class 
of work involved. Public authorities sometimes invite tenders in this 
way, although it results in more abortive tendering and waste of 
resources. 

The invitation of tenders from a selected list of contractors (selective 
tendering) is the best procedure, offering maximum efficiency and 
economic advantage. It is particularly advisable when the works 
involved are of great magnitude or are highly complex in character, such 
as the construction of large power stations and harbour works. It is 
feasible to prepare selected lists, subject to periodic review, covering 
different value ranges and categories of works, ensuring the selection of 
contractors of established skill, integrity, responsibility and proven 
competence for work of the character and size contemplated. 

Negotiation of a tender with a selected contractor is usually only 
advisable in special circumstances, as for instance when the contractor is 
already engaged on the same site, where space is very restricted, and is 
executing another contract there. This procedure might also be usefully 
adopted when it is required to make an early start with the work or 
where the contractor in question has exceptional experience of the type 
of work covered by the particular contract. 

Every case should be considered on its merits when deciding the 
method to be used for the invitation of tenders. More detailed 
information on contractor selection can be found in Civil Engineering 
Contract Administration and Contro/11 by the same author. 



3 General Arrangement and Contents of 
Civil Engineering Bills of Quantities 

The Civil Engineering Standard Method of Measurement1 defines a 'Bill 
of Quantities' as a list of items giving brief identifying descriptions and 
estimated quantities of the work comprised in a Contract (1.7). (Perhaps 
the word 'concise' would be better substituted for 'brief'.) All references 
in brackets refer to paragraphs in the Civil Engineering Standard Method 
of Measurement (paragraphs being the terminology used in the 
CESMM). 

A civil engineering bill is not intended to describe fully the nature and 
extent of the work in a contract, and in this respect differs 
fundamentally from a bill for building work. The descriptions of civil 
engineering billed items merely identify the work and the estimator 
pricing the bill will need to obtain most of the information he requires 
for estimating from the Drawings and Specification. He will use the Bill 
of Quantities to obtain information on estimated quantities and as the 
means of submitting prices to the Employer. 

Barnes3 has described how the need for civil engineering contract 
financial control arises from the difficulty experienced by the Employer 
in clearly identifying to the Contractor, his exact requirements and the 
difficulty of the Contractor in assessing accurately the probable cost of 
the work. To achieve effective control a Bill of Quantities must be 
prepared with the object of limiting these difficulties as far as is 
practicable. 

Definitions 

A number of definitions are contained in Section 1 of the CESMM1 and 
the more important are now stated and examined. 

The term work (1.5) differs from Works in the ICE Conditions of 
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Contract, 10 having a wider coverage to embrace everything that the 
Contractor has to do and includes all his liabilities, obligations and risks. 

The expression expressly required (1.6) is used extensively in the 
CESMM, 1 and appears in Bills of Quantities to indicate that specific 
requirements will be shown on the Drawings, described in the 
Specification or ordered by the Engineer. Typical examples of its use in 
the CESMM1 are rule A2 of class B relating to trial holes involving 
hand excavation, rule M13 of class E relating to the double handling of 
excavated material and rule M15 of class E covering timber and metal 
supports left in excavations. In these cases, the work will only be 
measured and paid for when ordered by the Engineer. It is important 
that agreement should be reached between the Contractor and the 
Engineer's Representative as to the extent of the express requirement, 
and that this shall be recorded before work is started. 

Daywork (1.8) is the method of valuing work on the basis of time 
spent by operatives, materials used and plant employed, with an 
allowance to cover oncosts and profit. This basis of valuation is 
considered in more detail later in this chapter and may be used where 
billed or adjusted rates would be inappropriate. 

The CESMM1 contains four surface definitions to be used in 
excavation and associated work, with the object of avoiding uncertainty 
in the excavation level descriptions. Original Surface (1.10) denotes the 
original surface of the ground before any work is carried out. As work 
proceeds the Contractor is likely to excavate to lower surfaces, 
eventually producing the Final Surface (1.11) as shown on the Drawings, 
and being the surface that will normally receive the permanent work. 
There may also be intermediate stages, as for instance first to excavate 
to formation or base level of a road, below which excavation is needed 
over certain areas for catchpits and other features. The reduced or 
formation level constitutes the Excavated Surface (1.13) for the main 
excavation and the Commencing Surface (1.12) for the lower excavation, 
while the lowest excavated surface (base of catchpit) constitutes both the 
Final Surface ( 1.11) and the Excavated Surface ( 1.13) for the lower 
pocket of excavation. The substitution of the term 'surface' for 'level' 
stems from the fact that all excavated and original surfaces are not 
necessarily level. 

Paragraph 1.14 enables ranges of dimensions in billed descriptions to 
be reduced in length and ensures uniformity of presentation and 
interpretation. For example, general excavation could be billed with a 
maximum depth range of 2-5 m, signifying that the excavation is to 
depths exceeding 2 m but not exceeding 5 m. 
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General Principles 

The CESMM1 is concerned with the measurement of civil engineering 
work, but where some building, mechanical engineering, electrical 
engineering, or other work is included in a civil engineering contract, 
then this work should be adequately itemised and described and the 
method of measurement stated in the Preamble to the Bill of Quantities 
(2.2 and 5.4). Large civil engineering contracts often include some items 
of building work, such as the superstructure to a pumphouse on a 
sewage treatment works. There are two alternative approaches: either to 
measure the work in accordance with a recognised building code6 as 
adopted in example IX in this book, or, particularly where the work is 
self-contained and relatively straightforward, to regard it as specialist 
work and include it in a Provisional Sum, as recommended by Barnes. 3 

Maintenance and repair work, and alterations to existing work are not 
specifically mentioned in the CESMM. As a general rule itemisation and 
description of such work should follow the principles prescribed for the 
relevant class of new work. Reference to extraction or removal will need 
to be given in billed descriptions or headings. 3 

Occasionally it will be necessary to deal with components which are 
not covered in the CESMM and non-standard items should be inserted 
in the bill which adequately describe the work and its location. 
Paragraph 2.5 emphasises the principle of providing for the inclusion of 
possible cost differentials arising from changes in location or any other 
aspects, by giving the Contractor the opportunity to make allowance for 
these cost differences in his rates and prices. 

Barnes3 illustrates this concept by reference to the cost-significant 
factors involved in pipe trench excavation, such as the practicability of 
battering the sides of trenches, the existence or otherwise of boulders, 
adequacy of working space and related matters. For this reason lengths 
of pipelaying are billed separately with locations indicated by reference 
to the Drawings as rule Al of class I. The probable impact of 
construction costs must be considered and the work suitably subdivided 
in the bill to indicate the likely influence of location on cost. 

In some instances the CESMM states that certain procedures may or 
should be employed as against the more positive direction used in other 
parts of the Method incorporating the word shall. In the former 
instances there is no infringement of the CESMM if the procedure is not 
followed and this is intentional. For example, paragraph 4.3 indicates 
that code numbers may be used to number items in Bills of Quantities 
and 5.22 recommends that Bills should be set out on A4 size paper-
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both relate to bill layout and arrangement and have no contractual 
significance. Paragraph 5.8 suggests that priceable items in the Bill of 
Quantities may be arranged into numbered parts, while 5.10 
recommends that the inclusion of further itemisation and additional 
description may be provided to incorporate factors which could give rise 
to special methods of construction or cost considerations. In the latter 
instances the person preparing the bill has to exercise his judgement on 
likely cost significant factors, and it would be quite unrealistic to adopt 
more positive terminology, which could entitle the Contractor to a Bill 
amendment. 

Application of the Work Classification 

The Work Classification provides the basic framework of the CESMM 
constituting, as it does, a list of the commonly occurring components of 
civil engineering work. It will assist with Contractor's cost control, 
recording of prices as a basis for pre-contract estimating, computer 
processing and specification preparation. 

There are 25 main classes of work, with each class made up of three 
divisions, which classify work at successive levels of detail. Each division 
contains a list of up to eight descriptive features of work. Each item 
description in the Bill of Quantities will incorporate one feature from 
each division of the relevant class (3.1). For example, Class H (precast 
concrete) contains three divisions - the first classifies different types of 
precast concrete units (beams, columns, slabs and the like), the second 
classifies the different units by their dimensions (lengths and areas) and 
the third classifies them by their mass (weight). With pipes (Class I) the 
classification is pipe material, nominal bore, and depth at which laid. 

The entries in the divisions are termed 'descriptive features' as when 
three are linked together (one from each division), they normally 
provide a reasonably comprehensive description of a billed item. The 
CESMM classification does not, however, break down components into 
a large number of parts, which would result in excessively complicated 
coding arrangements. For example, it does not subdivide pipes 
according to pipe quality, type of joint, method of trenching or type of 
terrain. Nevertheless, the CESMM work classification provides the core 
of wider ranging descriptions with a consistent approach.3 

Each Class contains a set of measurement, definition, coverage and 
additional description rules, which amplify and clarify the preceding 
information. It is vital to read these notes in conjunction with the 
preceding measurement particulars, since they may make reference to 
items that have to be included in the price of the measured item without 
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the need for specific mention, or give matters that have to be inserted in 
the description of the measured item in the Bill. 

Billed item descriptions are not required to follow precisely the 
wording in the work classification, although in many instances it will be 
advisable to do so. In measuring a joint in concrete made up of a rubber 
waterstop 175 mm wide, the billed description can state exactly that 
without the need to mention that the waterstop is 'plastics or rubber; 
width not exceeding 150-200 mm' as G652. On occasions an additional 
description rule accompanying the work classification will require more 
descriptive detail than is given in the classified lists, for instance the 
sizes and types of marker posts shall be stated in item descriptions 
(Class K; additional description rule A10). 

The various rules override the tabulated classifications and it is better 
to simplify the wording of the work classification rather than to 
duplicate information, although the classification list will still provide the 
code number for the item where it is required. For example, the item 
description of a carriageway slab of DTp specified paving quality 
concrete, 150 mm deep, will not require the inclusion of concrete 
pavement from the first division of Class R, since it would be 
superfluous, nor would the addition of depth, 100-150 mm, be 
appropriate when the actual depth of the slab is required in additional 
description rule A1 (Class R), and to accord with the procedure 
described in 3.10. 

Lists of up to eight different descriptive features are given in work 
classifications to cover the most commonly encountered items in the 
class, but they cannot encompass every conceivable alternative, hence 
subdivision 9 is left vacant to accommodate some other type or 
category. 

The assembly of a description based on the three divisions of 
tabulated classification may not always be adequate, having regard to 
Section 5 of the CESMM, and rules accompanying work classifications. 
It is helpful to separate the standard description from the additional 
information by a semicolon. 

Billed descriptions of components for Permanent Works shall be 
concise and shall not include the processes of production or 
constructional techniques. An item of fabric reinforcement could read 
'Mild steel fabric reinforcement type A252 to BS 4483, nominal mass: 
3.95 kg/m2', but certainly not as 'Supply, deliver, cut and fix mild 
steel fabric reinforcement type A252 to BS 4483, nominal mass: 3.95 
kglm2'. However carefully such an item is drafted, there is a risk that an 
operation may be omitted, such as cleaning the reinforcement, and for 
which the Contractor might subsequently claim. It is more satisfactory to 
rely on the wording of the Specification, Drawings and Conditions of 
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Contract together to provide the complete contractual requirements. 
Workmanship requirements should be written into the Specification and 
not the Bill of Quantities. 

No billed item may contain more than one component from each 
division of a work classification list (3.4). Taking Earthworks (Class E) 
as an example, a single billed item cannot incorporate excavation for . 
foundations, filling and disposal of excavated material, nor can it include 
both topsoil and rock in the same item, nor a combination of maximum 
depth ranges. A similar principle applies to the use of additional 
descriptions, which often stem from additional description rules 
accompanying the CESMM work classification. For instance in class I 
(Pipework- Pipes) additional description rule A2 requires materials, 
joint types, nominal bores and lining requirements of pipes to be stated 
in item descriptions. Hence variations in any of these components will 
result in separate billed items. This highlights the importance of rules in 
the work classifications - they are not merely explanatory comments 
and the rules of measurement, definition, coverage and additional 
description must be read very closely in conjunction with the tabulated 
classification lists. The measurement rules (3.6) identify any variation 
from the normal measurement approach described in rule 5.18; 
definition rules (3.7) clarify the meaning of terms used in the work 
classification; coverage rules (3.8) amplify the extent of the work to be 
priced in bill items; and the additional description rules (3.9 and 3.10) 
make provision for further descriptions and sub-divisions of billed items. 
Some believe that the work classification is unduly inhibiting, but it does 
at least ensure a good measure of uniformity in bill descriptions. 

The CESMM Work Classification is confined to Permanent Works 
and the rates inserted against these items in the Bill of Quantities will 
cover the costs that are proportional to the quantities of measured work. 
For instance, there is no item of measured work for bringing plant to 
and from the site. Where the cost of this activity is significant the 
Contractor could advantageously enter it as a method-related charge.3 

The Work Classification prescribes the unit of measurement to be 
used for each billed item, ranging from stated sums and numbered 
items, linear items in metres, areas in square metres (hectares for 
general site clearance), volumes in cubic metres and weight (mass) in 
tonnes. 

Coding and Numbering of Items 

Section 4 of the CESMM describes the coding system adopted in the 
Work Classification and how it can be used in the Bill of Quantities for 
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numbering billed items. It is not, however, a requirement of the 
CESMM that code numbers should be used as billed item numbers. Bills 
may be subdivided into parts covering different phases or sections of the 
work, such as the component parts of a sewage treatment works, and 
items with the same code number may be repeated in different parts of 
the bill. The different parts of the bill can be numbered and the part 
number can prefix the item number. Thus an item K152 in Part 6 of the 
bill would become 6.Kl52. Barnes3 sees advantages to Contractors in 
the extensive use of CESMM coding as an aid to estimating and cost 
control and believes that it encourages uniformity of sequence of items 
in bills. 

Each item in the Work Classification has been assigned a code 
number consisting of a letter and not more than three digits. The letter 
corresponds to the Work Class, such as E for Earthworks, and the digits 
relate to the relevant components in the first, second and third divisions 
of the class. An example will serve to illustrate its application. 

Code H445 identifies an item as 

class H precast concrete 
first division 4 column 
second division 4 length 10--15 m 
third division 5 mass 2-5 t 

In practice the description of this item will need amplifying to include 
the position in the Works, concrete specification, cross-section and 
principal dimensions, mark or type number and mass of the particular 
unit, as required by rules AI, A2, A4 and A6 of Class H. 

As a general rule billed items will be listed in order of ascending code 
number (4.3). The code numbers have no contractual significance (4.4). 
Some argue that the coded approach places too much emphasis on 
computer usage, with resultant constraints on bill compilation including 
an illogical sequence of items when related to normal quantity surveying 
practice. 

Where a component of an item is not listed in the Work 
Classification, the digit 9 shall be used (4.5). The digit 0 can be used for 
divisions that are not applicable or where fewer than three divisions of 
classification are given ( 4.6). Suffix numbers can follow the code to 
cover varying additional descriptions of the type described earlier for 
precast concrete columns, when the code numbers would be H445.1, 
H445.2, H445.3, etc. 
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Preparation of Bills of Quantities 

The rules prescribed in Section 5 for the preparation of Bills of 
Quantities will also apply to the measurement of completed work (5.1). 

Paragraph 5.2 prescribes a standard format for civil engineering bills 
of quantities to ensure uniformity of presentation. For example, a bill of 
quantities for a riverworks contract for a new power station might 
contain the following. 

Section A 
Section B 
Section C 
Section D 

Section E 

List of principal quantities 
Preamble 
Daywork schedule 
Work items 
Part 1 General items 
Part 2 Demolition and siteworks 
Part 3 Access roads 
Part 4 Pipework 
Part 5 Dredging 
Part 6 Pump chambers 
Part 7 Circulating water ducts 
Part 8 Wharf wall 
Part 9 Jetty 
Grand summary 

The sections are identified by letters to distinguish them from the 
locational or cost-significant parts of the Works, which have reference 
numbers. 

List of Principal Quantities 

Paragraph 5.3 advocates the inclusion of a list of principal quantities, 
being the main components of the Works, with their approximate 
estimated quantities, so that tenderers obtain an overall picture of the 
general scale and character of the proposed Works at the outset. It is 
expressly given solely for this purpose with the intention of avoiding any 
possible claims on account of divergences between the list of principal 
quantities, or the impression given thereby, and the detailed contents of 
the Bill of Quantities. Nevertheless, some quantity surveyors feel that 
the inclusion of such a list on a remeasure type of contract may be of 
limited value and could be contentious. However, this list will assist the 
contractor in determining whether he has the resources to carry out the 
work. 

The list can be kept relatively brief and should not usually exceed one 
page in length. It is best prepared from the draft bill, although it is not 
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essential to subdivide the list into the bill parts. The amount of detail 
given will vary with the type and size of contract. 

A list of principal quantities relating to a reservoir follows. 

Part 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Preamble 

General Items 
Provisional Sums 
PC Items 

Reservoir 
excavation 
concrete 
form work 
steel reinforcement 

Pipework 
pipelines 
valves 

Embankment 
filling 

Access Road 
concrete road slab 

Fencing 
mild steel fence 

£20 000 
£76 000 

15 000 m3 

12 500m3 

6 600m2 

150 t 

850 m 
22 nr 

12 000 m3 

1 800m2 

1400 m 

The preamble in a civil engineering bill of quantities is to indicate to 
tendering contractors whether methods of measurement other than the 
CESMM have been used for any part of the Works and whether any 
modifications have been made in applying the CESMM to meet special 
needs where there are important practical reasons for adopting a 
different procedure (5.4). Circumstances in which a different procedure 
may be used include the introduction of performance specifications 
resulting in less detailed measurement, and the use of permitted 
alternatives, as sometimes adopted for highway and tunnelling contracts, 
and contractor-designed work, and possibly involving the use of 
non-standard rules for measurement. 3 Wherever practicable the 
unamended CESMM should be used in the interests of uniformity. 

The majority of civil engineering contracts include work below ground 
in general excavation, trenching for pipes, boring or driving, and in 
other ways. Paragraph 5.5 requires a definition of rock to be included in 
the Preamble in these circumstances, and it is usually related to 
geological strata as in the DTp Specification for Road and Bridge 
Works. 27 Alternative or complementary approaches include prescribing a 
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minimum size of boulder (0.20 m3 in the DTp Specification and 1 m3 in 
rule M8 of Class E of the CESMM, except that the minimum value shall 
be 0.25 m3 where the net width of excavation is less than 2m), and 
strata which necessitate the use of blasting or approved pneumatic tools 
for their removal. This definition can be of considerable significance in 
determining whether or not additional payments shall be made for 
excavation, boring or driving work. 

Daywork Schedule 

It is necessary to make provision for a daywork evaluation of work 
which cannot be assessed at bill rates or rates analogous thereto. The 
CESMM provides three alternative procedures (5.6 and 5.7). 

(1) A list of the various classes of labour, material and plant for which 
daywork rates or prices are to be inserted by the tenderer. 

(2) Provision for payment at the rates and prices and percentage 
variations contained in the current Federation Schedules of 
Dayworks,22 adjusted by the Contractor's percentage additions or 
deductions for labour, materials, plant and supplementary charges. 

(3) The insertion of provisional sums in Class A of the bill of quantities 
for work executed on a daywork basis comprising separate items for 
labour, materials, plant and supplementary charges, and applying the 
appropriate percentage addition or deduction, as prescribed in the 
second method, to each provisional sum. 

The third method is felt by the author to offer the most advantages, 
since it directly influences the Tender Total, thus maintaining an 
element of competition, at the same time providing a widely known and 
accepted basis of computation which is easily implemented. 

Work Items 

Division into Parts The Bill of Quantities is divided into sections in 
accordance with paragraph 5.2 and Section D contains work items which 
may be arranged into numbered parts, and which will differ from one 
bill to another. The division into parts is mainly determined by the main 
components of the project, locational considerations, limitations on the 
timing or sequence of the work, and it enables the person preparing the 
bill to distinguish between parts of the work which are thought likely to 
give rise to different methods of construction or considerations of cost 
(5.8). This form of division will extend the usefulness of the Bill for 
estimating purposes and in the subsequent financial control of the 
contract. Sound division into parts requires knowledge of the factors 
influencing the Contractor's costs and assists in promoting more positive 
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working relationships between the Engineer and the Contractor. 3 

General items (Class A) may be grouped as a separate part of the 
bill. Items in each part shall be arranged in the general order of the 
Work Classification (5.8), even though this sequence is rather illogical in 
some instances. It will be noted that the bill may be arranged into 
numbered parts and that it is not therefore obligatory. 

Headings and Sub-headings 

Paragraph 5. 9 prescribes that each part of the bill shall be given a 
heading and that each part may be further subdivided by sub-headings, 
all inserted as part of item descriptions. For the sake of clarity, a line 
shall be drawn across the item description column below the last item to 
which the heading or sub-heading applies, and headings and 
sub-headings shall be repeated at the start of each new page listing 
appropriate items (5.9). 

Itemisation and Description 

All work shall be itemised in the bill with the descriptions framed in 
accordance with the Work Classification. However, paragraph 5.10 
states that item descriptions may be extended or work subdivided into a 
larger number of separate items than required by the CESMM, if it is 
thought likely that the work will give rise to special methods of 
construction or considerations of cost. The word 'may' is used to 
prevent the Contractor having a basis of claim for extra payment if the 
previous assumptions proved incorrect, and to permit flexibility of 
approach in the preparation of bills. 

The Work Classification should not be applied too rigidly: it provides 
standardised minimum information and essential guidelines for the 
benefit of contractors, but permits the inclusion of more information 
where deemed advisable or desirable, particularly where cost significant 
aspects are involved. 3 

Descriptions 

Item descriptions only identify work whose nature and extent is defined 
by the contract documents as a whole, including the Drawings, 
Specification and Conditions of Contract (5.11). Unlike Bills of 
Quantities for building work, they do not contain all the information 
needed for pricing the Work, and continual reference to the Drawings 
and Specification is essential. This policy encourages the complete 
design of work prior to inviting tenders, and the cost of civil engineering 
work frequently depends extensively on the shape, complexity and 
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location of the work and the nature of the terrain; this information is 
best extracted from the Drawings. To assist in the process of 
identification the CESMM often requires the inclusion of locational 
information and component references in item descriptions ( 5.13). 
Paragraph 5.12 extends this approach by stating that any descriptive 
information required by the Work Classification may be replaced by 
reference to the appropriate Drawings or Specification clauses. 

Barnes3 has suggested that the CESMM classes and codes could be 
used as numbering or referencing systems for Specifications to assist in 
cross-referencing. He also advocates the use of drawing numbers in bill 
items or bill sub-headings. 

The use of measurement procedures at variance with those prescribed 
in the CESMM without express exclusions might possibly be construed 
as 'errors' and treated as variations in accordance with clause 55.(2) of 
the ICE Conditions of Contract. Hence it is important that the 
requirements of the CESMM should be closely followed in drafting civil 
engineering bills of quantities. Situations will arise where no guidance is 
given by the CESMM and a suitable non-standard item should be 
drafted. 

The cost of similar work in different locations can vary considerably, 
and in these circumstances locational details should be inserted in the 
bill items to permit the Contractor to adjust his rates accordingly. For 
instance, reinforced concrete of the same mix to be laid in the base of a 
pump sump, in a floor slab at ground level, or in the tank base to a 
water tower, are all similar forms of construction but carried out under 
entirely different conditions, resulting in considerably different costs and 
creating the need for additional descriptive information in the bill items. 

Ranges of Dimensions 

Where the Work Classification prescribes a range of dimensions for a 
component, but the component in question is of one dimension, this 
dimension shall be stated in the item description in place of the 
prescribed range (5.14). For instance, concrete suspended slabs in Class 
F have four ranges of thickness listed in the third division. When 
measuring slabs all having a thickness of 200 mm, the thickness given in 
the item description would be 200 mm in place of the CESMM range of 
150-300 mm. 

Prime Cost Items 

Prime Cost (PC) Items shall be inserted in a Bill of Quantities under 
General Items (Class A) to cover work carried out by Nominated 
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Sub-contractors and each prime cost is to be followed by two further 
items. 
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(1) Labours in connection therewith including site services provided by 
the main Contractor for his own use and which he also makes 
available for use by the Nominated Sub-contractor and which are 
listed in the CESMM (5.15), such as temporary roads, scaffolding, 
hoists, messrooms, sanitary accommodation and welfare facilities, 
working space, disposal of rubbish and provision of light and water. 
Where the Nominated Sub-contractor is not to carry out work on 
the site, the item shall include unloading, storing and hoisting 
materials supplied by him and the return of packing materials (5.15). 

(2) A further item expressed as a percentage of the PC Item to cover all 
other charges and profit (5.15). 

This procedure follows closely the arrangements detailed in the 
Conditions of Contract (clauses 58 and 59). Any special labours beyond 
those specified in 5.15(a) must be included in item descriptions. Where 
substantial special attendance facilities are envisaged but cannot be 
assessed precisely, these should be incorporated in Provisional Sums. 
Barnes3 has described how the fixing of materials for work of 
Nominated Sub-contractors by the main Contractor is not covered by 
Prime Cost Items nor by attendance, other charges and profit items. 

Provisional Sums 

Provisional Sums shall be used to cover contingencies of various types 
and they can be entered in various sections of the Bill of Quantities for 
subsequent adjustment. Items for specific contingencies are to be 
included in the General Items (Class A-4.2), while other items may be 
included in other classes to cover, for instance, possible extensions of 
work (5.17). A general contingency sum shall be entered in the Grand 
Summary in accordance with paragraph 5.25. 

The omission of provisional quantities means that the quantities in the 
Bill are to be measured accurately from the Drawings and are to be the 
best possible forecast of the nature and extent of the work which will 
actually be required, including such items as excavation of soft spots and 
hours of pumping plant. 3 

The ICE Conditions of Contract [56.(2)) provides for bill rates to be 
increased or decreased if they are rendered unreasonable or inapplicable 
as a result of the actual quantities being greater or less than those stated 
in the bill. It will be appreciated that the cost of one billed item 
frequently depends on its relationship to others, and the cost of the 
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whole work can change substantially if the relative proportions of the 
quantities are varied. 3 

The inclusion of Provisional Sums to cover possible additional work 
will result in appropriate rates for the work subsequently having to be 
negotiated. 

Quantities 

Paragraph 5.18 prescribes that 'quantities shall be computed net from 
the Drawings'. The billed quantities will be the lengths, areas, volumes 
and masses of the finished work which the Contractor is required to 
produce, with no allowance for bulking, shrinkage or waste. The only 
exceptions are where the CESMM or the Contract contain conventions 
for measurement in special cases, such as the volume of concrete is to 
include that occupied by reinforcement and other metal sections (rule 
M1 of Class F). 

In the original Standard Method of Measurement of Civil Engineering 
Quantities some items were measured 'extra over' others - that is, the 
price for the second item covered only additional costs over the first. 
For example, facings and fair-faced brickwork were measured as extra 
over the cost of ordinary brickwork, thus eliminating the need to deduct 
the ordinary brickwork, displaced by faced work. Similarly bends, 
junctions and other fittings were measured extra over pipe sewers and 
drains. The CESMM has discontinued this practice. Brickwork faced on 
one face will be measured as a composite item, while pipe lengths are 
measured along their centre lines and shall include lengths occupied by 
fittings and valves (rule M3 of Class I), but the fittings and valves are 
not measured extra over, although the estimator will need to deduct the 
costs of the lengths of displaced pipe when estimating the rates for the 
enumerated fittings and valves (Class J). 

Quantities are usually rounded up or down (half a unit or more up 
and less than half a unit down) to avoid the use of fractional quantities 
in the bill. Where fractional quantities are used, because of the high unit 
cost of the item, they should be restricted to one place of decimals 
(5.18). 

Units of Measurement 

Paragraph 5.19 lists the units of measurement used in civil engineering 
bills of quantities with their standard abbreviations. Square metres are 
abbreviated to m2 and not sq m, and cubic metres to m3 and not cu m. 
Number is represented by nr and not no. The term 'sum' is used where 
there is no quantity entered against an item. The abbreviations are 
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restricted to not more than three characters, contain no capital initials 
and are not followed by a full stop. 

Work affected by Water 
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Paragraph 5.20 prescribes that where an existing body of open water 
(other than groundwater) such as a river, stream, canal, lake or body of 
tidal water is either on the site or bounds the site, each body of water 
shall be identified in the preamble to the bill of quantities. A reference 
shall also be given to a drawing indicating the boundaries and surface 
level of each body of water or, where the boundaries and surface level 
fluctuate, their anticipated ranges of fluctuations. 

A typical preamble clause could be 'The Site is bounded by the 
Beeston Canal whose location is shown on Drawing BSDW 12B. The 
width of the canal is constant and it is anticipated that the surface level 
may fluctuate between 85.30 and 86.00 AOD.' Excavation work below 
water requires a suitable reference to the preamble clause in the item 
description (rules A2 and M7 of Class E). 

Ground and Excavation Levels 

With excavation, boring or driving work, it is necessary to define the 
'Commencing Surface' where it is not also the 'Original Surface', and 
the 'Excavated Surface' where it is not also the 'Final Surface' (5.21). In 
most cases, however, these intermediate surfaces will not be mentioned 
in the descriptions, and it will then be assumed that the item covers the 
full depth from the 'Original Surface' (before any work in the Contract 
is commenced) to the 'Final Surface' (when all work shown on the 
drawings has been executed). 3 

The definitions of these terms are given in paragraphs 1.10-1.13 
inclusive. The surfaces do not have to be identified by a level, as for 
instance above Ordnance Survey Datum; provided the descriptions are 
clear and practical they are satisfactory. For instance, such descriptions 
as '300 mm below Original Surface' and '150 mm above formation' are 
acceptable. Excavation and similar work is classified according to a 
range embracing its total depth, as shown in the following sketch. 
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Or1g1nal and Commencmg Surface 

dopth lml 

5 
Excavated and F1nol Surface 

10 MEASUREMENT OF GENERAL EXCAVATION 

Form and Setting of Bills of Quantities 

The Bill of Quantities should desirably have the format on A4 size 
paper described in paragraph 5.22 and as illustrated below (the quantity, 
rate and amount: £ columns shall each have a capacity of ten million 
less one, and a binding margin should be provided). 

Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

20 90 10 20 20 20 8 

widths 
(in mm) 

4 7 
7 

Page total 

The amounts on each page shall be totalled and these totals carried to 
a summary at the end of each part of the bill. The total of each part is 
transferred to the Grand Summary (5.23 and 5.24). The Part Summaries 
are normally followed by the General Contingency Allowance, which is a 
Provisional Sum inserted to cover unforeseen work (5.25), an 
Adjustment Item (5.26) and finally the Grand Total (5.27). 
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Completion and Pricing of the Bill of Quantities 

Paragraph 6.1 prescribes that rates and prices shall be inserted in the 
rate column in pounds sterling with pence entered as decimal fractions 
of one pound. The generally accepted practice is to regard figures in the 
'rate' column as rates and those in the 'amount' column as prices on the 
supposition that quantity x rate = price. The prices in each part are 
totalled and transferred to the Grand Summary in the manner 
previously described. 

An Adjustment Item is included in the Grand Summary as a 
convenient place where the tenderer can make an adjustment without 
having to alter rates or amounts against work items. The final tender 
adjudication is normally undertaken by senior estimating and 
management staff, who are particularly concerned with assessment of 
the risk involved and pricing levels. Previously such adjustments were 
often made to some of the larger prices entered against preliminary or 
general items in the Bill. The inclusion of the Adjustment Item to 
incorporate a lump sum addition or deduction as the last item in the 
Grand Summary is a much more satisfactory arrangement for both 
Contractor and Employer (6.3). 

The Adjustment Item is a fixed lump sum and the sum entered 
against this item is not adjustable for variations in the Contract Sum, 
although it is subject to adjustment when the Baxter adjustment formula 
is incorporated to deal with labour and material price fluctuations (6.5). 
The Baxter formula superimposes price fluctuation resulting from index 
movement over adjustments in the Contract Sum assessed under the 
ordinary Contract Conditions. 3 

Payment of the Adjustment Item shall be made by instalments in 
interim certificates in the proportion that the value of certified 
permanent and temporary works [sub-clause 60.(2)(a) of the ICE 
Conditions of Contract] bears to the total of the Bill of Quantities, 
before the addition or deduction of the Adjustment Item, and with no 
retention money deducted, and a statement to this effect shall appear in 
the Preamble. These payments shall not exceed in aggregate the amount 
of the Adjustment Item and any final balance due is certified in the next 
certificate prepared after the issue of the Completion Certificate for the 
whole of the Works under clause 48 of the Conditions of Contract (6.4). 



4 Method-related Charges and Pricing 
and Measurement of Civil 
Engineering Work 

Method-related Charges (CESMM Section 7) 

Underlying Philosophy 

The valuation of variations and agreement to the cost of delays have 
generally been the main causes of dispute on civil engineering contracts. 
Contractors frequently claim that the measured quantities of permanent 
work priced at billed rates do not represent the true value of 
constructional work where significant variations have occurred. 
Engineers, on the other hand, generally believe that the priced bill of 
quantities represents a shopping list of items, and on completion of 
construction the work can be remeasured and valued at the billed rates. 
That the latter is unsatisfactory is evidenced by the large claims 
settlements agreed on many projects, where variations and unforeseen 
physical conditions or artificial obstructions occur. 

Many of the costs arising from civil engineering operations are not 
proportional to the quantity of the resulting permanent work. It cannot 
really be a sound approach to recover the cost of bringing a tower crane 
on to the site and its hire, operation and subsequent removal by hidden 
costs in the 'preliminaries', where provided, or in the cost per cubic 
metre of the various work sections for which the crane was used. It is 
believed by the drafting committee that method-related charges provide 
a better way of representing the Contractor's site operation costs, such 
as the provision of site accommodation and temporary works, and the 
setting up of labour gangs, sometimes described as 'site mobilisation'. 

Objectives 

Certain clauses in the original Standard Method of Measurement of Civil 
Engineering Quantities, such as site investigation, post-tensioning and in 

58 
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situ piling provided items for plant provision and removal. These caused 
inconsistency, since many other categories of permanent work included 
no such provision. The CESMM1 endeavours to remove these 
inconsistencies by the introduction of method-related charges. The 
Contractor can enter and price such costs as he considers he cannot 
recover through measured rates, such as site accommodation, site 
services, plant, temporary works, supervision and labour items - all at 
the tenderer's discretion. 

Accepting that expertise in design rests with the Engineer, it seems 
equally evident that expertise in construction methods lies with the 
Contractor. It is accordingly logical that the Contractor should be able to 
decide the method of carrying out the works. A blank section in the Bill 
of Quantities will permit him to list, describe and price these items. 

The CESMM does not make the use of method-related charges 
compulsory but the sponsors see great merit in their use through easier 
evaluation of variations, a more stable and realistic cash flow to the 
Contractor and by directing the Engineer's attention to the basis of 
construction costs, to lead to more rational designs. In the event of an 
Employer using the CESMM as the basis for measurement but excluding 
method-related charges, he should insert a note in the bill preamble 
stating that Section 7 of the CESMM shall not apply. 3 

The extent of temporary works on a civil engineering contract is often 
enormous and to spread their costs over unit rates must be 
unsatisfactory, since so few of them are proportional to the quantities of 
permanent work. Hence it is believed by the sponsors to be beneficial to 
all parties for the Contractor to have the opportunity to insert these 
costs, properly itemised in a separate part of the bill. 

Division into Time-related and Fixed Charges 

There are two basic types of method-related charge: time-related 
charges and fixed charges (7.1). The cost of bringing an item of plant on 
to a site and its subsequent removal is a fixed charge and its running 
cost is a time-related charge. The tenderer is requested to distinguish 
between these charges and must fully describe them so that the coverage 
of the items entered is positively identified. The fixed costs are not 
related to quantity or time. With time-related items, the Contractor is to 
enter full descriptions of the items and their cost, but not the timing or 
duration, as they will not be charged at weekly or montly rates. 3 The 
Quantity Surveyor or Engineer preparing the bill will provide adequate 
space and the Contractor will enter the particulars in the description 
column, preferably using the order of classification and descriptions 
adopted in Class A (7.3). Typical Bill entries covering both types of 
method-related charge are given on pages 66-68. 
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Application of Method-related Charges 

Problems may arise in practice where Contractors entering 
method-related charges in a bill fail to identify them as fixed or 
time-related, or fail to describe them adequately. This will involve the 
Quantity Surveyor or Engineer in constant checking of entries. 

The items entered as method-related charges are not subject to 
admeasurement, although the Contractor will be paid for these charges 
in interim valuations in the same way as he is paid for measured work, 
and a statement to this effect shall appear in the Preamble (7.6 and 7.7). 
Hence, in the absence of variations ordered by the Engineer, the sums 
entered against method-related charges will reappear in the final 
account, and will not be changed merely as a result of the quantity of 
method-related work carried out being different from that originally 
estimated by the tenderer. The valuation of these charges should be 
made easier by their division into time-related and fixed costs. The 
Contractor will not be obliged to construct the works using the methods 
or techniques listed in his method-related charges, but he will 
nevertheless be paid as though the techniques indicated had been 
adopted (7 .8). For example, if the Contractor inserted charges for a 
concrete hatching plant and subsequently used ready-mixed concrete, 
the appropriate interim payments will be distributed over the quantity of 
concrete placed. If, however, changes in techniques are instructed by 
the Engineer, then these changes will be paid for as variations. 
Method-related charges shall, however, like the Adjustment Item, be 
subject to Baxter formula price adjustment. 3 

The introduction of method-related charges thus enables the 
Contractor at his option to enter separately in his tender such 
non-quantity proportional charges as he considers will have a significant 
influence on the cost of the work, and for which he has not allowed in 
the rates and prices for other items (7 .2). Where the Contractor omits to 
enter any method-related charges and merely prices the contract as a 
traditional bill of quantities, these charges will be deemed to have been 
included in the pricing of other items and the tender will not be 
invalidated. If the Contractor enters a method-related charge for an 
item that cannot be performed or if the cost is obviously incorrect, the 
Engineer should draw the attention of the Contractor to the mistake and 
give him the opportunity to withdraw his tender. 

All method-related charges must be fully described (7.4), including 
the resources expected to be used and the particular items of Permanent 
or Temporary Works to which the item relates, although a method can 
be changed subsequently (7.5). It is in the Contractor's interest to be 
explicit in his descriptions to secure prompt payment. Barnes3 postulates 
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that where activities on the site resemble those described in the 
method-related charges, payment can be made promptly, otherwise the 
Engineer may have grounds for withholding payment until the related 
permanent work is complete. 

Alongside the description of each method-related charge the tenderer 
will enter whether it is fixed or time-related. In interim valuations, 
payment of fixed charge items will be made when the operation so 
described, such as erection of site offices, has been completed. 
Time-related charges for items such as maintaining a temporary access 
road will be paid monthly, according to the Engineer's assessment of the 
proportion of total time that has elapsed at the date of assessment. If 
the Contractor enters the operation of a tower crane for 22 weeks as a 
time-related charge and then proceeds to use it on the site for 28 weeks, 
no additional payment or adjustment will necessarily follow. Conversely, 
as described by Barnes,3 if a method-related charge covered de-watering 
plant be subsequently rendered unnecessary by a drought, the 
Contractor is still eligible for the payment because he bore the risk of 
having to do an indeterminate amount of work, the payment being pro 
rata to the proportion of associated Permanent Work completed. Only 
in the case of variations will the price be subject to adjustment. If a 
variation increases work volume or causes delay, and thereby results in 
an increase in the cost of method-related charges, these can be adjusted 
within the terms of the Contract, without the necessity of a claim. On 
occasions a variation deleting work could result in a reduction in a 
charge. Much depends on whether the variation actually extends or 
shortens the time for which the resources are required. 

Class A shows specified requirements that the Engineer or Quantity 
Surveyor may insert in the bill, followed by a list of items which the 
Contractor may enter, but is not compelled to do so. He will choose to 
do so if he considers that it provides a more realistic basis for pricing. 
The danger is that he could enter almost any items except materials and 
so abuse the arrangements. In practice, site accommodation, services 
and temporary works have been the items most commonly inserted and 
plant to a lesser extent. Multi-purpose types of plant like tower cranes, 
derrick systems and ropeways are very suitable items, since they are 
used for hoisting a variety of materials and involve both fixed and 
time-related charges. 

With the payment of time-related charges the Engineer is not tied to 
the dates shown on the programme and will have regard to the date 
when the items were actually provided on the site. Interim payments for 
time-related charges should be proportional to the extent of satisfactory 
completion of the particular activity, and the Engineer will need to 
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assess the total period over which the charge should be spread. The 
Contractor should ensure that the descriptions and durations of 
time-related charges match the information given in the contract 
programme, thus assisting in substantiating the Engineer's assessment of 
a reasonable proportion for payment. In the event of variations, 
time-related charges require adjustment if rendered unreasonable or 
inapplicable; the more precise the descriptions, the more realistic the 
adjustments. 3 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Method-related Charges Approach 

The use of method-related charges should remove substantial sums of 
construction costs, which do not vary in proportion to the volume of 
permanent works executed, from the pricing of these permanent works 
and so reduce likely claims. If used effectively they should enable the 
Contractor to recover in monthly valuations the cost of items other than 
permanent work on an equitable basis, either in the event of work 
proceeding largely as planned at tender stage or in the event of 
substantial variations. 

In either case the Contractor will be able to recover these 
non-quantity proportional items on a monthly basis and not be obliged 
to wait until the end of the contract, or at least the later stages, to 
submit claims to recover costs. 

The Employer should have the benefit of a more accurate valuation of 
variations with improved monitoring of the financial position of the 
contract. He will also be aware of the level of expenditure at an earlier 
stage, which will help him to plan his cash flow and budget for his 
ultimate level of financial commitments. It is interesting to note that in 
the majority of contracts, incorporating method-related charges 
operating during the currency of the first edition of the CESMM, their 
use proved beneficial. 

It is claimed that, although there can still be different approaches to 
the pricing of bills, by introducing method-related charges the different 
bases for computation and approach are more clearly identified. The 
Employer thus gains by the use of a cost structure that is better suited 
to deal with variations and changes, while the Contractor receives more 
prompt and equitable payment. No significant problems have occurred 
with final account preparation, and this approach assists the Contractor 
in making claims and the Engineer in settling them on a more realistic 
basis with less argument and conflict. When method-related charges are 
not used, differing policies for pricing and allocating indirect costs are 
hidden within the wide variation in measured work unit rates. 

The success of the method-related charges approach is largely 
dependent on its sensible use by both Contractor and Engineer. If 
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Contractors refuse to enter method-related charges and Quantity 
Surveyors and Engineers are slow in authorising payment of them under 
sub-clause 60. (i)( d) of the Conditions of Contract, 10 then little will be 
achieved, particularly in easing the Contractor's cash flow problems. 

The principal danger is generally thought to be one of high early 
payments with no collateral security, although it must be accepted that 
the chance of a Contractor becoming bankrupt at the start of a project is 
minimal and the Employer is not without his safeguards. Although 
Barnes3 argues that loaded method-related charges are more easily 
identifiable than loaded unit rates, others fear that method-related 
charges could be used by Contractors to qualify tenders and that 
deliberate mistakes could be included to give the tenderer a second 
chance after receipt of tenders. Furthermore, Engineers might 
experience some difficulty in coping with large numbers of awkwardly 
worded method-related charges. One suggested solution is for 
Contractors to be asked to submit lists of unpriced method-related items 
for approval some time before the tender date. This would, however, 
probably lead to a lengthening of tendering periods and could cause 
administrative problems. 

On the whole the use of method-related charges, although not without 
their dangers, can lead to improved design, estimating, tender selection, 
contract administration and cost control techniques, with better cash 
flow to the Contractor, particularly in the early part of the Contract. 

Class A: General Items 

General Items contained in Class A of the CESMM are items, other 
than Permanent Works, which the Contractor is required or chooses to 
do or provide. There are some exceptions to this general rule, such as 
Provisional Sums and Prime Cost Items related to Permanent Works, 
and the non-inclusion of some Temporary Works, such as formwork and 
temporary support of tunnel work. In the past many of these items were 
often termed 'Preliminaries'. 

General Items shall each be described as quantity-related, 
time-related or fixed, to simplify arrangements for subsequent 
certification and payment. This part of the bill contains items covering 
the Contractor's obligations under the Contract and all the services that 
he will be required to provide. 

The insurance items are listed in A12-4, covering insurance of the 
Works and constructional plant, and insurance against damage to 
persons and property. These constitute the contractual requirements 
under clauses 21 and 23 of the ICE Conditions of Contract. The 
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Contractor may insert method-related charges for any additional 
insurances (rule Cl of Class A). 

A2 covers requirements specified by the Engineer which the 
Contractor is bound to meet, whereas the method-related charges 
entered in A3 are items which the tendering Contractor chooses to 
insert. Rule Dl of Class A defines 'specified requirements' as all work, 
other than the Permanent Works, which is expressly stated in the 
Contract (Specification or other contract document) to be carried out by 
the Contractor and of which the nature and extent is defined. This 
ensures that the Contractor's attention is drawn to contractual 
requirements which in other circumstances might be a matter for his 
own decision. For example, pumping and de-watering appear in A276 
and A277 respectively as specified requirements to be inserted by the 
Engineer, and are also listed in A356 and A357 as method-related 
charges to be inserted by the Contractor, depending on the specific 
requirements of the particular contract. 

Another function of specified requirements items is to obtain a price 
which can be adjusted in the event of a variation. Otherwise, if for 
instance the Engineer is to change the details of accommodation for the 
Engineer's Staff, in the absence of a specific item, adjustment of an 
undisclosed price could prove difficult. 

Rule M2 of Class A requires that a quantity shall be inserted against 
all specified requirements items for which the value is to be determined 
by admeasurement. While rule A2 of Class A requires the establishment 
and removal of services or facilities to be distinguished from their 
continuing operation or maintenance. Items involving fixed costs will 
usually be sums that are not subject to quantified measurement and are 
often described as 'establishment and removal of'. By comparison 
time-related items may either be quantified such as in hours or weeks, 
or given as sums. These alternative approaches are illustrated in the 
examples that follow. A unit of quantity should be inserted when the 
cost is directly proportional to a measurable quantity such as the 
number of sets of progress photographs, but the insertion of a sum for 
maintenance of offices for the Engineer's staff. 

Testing items should include particulars of samples and methods of 
testing, although some testing may be listed separately where prescribed 
under other classes. Tests involving the assembly or construction of 
substantial testing facilities require an 'establishment of testing 
facilities'item. 3 

The Method-related charges division of Class A lists a number of the 
more common items, but these do not restrict the Contractor in any 
way. The Contractor can insert, in the space provided in the General 
Items part of the Bill, other items which will not be proportional to the 
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quantities of the Permanent Works, distinguishing between time-related 
and fixed charges. Some typical entries are illustrated on page 68. 

The time element of time-related charges can be expressed in various 
ways, but such expressions as 'the duration of construction' or 
'completion of the wharf' are generally more useful than stated lengths 
of time which are not related to site activities and which may prove 
more difficult to apply to changed conditions. 

Provisional Sums can be incorporated in accordance with paragraph 
5.7 (items A411-A416), followed by any other relevant Provisional 
Sums as given on page 69. Prime Cost Items are grouped under AS and 
A6 in the General Items. Each Prime Cost Item shall be followed by an 
item for labours in connection therewith and an item for other charges 
and profit in accordance with paragraph 5.15. Where special labours are 
required, these shall be described adequately including the period of 
time involved. 

Some typical General Items follow, referenced in accordance with 
CESMM (Class A). 
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!Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

PART I GENERAL ITEMS 
Contractual requirements 

A110 Performance bond. sum 
A120 Insurance of the Works. sum 
A130 Insurance of constructional plant. sum 
A140 Insurance against damage to 

persons and property. sum 

Specified requirements 
Accommodation for Engineer's 
staff 

A211.1 Establishment and removal of 
office for the Engineer's staff, as 
Specification clause A25. sum 

A211.2 Maintenance of offices for the 
Engineer's staff. sum 

A211.3 Maintenance of offices for the 
Engineer's staff after the issue 
of the Completion Certificate. wk 15 

Attendance upon Engineer's staff 
A242 Attendance upon the Engineer's 

staff; chainmen. wk 80 

Testing of materials 
A250 Testing of materials; concrete 

test cubes as Specification 
clause C86. nr 300 

1/1 Page total 
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General Items 

Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

Specified requirements 
Testing of the Works 

A260.1 Clay pipes, nominal bore 
150 mm, length 1380 m, as 
Specification clause 121.1. sum 

A260.2 Clay pipes, nominal bore 
225 mm, length 2540 m, as 
Specification clause 121.2. sum 

A260.3 Clay pipes, nominal bore 
300 mm, length 1170 m, as 
Specification clause 121.3. sum 

Temporary Works 
A272.1 Traffic regulation: establishment 

and removal as Specification 
clause A37. sum 

A272.2 Traffic regulation: continuing 
operation and maintenance as 
Specification clause A37. wk 80 

A276.1 Pumping plant: establishment 
and removal as Specification 
clause A52. sum 

A276.2 Pumping plant: operation and 
maintenance as Specification 
clause A52. h 600 

112 Page total 
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General Items 
(Blank pages in Bill of Quantities - entries of method-related charges made by 
tendering Contractor; normally handwritten) 

Number 

A311.1 
A311.2 

A311.3 

A321.1 

A321.2 

A 
A 
A 

. 331.1 

. 331.2 

. 331.3 

A358.1 

A358.2 

A358.3 

A371 

A373 

Item Description 

Method-related charges 
Accommodation and buildings 
Establish offices: fixed. 
Maintain offices for duration of 
construction: time-related. 
Remove offices: fixed. 

Services 
Establish electricity supply and 
standby generator: fixed. 
Provision of electricity for 
duration of construction: 
time-related. 

Plant 
30 t crane for excavation and 
concreting of settling tanks 
Bring to site: fixed . 
Operate: time-related . 
Remove: fixed . 

Temporary works 
Compressed air for tunnelling 
from access shaft 7 to access 
shaft 10 
Establish compressed air plant: 
fixed. 
Compressed air supply: time-
related. 
Remove compressed air plant: 
fixed. 

Supervision and labour 
Management and supervision for 
duration of construction: time-
related. 
Labour for maintenance of plant 
and site services for duration of 
construction: time-related. 

1/3 

Amount 

Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

sum 

sum 
sum 

sum 

sum 

sum 
sum 
sum 

sum 

sum 

sum 

sum 

sum 

Page total 
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Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

Provisional Sums 
Daywork 

A411 Labour. sum 40 000 00 

A412 Percentage adjustment to 
Provisional Sum for Daywork 
labour. % 

A413 Materials. sum 20 000 00 
A414 Percentage adjustment to 

Provisional Sum for Daywork 
materials. % 

A415 Plant. sum 20 000 00 
A416 Percentage adjustment to % 

Provisional Sum for Daywork 
plant. 

A417 Supplementary charges. sum 15 000 00 
A418 Percentage adjustment to 

Provisional Sum for Daywork 
supplementary charges. % 

Other Provisional Sums 
A420.1 Permanent diversion or support 

of existing services. sum 14 000 00 
A420.2 Repairs to existing structures 

and plant. sum 20 000 00 

Nominated Sub-contracts which 
include work on the Site 

A510.1 Pumping plant. sum 26 000 00 
A520.1 Labours. sum 
A540.1 Other charges and profit. % 
A510.2 Lighting installation. sum 11000 00 
A520.2 Labours. sum 
A540.2 Other charges and profit. % 

Nominated Sub-contracts which 
do not include work on the Site 

A610.1 Bollards to wharf (20 nr). sum 7 000 00 
A620.1 Labours. sum 
A640.1 Other charges and profit. % 
A610.2 Rubber buffers to fender piles 

(200 nr). sum 3 800 00 
A620.2 Labours. sum 
A640.2 Other charges and profit. % 

1/4 Page total 
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Effect of CESMM on Pricing 

The CESMM introduced greater standardisation into the format of bills 
of quantities and this assists Contractors in pricing. The drafting 
committee claimed that bills prepared under CESMM are more consistent, 
with work adequately itemised and described to include cost-significant 
items with a consistent level of detail. It is also stated that the coding 
system permits estimating, valuation, purchasing and cost control to use 
the same numerical references and that these will also simplify 
computerised data processing. 

General Items 

Where the general items have been satisfactorily listed and priced and 
full use made by the Contractor of method-related charges, then the 
pricing of measured work will be simpler. In theory all services and 
facilities that are not proportional to the quantities of permanent work 
will have been separated for pricing purposes. In practice all sorts of 
permutations are possible. 

One Contractor may not insert any method-related charge items, 
while another could include for each and every type of plant, as he is in 
fact encouraged to do by Class A3, which, for instance, lists earth 
compaction plant and concrete mixing plant. Both of these types of 
plant involve some fixed costs in transporting plant and off-loading 
together with the subsequent transporting to a depot or another site. In 
between these fixed events the plant is operated and maintained and 
these can be regarded as time-related charges. On the other hand they 
could equally justifiably be considered as essential components of the 
earth compaction or concrete production, since they are proportional to 
the quantity of permanent work and hence could be more realistically 
included in the measured work rate. 

These possible variations in approach in dealing with the pricing of 
plant could result in considerable differences in measured rates and 
general items. Hence the analysis, checking and comparison of priced 
bills by Quantity Surveyors and Engineers may not always be simplified 
significantly. 

Measured Work 

It has taken time for estimators to become familiar with the CESMM 
and all its ramifications, particularly the rather confusing bill 
descriptions that flow from the standardised approach. There was a 
danger, particularly in the early period of its use that estimators might 
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omit to include for items of work that are included in the particular bill 
item without the need for specific mention. Excavation and backfill to 
pipe trenches included in the pipework provide a specific example, even 
although beds, haunches and surrounds are measured separately. 

A typical earthwork bill item could read as follows. 

E424 General excavation in natural material to a maximum depth not 
exceeding 1-2m 

The rate would have to cover the following items additional to cubic 
excavation, which are deemed to be included by rules in Class E. 

(1) Additional excavation needed for working space and removal of 
existing services. 

(2) Upholding sides of excavation. 

The estimator will therefore have to proceed with caution and there is a 
danger that estimators may feel obliged to make some allowance in their 
tenders for the additional risk involved. 

Where there is a wide range of different manhole types, sizes and 
connections, the enumerated approach to the measurement of manholes 
is not sufficiently sensitive. Similar criticism could be levelled at the 
maximum trench depth ranges used for excavation pricing purposes. 

The formwork to concrete items (Class G) is separated according to a 
range of widths from not exceeding 0.1 m (100 mm) to exceeding 1.22 m 
(determined by width of plywood sheets). The underlying philosophy is 
that the separation of formwork in this way will help to indicate the 
relative complexity of the work and assist in the valuation of variations. 
The approach to the measurement of in situ concrete (Class F) 
separating provision from placing is eminently sensible. With the placing 
due attention can be paid to the specific location, which is important in 
pricing concrete in a widely differing set of situations, each generating 
different costs. 

With Piling (Class P), three items of information are given for groups 
of cast in place concrete piles, preformed concrete, timber and isolated 
steel piles and interlocking steel piles to bring out the cost significant 
items in this class of work. 

(1) Cost related to number of piles (moving the rig and setting up 
piles). 

(2) Length of pile (cost of materials). 
(3) Bored or driven length (driving or boring cost); with a driven pile 

the length driven could be less than the actual length of pile. 
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Brickwork (Class U)- facework is not measured 'extra over' and this 
makes price assessment more difficult, since it involves the deduction of 
the common bricks to be replaced by facing bricks. 

Measurement Processes 

Dimensions Paper 

All dimensions and mathematical calculations should be entered on 
separate sheets of dimensions paper or in dimensions books. These 
entries are to be carefully made so that they can be readily checked by 
another person without any possible chance of confusion arising. 

The normal ruling of 'dimensions paper' on which the dimensions 
(scaled or taken direct from drawings) are entered, is indicated below. 
This ruling conforms to the requirements of BS 3327 Stationery for 
quantity surveying. 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

Each dimension sheet is split into two identically ruled parts, each 
consisting of four columns. the purpose of each column will now be 
indicated for the benefit of those readers who are unfamiliar with the 
use of this type of paper. 

Column 1 is termed the 'timesing column' in which multiplying figures 
are entered when there is more than one of the particular item being 
measured. 

Column 2 is termed the 'dimension column' in which the actual 
dimensions, as scaled or taken direct from the drawings, are entered. 
There may be one, two or three lines of dimensions in an item 
depending on whether it is linear, square or cubic. 

Column 3 is termed the 'squaring column' in which the length, area or 
volume, obtained by multiplying together the figures in columns 1 and 
2, is recorded, ready for transfer to the abstract or bill. 

Column 4 is known as the 'description column' in which the written 
description of each item is entered. The right-hand side of this wider 
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column is frequently used to accommodate preliminary calculations and 
other basic information needed in building up the dimensions and 
references to the location of the work, and is referred to as 'waste'. 

In the worked examples that follow in succeeding chapters the reader 
will notice that one set of columns only is used on each dimension sheet 
with the remainder used for explanatory notes, but in practice both sets 
of columns will be used for 'taking-off'. 

Spacing of Items 

Ample space should be left between all items on the dimension sheets 
so that it is possible to follow the dimensions with ease and to enable 
any items, which may have been omitted when the dimensions were first 
taken-off, to be subsequently inserted, without cramping up the 
dimensions unduly. The cramping of dimensions is a common failing 
among examination candidates and will cause loss of marks. 

Waste 

The use of the right-hand side of the description column for preliminary 
calculations, build-up of lengths, explanatory notes and related matters 
should not be overlooked. All steps that have been taken in arriving at 
dimensions, no matter how elementary or trivial they may appear, 
should be entered in the waste section of the description column. 
Following this procedure will do much to prevent doubts and 
misunderstandings concerning dimensions arising at some future date. 

Order of Dimensions 

A constant order of entering dimensions must be maintained 
throughout, that is (1) length, (2) breadth or width, and (3) depth or 
height. In this way there can be no doubt as to the shape of the item 
being measured. When measuring a cubic item of concrete 10m long, 5 
m wide and 0.50 m deep, the entry in the dimension column would be 
as follows. 

10.00 
5.00 
0.50 

Provision of cone. - designed 
mix grade ClO, ct. to BS 12, 20 
mm agg. to BS 882; min. ct. 
content 250 kg!m3. 

& 
Placing mass cone. in base, 
thickness: 300-500 mm. 
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It will be noted that dimensions are usually recorded in metres to two 
places of decimals with a dot between the metres and fractions and a 
line drawn across the dimension column under each set of figures. 
Where the dimensions apply to more than one descriptive item, a 
bracket should be inserted as illustrated. 

Timesing 

If there were three such items, then this dimension would be multiplied 
by three in the timesing column as shown below. 

3/ 10.00 
5.00 
0.50 

Provision of cone. - designed 
mix grade C10, ct. to BS 12, 20 
mm agg. to BS 882; min. ct. 
content 250 kglm3. 

& 
Placing mass cone. in base, 
thickness: 300-500 mm. 

If it was subsequently found that a fourth bed was to be provided, 
then a further one can be added in the timesing column by the process 
known as 'dotting on', as indicated below. 

110.00 
1 5.00 

0.50 

Descriptions as previous items 

Where there are a number of units of the same item, all multiplying 
factors should appear in the timesing column. Taking, for instance, 30 
rows of piles with 4 piles in each row, entries on the dimension sheet 
would be: 

30/4/ 1 

10.00 

Number of preformed cone. 
piles, grade C25, 300 x 300 mm, 
len. 10.6 m; mild steel driving 
heads and shoes. 

Depth driven. 
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Abbreviations 

Many of the words entered in the description column are abbreviated to 
save space and time spent in entering the items by highly skilled 
technical staff. Many abbreviations have become almost standard and 
are of general application; for this reason a list of the more common 
abbreviations is given in appendix I. A considerable number of 
abbreviations are obtained merely by shortening the particular words, 
such as the use of 'fwk.' in place of 'formwork', 'rad.' for 'radius' and 
'cone.' for 'concrete'. 

Grouping of Dimensions 

Where more than one set of dimensions relates to the same description, 
the dimensions should be suitably bracketed so that this shall be made 
perfectly clear. The following example illustrates this point. 

148.00 

246.00 

132.00 

56.00 

l Clay pipes to BS 65 w.s & s 
flex. jts. nom. bore 225 mm in 
trs, between mhs 8 & 12, 
depth: 2-2.5 m. 

Where the same dimensions apply to more than one item, the best 
procedure is to segregate each of the separate descriptions by an '&' 
sign as illustrated below, and to insert the customary bracket. 

Deductions 

260.00 
16.00 
3.20 

Excavn. for cuttgs. max. depth 
2-5 m; Excvtd. Surf. 0.30 m 
above Final Surf. 

& 

Fillg. embankts. selected 
excvtd. mat. other than topsoil 
or rock. 

After measuring an item of construction it is sometimes necessary to 
deduct for voids or openings in the main area or volume. This is 
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normally performed by following the main item by a deduction item as 
shown in the following example. 

11.80 
10.35 
0.20 

1.60 
1.45 
0.20 

Figured Dimensions 

Placg. mass cone. a.b. in 
ground slab; thickness 
150--300 mm. 

DDt. ditto. 
(opgs.) 

When 'taking-off' it is most desirable to use figured dimensions on the 
drawings in preference to scaling, since the drawings are almost 
invariably in the form of prints, which are not always true-to-scale. It is 
sometimes necessary to build up overall dimensions from a series of 
figured dimensions and this work is best set down in waste, on the 
right-hand side of the description column. 

Numbering and Titles of Dimension Sheets 

Each dimension sheet should be suitably headed with the title and 
section of the project at the head of each sheet and with each sheet 
numbered consecutively at the bottom. Some prefer to number each set 
of columns on each dimension sheet separately. The entering of page 
numbers on each dimension sheet ensures the early discovery of a 
missing sheet. 

At the top of the first dimension sheet for each main section of the 
work should be entered a list of the drawings from which the 
measurements have been taken, with the precise drawing number of 
each contract drawing carefully recorded. A typical example of such a 
list follows. 

NORTH CREAKE OUTFALL SEWER 

Drawings 
NC/SEW/1/0A 
NC/SEW/1/5A 
NC/SEW/1/6B 

(Layout Plan) 
(Sewer Sections) 
(Sewer Sections) 

SHEETNR 1 
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NC/SEW/1/7B 
NC/SEW/1112A 

(Sewer Sections) 
(Manhole Details) 

The importance of listing the contract drawings from which the 
dimensions have been obtained in this way, is that in the event of 
changes being made to the work as originally planned resulting in the 
issue of amended drawings, it will clearly be seen that these changes 
occurred after the Bill of Quantities was prepared and that variations to 
the quantities can be expected. 

It is good practice to punch all dimension sheets at their top left-hand 
corner and fasten them together with Treasury tags. 

Query Sheets 

It is good practice to enter any queries that may arise during the 
taking-off on technical matters on query sheets, which are normally 
subdivided vertically into two parts. The first column contains details of 
the matters on which clarification or amplification are required and the 
second column is used for the Engineer's reply. These sheets should 
always be prepared in the examination where appropriate. 

Abstracting 

When the items on the dimension sheets after squaring cannot 
conveniently be transferred direct to the appropriate section of the bill, 
they may be grouped in an abstract, where they will be suitably 
classified and reduced to the recognised units of measurement 
preparatory to transfer to the bill. The various phases of abstracting are 
described and illustrated in chapter 16, where other bill preparation 
processes are also described. 



5 Measurement of Ground Investigation, 
Geotechnical Processes, Demolition 
and Site Clearance 

Ground Investigation 

Ground or site investigation may be part of a construction contract or 
be a separate contract wholly concerned with this activity. 

The measurement of trial holes and boreholes is classified in CESMM 
B1-3, amplified by some important additional descriptive rules. Each 
group of holes generates at least two bill items, namely the number of 
holes and the aggregate depth measured in metres, under various 
classifications. Separate items are needed where the work includes 
excavation in rock or other material, support to holes, backfilling or 
removal of obstructions (measured by the hour). This approach enables 
costs that are proportional to the number of holes, such as moving 
boring rigs, to be kept separate from costs related to the depths of 
holes. Pumping of trial holes is given by the hour at a stated minimum 
extraction rate. 

Rule A1 of Class B requires item descriptions for the number and 
depth of trial holes to state the minimum plan area at the bottom of the 
hole or, where the work is undertaken to locate services, the maximum 
length. The items for both light cable percussion and rotary drilled 
boreholes shall state the nominal diameter. The diameters of rotary 
drilled boreholes are related to core sizes and they shall be given in 
accordance with BS 4019: Part 2 Core drilling equipment. For instance a 
core size of 11 mm requires a hole size of 18 mm, and a core of 25 mm 
a hole of 32 mm; core sizes range from 11 to 150 mm. 

Samples and tests are numbered with the descriptions, covering size, 
type and class in accordance with BS 5930 (Code of practice for site 
investigations). With samples a distinction is made between (1) 
'undisturbed' (normally a solid core placed in an airtight tube) and 
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'disturbed' (loose excavated soil); (2) soft material and rock; (3) samples 
taken from 'trial holes or sources at surface' and those from 'boreholes'. 

Rule Cl of Class B stipulates that items for ground investigation shall 
be deemed to include the preparation and submission of the records and 
results but not their analysis (rule M2). 

Examples of typical ground investigation bill items follow. 

Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

GROUND INVESTIGATION 
Trial holes 

B115 Number in material other than 
rock, maximum depth 5-10 m; 
minimum plan area at bottom 
of excavation; 2.25 m2. nr 34 

B130 Depth in material other than 
rock; minimum plan area at 
bottom of excavation: 2.25 m2 m 270 

B160 Depth backfilled with 
excavated material. m 270 

B170 Removal of obstructions. h 15 
B180 Pumping at a minimum 

extraction rate of 8000 1/h. h 30 

Rotary drilled boreholes 
(nominal minimum core 
diameter: 100 mm) 

B310 Number. nr 14 
B342 Depth with core recovery in 

holes of maximum depth 5-10 m. m 112 
B360 Depth backfilled with 

cement grout. m 112 
B370 Core boxes, 3 m long. nr 28 

Samples 
B412 Disturbed samples of 

soft material from the 
surface or from trial holes: 
minimum 5 kg; Class 3. nr. 170 

B421 Open tube samples from 
boreholes; 100 mm diameter 
x 600 mm long, undisturbed 
sample; Class 1. nr 56 

Note: The code numbers in the CESMM have been used as reference numbers 
for the bill items, but this approach is optional. 
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Geotechnical and Other Specialist Processes 

Class C covers specialist work in changing the properties of soils and 
rocks and is usually carried out by sub-contractors. These specialist 
operations are likely to generate method-related charges for bringing 
plant to the site and associated activities. 

The measurement of grouting is subdivided into four principal 
items - length and inclination of drilling, number of holes to be drilled, 
number of injections of grout, and amount of grout materials to be 
injected (C1-3, 4 and 5). Drilling for grouting is classified according to 
inclination under five classifications (C1 and 2, 1-5), and the description 
must include the diameter of the hole to be drilled (rule A1 of Class C). 
Grout mixture components and proportions should be stated in item 
descriptions, or alternatively reference may be made to the appropriate 
Specification clause( s). 

The measurement of diaphragm walls (C6) has been kept relatively 
simple compared with the normal approach to the measurement of 
excavation and concrete. It recognises the specialist nature of the 
design, which is usually the responsibility of the Contractor. It is, 
however, necessary to establish clearly whether the cost of activities, 
such as the preparation of projecting reinforcement to receive capping 
beams and the disposal of excavated material, is to be included in the 
sub-contract or the main contract. 

The measurement of ground anchors (C7) and sand, band and wick 
drains (C8) comprise both enumerated items to cover such activities as 
the moving of plant from one location to another, and linear items to 
cover the cost of materials that are proportional to length, such as 
tendons and sand. 

Readers requiring more detailed information on the measurement of 
these specialist techniques are referred to The CESMM2 Handbook. 3 

Demolition and Site Clearance 

Class D embraces the demolition and removal of objects above the 
original surface of the ground and tree roots below it. Other items 
below ground, such as basements and base slabs, will normally be 
measured under Class E. 

The number and content of the measured items in this class are 
restricted, since it is assumed that tenderers will have to inspect the site 
to assess the working conditions, items to be removed and their likely 
saleable value. 

General clearance embraces shrubs and trees with a girth not 
exceeding 500 mm (trunk measured at 1 m above ground), tree stumps 
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not exceeding 150 mm diameter, hedges and undergrowth, and pipelines 
above ground not exceeding 100 mm nominal bore. It is measured in 
hectares (D1), with clear identification of the particular area, preferably 
delineated on a tender drawing. 

Buildings and other structures also need to be clearly identified, 
possibly by reference numbers or letters on a tender drawing. The bill 
description must include the predominant materials and the total volume 
above ground within the external faces of enclosing walls and roof. 
Items for demolition and site clearance shall be deemed to include 
disposal of the materials arising from the works (rule C1 of Class D). 
Separate items are required for any materials or components which are 
to remain the property of the Employer. 

Demolition of pipelines above ground exceeding 100 mm nominal 
bore and those within buildings, exceeding 300 mm nominal bore, are 
measured by length in metres. Prices include the demolition and 
removal of supports (rule C4). 

Worked Example 

An example follows covering the measurement of site clearance work. 
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Sl E. CLEARANCE EXAMPLE 1 
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51 TE. C LE A R.A N C E (Contd.) 
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6 Measurement of Earthworks 

Earthworks form a major part of most civil engineering contracts. The 
pricing of this work is made difficult by its relatively uncertain nature 
and extent and the effect of weather and water. The measurement rules 
attempt to recognise these factors and to permit the tenderer to make 
allowance for them. 

The three measurement divisions in Class E are accompanied by 
extensive rules, which must be carefully considered and applied to every 
measured item. Excavation items cover excavation of one type 
(dredging, cuttings, foundations or general excavation) in one type of 
material (topsoil, rock, other natural material or artificial hard 
material); separate items are required for disposal of excavated material 
(disposal off site, disposal on site or re-use as fill). The items for 
foundations and general excavation are also classified according to the 
maximum depth range below the commencing surface. The depth stages 
are governed by various provisions- paragraphs 5.21 and 1.10--13 
dealing with the definition and use of the various surface terms 
(original, final, commencing and excavated surfaces) and rule M of 
Class E with separation of items where separate stages of excavation are 
expressly prescribed. 

For example, the depth of excavation for an item 'excavation for 
foundations' would normally be taken from the 'Original Surface' 
(surface of ground before any work has been carried out) to the 'Final 
Surface' (surface shown on the Drawings to which excavation is to be 
performed, to receive the Permanent Works). Where the depth of 
excavation in a measured item is to be restricted to a certain stage, this 
can be done by giving a 'Commencing Surface', where it differs from the 
'Original Surface', at which it will begin or an 'Excavated Surface' at 
which it will end. Thus the stripping of topsoil or the excavation of the 
last 150--300 mm of a cutting, possibly left to protect the formation, may 
constitute separate and distinct stages of excavation. 

The maximum depths listed in the third division of Class E for 
excavation of foundations and general excavation signify the total depth 
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to be excavated, not the thickness of any layers of different material 
within it. In this way the bill rates can reflect the choice of plant and 
method of excavation. 

However, excavation through a rock formation 3 m deep underlying 
7 m of gravel would best be measured and described in two items: 
'General excavation in material other than topsoil, rock or artificial hard 
material, maximum depth: 5-10 m; Excavated Surface top of the rock' 
and 'General excavation in rock, maximum depth: 2-5 m; Commencing 
Surface top of rock'. 

Rule D1 of Class E prescribes that where material is not defined in 
the bill, it is deemed to be normally occurring soft natural material 
(other than topsoil, rock or artificial hard material). Some special 
categories of excavated material such as running sand are not listed, as 
this operation is akin to dealing with groundwater and constitutes a 
Contractor's contractual obligation. Rule M8 prescribes that an isolated 
volume of artificial hard material or rock occurring within other material 
to be excavated shall not be measured separately unless its volume 
exceeds 1 m3, except that the minimum volume shall be 0.25 m3 where 
the net width of excavation is less than 2 m (rule M8). 

Rule C1 provides that excavation items are deemed to include 
additional excavation to provide working space, upholding the sides of 
excavations and removal of existing services. Tenderers should allow for 
these items in excavation rates or in method-related charges. Excavation 
below a body of open water, such as a river, stream, canal, lake or area 
of tidal water, is measured separately in accordance with rule M7, at the 
highest applicable water level. 

Rule M4 indicates that dredging is normally measured from soundings 
taken before and after the work is done. Where hopper or barge 
measurements are permissible this must be stated in a preamble to the 
Bill of Quantities, clearly identifying the circumstances in which the 
alternative method can be adopted. Dredging to remove silt is measured 
only where it is expressly required that silt which accumulates after the 
final surface has been reached shall be removed (rule M14). 

Extra payment for double handling of excavated material is limited to 
that expressly required by rule M13. If the Contractor stockpiles without 
being instructed to do so he will not be entitled to additional payment, 
even although it might have been difficult to avoid it, as with excavated 
material to be subsequently used as fill. Excavation within borrow pits is 
classed as general excavation and shall be the net volume measured for 
filling, and is deemed to include the removal and replacement of 
overburden and unsuitable materials. 

The quantities of material excavated or used as filling are measured 
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net as shown on the drawings, with no allowance for bulking, shrinkage 
or waste (rule Ml), with the exception of additional filling resulting 
from settlement or penetration into underlying material in excess of 75 
mm in depth (rule M18) - a difficult provision to apply in practice. 
Filling items must distinguish between filling to structures, forming 
embankments, filling in layers to a stated depth or thickness (such as in 
drainage blankets, topsoiling, pitching and bleaching), and general 
filling. Rule AlO prescribes that differing compaction requirements 
relating to the same filling material are to be given in item descriptions. 
Filling items are deemed to include compaction (rule C3). However, 
filling and compaction cannot be included in excavation rates. Filling 
material shall be deemed to be non-selected excavated material other 
than topsoil or rock, unless otherwise stated in item descriptions (rule 
06). 

Filling to structures would include such work as filling around and 
over covered concrete storage tanks. Backfill to working space is not, 
however, measurable (rule M16). In items of filling to a stated depth or 
thickness, the materials shall be identified and work within three 
inclination ranges (10°-45°, 45°-90° and vertical) stated in the item 
descriptions (rules A12 and A13). 

Under rule 07 the Contractor may use excavated rock as filling where 
the Specification permits, but he will only be paid at the rates for filling 
with excavated rock in locations where this is expressly required. Rules 
M20 and M21 requiring the measurement of the volume of rock fill in 
transport vehicles at the place of deposition in the case of soft areas and 
below water may prove difficult to implement in practice. 

The volume of disposal of excavated material measured shall be the 
difference between the total net volume of excavation and the net 
volume used for filling (rule M12). Disposal of excavated material shall 
be deemed to be disposal off the site unless otherwise stated in item 
descriptions (rule 04), and where disposal on site is required, the 
location shall be stated in the item description (rule A8). 

The trimming of permanently exposed surfaces and the preparation of 
surfaces to receive permanent works, mainly concrete, are measured to 
both excavation and filling (rules M10, Mll, M22 and M23). Work to 
sloping surfaces will be classified in the three categories listed in rules 
A7 and A14. 

Turfing and seeding are measured in square metres separately 
identifying work to surfaces at an angle exceeding 10° to the horizontal 
(rule A17). Plants, shrubs and trees are enumerated stating the species 
and size, while hedges are measured in metres stating the species and 
size and distinguishing between single and double rows. 
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Worked Examples 

Worked examples follow, covering the measurement of excavation and 
fill. 

Measurement of Excavation and Filling 

Various methods can be used to calculate the volume of excavation 
and/or filling required as part of civil engineering works. The method 
used is often largely determined by the type of work involved. Accuracy 
and speed of operation are the main factors to consider when selecting 
the method of approach. 

When calculating the volumes of excavation and filling for cuttings 
and embankments to accommodate roads and railway tracks, Simpson's 
rule can often be used to advantage and a simple example follows to 
illustrate this approach. 

Using Simpson's rule the areas at intermediate even cross-sections 
(nrs. 2, 4, 6, etc.) are each multiplied by 4, the areas at intermediate 
uneven cross-sections (nrs. 3, 5, 7, etc.) are each multiplied by 2 and the 
end cross-sections taken once only. The sum of these areas is multiplied 
by one-third of the distance between the cross-sections to give the total 
volume. To use this formula it is essential that the cross-sections are 
taken at the same fixed distance apart and that there is an odd number 
of cross-sections (even number of spaces between cross-sections). 

For instance, taking a cutting to be excavated for a road, 300 min 
length and 40 m in width, to an even gradient, with mean depths 
calculated at 50 m intervals as indicated below and side slopes 2 to 1, 
and assuming that stripping of topsoil has already been taken. 

Cross-section 
Mean depth (m) 

1 
4 

2 
10 

3 
16 

4 
20 

5 
18 

6 
12 

7 
6 

The width at the top of the cutting can be found by taking the width 
at the base, that is, 40 m and adding 2/2/the depth to give the horizontal 
spread of the banks (the width of each bank being twice the depth with 
a side slope of 2 to 1). 
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Cross- Depth Width at Top of Mean Width 
section (m) Cutting (m) (m) Weighting 

4 40+4x4 56 
56 +40 
--=48 

2 

2 10 40+4x 10= 80 
80 +40 
--=60 

2 
4 

3 16 40 + 4 X 16 = 104 
104 + 40 

2 
=72 2 

4 20 40 + 4 X 20 = 120 
120 + 40 

= 80 4 
2 

5 18 40 + 4 X 18 = 112 
112 + 40 

2 
76 2 

6 12 40 + 4 X 12 = 88 
88 +40 
--=64 

2 
4 

7 6 40+4x6 = 64 
64 +40 
--=52 

2 

The dimensions can now be entered on dimensions paper in the 
manner shown on the following sheet. 

2 2 

4 
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In simpler cases involving three cross-sections only, the prismoidal 
formula may be used, whereby 
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vo ume - x x . . + . . . 1 _ _! total { area of 4 times area of+ area of last} 
6 length ftrst sectwn mtddle sectwn sectwn 

Example II (Drawing No.2) 

This example covers the measurement of the excavation and filling 
required for an area 72 m x 36 m with surrounding banks with side 
slopes of 2112 to 1. The whole of the area, excluding banks, is to be 
stripped of topsoil, which will mainly be used for soiling the banks to a 
depth of 150 mm. 

The 150.000 contour line is first plotted on the plan since this 
represents the demarcation line between the excavation and filling. 
Intermediate points on the contour line are found by interpolating 
between known spot or ground levels. For instance, taking the two 
levels in the bottom left-hand corner (S.W.), the difference between the 
two adjacent spot levels is 150.860 - 149.285 = 1.575 m, and the 
distance of the 150.000 level point from the edge of the area is 

0.715 
-- x 12.000 = 5.450 m 
1.575 

The method of working adopted for this example is to calculate the 
volumes of excavation and fill in the main area (that is, 72 m x 36 m) 
from calculated average depths and to follow with the volumes of the 
banks. This is the simplest and quickest method although there are 
many alternative techniques. The average depths of excavation and fill 
are most conveniently found by suitably weighting the depth at each 
point on the grid of levels, according to the area that it affects. 
Generally this involves taking the depths at the extreme corners of the 
area once, intermediate points on the boundary twice and all other 
intermediate points four times. The sum of the weighted depths is 
divided by the total number of weightings (number of squares x 4) to 
give the average weighted depth for the whole area. 

An alternative is to calculate the cross-sectional area on each grid 
line, including the section of adjacent bank, and to weight the areas in 
accordance with Simpson's rule. The banks at the end of each area 
would have to be added to the volumes of excavation and fill 
respectively. 

Schedules of depths and the dimensions of excavation and fill now 
follow. 
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DRAWING N0.2 

151•110 153 

0 
0 
0 .. ,.. 
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AVERAGE. OEPiH OF E'XCAVAIION tO MAIN Al2.E:A 
(EXCLUDING 5ANK.5) 

Gl2.0UND D'E:P'TH OF WEIGHTING WE lCIHTE.D 
Dt:PTH OF COMM£NT5 

LEVEL EXCAVAiN. t:.XCAVATN. 

150·020 0·150 I 0· 150 100 tMm tvpoorL 
1~1 ·010 I· 010 I \· 0[0 ro wei.8~ lfU& iwice 

wruld. gNe exe2-ssiveJy 
high excavation 
qumttities. 

\'aO·OOO 0· 150 3 0·450 100 1t1m topeoiL affecre 
o squareB. 

lSl· 450 1·450 2 2·900 
150·5'20 0·520 0 l· 560 

151·950 1·960 '2. "3·900 

100·005 0·150 ?J 0· 4-?0 150 rnm topooiL 
\51· 0\0 1·010 4 4· 040 

!5'2.·210 '2·210 '2. 4·+2.0 

ISO· 000 O·BOO 3 1·000 
\51· 960 1·980 4 l· 920 

l?o· 020 ?1·020 2 6·040 

149·990 0·100 l 0· 150 100 mm ivp~iL 
151· 000 I· 000 2 '2: 000 

15'2· '210 2·110 2. 4·~ 

16?1- 2.00 '0·'200 

I 
I '0·200 

06 ) 4{). '010 

Averf§/3 a 'fP,lil of ex cav tiovr t·2Be 
(W!o CJrn~ topooiL) 

NOiE: 7he- contour ·,e b5 virtuaU '1 coincidfMt u ·fh the cornw 
of ivltermed rJig squarre. 
The total w ~htiJ7 of ?£J ie rzivatellfi. W 9 COVApreie 
61uaree wih 4~chve I wele «<ch 

2. I 
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D£ PTH OF 
fiLL 

141- lOO 1-900 I 2·900 

149·065 1·935 2 B·BlO 

149· 000 0·950 2 I· 900 

150·0'1.0 - \ -
l4l·Bf:l0 2·\00 2 4--300 

149-5(-.0 1·440 4 5·160 

14-9-215 0-1QS 3 2- \15 

14!3-'~0 \·600 2. 3· '060 

149·060 0·940 4 3·1.60 

150· 000 - :? -
14-6·240 1-160 2 8-52.0 

149·000 0·6'20 :? I· 960 

\46· a70 \· \'00 2 2·260 

\?0·00!1 - 3 -
\49-295 O·l\6 t 0·116 

149-990 0·010 I Q.Q\0 

:?o ) '36·o90 

Av~Jro.ge ciep~ of fill l· 0\ I 

Add replocem ~ of tqJooi~ 0· ISO 

Awrage totaL depf¥1 of fill 1·161 

2.. 2 
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lfldividuat depth. 
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7 Measurement of Concrete 

In Situ Concrete (Class F) 

Class F in the CESMM realistically prescribes separate bill items for the 
provision and placing of concrete. This separation is intended to assist 
the tenderer in relating prices more closely to costs and so simplifying 
estimating and assisting with the valuation of variations. A change of 
concrete mix or a variation in placing can be more readily 
accommodated by a change in the rate of one of the component items. 

In measuring this class of work there will be a small number of items 
for the provision of concrete - one for each mix. These will be 
followed by many more items for placing concrete distinguishing 
between different types of concrete (mass, reinforced and prestressed), 
different locations and different structural members of different size 
ranges (second and third divisions). The prices for concrete can be 
inserted against three sets of items: (1) provision of concrete covering 
the materials and mixing costs; (2) placing of concrete embracing all 
labour and small tools in placing and curing concrete; and 
(3) method-related charges covering major plant and labour in hatching 
and transporting concrete. 

Provision of Concrete 

The item descriptions for the provision of concrete use the terminology 
of BS 5328: 1981 Methods of specifying concrete including ready-mixed 
concrete. Thus a 'designed' mix is one where the Contractor selects the 
mix proportions to achieve the required strength and workability, 
although the Engineer will specify the minimum cement content. A 
'prescribed' mix is one where the Engineer specifies the mix 
proportions. 

Ordinary structural concrete (F1-3) is made with Portland cement to 
BS 12, Portland blastfurnace cement to BS 146 or sulphate-resisting 
Portland cement to BS 4027, and must not contain any special additives. 
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Commonly used grades are C7.5, ClO, C15, C20, C25 and C30 and the 
maximum size of aggregate ranges between 10, 14, 20 and 40 mm. 

A 'designed mix for ordinary structural concrete' (F2) to comply with 
BS 5328 must encompass the particulars listed in the classification table, 
the permitted size of aggregate, the minimum cement content in 
kilogrammes per cubic metre, the rate of sampling and the number of 
cubic metres per sample. Other optional additional information which 
may be supplied is listed by Barnes3 and includes details of workability, 
maximum free water/cement ratio, maximum cement content, and 
details of special cements, aggregates, admixtures and testing. 

An 'ordinary prescribed mix' shall comply with BS 5328, section 2 
(rule D3), omits the minimum cement content and is covered by the 
Class F classification particulars, but must also state the permitted types 
of aggregate. For instance, concrete grade ClO with 20 mm nominal 
maximum size of aggregate of medium workability (25-75 mm slump) 
will consist of 240 kg of cement to 1850 kg of aggregate (35-50 per cent 
fine aggregate). 

The third type of mix (F3) - 'special prescribed mix'- needs the 
following additional description or a Specification reference: minimum 
cement content; weights of cement, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate; 
permitted types of aggregate; rate of sampling and number of cubic 
metres per sample. Additional information can be given if the Engineer 
so decides. 

Placing of Concrete 

This activity is covered in the CESMM by F4-6 and the accompanying 
rules. The note at the foot of page 39 in the CESMM emphasises the 
effect of location on costs and the need to enlarge item descriptions in 
accordance with 5.10 where special characteristics affect the method and 
rate of placing concrete. Cost may be affected by height above or below 
ground, position and shape on plan, density of reinforcement, 
restrictions on access, unusual limitations on pouring, exceptional curing 
requirements and related aspects. The wording of 'may be stated' in the 
footnote is intentional - it should be implemented in the interests of 
tenderers, but it would not be satisfactory to make the provision 
compulsory, since an incorrect assessment of the likely differences in 
concrete placing costs could then be construed as an error in the bill. 

The thicknesses of bases, slabs and walls are expressed in ranges in 
the third division; thus all slabs exceeding 150 and :10t exceeding 300 
mm in thickness can be grouped together in a single item. The quantity 
of concrete to be poured is measured in m3, but small differences in 
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thickness are not considered to be cost significant and hence the bill can 
be simplified by reducing the number of items in this way. 

Tapering walls, columns and beams are best treated as non-standard 
components, stating the range of thicknesses or cross-sectional areas. 

However, on occasions it may be sufficient to include the whole of the 
concrete placing in a single item where only a small proportion falls in a 
second and thicker category, provided that an additional description 
makes it clear what has been done and a preamble indicates a departure 
from the CESMM in accordance with 5.4. 

A nomogram in The CESMM2 Handbook3 assists in determining the 
cross-sectional area of concrete components without calculation and so 
readily establishes the appropriate range in accordance with the third 
division particulars. 

Columns and piers attached to a wall shall be measured as part of the 
wall and beams attached to a slab as part of the slab, except where 
required to be cast separately (rules M3 and M4), but the thickness of 
the wall or slab shall not be increased. On the other hand, concrete in 
suspended slabs and walls less than 1 m wide or long shall be measured 
as concrete in beams and columns respectively (rule 07). Some 
components may cause problems in classification, for example a column 
cap which might be classified as a thickening of the slab, thickening of 
column or 'other concrete form' (F4-68). With these alternative 
approaches available an additional item description should be inserted to 
show what has been done in accordance with 5.13. The classification of 
'other concrete forms' might also be used to cover composite members, 
giving the principal dimensions or an identifying reference (rule A4). 
Box culverts could be classified in this way where it would be more 
helpful to the tenderer than the separate measurement of walls and 
slabs. 

Complex beam shapes make the pouring of concrete more difficult. 
Hence rules 08 and A3 require beams which are rectangular or 
approximately rectangular over less than four-fifths of their length, or 
where they are of box or other composite section, to be separately 
shown in the bill as 'special beam sections', with details of their 
cross-sectional dimensions or a drawing reference. 

Rules Ml and M2 simplify the computation of concrete quantities by 
eliminating the need for deductions for reinforcement, prestressing 
components, and most cast in components, rebates, grooves, throats, 
chamfers, internal splays, pockets, holes, joints and the like, and the 
need for additions for small nibs or external splays. Internal splays arise 
from fillets placed inside formwork, thereby reducing the volume of 
concrete required, while external splays add to the volume of concrete. 
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These rules result in a larger volume of concrete being measured than is 
actually required because significant voids are not adjusted while only 
small projections are ignored. 

Cubic items for the placing of concrete are deemed to include the 
following additional items without the need for specific mention. 

(1) Nibs or external splays less than 0.01 m2 in cross-sectional area (rule 
M2 of Class F). 

(2) Placing concrete against excavated surfaces (rule M2 (d) of Class 
G). 

(3) Forming upper surfaces inclined at an angle not exceeding 15° to the 
horizontal (rule M3 of Class G). 

(4) Formwork to temporary surfaces formed at the discretion of the 
Contractor (rule M2 (c) of Class G). 

(5) Compacting concrete around reinforcement. 

Concrete Ancillaries (Class G) 

Form work 

The rules for the measurement of formwork are contained in G1-4 and 
the accompanying rules. Rules M1 and M2 provide guidelines to assist 
in deciding where formwork is measured. For instance formwork is to 
be measured to the surfaces of in situ concrete which require temporary 
support, except where otherwise stated in the CESMM. 

The principal exceptions are: 

(a) edges of blinding not exceeding 0.2 m wide or deep; 
(b) joints and associated rebates and grooves; 
(c) temporary surfaces formed at the discretion of the Contractor, such 

as surfaces of joints between pours; 
(d) surfaces of concrete which are expressly required to be cast against 

excavated surfaces; 
(e) surfaces of concrete which are cast against excavated surfaces 

inclined at an angle less than 45° to the horizontal. 
Formwork to upper surfaces shall be measured to surfaces inclined at 

an angle exceeding 15° to the horizontal and to other upper surfaces for 
which formwork is expressly required (rule M3). 

Rule D1 lists the angles of inclination to the vertical applicable to 
horizontal (85°-90°), sloping (10°-85°), battered (0°-10°) and vertical (0°) 
plane formwork. 

Formwork can be measured by length as a single item where concrete 
members or holes in them are of constant cross-section (note at bottom 
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of page 49 of CESMM). Typical examples are walls, columns and 
beams, where the formwork can normally be re-used several times 
without major dismantling. An additional description will identify the 
members by their principal dimensions, mark number or other 
reference. This is a good approach, since it highlights situations where 
many re-uses of formwork may be possible and enables the Contractor 
to price accordingly. 

Where formwork is to be left in position for design purposes or 
through impossibility of removal, it becomes part of the Permanent 
Works and is to be measured in separately identifiable items. 

GI-4 classifies formwork according to the required finish, and it may 
be helpful to the tenderer to define rough and fair surfaces in a 
preamble. Surface features project beyond the surface. The classification 
by width in the third division permits a distinction to be made between 
areas of formwork generating differing ratios of labour cost to area. All 
narrow widths, fillets, splays and the like, not exceeding 200 mm in 
width, are measured as linear items. The widest category exceeds 1.22 m 
(full plywood panel width). 

With curved formwork separate items are to be inserted for each 
different radius and each different shape of multi-radius formwork 
(spherical, conical, parabolic, ellipsoidal), desirably stating the location 
in each case (rule A4). 

The rules for the measurement of formwork to small and large voids 
are each given in four stages of depth in the third division and the 
maximum diameters of circular voids and areas of other voids are given 
in rule D3. 

The formwork to any void with a cross-sectional area exceeding 0.5 m2 

or diameter exceeding 0.7 mistreated as ordinary formwork (rule M4). 
No deduction is made for the volume of concrete displaced by a large or 
small void (rule Ml(e)), even though the quantity can be considerable. 

The CESMM assumes that the tenderer will obtain much of the 
information needed to estimate the cost of formwork from the drawings, 
since, as described by Barnes3 essential information such as support 
system, pour heights, striking procedure and number of re-uses cannot 
be described adequately in the bill. Full locational information should, 
however, be given in formwork item descriptions. The treatment of 
fixed and time-related formwork costs as method-related charges will 
assist in the valuation of variations. 

The new items of projections and intrusions in the third division are 
defined in rules D4 and DS. 
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Reinforcement 

The measurement of reinforcement is detailed in classification G5. 
Separate items are required for different reinforcement materials and 
sizes of the preferred dimensions listed in BS 4449, with bars of a 
diameter of 32 mm or more grouped together. Separate items are not 
required for tying and supporting reinforcement but the measured mass 
(weight) of steel reinforcement is to include supports to top 
reinforcement (rule C1). 

Bars exceeding 12 m in length before bending are to be given 
separately in multiples of 3 m to give the tenderer the opportunity of 
allowing in his rates for the supplier's 'extra' for long bars and 
additional handling and fixing costs (rule A 7). Where no length is stated 
in the bill description this signifies 12 m or less, while the inclusion of 15 
m would indicate bars with lengths exceeding 12 m and not exceeding 15 
m. 

The descriptions of fabric reinforcement complying with BS 4483 need 
only give the BS reference or type number and the tenderer can obtain 
the relevant particulars from the British Standard. Additional fabric in 
laps is not measured (rule M9). 

Joints 

Movement joints are subdivided into two classes - those related to area 
(G6 1-4) and those associated with length (G6 5-8). The area items 
include formwork and the cost of supplying and fitting the filler 
materials. Linear items include waterstops and sealed rebates or 
grooves. Rule 08 distinguishes between 'open surface' joints, which are 
generally to horizontal surfaces requiring no stopend formwork, and 
'formed surface' joints, which are normally of vertical surfaces 
with stopends. Joints are measured only at locations where joints are 
expressly required (rule MlO), and they are all deemed to include 
formwork (rule C3). 

Joint descriptions shall include full particulars of components such as 
thickness of filler materials and spacing and dimensions of dowel bars 
(rule All). Rule Mll simplifies measurement by prescribing that all 
joint surface areas and width classifications shall relate to the full width 
of concrete. 

Post-tensioned Prestressing 

Barnes3 describes how the measurement of this work is kept simple on 
the basis that detailed specifications of stressing components and 
procedures are supplied and that the profiles and positions of stressing 
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tendons can only be shown effectively on the Drawings. Rule A12 
requires item descriptions to identify separately the different concrete 
members to be stressed and to include details of the components. 
Tenderers will have to build up their prestressing prices from an 
examination of the Drawings and Specification and their assessment of 
the quantities of ancillary work, such as ducts and vent pipes. 

Concrete Accessories 

Finishes to in situ concrete, other than those resulting from casting 
against formwork, are measured in accordance with classification G8 
1-2. Items of top surface that are measurable include granolithic and 
similar finishes, stating the materials, thicknesses and surface finish of 
the applied layers (rule A13). The volume of these finishes shall not be 
included in the concrete measured in Class F. 

Inserts such as steel angles cast into concrete are measured in metres, 
while most other inserts are enumerated (G831-2). Items for inserts are 
deemed to include their supply unless otherwise stated (rule C7). It is 
usually left to the Contractor to decide whether inserts should be cast or 
grouted in position. The item description should contain sufficient 
information to identify the work and there should be sufficient separate 
items to accommodate significant cost differences. For example, pipes 
passing through walls or slabs should be enumerated in ranges of 
nominal bore. Rule A15 distinguishes between inserts which project 
from one surface of the concrete, those which project from two surfaces 
of the concrete, and those which are totally within the concrete. 

Precast Concrete (Class H) 

The majority of precast concrete components are enumerated with the 
descriptions giving the position in the Works, specification of concrete 
and the mark or type number (rules A1 and A2). The tenderer will 
obtain the remainder of the information from the Drawings and 
Specification. The cost of the larger special components is influenced 
considerably by shape and size and the number required of each type; 
this information is given most effectively on drawings. Rule A2 
prescribes that units (components) with different dimensions shall be 
given different mark or type numbers. 

Hence rule A2 overrides the ranged classifications of length, area and 
mass listed in the second and third divisions of the classification table. 
Furthermore, paragraph 5.14 permits the use of specific dimensions in 
place of ranged dimensions in an item containing components with the 
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same dimensions. The descriptions of the different precast concrete 
components (units) are built up in the following manner. 

Principal 
Dimen-

sions Cross-
Precast Concrete Mark of Cross- sectional Average 
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Unit Number section Area Thickness Area Length 

Beams and 
columns / / / 

Slabs / / / 
Segmental units 

and units for 
subways, 
culverts and 
ducts / / 

Copings, sills 
and weir 
blocks / / / 
Barnes3 suggests that main mark numbers be used to distinguish 

different mould shapes, such as 51 and 52, with subdivisions of these to 
cover minor variations affecting length, positioning of holes or 
reinforcing details, such as 51/a and 51/b. 

Rule 03 requires major concrete components cast adjacent to their 
final positions, such as railway bridge decks, to be measured as in situ 
concrete. However, large precast concrete bridge beams cast alongside 
the bridge and subsequently placed over each span are measured as 
precast units, since they involve the multiple use of formwork and the 
casting of the beams other than in their final position (rule 02). 

Worked Examples 

Worked examples follow covering the measurement of a mass concrete 
retaining wall, reinforced concrete pumping chamber and prestressed 
concrete beams. 
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/ 
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(rover 
exceed Utre !atee void arroe 

0·60 
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ill Yule D8 of 
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I 1-2oo 600 
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G2A2 

i.vl8ta11ftl - hev~ce -/h?. r!e{l(j for rt 
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separate lf)O mm mrlp of 
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fctmwork to h roee of h CJJJer 

slab. 
I proJ. Ihfns for Wlserls shaU be dmltrd 
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Col1l. anciUarig~ 
fleirtforcement 40 mm cover ha6 ~VI dlJOIJJ(d 

a-ooo to the fabric reinforr:emM- ro so ~ ail edges WI baBe slab. ~-MO 2·920 
Laps are not meaeur~d (rule. 

3·32 Hfgh yield steel. fabric to M9 of class G). 
2·92 lt1l185 1~ deecriptions for ru_e.h 

'2-?J~9fW1 ; ~ flf. A142. yiekj steeL fabric to 00 ~3 

6%2 shcdL state lhe appropriate 
U&pe number ~ule A9ofclasa G). 
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(121 
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EXAMPLE V 
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8 Measurement of Brickwork, 
Blockwork, Masonry, Painting 
and Waterproofing 

This chapter covers several work sections from wall claddings to painting 
and waterproofing, with some common measurement principles running 
through them. 

Brickwork, Blockwork and Masonry (Class U) 

The CESMM rules for the measurement of brickwork, blockwork and 
masonry have to cover widely differing situations, ranging from wall 
cladding to small buildings, provided incidental to larger civil 
engineering works, to massive masonry bridge abutments, breakwaters 
and dock walls. Hence the second division classifications for brickwork 
range from half-brick walls to mass brickwork exceeding 1 m in 
thickness. Isolated walls having a length on plan not exceeding four 
times their thickness shall be classed as piers (rule D2 of Class U). 

Similar approaches occur in the three categories of work with the 
measurement of walling, surface features and ancillaries. The materials 
have to be adequately described including the dimensions of the bricks, 
blocks or stones, and the type of bond, mortar, jointing and pointing 
(rules Al and A3). 

The actual thickness of brickwork or blockwork not exceeding 1 m 
thick shall be stated in the item description and the area is measured in 
m2. Thicker walls are measured in m3 with the thickness stated (rule 
AS). No deductions shall be made for holes or openings with a 
cross-sectional area less than 0.25 m2 (rule M2). 

With walls of cavity or composite construction, each of the two skins 
shall be measured separately and suitably identified (rules Ml and A4). 
Wall ties across cavities and tying brickwork or blockwork to concrete, 
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Measurement of Brickwork, Masonry, etc. 121 

and concrete infills to cavities are each measured separately in m2 (Ul8 
5-6). The composite wall rules will also apply to brick walls built mainly 
of common bricks with facing bricks on the external face, and each will 
need to be measured separately with the average thickness stated. The 
third division classifies the work according to its general form such as 
vertical straight walls, vertical curved walls, battered straight walls, 
battered curved walls, vertical facing to concrete, battered facing to 
concrete and casing to metal sections. 

Surface features such as rebates and band courses are measured as 
linear items with no additions to or deductions made from the main 
brickwork quantities (rules M2 and D3). The cross-sectional area of 
surface features is included only where they exceed 0.05 m2 (rule A7). 
Item descriptions for surface features shall include sufficient particulars 
to identify special masonry and special or cut bricks and blocks, and to 
enable the estimator to calculate a realistic price for the work (rule A6). 
Fair facing is measured in m2 regardless of the materials used to pick up 
the extra cost of working to a fair face, except for masonry where it is 
deemed to be included (rule C1 of Class U), although it would be much 
simpler to include the facework in the item description of the wall in all 
cases. 

Item descriptions of damp-proof courses and joint reinforcement must 
include the materials and dimensions (rule AS). Building in of pipes and 
ducts are enumerated in two size ranges: the smallest covering pipes and 
ducts with a cross-sectional area not exceeding 0.05 m2 and the largest 
exceeding 0.05 m2, stating the lengths in the descriptions where they 
exceed 1 m (rule AlO). 

Painting (Class V) 

Painting carried out prior to delivery of components to the site is 
deemed to have been included in the items for the supply of the 
components. Item descriptions for painting shall include the materials 
and either the number of coats or the film thickness (rule Al of Class 
V). Any work in preparing surfaces for painting is deemed to be 
included in the painting prices without need for special mention (rule 
Cl). 

The first division classifies the type of paint, the second division the 
type of surface and the third division different inclinations, narrow 
widths and isolated areas. Narrow widths, not exceeding 1 m, are 
measured in two linear categories without distinguishing between 
different inclinations (rule M2). The enumerated isolated group 
provision can be applied only where the total surface area of each group 
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does not exceed 6 m2, and shall identify the work and state its location 
(rules D1 and A3). A typical example would be a coat of arms on 
wrought iron entrance gates. 

No deductions are made for holes and openings in painted surfaces 
each not exceeding 0.5 m2 in area (rule M1). In computing the painted 
area of metal sections, no allowance is made for connecting plates, 
brackets, rivets, bolts, nuts and the like (rule M4). The area of painted 
pipework surfaces is obtained by multiplying the pipe length by the 
barrel girth without deduction of valves and fittings; no additional 
allowances are made for the latter (rule C3) and the tenderer will need 
to cover these in his prices. 

It will be noted that lower surfaces inclined at an angle not exceeding 
60° to the horizontal are combined with soffit surfaces and that upper 
surfaces are subdivided into two categories. With types of surface, rough 
concrete is distinguished from smooth concrete because of the 
differences in labour and material requirements and resultant costs. 

Waterproofing (Class W) 

The rules for the measurement of waterproofing are similar to those for 
painting with comparable surface inclinations (excluding soffits but 
including curved and domed surfaces), narrow widths and isolated areas. 
Damp-proofing, tanking and roofing are each kept separate and item 
descriptions must include the material (classified in accordance with the 
second division) and the number and thickness of coatings or layers 
(rule A1 of Class W). Separate items are not required for preparation of 
surfaces, joints, overlaps, mitres, angles, fillets and built-up edges or for 
laying to falls and cambers (rule C1). 

There is a similar deduction limit of 0.5 m2 and of 6 m2 for isolated 
groups of surfaces, as for painting. The classifications of curved or 
domed surfaces apply only where the radius of curvature is less than 10 
m (rule D1). 

Worked Examples 

Worked examples follow covering the measurement of a tall brick 
chimney shaft, a deep brick manhole, a stone-faced sea wall and a 
pumphouse, and embrace other work sections apart from brickwork, 
blockwork and masonry. 
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£XAW\PLE VI 

aass U. heading. 
Commet1ee fxJ mrosurmq aJ; fie 
tnae Clflci_ihen work~ 
up h chimney shaft. ,, v 

111e I?J cot:trses offwti+Ygs are 
averaged !¥! wici!J1 and fn(l(16ur«/ if! 
m~ ds h IYUrfness exceA'ia I m. 
AU, ltle preliminary calcu/J:Jtiw1s 
are entewri ill 'waste. It is 
n~ary fu stale /he wmml 
-lhicmtBS of fJt wrJl). (r()fe As). 7he 
waLl thlaness of o~B wnpriees 
6x22'?l(bric¥.Lwgtfi+t0mmjoint) 
+I02·S(~B)= 1452-S. 
It t6 Uflneceseary to state fhat 
tws briciwort 1s Wlfoolfnga. 
The ~pe oF bricbnust be sta:btf 
rJk1C{ (jjtD fh form of amstruction. 
The diameter CJWJ hetsktoF hsllick 
are not statEd i¥1-fhe:ttem 
d~cription as h. CESMM aooumre 
it'lat fl*'tn wiJJ be GUfJPlied wHit 
f~ dirnetrsioned drawings. 
The bricllwork below dpc wiLL re, 
WI CMIM mortar uM.ftsttlml aroue 
mWJ be WI ume nwrtor fD give 
flexibi ~ Cltfd three- rn:ust beke(i 
separak. Tne cho.rqe WI wail 
llticine85 iflvolvPS a. change ill 
suffixfo -the code referm:e. 

Damp -proaf courses are 
meaauml ae Unear items 
wilh d fuU deacription (rule 
Ae of class U). 
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i~ L \?t2. CK. CHIMNEY 5HAFT CoVltd) 

above d!Zf The chCJMge W1 morfur WtiJolveG a 

~I 6·'15 Vert. curved wail, nom. 
furfller change- ivl SLtffix WI h 
code rmr'l!vrce. 

1·46 -lhiclmes&: 1·4So m, irr L.m. 
Th~ height ~e is gi'Ml w(Wilb'fe' 

li3·00 U?J52.3 
for idrilfic ron pu~. 

(o -tem above g.~. 
Meoourem'1!44 oF ffle oo~ineering 
brrcJLwort covriinuffi up edumneg 

;m:. diowr. S·SOO shaft, ~PaVins fY£ fair faaz, on the 
add 2(Vz{I·D03 (4Y2E3) l· OOo exterior to be tallevr laier 

mean diam. 6·603 

?f/ 6-SO Vert. curved waJA I nom. This oection of britfwor~ doe6 
9·00 thickness: 1·003 m, iNl ~.m. not exceed I m WI twclmeoo uilevJ 

U342.1 roU¥1ded off. 7he 110vttinaL 
fhicrness hae to be sfattd W1 

accordcwce wit¥1 rule AB. 
(IB- 27m alxwe g.L. 1Yie t¥tlcbwss af 4¥16 conaiBts of 

me~ !Mt. di!lm. 4-"X 2.25+ 102·5 = I002·5rnm, !.Ml 
at ol-5 m 5·602 1 ffte 4-6 wa.U i6 ox 225 +2 15 = 

add 2/'k/890 (4B) s9o I 890mm. 
meatt diam. 6-492 

~I 6aii.Ered curvgj waJA,I 
Frowt tWo _sta{f onwards /fie 

6-49 brickwork rs bUM.t batWing an:1. 
9-00 wm.-fflic~ness: 690mml Utiv mui be &tatro. W1 h item 

WI km. u~.l description as ifwrvofvpa further 
adclitiOYral expenee, ood as 

(21- 36m a.lx>ve gJ. prmibecf W1 ffre third division. 
1he ?if?. PJ waJklhicimls ;~ mode 

me~Ml i+tt. diam. 5·602 up of ~X225+102·S =-T77-Bmm. 
add 2/'l:z/176 ( o'll B) ne 

mecw~ diam. 6-~ 
The suffix to -lfle axle t~«mber 

2~/ 6-W Batf'l!rffi curvrd wdJJ- 1 nom. cllCVAf!S bewiae. of the differevt 
9-00 -/Uicfmse: TIB rnm, W1 L.m. f.Wchrees af wa1l. 

U844.2. 

(B.G- 4? m aixJves.L. 1he ~B walk -l.hick.mss wrrsists 
of 2 X 225 +21~, ID £t7corporate 

merw Mt.diam. 5·602 fuJo ivrtemat fO mm rnorfur joinfu I 
add 2{1h/GGS (3B) fib and totals 6610 mm. 

mean iiiam. 6. 2fi7 

6.2 
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1AL L E1l2. CK.. CHIMNEY 5HAfT {CoVltd.) 

2~ I 6·'2.7 flatt1!red wrved waU., YJOm. AU, p reliwti vmy ca,lru lafio ro 
CJ.oo itld:t~ess: 6fh mwr, IVl UYI. 6lwuid be recordro W1 !vaete to 
--I 

ohow itJe origit?s of cUmeklsions UOM.o 

~I)- e4 m ab:lve gJ. Md to pemut (:nfd:ing. 

meaw mt.diawr. ~·602 The fhiciLVIee5 of ifle 2112PJ waLL 
add 2{11.fr:rJo(2rflB) ~ l6 made up of zx 22S+ l0'2·S,; 

rrwaVI d.iam. 6·100 5?2·SWIWI. 

~~ 6·16 Baitenu curved waJJ;, 
9·00 nom. -IL1Acknese: 5Somm, 

WI ~.m. 
UB44·4 

(54- - f>o m above, g1 
Thicrness of 2B waLt 

~eat1 Wti. diam. 5·60'2. 
add 2/ifl/440 (2B) 440 cowrprfsee -2'2€1 + 21!7 =-MO rnm. 

meCWJ diom. 6·042 The i:Wcl17re6 of walt now 
drope Wow 500 rnm ood oo 

~I Baitered cwved waU, »>m. 
i.h€re is a chCWige to 1he axle 

6·04- refeM~ce. 

'}00 oociVJree: 440 mm, WI L.m. 
UB04.1 

(63 -12m aixJve g.L. ContiVJue watr maBe wlneering 
brrclwort. to top of sha , 

mecw1 Mt. diam. 5 ·602 rgnoring for-lh~mome«i file 
add 2/Yl/~(l~f'l) 32S projechlrg bcmda. 

meoo dia. 5·900 

~I 5·9'3 Bct&rro curved wrtU, vwm. Th~ iflicbreoo of ,ffleflhfb waJJ., 

9·00 -/Juclt.nese : nernm, iV7 t,m. ro11sists of'z2S+ 102-S-= m-snm. 
U~04.2. 

(12 - ~~ WI above 3J. 

G.o 
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TALL E? 12.1 CK HlMNE.Y SHAF1 (umtd.) 

Bwfoce features The detaifid requirem€ltds of 
fu.ir facing er.~. bwk. fair facing wiil t€ obtained from 

ivlt. diam. 5·500 
/J're Specifrcaifon. -rm arm is 

add 2 "/.. wdJ1 -/Jri&n~s measured on tfre erlemal surface 
= 2/I·4ff3 2·906 of iVle shaft. If facing bricks were 
e:tt. diawr. 8·406 specifrro, ii UKJul~ be rncessary fD 

~to df!;. droucl: h ef!girreering bridwork 

below gJ 1~ 
for h volume ocatpiecl ~ /he 

gl. to d.p.c. .!.2Q_ facin~ briers (averaye. ~f4.brtck. 
'2'2fJ ihlck r EngUsh bond). 

It is adviscible to commmce 

~I S·41 Fair facg.;W! c.m. fair face 7S mm below ground 
0·221 U378·1 ~vel io ollow for fXl&S i tie 

irregwtarHim WI fVIe finished 
~Wild surface. 

2~ I B-41 Fo.irfacg; inl.WI. U31S·2 e "UJpe af rnort~r wW.. chcmge. 
19·00 (o-te m above gJ rrJ; ground l.eveL, WJvolving ffre~ 

S·SOO of a uffrx-es WI "ifre rrxie n«mbem . 
add2fi·DO?J 2·006 As -!Vrese dimevrsioi'!S au rel.ai.e 
- 1·?06 I w h same bill item, fYley can 

~I 7-51 aU be bracletted f~eiher arrrJ 
9·00 (IS-27m atx>veg.i. so wwrincde ihe need to be 

5·60'2 wrrti rr ua IJJj repratmg lfre 
add '1/fYJO I· 790 drecripf1on. 

7-082 ihe waste dimeMs i one are also 

z;/ t-oe abbreviated b~ omitting 1he 
9·00 ( 21- '3om arove g.L. repetrt1ve dfSuipl'ive nates. 

!:Hi0'2 
add 2fns I· SSG 1he a~ustrne~ forihe 

1.158 
cha~ivl9 wa.u iflichlesa awr 

~I 1·16 bet en from -IJ1e waate 
9·00 (*'- 45 m al:Dve g.L. dif'!fflvrsfons for h main 

5·602 bti ck.work.. 
add 2/665 I· 000 

6·93'2 

21/ 6·93 
9·00 (46-54-m above gJ. 

6.4 
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TAl L eR. CK C.HIMNE.Y oHAFT (covrtd.) 

5·602 Coviiw ue wiitl f01ir faci11g add 1 /ooo \·106 
6·108 Wtl1e416iOV16 to Wp of shrift. 

2~/ 6·11 f{)ir facg. WI t.m. U?J?B-2 
Nv;t proceed to measure iJ1e. 
kee prqjecti11g band6 a.t-h top 

9·00 (54- G'Om rJbove, g.~. of i'te shaft. 
5·602 No a~urowent ~ made. to-IN!e, 

add 2/440 '000 maiVI brickwork for #?roe 

~I 
o·4eQ pr~icling featurrs (rule M2). 

6-48 
9·00 (6'0 - l'2WI aiXJVB gJ. 11 is not mcessa~ to inclJxie, 

file crooo -section area W1-IJ1e 
B-602 descriptions of -!hfse ·rJems as 

add 2/?J'lC 656 
6·Z5e ~ do WJt exce«l 0·05m2 

2'2;1 6-26 
( e, A 7). 

7 I 9-00 
ll2- '01 m above g.L. 

0·'2B8 
add 2{ fib __JJQ 

i 6·%S 

l~hk; 6-ol PLinH? bksi p.c.f.5'2 per too PU~i¥! brick ihm5 must W!clafe 
I 

U1 curved bonds. U?J71 suffide/At Wlforrnaiion for 
(110 -31m above gJ rdevrl-ificafion (ruk A6). 

6·2.58 
i add 2{ 110 220 
I 
i 6.-4-lS 
I l?lj I' s, 6-4~ fbood cour5ea ; 2 em. JU. A~ctl:iv~, tllleoo_lftree . 
I OVI wrve, futrxt proJ. of pr~ecl:~ item6 nusht pa&S1b~ 
I 110 mm. U314·1 be combmed !Vr a. SIVlf!le if£m. i 
i 
I 
I 

-ra - e1 ~ atove g-~. i 
I 
I 6·200 In pracir'ce -lfleee meaeuremenis I 
I add 2/oo __l!Q_ would be foUOUJed by The I 

l<f ~~~ 6 ~1 
6·'069 adjustment of brickWork. for-fie 

f'J!Xffd courses i o asJg. cos. W!tdtoVJ platform, bui/dittq if! 
on c.t~NB, totaL prOJ. of of we cmd tat pipre, reiwforcing 

i 110 mm. U?J/4·2 stleL bandslltld h Uke. 

(1ro - 81 m above g.L. 

6.S 
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DE p Bl2. ICK MANH LE EXAMPLE VII 

Ea.rfit worke BricbJort. r,t, mat'lilol~ would 

2·?00 rormallg te mtr1SUYPd Ui1der 
wd)1s2hF.J 4M Class K, rN! wt-Uw case -/Ire w~e 
rovte. 2/too -ooo of h wort.. ikt i:he mllflhole. 

3·200 
UXJuld be d eirryle. wumerafro 

~-gl. op 00 6·6W item. 1Ws is a ratl'u WAU6wL 

baee. 22fl aVtd fair~ compliccrhd des~ of 
6-910 

d1awtber d~trr sha!Td~ 
moohole dKJso ie being mroaur«i 

6·910 2·500 ·rvr deia.iL fo illustrate fJre 

3·100 l'bO measuremM1: of ihe component 
o·<oto 

150 parts which waddle, a number of a. too 
umt c.laooes. 

o·2o 6f.VI. exrovn ; (cV!br. Thiv ~proach ~ permitted b~ 
;3·'23 men:. deptit: 5- 10 m. 111e footnote on page- B I of 111& 

6·91 8( E4'26 CESMM. 
I 

I·~ fWg. io 6tructurQS. (txxckdrop 
1·50 E61o N?te. mdirod .of build wg up 
6·91 difYI€flsiorr6 1¥1 wade. 

046 
1he. wlwle of 1fre. e'tcavatron ih 

2{215 400 takevr a9fUiing ivt fireftrst 
2/150 BOO W!siarrce as i1 will 6impUfY. -tne 

I -?iT£7 
ouhfl(J~ meaouremerrt Of 

.3·23 Add ~wvixied maiffiaL for diBfXJSO~. 
:?·23 DisposaL of (cnbr. 
3·91 et.GVtd. mat. r± i6 necessary to cxijust 60iL 

f??J2 disposaL for TJte vo!ilme occupil.d 
& b~ ire chamber, backdrop rJJAd 

1·00 access shoft. FiWng material 
I·~ Ddf (backdrop shall be deemed to be non-

;3·'61 FWg. t.o strudures. selected. exwvaifd materiaL 
£613 ofher -lflat1 fopBoi~ or rock, 

().VI/e65 atherwiBe. ~ated in item 
1·?>8 ~ccese deacriptions (rule D6ofcide5E). 
Vo1 shaft 

8·10 

7. I 
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DEEP BRICK MANHOLE 
DRAWING NO. 8 

1· 500 

A 

~ 

• • ,• ', ' ·~ ' I ' ·.~ •,' •': ~·· \ • • 

·: ·.- -: ; ' .. .. .. '~ ." ..... . ,: , 

special class 'B • cast 
diminishing pipe and 
bend 

glazed v i tr i fied 

iron ·=-~· . 
.. · . 
.. ; .. ... 

cIa y pipe -------._--r-"-,-4111 

0 

"' 0 ... 
0 

"' 
N 

NOTE 

150 215 
! I t 

---{> indi cate• d i rect i on of flow 

p L A 

2·500 

N 
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.-.. ·;, 
concrete class '8' 

step i rons 

class '8' cng inc:crin; 
br icks laid in Engl i sh 
bond in cement mor tar 
(1 : 3) 

-=~~H-~t-manhol• cover 
(550 dia. ) 

+--rl--"ot-+ access sha II 
opening 

r-1....3or-t25mm dia. 
solely bar 

SCALE 1: 50 



DEEP BRICK 
DRAWING NO. 9 

step irons ot 
300mm cenlrn 

concrett class '8' 
ISO mm thick 

class '8' tn<;~inurln<;~ 
bricks laid in English 
bond in ctmtnl 
mortar ( I : 3 ) ---+-~~ 

prtcast concrtte 
pipe sewer -----.. 

class '8' cast iron 
special dlmlnlshin<;~ 
pipe and bend 

0 

"' .... 
750 

s E c T 0 

MANHOLE 
cast iron manhole cover 
and frame 

0 
0 ., 
N 

level 

-16mm dia. m.s bars at 
110mm centrn 

6mm dia. m. s. bors at 
300mm centres 

0 

"' ... 
... 

<;~ranolithic linin<;~ 

aalety bar • 

... 
· ! 

·.··· 
I · 350 

... 

step 

N A A 
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Dt:l P e,p ICK MANHOLE {Covrtd.) 

~cavn. llf!ciUariea 

:3-'2~ P~n. of etcvtd. surfu. 
-o·?.o E522 

I 

1·00 

1·00 

I ~-2?> 
I a-2?> 

1 o-20 

1·50 
0·15 

0·2?1 

In .situ COYIC. 

Provsn. crf COI'IC. 

destqned mix grode c ro, 
ct. tO 851'2, _20 mm agg. to 
65 662; mm. ct. col1lfkli: 
'l.IOk!JfWI: 

F21l> 

Placg. of cotti. maes basee, 
thick.mas: 100 -ooo mm. 

Ddt. bofll last. 

F422 

(Burrd.. to 
\bac*drop 

Provm of coVIc. a.b. 
F21~ 

Placq. of co~., mase 6ttrrd. 
to bacidrop. 

132 
1.'2. 

F460.1 

Preparation of ground to 
rective, oose to WJClflho!e, is 
meaaur«l in m~ 1t shalL be 
deemed tv be carried ouf u.rw 
rnatuifli otfler ifrllfl ftrJ6oiL, 
rock or artificial hard maluial, 
UklWss oltlerwioo 6ta:led ill 
item rmcriptfcms( rule DfJof 
class E). 
Aro -!he d.irne+1siorrs for bath the 
provision ood !he placing of 
c.oVlcrele are rdeviicaJ,, 1iley are 
grouped together to avoid 
d!ApUvafron of dimemions. 
As it ~ a destffrled mix, h 
mimmuwr ~cowJ;efli ha& 
beef! wuiud«i ,;, "/tre 
description. 
Commence wii'!-ute ~ 
of lfre cormle btJBe orr1 UXJrk. up 
lne mcmhote., fvUowing 8~ 
/he Bff{Uev~CB of ccwrWuction. 

This roocmte dA7eB rwt swt in 
to at1IJ of -IN!e Uet"a:l dassificniians 
WI the 6ecQfld diVision attd i& 
flru~vre CfXJed as 6 ( rhr 
corrm.te forms). 

1·50 
0·15 

0·2?1 

'l.IOk!JfWI: 

'l.IOk!JfWI: 



DE P e,12.1 CK 

22/ -=r 

z.;l 

1'2·32 
0·1S 

3·66 

!·SO 

0·\5 

2·39 

0·64 

0·64 

0· lib 

0·16 

0·76 
Q.l? 

AN HOLE. 

'l·SOO 
2·?00 

2/ 5·000 
10·000 
1·120 

600 
1'2.·3'20 

Provsn. af coiUi. a.b. F213 

& (C:m~;. 

The COI'll.refe. surror..wrd to h 
160 mm diameter 5ewer has been 
(,eft fu oo tatevr UJiwll mea6uring 
h 5ewer bet(.~}e£~'1 matrholes. 
Note fVIe method rJdopter:J for 
obtai~n& -IV!e perimeter Lw.gth or 
9irt¥1 of concrete baddnj fD h 
dlamber waJJ.s, medtMed on ih; 
c.eN!iTe Urn. 
The, dimevreiorrs fo!kJw the order 
of w~tgth. amdlh eu1d helght. 
1he placing hoe bw1 das&mfd as 
fo walls, with ffle suffix I cu:ldfd 
at -lYre e+ti of 11re code to pick up 
/barfing~ 

Pia~. of~ .• mass walls, AdJuGtwe«ts need fD oo made. for 
1hi ness: rr.e. 160 mm i backg. pipes exceedi~ 100 mm U1 

F441.1 I externat dia.meter (ruJe M/e of 

backdrop pipe ett. dictrn5. I cla&s F). . . 
2.600 ~./:me I·IZS The Wch1€S& of P'l~ fJ5 addtdtJ 

less bo£e, 225 iftickness 2/75 ~ 'I the ivrternaL bore to ~ive ihe 
2· 31? I·ZT€> , extern® diameter. 

~.lxlre- 1-~~ 
-ti'Uckness 2/PlJ no 

1·!'120 

Ddl. Provsn. of COrk;. a. b. 
F21o 

& (backdrop 

Ddt. Placg.ofCD11C. F441-l 

mass walls, a.b. 
(1125 mm pipe 

(!~Ommpipe 

133 
1.5 

1he. vowme of baclli11g corrcrele 
to oo drouctfd foreacfi pipe i9 
1'rr2X 1hickrtess of bacliing. 
Adjustm~ hae also fo be wrcxJe. 
for h overlap af cmcrrd:e 
backirrg w the chamber waiJ. ood 
l¥le surrou11d io tYe bac/Wop. 

10·000 
1·120 

600 
1'2.·3'20 

h 5ewer bet(.~}e£~'1 matrholes. 
Note fVIe method rJdopter:J for 

HOLE. 

'l·SOO 

10·000 



Dt:E p 

&41[) rJtA.ild up crf dimeN~siona of 
645 COVJC,ffite bocl:ing to acc££i5 shaft 

2/1·2'30 
2·'0'00 

walAe. 
add waAJ.e4/2[21o 1·12!1 It; i6 rtot conaidered necesoory to 
COYIC. bacl£8.4-/100 600 maie a4)u51-mevd: fcr1ir~ a malL 

4·'300 

ftt. fuictnooe of conc.r&e aroUVId h 
'2-000 access shaft cover ~. 

1':10 The order of Levrg'fl1, brendfh or 
2.950 

ihickness, CUf~ d~ or .neAght, i¥1 

4·90 ProV6YJ. of covrc. a.b. F21o diWteNtGiOYIG t6 Yl1llAnfa.mro 
0·10 & ~aa:et3B oiulft !Woughout for COY18i~EVI~. 
'2·96 bac~. 

Plaf:$.· of cone. mass f44\.l 

wd116 a.b. ihe area of fum worl: r~ 
t.ne face of tVre CDVIcreie to be-

Co I1C. a.ttci Uartro. Fwk· supportro. I± L& mroa urro ro trre 
~ side surfeleeS of ttl situ cotmfe 

2·'500 
cast within excavctted volumes, 2·1500 

2/s.ooo 
~ wV1€re itte co11trPie iG 10·000 

add wrM154{~21'Z1 1·120 express~ requirEd to oo cast 
COI!(j. ba~. 2/100 1·'200 

~ a(PAn6l: excav~ surfucss [rule, 
11!. M2d of cia.% G). 
22fJ 

'0·060 1h~ width of 10rmwork fs dooma:J 
m 

fD be excea:Ji ng I· 22 m wide '3·~80 

Fwk. ro. fin. vut. -- ~mlese a/trmU1se- statfd (rule D2). 1'2 ·9'2 G!4S 
o·S9 ~~uu« lxlci(J. No deducJ:ions have tmt mcxle 

2/ 1·~0 (sides to to formwork for file lar(f p~es 
2·60 backdrop surrd. tWr has fkfl(j e-uiiing b&tt 

lew. 
64-5 Wteasured. 
J& 

2ft·290 
2·580 

ad:l wallJgf'J{i\!; 1·120 
COVJ(i. bar . [100 1·200 

Wmre itre concrek wUJ nor oo 5·500 

Fwk. ro. fin. vert. Gl46 
exposed 1 fvrmwork. prud11.cirrg lL 

B·50 ro~h fiwsh (sCI.U1n formwolt) 
2·9[1 (~ sit1ft IV· be adffJuafe. 

btrkf1· 
/.4 134 
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D E E P B 12.1 K L-'1 A N H 0 L E ( CoYltdJ 

2-50 

2-t:JO 

4/ 0-G'D 

0·'2~ 

4/ 1-e_r~ 

0·2?1 

In si.tu cone. 

CiJVer slab 
2-500 

2h15 4-30 
2·9~0 

Proven of COVIC. -designed 
VYUX grade CIS, ct. to 1351'2, 

20 rnm fJ to BS sse; min. 
ct. cnnteWt zeokg{m~ 

F23o 

Ptacg. of cone., reiYlfd. suep. 
s1ab, -lh.ickVteoo: 150-000 rnm. 

F532 

Cone. aN~ri Uaries 

fr.ik. fair f(n. ~or. F21B 

Fwlc.. fair fin. vert. 

(C1Ner6fab 
\soff. 

Width: 0·2- 0·4 m. F243 
(alrrto opg. 

Fwk. ro. fin. vert. widiVI: 
0·2- o-4m. (edgre to 61ab 

Fl4o 

12€inft. 
/.en. 
2·930 

lire mver1f4o eo 
- "' 2·'050 add nkfi. evrdS7192 384-

- '3·2M 

'2·9'00 
ll!f13 cover eo 
- I \0) 2·'000 

26+1 

135 

I The wvu slab i6 rei>lforad ""d 
tV!e. coVJCrete items w'dl oo 
foUowro bH formwork cmd 
reiVtforce.me~. 
No deduct-ion of coVIcrde ill made 

'!
1 for -IV!e ace£!'>5 shaft opef'Uvrg as 

I it 0003 not excem 0·5 tY(2 ( ruJe, 
M I e of daoo f aMd ruk 0'3 of 
claefJ G). 

furmwork to ~ive a smaot11 
fin itJh to ooffit of amcrek aJVeJ 

slab to cnfl!Mber. 
'The for~ work to 111e ffkreB of 1h 
elah exceed 2QO.mm wrde aud 
are ffr€rffore meCJB LIJ'I?(). ivr mz. 
UMder iUe a.ppropriate third 
division cl.as5ification. 

Whet~ calculatiftg 1fle- leVt{f.l of 
bars, add 12 times /he diameir.r 
of -IJ1e lxlr for roch roo~ end. 
Divide tble f£¥Tgfi'1 of -the 6fab b~ 

-100 spaa vtg of h tare w give-
-i!e number of spacev betweeJI 
-!Ytern /Wd add one to total to 
wVIvert the nvmbfr of vprJCre 
Wtto -/fie number of bam. 

2-50 

2-t:JO 2-50 

2-t:JO 

135 

Ptacg. 



1) E. E p e 12.1 CK MANHOLE (Corrtd.) 

!Ztinfort:emri !ffM!s for reinforcement .shall be 
M.&. txlrs m 004449 

21/ 
deem«i to ivldude 6Upporting 

3-'2.~ viom. romm. G51~ re~rtforremem tHter iroo steeL 

4/ o·'2..3 (1mn6Veroo OOffi 
supports to fr.F reMforcernem 
(rtde cr of class G). 

110)6'15 m are tfO 110okro ems to 
6 ti"rJtribuiiorr bars. 

6/ O·.G4 Ddt di.& (OPJ. Shorter bars nnisrnng agoirrel: - . 
Let1. acceas shaft 0(Jf~Ait1g. 

2·500 
teoo opg. 646 

1-e~ 
crld /&~. ovtrwa.« 215 

2-010 
tess rmero/10 eo 
- ,.qqo 

Gf 2·0'5 Diarn. 1imm. G51\ Number of baw obtained from 

2/ 1·99 
Gedion A- A. 

ln situ roncrPk ~wcki~ i6 vwt W!cludecl arJ a 
staKda classificaJ:iorr ivr -lYle. 

I 2·50 Provsn. af OOVI(i.- dooigned serottd divi ai on aJtd it has 
2·00 mlX grade c 15, d to 5512, -llterefore beevr incJ.uded u.trder 
1·45 2:> mm agg. to BS8S2i min. "ol#rfr concrete fortws~ and 

d. corriettt 2SO 11Jfm~ F'2~ cowprisea ite ~cond item in 

& 
~s caiegrxy, avrd htNice ftle 
wrc.Lusiorr of fire second suffix. 

P~. of coYJC. mwo F400·2 lhe averoee deplfr af .IJ7e. 
~MJ· to m.h. ~. bettckl% rof'!C(ete hae beevr 

la50 seiUecl m im drrluliwj. 1-1'25 
2)2-415 

1·'2$ 
artlgrrmo.Ung.2/25 ~ 

~~~, 
mt10r1 diom. 2) 1-2ea 

'2.·00 
mrorr rod. 644 

L&tstir sro1er1 off dr~inJ 
0·64- Ddt. 00/ir !aBt 1001aurFd on cefflre lm/e 
Q.(A channel.. 

I Tt is rwt cotTsidemi nece68t1ty 
2{)0 ~~ to dedaci for the 300 mm branch 
0·~ rotmecfton. 
0·60 136 

l.6 



DEEP 612. CK MAN HOlE. (Covttd.) 
fi~t1is11\ttg beN~clti11g wiU1_ 

CoflC. Accessories groooU-fVt.ic is rnroeLlred 111 m~ 

Cl¥ld ie deemed fu W!cf.ude-
2-150 Fi-v\is~~- of formed surfo., wraktrfals, surface. treafment, 
2·100 ~rtWto. ·n, steel trowe{.; as joints ~d formworl::.(rule. Co 

2/ pee. clrwse-. (o'des ~ of class G). 
2-00 

ch~Mint 

1·05 Ge~-1 

6\2\CK.WOr;!.K. Nofe build up of perimeter or 
En~.bwk. c/a.ss B to BSB921 t'ftr of walJ,$ baeed ot1 cevrtre, 
if!-g. fX5nd WI c.m. (I =?J}. ne meaeu.reme~. 

gffr. of cV!br. Item descriptions for brick walls 2·?00 
2·'500 vhaJi eifi'lerstate-lile materials, 

2/5-000 
10-000 vrominaL dimewaiow and typre 

add c.omers4h~ aoo 
- 10~ of brick or gwe equ ivabeut 

altl.af~ referevtces to appUcabfe ~ihsh 
645 ~dard Spec1fico1ioV16[rule 645 

2/t·2~ A I (7(- claoo U). 
2~ 

llfd comet&4f'l.l'b BOO 
3·440 

Itt. of chbr. 
3·?160 

15 
o·~ 

Owe bn·ck walls are meaaur«i ivr 
IO·e6 Vert. st. walls, rom. thicb1eae: ~ AddAtionaJ df5Crlpt1ve ilem5 
3·44 215 mm; fu m.h. (d1br. are Beparairo from the sttM1dard 

3·44 ~~ 
descriptiovrs ~ a semi -colon. 

2·00 U?fll.l fJL«tt-·wr pipes are dae.5ified 
f?wk. Cl"lci U ari ee. U1 i® categories UBtro ivr fhe 

iflird division.ll1 viewoffhe 
\ 6uUt- in pipe} coo (aql lt1WI w.rametere af-lhe pipes~~ -

o ·10m2; w.h.b. riYlg P'Pe a croes- m:ifonal afPC116 
over; BUfJPUJ af pipe m/&. st-ati?d ~each item description, 

U~SS·I meaeured to-lfle oldsrdeofthepipe. 

E;u.Uf- WI pipe, csa 
The turning of a half brtck nnq 

I ('50 lttWl 
over- 11re pipe to prevent fracture 

0·60w(z;w.h.b.nng. pipe i6 givevt as eu1 additiovrai tWn-
over; su.pp~ af pipe w¥5. Bi"lltldard description. 

UOOS·2 
1.1 137 



DE. ED B 121 CK 11\ANHOLE (Contd.) 

I Bw!t-ikl pipe, csa. .frerns i'Jr bwrt- ivl pipes are 
1·'29 wi2; w.n.b. ring ~ I~omm deemtd to W!cwde their supp~ 
over i 5~PlJ of pipe ptpe lWI ~ss o/tJerwise stated ( ruAe 
mfs. U368·.~ C2 of daBe U). 

I BuiJl: - if! pipe, csa - ~- hb ·ng cwoml11 H~om , w . .. ,., pipe 
over i suppuj of pipe 
rn/0. U~S6.4 

2?;/ 0-M- Ddt. vert. st. wau, a~mm Brickwork. ~ deducted for pi~ 
0·44- Yl.Om. -/hi ciVleSe : ptpe whooe externa.l.t cross- sectionaL 

2;/ 0-64 
215 rnm, iv m.h. 

~1:25mm area exceede 0·25tr!'2( externaL 
pl~ diameter ivr ex~ss of 564-fYim) 0-64-

~we M2 of clasB G). 

Z.:l 0·16 (!?tXJmm 
0-16 

prpe-
Fair faced work is rneaaurm i¥1 

U321.1 m2 on -/fie actuaL face to re 
10-00 fair facg. (c~br. pointed. None is measurpd to 

brld.work covered lxJ benching 2-00 U31B 
but -the. height atXJve {he /:efldiing 

2·56 (access i6 inccrosed to 2 m to malte. 
2-SO shaft 

allDWat~ce fortV!e atWs over pipes. 

~I 0·# Ddt. fair facg. (150 mm pipe 
0·44 U318 

Pipewk.. 

1t ~ necesaar1j to 5tate $'/e pipe 
O·G5 Gl~ pi~, BSdass fu BS 65 material, nmrurraL bore cwrd 

w. ex.jts., 110m.1Jore, 300 mm; jointing. and ihe appropriate 
in base of backdrop. 1121.1 BrHish standard refermce [rule 

A 'l of class I), a11d 1he lrotiion of 
5p~ iron, dass B to f;S Hre pipe(rule AI ofda96I). 
4<122 daooa, spec. comb. "f!Ug is a ~cial fttting but ie 
dimnq. pipe & ben:l, rom. bore: rnrosu.rro W1 acaJrdrJN1ce with 
1?0- ~oo mm i i¥1 backdrop. -IJTe rwee ifl Class J. 

J494.1 
7.8 

138 
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~I 0·60 

0·4o 

0·4B -

~I 1·':10 

0·17 

0·11 

I 

I 

I -

2/ I 
-

15/ I -
i 

I -

I -

K NANHOLf: (Contd.) 
Insifu COYICreie 

Ddt. provsn. of cone. (~IFJ. 

& F21'0 

Ddf. plact of cone., matJa 
6Urrd. to cblrop. (bf!kld 

f400.1 

Precast col1lle:te 
ord. gwscribed m rx, ~rade C.40 

64-':1 
add w~5f2t<:~ 400 

0' g.'l75 ~ 
1·2'25 -

Precast reil'tfd. covtC. slab, 
lhAclmess :1.00 mm ; area: 
l-?0 m1; mass: ?00 kg -It; 
recessed furopg.fum.h.H523_

11 

MthNiworl:: 

C.i. m.h. cover &-fr. to 00497 
ref. 64-22. N999.1 

c.l. boxsteps, mass 3·5kg 
to Wl.h. N999.2 

W.i.step-iro~,mass 1·75kg 

to m.h. N~99·3 

Cralvd. wJ saffty dlain, 
/·50 WI /nng, W. 211r. rato/fu 
b.i. cooc. bew:llg. to m . . 

N999.4· 

QaiVd. w. i. safehj bar 2S mm 
diam., 2·!7Dm ~-, w. '2vrr 
rag bolts b.i. bw .to mh. 

N999.? 

' 1.9 

139 

Deduction of concrete surrourrd 
to backdrop for volume occupied 
by diminishing pi~ arrd befld 
1Yle txremat rrtiius iotaltevr i.¥r 

each caGe. 

Precast c.oV~Creie slaoo are 
muwrerated giving i¥te area awl 
maoo dassificaffcm U1 accorckmce 
witfl claSf> H. J1ern5 for precaet 
c.onorete are deewr«l to W!clude 
reinforremmt, formwork,joinfu 
and fii1A6hre (rule c I of daes H). 

ThPSe httrMgs are not spedfrcaJly 
mMiovrerJ i.vl CE5MM and have 
each been etwmerated and 
ceded under dass N 
(MisceLlaneous MetaLwork). 
Jterns for misceUCW~eou& metaL
work sheW be deemed to include 
fixing to oiler wort, supp~ of 
fixing components cwrd driUirrg 
or cuJting of oiJ1er wor~ (rule 
Gl of class N). 
A ltervwtive~JJ Ieee information 
could be givPfl iflfhe biU. 
desc.n·pt; on orrd tile Cotrtractor 
would h¥1 obtain tkle detaile 
fmm tire Drawiri(J6 ood 
Specificakfon til accorddnce with 
usudl CE&MM practice. 



DRAWING N0.10 

stone wall to 
promenade 

525 x 600 mm 

wupholes af 1 • 5 m 
intcrvols 

course 

50mm red praca t 
• ,:. ·. ·. ; '/ • concrete hydrouli ally 

. / r;i~55t~d ,:~~·~~~~, i1~":o 
1+---~-....:..-.:...:..:...:.--,I:L-/-'--,-+-on 75mm bad of shas 

high water of 
spring tides 

stone block 

low wotar level 

0 

"' 

0 
0 
N . •· 

-• . 0 
0 

"' 

•. 
, · 

•. · . . 

0 

"' -# 
stu I shut piling-
3 · 750 long ( I aft 
in position) 

S T 0 N E 

I 
I 

I 
f • • ; . 

~ 

'I·. 
• I 
I 

I ,, 
I .. 
t·. t . 

I ,. 
I 

I 

· , 

; 

·. 

•· 
Portland cement 
concrete (1 : 2'12 : 5) 

. . . .. · 
. . 

··:··. · 

-~ .: ' ~ ' '. 

· •... • 

... 
. ' •-... ·. 

4·000 

F A C E 0 
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s 

450 

... ·· 

.·. 

.. -~ 

. . • • . 
·:. 

E A 

450 

.·._ 

. 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

.;. 

0 
0 
0 

w A 

SCALE 1 

L 

: 50 
l 



5TO ED E-XAMPLE VI I I 

Nate mdhoo of obtaining mean 

Nate: di mt+'ls lone W1 tk!ie widths by rneare of woo!E 

pie have bee~ squarm c.alcu.latfons ors1ae. caets. "ltffi& 

for -tronsfer to file- section £5 taken <hv11 to the high 

oct !VI Chafier !6. water leveL, rt9 excalciion below 
-this level cruld be under water (-the 
deptf! ~ xalro). The widitr aHhe 

Ear-INlwor~s 5ec.ond section WI eLudes the thickne35 

wid tV! of tKte steel sheet piUng, and fhe 

grd. surf. oOO frorrf face of the excavation ful15 

hw~ 1·0'00 ire form of a give. arrd take ~11e. 
1) 1·900 It is necessary to 5epr1nriB worktv 

915 be carried out below high water 
[.eve( (rule~ Ml rmd. A2 of cla6s E). 

60·00 Crevt. -excavn., wtax. ~ESMM 5·20 requires 

' 0·98 deptK!: 1- 2 W!. 
Wenkification of-/he water l~s 

\ ·if.J 91·1 £424 ill h preambleto -/he biU of 
quaf'TI:ities ood on h drawings. 

depltl Note !he use offkte term& 

1·~00 
'wmrnencing Surface' anc{Excavcrted. 

'2-000 Swfuce' (CESMM 5·21). 

'2·000 ~e ~~vrcing surface 5nail be 

5"WO 
tdentified WI file description oHhe 
work where it is afiterfllan 1he 

width Or~inaL Surface, and the fS<rova!td 

hw~ 2·100 
Su ace requires idmttfication if it 

f.XGVtd.surf 4·000 
i~ nat 1he finaL Surface (rule M-

2)6·Zoo of class E). 

o· I lfJ The Contractor will need to fiNer 
IKle coot of aJJ., tempa-ary work~ it1 

60·00 6eNJ. €XWVYJ. 1 max. GeneraL Ittms or iKI his biUed rates 

3·1Q depth: 5- !0 m; ftX' ear!Klworks1 concrete ood 

5·00 1000·8 commg. nwL. rnaoonJ. 
E426 sepa~ e ii:ems are not required 

for tp~olding sidee of excavatioo, 
addHiona~ excavation to provide 
warti ng space aYJd removaL of 

S.l 
exi ~i ng services (rul.e Cl of dass f). 
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widths by rneare of woo!E 
c.alcu.latfons ors1ae. caets. "ltffi& 
section £5 taken <hv11 to the high 
water leveL, rt9 excalciion below 
-this level cruld be under water (-the 
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60·00 

0·98 
1·55 91·1 --

I 60·00 
3·12 

5·80 1005·8 

I 
I 
I 

60·00 
0·90 

3·25 115·5 

60·00 

0·45 

2·00 ~·0 --

60·00 
0·40 

I 

I· 00 u.o 

l ' 

SEA WALL (Contd.l 

Excavn. DMO Ua.rle& 

Disposal of excavtd. 
rnai:. 

\ 116·9 

Ddt. 

ES 32 

F Wg. Uf2Rer 
d 

eectn. 
~ 
3.0 00 

2 50 

50 3·2 

difr wi 
4 

4 

Diepof1aL of excvtd. 
maJ::. (rear (.( 

seotn. 
& E 

add ~ 
FilJg. fo mrrAffUI'{'& 

532 

rear !ewer 
~. 

E 61o 

lfri. face 

253·5 

6.2 

142 

It is neceooary to m~eure 1fre 
vowme of £:Xcavctied maimal 
wruch wUJ oo re~ro~ro 1lvmm 
site. ood -the qvatfUtlj whid1 will 
be ffr{Uired forMing to ~e void 
behlrrd -!he sea waft. 
The vowme of disposaL of 
excavated material is lhe 
differwre between fVJe ttial net 
volume of excavation ood-IJJe ni. 
volume of excavatid maierial. 
usro for filling (rule M12 of class 
E). 
The die(XJ601 of e~.cavaied 
ltlaterial, i5 deemro to be diBP'sal 
off site unlres olhelwise sfaiai in 
iteWl drecrifiions (rule 04). 
The excavation quantities are. 
t~n ae disposaL and m 
adjusfmel'lis made for file fiUing 
of lhe void. 
FtWng material is deemed to l:e 
ron- seleciiD exwvcJI.Fd. material 
oiher than topsoil or mcic, tml£r7S 
ofVIerwtse stated [rule D6).ltems 
for fiWng are deemtd. to W!dJAde 
rowrpadion (rule C3). 

50 3·2 

difr wi 
4 

It is neceooary to m~eure 1fre 
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60·00 
4·00 240{) --

I 
I 

60·00 

a-15 2'25·0 

60·00 

4·00 

2·00 4-00·0 --

60·00 
2-96 

2·00 ~-2 -
' I &0·00 

2·10 

1·80 22.6·6 -

-b:j 60·00 

4·00 

O-oo 42-0 --
60·00 
O·a5 
O·oB _H_ --

' 

SEA WALL (CDYTtd.) 

Excavn. aN!ciUaries 

Prepn. of excvtd. surf&. 
E522 

Piles 

InJ:er/Dctg. sfeeL eife X o 
sed:n. mcXJW.Ua 1 roo c.mofm 

Drivevr area. 
P&32 

& 

Area of piles of l(JJI: n.e. f4. m; 
tmtt«J w. 'Zcl5.1Jit.paivri. 

P633 

Jn s"IM aJt1CI!te 
w/cflh 
2·150 
~-110 

2)5~ 
2-

Provsn. of conc. ord. (baoo 
prrecrilx:d mix, grade 
cro,ct. fu 85 12,40mm 
Q[J9. to 85 682. Fl14 

& ~111iddie seem. 
Placg. of cn~t:.mass waJ.Jt; 
-lhld::neoo : ex .500 mm; oo~. 
to masonry~ hwl. ~JC:. 

1062·0 F444--l 

Ddt. bolh lasf: 

(tapg. ba~ 

49-4 (topoftoe 
1012·6 e.o 

143 

I 

The prf{Jara:tion oF tile ~co.vaki. 
sr.u'fuce to r«:e.ive fiE !we of fhe 
waJL i6 rneasurro GeparatfhJ 
(rule. M 11). 
Two items a~ r«fUirEd forh 
interlocting steel 6heet piUnq
-IJ7e drivevr arm and -fNie area 
claeoiff ed according to fJre lmgth 
calegorles i¥1-f.he third division 
of daoo P. 
1he corrcreiB i6 e ulxiividlti iKW 
provision and pla;ing (Jid 1m 
placing i6 furtbrer subdividffi. iM1:o 
wort alxJve and be/ON mgh wai.er 
1£ve), !VI accordance wifl1 CEGMM 
5.10 anci file footnateow~ B9 
of CfSMM, whereby file lOcailon 
of cntrcrPle membem i¥1 the IJKJTt9 
may be Gt11i.fd ill i1em descriptions 
fur placi~q of comrie where 
special cfraracteristice may affed 
the rnetmi cPAd rate of placing 
col'llAfie. Soma may fepj,-fh11 this 
6ubi.ivisioYJ of ifre t.Wtt ~ 
~J¥~neceaMry1 prvvidffi fPie appttflffaft 
tWarmalion wrlh regard to wcrier 
[eoJp1s i6 afwwn on fire drawing anri 
referm:l to in-fhe bilJ otrutl~-tfrt;re 
preambles. 
The measurements U1clude file 
volume occupiEd "tJ !he ma~JVt~ry 
which will need to be attjuelfd 
laf£r. A Buffix i9 addffi. to file rode. 
1Pfum1ce orr accouvrt of tVre 
addil-ional dwcri(Jtton ikms. 
lt i-5 offuvr easier fa mfl18t.tre 1ile 
trJtriL e;tdoowg reciaV!gfe and 
f:hevr dA'Jutt ffre voids trom il. 



STO NE - F- CE-t 

160·00 
\. SfJ 

I 0·60 66·6 

60·00 
0·15 

I O·W 22-5 
I 

I 
I 

60·00 
5·00 346·0 

60·00 
(.2() 1'2.·0 --

60·00 

I o-o5 11·0 

' 

5E-A WALL ( CDvrtd.) 

wid.t¥1 
\·~00 

1·900 

2}5·100 
I·SSO --

Provsn. of conc.abd. (~~-
& F \14 

Pwcg. of coY/C. abel. 
above V!wL. 

F444.2 

~-I 

umc. at~ci Ua.rtro 
~en. 

2·000 
2·000 

\·800 

S·BOO 

Fwk. ro. ftn. vert; 
bclow V!wL. lfiDr face 

6\45.\ 

lfrt. face 
420·0 

Fwk. ro. fin. s~; width: 
0·2- o ·4 wr; below hwl. 

G\2?>.1 

6.4 

144 

finaJ.l4,h concrm above mgh 
water'"kveL is meaeured. 
It is urmeceooary to repeat the 
previous dS9uiptiom; whe¥1 bH 
uBW!q the e~prreeion obd (as 
before dR9Criad), it ih p0€13ib/.e, to 
refur back to fhe earlier if.eme 
for -/ile fuU d«1Criptions. 
Nole tf1e use of waete for 
pwJ.im4rr~ry calcula:tkma
recordine ·WI this way permits 
ch€cbrrg of {tJe caku.Lai:ions as 
Wf1l. aa ohowing Tile build -up 
of dirnemione. 
A 5PCOI1d etlffix l5 added to 1he 
refe~ce uxie for 1J1e pk!cing 
item 1 because of IJ1e varted 
description. 
The volume of h ccping stone haG 
bmr omttted from ifre dimensions. 
The. roncrete iteme are foUowed 
wif.VI ihe. supporting formwort. 

It i6 assumed iVlai 110 formUtOrk 
wliU be required fo ffJe stone face 
(-!Vre maSOY!ry servin9 as IJle 
forrnwort). 
furmwort is deemed to oo to 
plcme arPoo exceed u-rg f. 22m 
tmlees attTetwi.'£ statro(ndeD2). 
Form work to hortwrri:aL 1 sloping, 
b1Atered Clt1d vet+icd surfacre 
are each lt.ept lle[X1rate tJMd 
widfkls exceedi11g 1.00 mm are 
meaeurrd iff vn. 



5TO f-lE- f-j CED 

60·00 
1-\0 66·0 --

6000 
4·20 252·0 --

i 

I 

60·00 
0·10 42·0 

60·00 

0·'01 

4·20 1'26·~ --

. 

SEA WALL (eovrld.) 

600 
500 

1-100 

Fwt ro. fin vert. wid til: 
o ·4- 1·12 m i oix>ve hw£. 

G\44-1 

Mason~ 
Ashlar mason!YI P. st. 1 fweh 
Rtd. w. mortar~ Mo 

av.wtditl 
4{600 2400 
3{400 1·200 

7)3·600 
514 

Baitired fCJJ. tv cone; 
rrom. 600 & .MJO if! aft. 

cos., av. 514mm, below hwL. 
U146.1 

DtMo; -lhd:.ness; nom. 
400 mm alnve hwL. 

UlaG.I 

In sew C'lJt1CW1t 

Drit proven. of COI'IC. aiKJ. 
FII4 

& 

Oat. plaCIJ. of ronc.alxi. 
bel.ow hulL. 

e.~ 

145 

F-4#.1 

I 

It L6 conaicJ.ered df!3irable to 
stafe fire w; dJJt 17Jt1ee. in tl1i5 
case aa /Jiewidftr dm3 tilt~ 
1·22 m, eV!lVl aJJhJugh "d: i& fXJrf 
of a ~er area tiT !he same pi~. 
However, some may feeL +hat~ 
separat.on is unnecesoary. 
The maoonry i6 meaeured WI 
m2 as baitered facing to rottcrele 
aMd staii+rg -the nominal fhicb1«10re 
aa rule AI Of claoo U. 
The masonry hae been subdivid«i 
bd:cJJeen fhiJ. afXJVe aVId bPlnuJ 
high waS ~' bul fJ1e ustaf 
-!heee daooificotior!S could re 
regardro as opfiorrat. 
Ite.¥115 for ma!1on ry aro deemed 
to iYlcWde fair facing (rule cr). 

7he actting to form lh sptaylti. 
tnp edge io wi measured 
5epar~ awl .fhe Conirador 
IWJ6f- allow forcuiling riT tire 
maoonry roim. 

Ded.ucfion of concrete (pmvieiorr 
at1d plocing) f~-lire volume 
occupied by .Jh mt1fXIIIry. 



S10NE.- f-~CE[ S'EA WALL lContd.) 

60·00 Ddt. provsn.of COI'lC. abd. 
0·4D Fll4 

0·10 16·8 &. 

60·00 60·0 

60·00 60·0 

60·00 

0·40 '2.1-0 

60·00 60·0 

Ddk placg. af cone. 
ahd. • 11wl. F444.2 

Ashlar Masonry 
Portland st. ftu.ah ptd., 
rnorfnr type Mo. 

Copg. I 12'0 X 600 ~WI 

rdd. w. siVJkgs. as owg. to. 
U?ll·l 

P!ivlth m x 600 mm 
2ce sp~d. ag Dwg. 10. 

U1l7.t 

Vert. st. walJ. ; frud::nees: 
BOO mm, fair faefd b.&. 

U1ol 

Cof!g. 450 x 225 mm 
2ffi wethd. & 2al.1ilm. 
as Owg. 10. 

U111·2. 

S.6 

146 

1he use of wde fUivnbero uillL 
as6i6f t.k1 1denrffui¥rg file item& 
at1d quarrbties from wl1ich fhe 
dedud:ions are to be made, aud. 
permit abbteviairo deocriptiovrs. 

1hu. ropiflqs cmd plinths are 
measurQj ae Umar surface, 
feafuree, sftttWg ftre CfD85 -

5fd:iona.L dAmwaiorrs, where the. 
alt'a excefds 0 ·05 WI~ attd lalxJurB: 
ffre talbt romrrat easuq IJe, 
relai.ed to cuhic conteict (rule, A 1 
of claoo U). 
k>.eferwm to o drawi~q is usually 
vrecessary to provide daequate 
ivlformctfion for pricing. 

The prorne.vtade walt is 
meaeured WI m2 stat:ing the 

1Jtrickness and Wld«dmq fair 
face on bo/Jr sidee. 

The. CLf.Wrq sfurres may oo 
wvmeded' bg Ciamps and the 
plivrltr stones ~ dowels bui 
these are nut meaeurwJ 
eeparaieJy. 

siVJkgs. 



510 NE.-F CEC 

60·00 60·0 

60·00 

l·&l 
0·~ 20·4 

I 

60·00 
'3·00 ISO·O 

I 

' 

5 E P.. W A L L ( Col'ttd.) 

Dpc; widf¥1 : -ooo rnm of 
2 ~s. of svct.fus, td. b~. 
ft. IVf mortar "UJpe Mo. 

U/82 

PromE*tade-

Get~. excavn. max. d.eptft: 
0·'2S- 0·5 m. 

E422 
&, 

DispovaL of excvtd. 
mat. E'=>02 

liqht dul:u Pauemml 
v 

r2.ed precast cooo. Rrr to 
135 oGS tpe D j fJUc eoo: 
50mm. 

R-152. 

& 

Ash baee, depth: 11D mm. 
tz.lto 

e.7 

147 

I 
I 
I 

Damp -proof co~Arees are 
covered W! attciUaries and are 
measured ds Unear ifems 
strlb1g -lfre material and il1e 
d.i1t1weion~(rule ABof class U). 
Additiot1a.L material ·lVI ~ i5 
rlfJt mea6ured (rule. M5). 

fvm shaLlow excavation i6 
m€cteurm by vo/.ume, stating 

-fJ1e depfll classificdivn iv1 1Vle 
"Ulird division. This L6 fvllouJro 
b~ h appropriate cLisposa.L item. 

The prom€nade pavemeN!i i5 
l'tl€Cl6Lmd in accordcmce wilh 
ihe rulea for dare R. ( QoodG and 
Pavings)\ which require~ the. 
separation of iVIe COYICiei:e flags 
and !Jle UttderUjiflg ash rose. 



PUMPHOUSE DRAW I N G NO. 11 
aspha t--, 

2l!i • 1!i0 mm r : 7t~lal~ll·li:. :;,.~.::;:~~ ::;'· ... ·~=·:t;; ,:.:..::·.L"·,, ·"':"'··~· .. · :..;·1,="-==:..:..=;.;.::::~=r=:..:..::="-==;.::~:;·.: 'T""''' • ] 150 

concrete (1:2 : 4) 1-lF'"""~-~.,;r-l 
tabric reinforcement --+-~--...J 

I 
/ 

/ ..... ..... 

&26 • 2040mm !ramod, 
lodgod and braced 
door 

asphalt d.p.c 

::~~;et:e:~:o;~:~ .r7 

one bnck wall •n 
class 'B' cnginecrin 
brocks in English 
bond in c.cmcn t 
mortar ( 1 : 3) ---1H+ 

metal casement win ow 
925 x 1010 mm with 
concrote roofing t ile 
external sill ond 
quarry tile internal 
sill 

· ··'·~· .... 

P L A N 
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// ' i,/ ', 
~, // 

' / 

67!i x 675 mm c .i. cover 
and from&~ 

. .... . · .. .... :·· 

2 ·750 215 

0 N A 

c.i . cover 

and '""frO,;. 

7 
v 

A 

0 
0 ... 
... 

d.p .c 

" 150 

... 
;;; 

SCALE 1:50 



3·40 
2.·16 
2·50 

3-43 

2·18 
0·08 

l2·44 ,-

EXAMPLE IX 
P!Mt!pW f1A; 

Earihwor~s Bu.ildirtgs af -lftiswr-t are often 
ve¥1. w2~dl0tl10 fkiCOUNITmci Ot1 civiC OOI1iYieuing 

add 2·1':10 .. J. ~ .. J .. _ 11A -·a JL, mvrer wa.Us 2/zt'b 400 400 COrlllWu&, wr~e~~ 111e brMk of 11re 
ouhr w~fs ~rg2 ~ 2~ wort is ciViL eMgineering. 

3 .434- 2.164 It i6 proposed to measure fire 
- depth &uhstrudure til accordattre wiifr 

2.200 1 the CE&MM avtd1heaupemtrodure 
cone. slab 200 WI accorda~?ce wiffl fVIe CaiefrJ' 

asp. 25 ..... . . 
bUttdg. cow;,. ~ lire Meaaurem~r~ of 6urldmg IMJks 

2 ·?DO U1 SmrAl). Oweilirrge, as there are 
Gm. ~xcavn. 1 max. nc guideUvree forh mroeuremertt 
depftt : 2 - B m. E425 of some of~ itevMa ivl fire CEGMM. 

Afi:ernW:iveiy Cortiractore cooid 
& ~ requestro to tflsert a suwr in flte 

lOW on-the lxlsis of 1Jre Drawings 
Dispoool of excavtd. avtdS~cificaiion to r.over fire 
mal. E5'32 su.pef6truct-uro. 

Prepn. of f!Xcvtd. surfs. 
E5'22 

In 6 ilu concrete 

Provsn.of cone, design«J mix 
gro.de, C1·S, c.t fu P;G 12, 
20 rnm agg. io f'J5 OO'Z;min. 
ct. ~ 210kg{m~ (blindg. 

~ F21~ 

Placg. of conc.,mass blindg. 
+Juchreoo: rr.e. 150 mm. F-+11 

Con~.llt1ci Uariee 
3·434 

/ 2·184 
2 &·218 

12-436 

Fwk. ro. fin. vert. widtfl: 7fJmm. 
6141 

9.1 

149 

Preparation of exc.ovata:J. surface 
to receive COt'lcrete blinding. 

~e provision af Wlsifu cowcreie 
16 eepa roted frowr 1.Vle plo cing 
~d measum:J ivl m?Jwilh tfre 
parl-icuiam wrmally extractfd 
from ~5326. 

Placing of bli11dtitcj cvnael:e i5 
measured iVr m3i givi11g the 
appropriate tJUchiess r~e. 

Note build up of Blrirr iM/waate~ 

1t is dlm06f certoAn-ttraJ. fawm 
wUJ be r~uirai to supfmf fJte 
IDfje of -lire blinding. 

Bu.ildirtgs af -lftiswr-t 

2.·16 
2·50 



PU~ PHOUSE 

o-43 
2·1B 

I 

3·18 

2·53 
0-20 

3·18 

2·?3 -

l 

: Ceovrtd.) 
waierproofa. 

r at1 t:g .. of. aw to l.lfJPef 
ourfu. !VIdmed at iU'1 L n.e. 
30°to hor; maefic aep. to 
BS 1162 in 2 eootgs; 
thick:ttess: 25 mm. W211 

l.n situ wncrek 
la1. widfi1 

2-1?0 '2-100 
add walls ~'liB 400 400 

B·\00 2·530 

Proven. af cone., droigned. 
m-ix grade C15, ct. tv BS 12, 

20 mm a~. to 139662; ttiAn. I 
I 

ct. wi'Tke 1BOkgjrn3 (bare , 

I F233 

I & 

Plilcg. of co11t. maw bctBes 
& grd. slabs; .fhiciLness: 

I 1?0 - oOO W!WI. F422 

Cone. ctwe.s(]ories 

HVIsr top surf.) 
~ eJ.... G612 

fuckwork 
girth 
2·150 

/2·100 
2 4·600 

rJdd c.ornfiG412tB 
9·100 

S60 
10-~60 

' 9.2 

150 

The ~em dfSCfipfion shalL 
OOtf£ -!ne materials usro (liJ!d -/he 
nwt!be.r !1N1d -IV!ichress of 

r.octtings or klyw (rule AI af 

dat6 W). 
Separate items are mr requirfd 
for cw91e fiUcl:s a~d tire U~e 
(rule- Cl). 

fu Ul>w witNl fJre iv1 r;iJJJ, 

coi1Uete base ~lab, compri~irrg 
&eparaie provisron and plocmg 
ikms. 

Select tfle appropri crk work 
dasstfiwtioYJ from 1tle serorrd. 
division and -ffre ffrichr~5 
rooge from tire "U1ird divi5ion. 

F~shivrg to top 6urface ~the 
baae slab to a smoCJfh fivush i5 
measured WI m2 staling -lhe 
tneimd to be used.. 
lt rs coneidered UMlt?ecessary-to 
deduct the area offirn8hi~ 
~der tvre wall.G. 
Note file mefilod of obtlJ,inir~g fl1e 
~q/ft of waJJv measured on r.t6 
c• line. 



PUIVPHOU&£ 

\0·56 

2·20 -

9·10 
'2·20 

I 

i 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I\·5Q 

2·40 --

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 12·0?J 
2·40 -

( 

(Contrn 

Err! bulk. Cia~ B to 85 Bo/21 
WI ng. bond if! c.wr. (t: ?J). 

Vut. st. wa.U, V!Om. 

lJMch!ese: 21fJ mm, in 
composite walt to purnpg. 
cl1br. u~21 .I 

fuir facg. U'316 

Wlt€rwoof8. 
ttt. 

2·'200 
200 

2·400 

f..en. 
10·660 

add waUs 4fP1f. soo 
as • 2fJ 100 

IH720 

Ta~; of aap. to surfu. 
ivll:-lin'€d at em Lex. 600tv 
her; rnaslic asp. fo £35 6?TI 
W1 o coatgs. thiam.:se: 25 mm. 

W213 

13riclcwork 
1'2·400 

tessA/ro2 408 
- 12·028 -

Eng. bwk. claoo B. to 003921 
i.vl stretcher bond in c.m. ( t :?J) 

Vert. st. wallvl YIOwt. tJUcknere: 
tOM mml iii cvmpo5ik waU. 
w pumpg. chbr. U'OI/ .I 

9.?J 

151 

Eac.h sbn af a cornpoetfe walL 
shall be meaeured (rule M?. of 
claoo U). 
f:1ome addrliona~ descriptive 
Wrforrnation haa beev~ givw ae 
providro far in CE&MM eJ.l?J. 

Inf€rnaL fair face io meaewro 
tv -tVre au rface. i¥1 m~ 

Note build up of ditmNt6iOt'lf7 

crf aerJ!afi; t.fJ waele-, slarfirr9 
wHNI iJle girth previOufJ~ 
crucula;tea w -the 21!7 mm brrl. 
wa/J, on iis cert!m lirle. 

It i6 rrece~ary to give fxlih 'ihe 
iUcllneoo and the ~ of 
roafi 11(19 of ae{ilall tanlc.inq, 
w~ch can var:J befweett 
korizoWJxi. llt1C1 vertiCIU coatings 
(eee ru(e AI of dass w). 1he
ran~ee of attfl-e& af imliYJafion 
of -lhe warerproafed BurfdCF8 are 
u~ ivr the fhlrcf division af 
class w. 

Brickwork items sfr(J)) iNtciJJde. 
lhe ~pes ood norrnnat 
dirvwJ'teions of bricts or refer 
to M1e appropriate ~riri9h 
&f:rmdards (rule AI of class U). 



Superstrucfure Measured W! accordance- wi!Yr 
floor 1he CDde for the Measureme.Yif of 

B-43 !Leinfd. WI situ cnnv. 
Buildin9 Worts ivl SmaU Dwelli~&, 
and"IW5 must- beot-ated in-the 

'F/6 (I :'2 :4{ 20 mm agg.), W!susp. ~reamb/~. 
O·IS Fir. slab. 100 -leo mm th. 12eirtforcro concrete slabs are 

meaaurrd en m5 stafirrg Utle 

fwt to provide plain smtn. 
tyJpropriaie thicl11£tS range, and 

'2·15 wrcludes bath provision and 
'2·10 surf to ror saff. of slab placing. 

(In I nr. 6urf.). lm. Necessary to staie wheHrer 
3·404 form work is horiwrrtat or slopirq 
2·184 

2{ 6·218 cM'Id n.«mber af surfaces. 
12·4~6 

lti!_. Fwk. to vert. edge of slab. 
n.e. 250 rnm dp. 

3-4M 2·164 
less cover 2fm_3Q 4{) 

.3·o94 2-144 
Fabric reiY1furce111t:f1t de.saiptfotra 

3·'09 Steel fabric reinft-. W1 suap. shalL e ive -tne mesh CWJd weight 
'2·14 slab to BS44Bo w. 75mm I m2 or !Jre. awropri a:te BS 

mesh, ref. Al9o, w-eiernng ref£M!ffi1 tog€itter wHKt Bide am 
B·02kg fm~ w. 100 mm min. €VId lc.ps. 
end & side I ape. 

0·6S Ddt. reinforced W, 6ibJ amc. Thie exceede the void aJJowanre 
0·66 susp. flr. slab abd. (opg. of O·OSm~ 
0·15 

I C.i. cover & fr. to 094-91 ref. En«merated item wiifl fu/k 
Cl- 24{'24 sefiPI cone .fir. slab. drocription or reference to 

wails 
appropriate British SfLmdard. 
Briel: waUs are measured U1 m2 

(Me bk. walk i.t1 rng. bk&., 
& tati n g tfle -thid:l'leas of ille woJl 

10·5.6 and giving details of brirfs, bond 
'2· '20 Glass B to B& 3921 ivi Eng. !Mfd mortar. ~s IJJe waJJs are brLift 

bond ivJ em. (I: 3)1 built fo.ir fair face an bottr .sides-!Ws can I.Je, 

&fWGh ptd. b.s. i+!®ded in i.he waU description. 

9.4-

152 

Measured W! accordance- wi!Yr Measured W! accordance- wi!Yr 



10·56 Hor.dpc 215 mm wide af 
aep. to oo f:bTI, 25 wrm1YI. 

Linear item 118 nor ~C£f.ding 
Z25 mm wide, wfU1 ful.Jv 

W1 21JJyers. drecription. 
Qoof The st.Wheadil act as s·'9n-

add wa.us 2/ztr> 
2-150 2·100 po5fs cwd help w to find itleir 400 400 

- o'hg.2fl50 ooo 500 way t¥trough 1tle. dimooeions. 
3-4130 '2·BOO 

3-46 Q£irtfd. ifl 6ifu CDVIC. The -thid:nres nmge ie giveVt 
'2·8'3 ( 1: '2 :4/ '20 mrn agg.) tileuep. rf. for file roof slab1 ta~ing accormt 
0·\6 slab l 00 -ISO mm if!. of its varying thlckneas. 

~-46 fiNl. U{Jper 6urf. of cooc. slab Treo.twtg 6Urface of UNJsef . 
2·S3 to faJJa to rec. a6p. concrete i6 eivevr 6eparat~ !VI 

m~ 
2·16 fwk. io hor. surf. of To avoid re~it!on t¥!e 
1-\0 vlab alxl. expreooion aw 1.6 uef'd l16 -/he 

~-400 
description if, ideMticaL to i¥re /2-SM 

2 6·310 previou1.1 one. 
1'2.·6'2.0 

\'2-6'2. Fwk. io verr. edge of slab n.e. 
250 mm dp. 

& 

Fwt to lwr. surf of eallffi n.e. 
2'BO rnm wide. 

5.480 2-e~o 
kss wver 2/ro 40 40 
- a.440 2-190 

B-44- Fahric r~ivtft. abd. 
'2.·19 

3·46 Mauhc aep. to 1?5 6511 Particulars of roof wvering a9 
2.·60 '20 mm fh in 2 tayem aa CDYIC. required fxJ 1J1e CCxie. 

flat- roof coverg. 

\'2·62 f!Jir edge to asp. Meaaured around perimeier 

9.5 
of roof. 

153 

Measured W! accordance- wi!Yr Measured W! accordance- wi!Yr 



PU Contd.) Door &wdws. 

I 6wd. frd. lmged & braca:l dr. EY!umerated stating the -
'?flP x 2040 x oo mm fh. dimevrsiona of 1tle aoor. 

I Pr. of ~oo mm steel YrA~ses Ironmon(J€ry is aJeo em~merated. 
- &fxg. toswd. 

I Yale tock. & fxg. to s'Ad. 
-

fr. leoo reb. '2/62 
S26 
!:24 
9'50 

fr.l~ roo. 
2·04-0 

62 
2·!02 

I Swd. dr. fr. 112. X15 mm rfb. The door frame is ewumerated 
-

& 2102 x 900 mm ov'U. giving lt!e overall. size. 

i 
I 

i 1~/ o.ae, K.p.s. &@ovr wd.dr. .Itrt. P!!it'lt!rrg to itle. door is 
2·04- meaaund tk1 m~ separati~ 

& wrremal. at!d externaL wo . 

I 
Dafu. 

the timeGirrg factor of W9 
Ext. makes allowance fvrh painting 

526 of roges to frames, Ledges e141d 

11 

2/'2·00 4<>80 
add aMglee 'lf1B ~ braces of /he door 

5·056 Build up of l:PII1glh of frame on 
5·0.6 ltp.s. & ®on wci.fr. n.e. r1s cemre line. 

I 150 rnm girlJI. .rnt. Paivriirr9 to wood frame, with Y1fJ 

I & 
rlishrrctron bet~evr door and 

I 

wi~dow frames, mMeured in i 
i Di&. n.e. roomm ~· &t. lljQ mm girftl stagre. 

I 2/ Met. CClsr. wdw, size Cf25 x MetaL ca&emewf"v {1[e en«wrerated I 
I 

I roro mmr, -to 65ff.7IO, giving adequate partioular5. 
I hot &p.~a d. w. bronze fittgs. I 
I 
I 

! 2/ I 
0·90 o mm csg ( OQ) to 1?6 952 & f?J/a1.i~ 16 meaaured in m2 
0·'2.0 glazg. ~tOOt. coBts.UJ. met. wHh ~ropriate pane size. 

piJJi& l.fl (X1f1es O·I0-0·50m? classifi ·on. 

9.6. 
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PUN PHOU 6E (Corttd.) 

2/ 0·90 Orlto. ivl p!Wies 0·50- I m~ 

0·15 

2/ 0·~0 Prep., CD wL pwmbate primer PaitiW!g cf md'ctL cctoom~ ~ 

0·20 & ® an met. wdwo. if1 mld. meaeured in m2 witft fhe 
pooes 1nt. appropriate pane size 

& 
daoofffcaiion and d.isti rrguishing 
IJetum1 mfemaL at~d exfemiL 

Dilk. Ext. work:. 

2/ 0·90 Dillo. ivJ Ia. pa ne6 1nt. 
0·15 & 

!Jato . Ex/:. 
900 900 Lewg!fl af roges of opewng 
200 150 CIJ6etmf'rl5 tv 00 painted t6 built 2( 1·100 2/1·.600 

2·200 3·300 1.1p W1 warJte. 

2/ 2.·20 D il1D. on edges of opg. 
The paii"TfWg ton edg€5 of 

met. casts. 
opevUng vgVr.ts lb measured as 

2/ 0·30 
a se.paral:e Linear item. 
An e-wmemied ilem would 
suffice for f.h£>oe latxJura and 

Sum Allow for fxg. &-beddg. swd. ov.trdry items, as Uxie genera~ 
dr. fr. & 2 met. casfo. rule, A?J. 

O~iiJst. af Wl· Ne:xt proce«i tv a4JU17t the 
950 o~ings for hdoor and 

odd bea~gs.1f10o 1.00 200 windows. 
l·llj() 1·125 

0·95 Ddt. one bk. waU Deduct-ion of brickwork for the 
2·\0 builk fair face on b.5. (dr. lJI'edS occupied by 1tJe door, 

2/ 0·93 
wivrdows and /irtels over 1;VIem. 

l·OI (wdws. 

l·\5 (UmeL 
0·\5 todr. 

2/ l· \3 (!irieisfo 
0·\5 

wdws. 

9.1 
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PUN PH nu o E (Cnvrbi.) 

2/ 

2{ 2·10 

~~2h !I 
1·01 

2( ~ 

Precaat r.c. UnteL 
150x 215 x 1100 rnm ~-· 
(1:2 :4j1omm agg.) w. 2 nr. 
12 mm diam.m.s. bars, bedded 
U1 c.rn. (I: 3). 

Daio. IOOX 2!5 X 1125 mm 
~-do. 

FilAr retn. h.b. wide. [dr. 

(wdws. 

Ext-. wdw. sill of '2 cos. of 
CllVlc. rrg. ttles1 110 tMWl wide. 

& 

.Int. uxiw. siU of quarry 
tifes, 100 mm wide. 

9.6 
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Precast concrete urrfela are 
e\<1«merated sfrttirrg file 
dim~sions awd details of 

reivtforcernevt. 

Art abbreviated description can 
be, used far ttre window unta~ 
wruch are sitt~i!ar to the~ over 
lire door apart from~ IR!Agtn. 

Fair face i6 measured to door 
and window reveals. 
1he windows nave revealfl 
fil't1ohtd fair face both r.VIternalkj 
and OO"emafiy, rmd hlt!ce fhe 
add.itiona~ timeatng faclfJraf 2. 

The s111e are meaeurro by 
~oo~ and flrcfude cuiting CU1d 
fllhltg errdG. 



9 Measurement of Piles 

Piles (Class P) 

Some piling activities are very appropriately covered by method-related 
charges. For example, the transport of piling plant and equipment to the 
site and the erection of stagings can be covered by fixed charges and the 
operation of piling plant by time-related charges. 

The rules in Class P aim to obtain a set of prices for each piling 
operation, which will lead to equitable payment in the event of 
variations. The bill items relate to groups of piles which are piles of the 
same type, material and cross-section in a single location. On a small 
contract all the piles might be regarded as in a single group. 

Two or three separate billed items are generated for each group of 
piles by the classifications in the third division, depending on the type of 
pile. They embrace the following elements: 

(1) number of piles in a group to cover the plant and labour costs 
involved in moving the rig from one pile position to the next, setting 
up at each position and preparing to drive or bore; 

(2) length of piles in the group, covering the material cost of the piles; 
the concreted lengths of cast in place piles shall be measured from 
the cut-off levels to the toe levels expressly required (rule M3); 

(3) total depth bored or driven; raked piles shall be identified in the 
item descriptions and their inclination ratios stated (rule A2). 

The pile materials and section characteristics shall be given in item 
descriptions; section characteristics being the diameter for cast in place 
concrete piles, the cross-sectional area for preformed concrete or timber 
piles, and the mass per metre and cross-sectional dimensions for isolated 
steel piles. 

With interlocking steel piles, the number of piles is not stated. Both 
the driving and materials items are measured by area, found by 
multiplying the mean undeveloped horizontal lengths of pile walls by the 
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158 Civil Engineering Quantities 

depths (rule M7). The additional cost of corner, junction, closure and 
taper piles is covered in linear items (rule D7). 

Rule M1 establishes the 'Commencing Surface' from which piles are 
driven or bored, as the surface adopted in the Bill of Quantities at 
which boring or driving is expected to begin. The measurement of 
cutting off surplus lengths or adding extensions is covered in Class Q. 

Piling Ancillaries (Class Q) 

Work incidental to piling operations, other than backfilling empty bores 
for cast in place concrete piles, is only measurable when expressly 
required (rule M1). Hence work undertaken by the Contractor at his 
own choosing will not be reimbursed unless it is covered in rates for 
items outside Class Q. Items for piling ancillaries are also deemed to 
include disposal of surplus materials unless otherwise stated (rule C1). 

Work ancillary to piling is classified by pile type and size in a similar 
manner to Class P, for identification purposes, but ranges are used 
instead of actual cross-sectional dimensions. Cast in place piles may be 
concreted through a tremie pipe where water stands in the shaft. 

Where the base of a cast in place pile is to be enlarged, the diameter 
shall be stated (rule A1), although the price will only cover the cost of 
the extra material around the shaft previously measured under Class P. 

Pile extensions are measured in two items: 

(1) number of pile extensions, to cover the cost of preparing piles to 
receive extensions and of making joints 

(2) length of pile extensions to cover the cost of material in them, 
subdivided between those which do not exceed 3 m and those 
exceeding 3m. 

The driving of extended piles is covered by Class P. Preparing heads 
of piles to receive permanent work is enumerated, while cutting off 
surplus lengths is taken as a linear item. 

Removing obstructions ( Q7) is priced on an hourly basis for breaking 
out rock or artificial hard material above the founding stratum of bored 
piles (rule Mll). It is measured only when expressly required, when the 
Engineer can maintain control and keep records. Extraction of piles is 
classed as non-standard work, since it is not listed in Class Q. 

Worked Examples 

Worked examples follow covering the measurement of concrete and 
timber piles and steel sheet piling. 



CON CR£:1 E. 1\N[ 

l\Oe, WI Lwglf 

Prefor 
con en 
dause 
3. Oro 
'31f1 )( 

1+-ld.inc 
surf. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
olj 2. -

I 
I 

I 
?Jt/ I 

211 6·66 

olf2j 0·00 

' 

?Jlj 
2 -

itMe,ER. PILE& TO GUA" HAMPLE)( 
of qyay lllken) 

PI LE5 

med vii~ as apau sUDfJorf. 
l:e arade C2B as ~eciftcation 
2a ·2; reim'orce.meti as defui~ 

wina J6/o cea 0·1- 0 ·1!7 m~ 
~1f1 mm driw~ on rake at an 
fHon of 75° WI vctil17 w. Comma. 
HWOST. 

3·600) lOS·OD 
?JO+I --

e~oBed teVI. 9·150 

a aforstr! enQ&Clli'U1 . 
to J61e.cap &d 

600 s b.. 
\0-~50 

Nr. of piles, lui. ID·o5m. 
PM-I 
6·~00 
'1·200 

2 )11·150 
8·815 

Deptfl drivel'!. Po..f.2 

PiUrrg AmiUaries 

Cuktg. off surp!Ms Lms; 
316 x o?B mm. 

Go14-

Prepg. heads ; 31b x B15 mm. 
Q364 

' 10·1 
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Adopt" a IDgicol sequwre riJ 
/toting of( surlt as rot1creie 

fhe 
pilES 
mber and r.aps, cot1Crete drl.if19, ti 

pilea arrd ~ to ire emlxJ nbttem-. 
deVLf 
have, 

Aooumirrg tms i6 t;t~ ~dqlen 
~· of ~uay, a1Jowa11ce uJU< 
to IJe made farhaddifio11aL wrk 
at-!11efarend ofhquay. 
Dividing lhe totaL Lettgtir by 
&pacing of !he piles give61he 11 

of spacings, as distif!ct from 
number of piles (?II pair& of a 
'015mm piles). 
ihe pile ilm1 desaiptiona sh au. 

), rilrlude-tvle mal:ertala (rule AI 
rk1c!i11afion ratioo af affff raki 
(rule A2), structure tv be~ 

ng piles 
upportid 

rultA3). 
9 

and lhe Commerrcing Surfoce[ 
Preformed concrete pile pri~ 

1 ifrcl.ude rei~forcement, cha 
1 cor11ers, tapered toea, moulds, 

ea 
sh;es 
ptfon I and rela;tid items. The drecri 

j ill eludes ire cross- Gediona~ 
d.imettsions or diametew of pf lee 

1000-

tatl(Jm 
(rule. A6 ), fE9Cirdlees of lire c 
seciton£tl. area awJ. diameter 
give¥! WI lhe m:ond divfBfon. 
The co~ af provision, use and 
removaL of a driving ri9 wW 
probab~ oo wvered by m~ 
related c.ha~. 

od-

fuUow wii¥1 any piUng at1ci 
!iJlflig exam~e a JiVJear it 

Uaries; 
em for 

rrd 
,xrrirrg 

culti 119 off surplus tengttts a 
ttVI etttuwremted item fur p~ 
head8. 

piles 
ihe pile ilm1 desaiptiona sh au. 

), rilrlude-tvle mal:ertala (rule AI 
rk1c!i11afion ratioo af affff raki ng piles 



DRAWING NO. 12 

200 mm concrete (1: 2: 4) 
decking reinforced with 
Iabrie reinlorcomont -------, 

L.W.L. 

0 
0 ... 

300 x 300 mm 
grccnheart fonder 
P.i!eLaL 1.:._!00_ 
centres 

reinforced 

x 450mm 

300 1 300 mm reinforced 
concrete piles at 3·600 
centres 

6. 000 

SAN 0 Y 

GRAVEL 

S E C T ON THROUGH 

CONCRETE AND TIMBER 

SCALE 100 
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0 
0 
0 

"' 

0 
0 
0 

0 

"' 

I 

~ft~-: 0[ 
: ~~~ I~ 
I ~L.! I
L--:~_-J 

+ 9p0 t 
I 
I 
I 
I 

3•600 

DRAWING NO. 13 

i r ;r,-1 
1 ;1 I rei nto reed concrete 
1 I r.r-37!1 x37Smm 

1 1 1 poles 

L4~J 

+-reinforced concrete 
decking 

I i 
~ .-------300 1 300mm t 90 ~ i. reinforced concrete 

-ft-1 +1-;..:1~r---+J4iiH-$------+~-Ti~~:J-l+-: -"Fr- :~~·. 300mm al .. per 
_..__rwiT...L-+--ro-r-----'-r::t-~===- 300 • 300 mm tender 

pile 

PLAN OF QUAY SCALE 1 : 100 

nuisling steel 
sh .. t piling 

bonk 

new steel 
sh .. t piling 

H.W.O.S.T. 

-lt------1~ steel sheet piling 

L.W.L. 

7 • 500 long 

SCALES 

PLAN 1:500 
SECTION 1:100 

SECT ION 

S T EEL SHEET PI L I N G 
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CONrl2.t:TE. ~ND 

Prefor 
ClJtV 
c!at.~~ 
4 Drc 
000~ 

?JI/ \ 

olj 
5·10 

?Jij O·oO -

I 
31;1 I 

I -
I 
I 
I 
I 

ol/ 1·20 

0·90 
0·40 

?Jt/ 0·90 

0·60 
0·46 -

TIMBEI2. PILES TO _QUAY 

~ed piles, as quau suwort 
~ arade. c 25 as Specific.aiion 

2Su·2; reitJforcemewf a& detaiL 
wivra JB/?J csa o-os- o-1mQ 
000 mm w. Comma. Surf. Hwo~r. 

8·500 
&00 

9100 --

Nr. of pilool ~- 9·1 m. 
P331 

DfpfJ1 drNen. P~o2 

Pag. ArrrAUarie& 

cuttg. off surplus tws; 
ooo x ooo mm. G?J1o 

Prepg. heads j ~oo~ 30Dmm. 
Q38?J 

IN 5\TU CONC12.f:TE 

Pile caos 
• 

Provsn. of C.OtlCi ord. 
prescribro mix 1 grade c 15, 
ct. to 5& 12, 20mm agg. 
to 85 aa2. 

H3Q 

& 

P~acg. of cork:. r~nfd. pile 
capa ; ISUcknee5: 000-500mm. 

F5~ 

' 10.2 
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I 

(Covrlrl.) 

start w· N¥1 a suitable nrodlitg 
aoo,.,~ d1L ltre particulars 

claBs P, Wlclud ing ilte 
ectiot1aL area tr1K9f- and 
-s£cliorlal dinwrsions. 

evrcornp 
u~ iN! 

cross-s 
the crooo 

The 30 o x ~oo mm piJ.es faU. 
difftre¥rf CID&S -S«tiorrai 
ge. iirarr lhe '015 x ~1' mm 
e rvsper:iive erose 

lk!toa 
am1 ran 
pi~s (i"l 
sectiorr aL areas being 0·14-1 and 
0·09 m2 ~. 

FoUow 
as wilt! 

witn piling at~ciUarie 
-the ?Jl5 x ~1fJ mm pile&. 

Provieio n ood pklcing of 
are separated: coVIcrete 

PUt caps 
same &ee 

are iklcluded ·lVI tire 
ond division 

c!a88ifi cation as ba009 and 
tund sl 

erne 
a001 and ihe appropriate 

oo mttge muat- be iklcU!d«J 
em descriplion. ivlh~ 



ICON RETE. PtND TIMBER Pll ECO Tn QU lY (Comd.) 

1·20 

0·90 

0-90 

0·60 

31/ 4-20 

0·45 

otj o-oo 

31/4/ 

31/4/ 

31f4j 

31/4/ 

0·46 

1·12 

O·'il2 

O·S2 

0·52 

10€!·00 

6·00 
0·20 

CiJVl(l. anciUaries 
fwk. fair fin i pile. cap& 

Hor. widt.fl : 0·4 -1·22 m. 

(soffs. 
6214 

1·200 900 
900 600 

2 /2·100 2/t-'000 
4-'2.00 \HOO 

Vert. widitl: 0·4-1·22m. 

QfinforcemeVJt 

(sides 
6244 

W/5 bo.rs to B& 4449 
less 1·'2.00 900 600 
CIJVer 2/40 eo eo eo 

1·12.0 a20 5'W 

Dram. 2S mm. 

6511 

f2.c. decking. 

Provsn. af coVJc; pre.scriba:i 
mix grade c 151 ct. to 
6912, 20 mm ayg. to 17& 8~. 

Fl33 

& 

PLacg. of CDYJC1 rernfd. suGp. 
slob; -l¥!ickneoo: 150- ooo mm. 

10.3 
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F532 

Wrought formwork. Y!as beevt 
meaeurro to -the pile caps as 
~ wiU be ~posro. 
No adju6hnent hll9 bei!YI made 
for Y!rods of piles or ire affting 
on formwort around lhem. 
Note build up of Lwgll1 of 
enclosing formwort in waste. 
The side forms are measured iv1 
m2 as1ifey exceed '100 mm wide. 

4nr. 25 mm re.ivrforcing bar8 rove 
been token WT ear11 direction to 
each pUe cop. Qeivrforoing bam 
are Glaooifled in fhe diamfiers 
U6ffd in lYre. ftrird diViGion cmd 
meaaured W7 fovmeo. 

fvUow witVl reinforced concrete 
decr.ing1 adophrrq ifle 6ame 
seque~ce as for ffle pile cape. 

The placing itEm diotinguishfE 
betWW'I mas6 lltld reinforced 
concrete OMd the re(evan:t 
thlc~ness ravrye muGt be stafui. 

31/ 

otj 



CON IU:1E ND IM~'I:R PI l~5 10 QUAY 

CoVKi. at1ciUarie& 
fwk. fair fin. 

IOS·OO Hor. 0215 

6·00 --

olf 1·20 Ddt. diJio. 
0·90 -

~ile cape ?Jtj 0.90 

0·60 
621B 

-

2/ IOS·OO Vert. wid-ltl: 0·2 wt. ledgea. 
2/ --

6·00 GU2 

I 1\ N\~ER 

Hwd. cornpoVlevct&, c!1a 
0·04-D·lm12 ; wrou9W:fin. 
& cnfd. p edgeo. 

\08·00 aoo x ooo mm greevtheart, --
te11: 3-s m; s/ee(Jfr. o 14-a 

1·'200 ) 10~·000 
:lQ.±l 

ftttge. &.fastel'tgs. 
gatvd. ¥t~Aid GteeJ,. 

91/ I Bolte; ~m: 50Dmm,diawt. 
ZB mm. 0540 

& 

PI ~s; Box wmm, 
-/hiclmess: 6 mm. 05VO 

PILES Ff.wier eilre 
addJtr~.ftlfJe.ri~ed 6·100 

I 
& removed after ·vitrg~ 

l· aoo 
I·SOO) IOS·OOO 

60+1 
( \0.4 
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I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

(Contd.) 

Ac:; -tkte widll1 off.VIe decbng 
exceeds 1·22 m it is !WIVIecesGDry 

a wililtr of formwork . 
on9 are. made fur lire 

tostafe, 
Oeducti 
area of pile caps a& eac¥1 exa!i'd£~ 

rules M4&D3). 0·5m2{ 

Thd 
decking 

Grn1 work to ~e roges af the 
~ rnrosured as a t.inear 

item. 
Formwo rt. to tewrpowry surfaces, 

cons!ructiovr joi~s, aHht 
on of ihe Contractor, is 
ured separa+Wj (rule M2c). 

suck1 as 
d.iscreti 
not meaa 

It is~ Ci.SBCffJ fu otaie fJ1e 
aJ. grooo aoss- sectio11al.. tWmll'l 

d.irnwei ons} grade. or species af 

at1d ~ impregnation 
rnevrt& or spedaL surface 
If! ihe item doocription 

timber 
require 
fivt.i6h. 
[rule AI of class o). 
&epara 
for fixi 
for bori 
~we cr 

te iteme are not required 
Ylg timber componevtl:s,or 
ng, cuitiYig and jointing 
rJf clas& 0). 

lhe s~ eeper 'sflxed at l·Zm 
cevrtreo. The materials, fijpes 

es of fittinge and 
~gsshaU ~muf~·~ 
miption5(rule Mof 

and siz 
fustew 
"t.romd 
class 0 ). 

Galcu.L ation of liN1Sfh ~d 
I'IIAmber of timb?r piles WI waste 

der piles WI each ~ ·6 m 
of quay) . 

(two fen • 



CON 1--R.EIE AND 
Tfmb 
000)1 

&urf. 

61/ I -

I 

61/ 2·00 --

61/ 0·60 -

I 
61/ _I_ 

I 

61/ I -

I 
I 
I 

I 

-t; 109·00 
5·10 

l·o5 --

IOS·DO 
9·oO 

Tl Ml?ER PILE:& 10 QUJ 

~ f€Nider Dilee csa 0·05-0·Inf, 

000 mm weenrreart l w. Com~. 
1 m above HWOfJT. 

Nr.of piles,l.€t1: 1-~m; gms 
drivg. Vld. & shoe- as detaiL D 
drg. FG.f 11/G. P631 

De(lftt driveVI. P632 

PUg. at1ciUaries 

Cu.tig. off surpws [ens i 
'300 y.. ooo mm. G413 

Preparg. ~eads i oOOy. ooomm. 
G4-9~ 

Bo/16 gmsi WK!: 000mm, 
diam. 2fJ mm. 0540 

& 

Plates gms i soxoomm, 
Utichreoo : 6mm. 0500 

EA12.1HWORK5 

Work to Emlxmtmetlt 
miMI'!@ belOw hwL. 

f~g. to embanbnern-1 

lM'!ported ruck. (c¥raAk fiUg. 
E627 

Pitching, !WI ported rock:; 
'f.Wchress : ooo mm, at L of 
1 D0 to 4fl to hor. f641 

( 

\0.5 
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rv (Co vrbi.) 

The meas uremmt oftiWJber 
piles foUow 
as for p~ 
Dttw'w o 
of sho&fl s 
descri pti.o 

s ttle rome procedure 
eforrn«i wncrete piles. 
f drivirrg head& llt1d 
haJJ be sfuted in item 
ns for-the n.umber of 

piles (ru~ A6 of ci1185P). 

fvUow wi 

The boli& are evwmerot{{} giving 
arlicu1ars as rule M relevant p 

of clas5 0. 
This i5 as ewaing Yl{) great 
variation 1¥1 ffle cross-eecfi011aL 

fiUirrg .In praciice. area of ifle 
"lhe vo!um e wouAd rrormaJ.J.y be 

from a number of cross computed 
sections. 
ThetrttWtg ular cross- &'CiiorraL 

ained frDWI' give ak1d 
drawn acros~ the 

area i6 obti 
take' Unea 
boUVIdarie 5. 

Batfr1Jre lhickness a+1d 111e slcpe 
hing are to be 6tated 

a+1d AI?J of claS& E). 
of 1lle pita 
(rulre AI'2 

The boli& are evwmerot{{} giving 



STE.EL ol- EET 

Inte 
twx 
1150 
abOVl 

I 
2/ T50 

i I 

TSO -

\DS·OO 

1·50 --

\05·00 
T?O --

I 
I 
I 

10 h 

I 
I 
! 

PI L\ N G 
(~ Wt1!l\'1£¥Lt) 

wcka. steel Diles arade -
-" section modUius 

vwr3[m, Comm~. Surf. 900 mm 
HWOSl 

! 

I Le.v1. of Ju wcJn. pileB ; 
I connectn. to xtg. PWI·l 

I 

Levr. of corner piles. 
PS?JI·Z 

I 

I 
90-000 
16·000 

I \05·000 

I 
I 
I DriveVl area. PS'01 I 
I 

I 
I 

Area of pi lee of [en : n.e. 
14 WI j treated W. '2 ere. of 
bitum~ p!liYLt. Pe3o 

Obstructns. 

8reakg. owt rock. 
(1100 

' II. I 
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'EXAMPLE XI 

The Gection refere11ce. or mase 
per metre CW~d sectrovr modu.ltJS 
are required for W/tuwcbrrg 
sted piles (rule AID of cJaoo P). 
The. Commfk'lcinq Surface. 
&lwuld aleo be sfltrro (ru/~ Ml). 

I 
Corner,juvrclion,clo6tAre at1d 
t-aper pries are aasaified as 

I' special pil~s ood meawred. as 

/l

livtear items ( tlde. D7). 
It is necessary to add 6Uff{xe8 

11 to tfle. codes /KI i:hese-cases. 

l
i Tht driVe¥1 area 1.6 measured. 

fjeparatehj from the totr:11 arro 
, of pUing wmputed. WI 
I accordance wiikr rule M 7. 
I 
I 
I 

I 
II 

I 

11/ii s Uf() rli ~ mro ou rrd by 
time to provide an opercrlive 
rate. 



10 Measurement of Timber and 
Associated Work 

Timber (Class 0) 

The rules for measurement of work in this class cover timber 
components, timber decking, and metal fittings and fastenings to the 
timberwork. The timber components are those used in permanent civil 
engineering work such as jetty timbers and fendering. Carpentry and 
joinery work to buildings should not be measured under this class, and a 
more appropriate method of measurement should be used, as illustrated 
in example IX. Barnes3 recommends identification by reference to 
drawings and specification and measurement by number or length. 

The approach to the measurement of timberwork is straightforward 
with decking measured in m2 (void allowance of 0.5 m2) and 
components by length (m). The nominal gross cross-sectional dimensions 
or thicknesses (unplaned), grade or species, impregnation requirements 
or special surface finishes shall be stated in item descriptions (rule Al). 
In addition, the structural use and location of timber components 
exceeding 3m in length are to be stated in item descriptions (rule A2). 

Metal fittings and fastenings are enumerated under the categories 
listed in the second division, and the materials, types and sizes of fittings 
and fastenings shall be stated in item descriptions (rule A4). Separate 
items are not required for fixing timber components and decking, or for 
boring, cutting and jointing (rule Cl). 

Miscellaneous Work (Class X) 

This class is concerned with the measurement of fences, gates and stiles, 
and drainage to structures above ground, such as gutters and downpipes, 
and rock filled gabions. 

Item descriptions for fences and associated work shall give their type, 
and principal dimensions, and also of foundations where appropriate 
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168 Civil Engineering Quantities 

(rules A2 and A3). Fences are measured as linear items and gates and 
stiles are enumerated. The height and width classification ranges are for 
coding purposes only, and actual heights and widths will be given in 
item descriptions. Fences erected to a curve of a radius not exceeding 
100 m or on a surface inclined at an angle exceeding 10° require specific 
mention because of the additional cost (rule Al). Items for fences are 
deemed to include excavation, preparation of surfaces, disposal of 
excavated material, upholding sides of excavation, backfilling, removal 
of existing services, concrete, formwork and reinforcement (rule Cl) 
and also end posts, angle posts, straining posts and gate posts (rule C2). 

Gutters and downpipes are measured as linear items, including 
holderbats and brackets, but fittings such as bends, angles, stopends, 
outlets, swan necks and shoes are enumerated (rule 03 of Class X). 
Item descriptions shall include the type, materials and principal 
dimensions of components (rule A4 of Class X). 

Item descriptions for rock-filled gabions shall include the particulars 
listed in rule AS of Class X. Rock-filled gabions exceeding 300 mm thick 
are classed as boxed gabions and those not exceeding 300 mm thick as 
mattress gabions. 

Worked Example 

A worked example follows covering the measurement of a timber jetty. 



1\M~'E:R J TTY 

Tirnt 
0·05 
aree~ 

abov 

21/ 
2. 

I 

21 h/l o·OO 

21/ 0·60 
I -

I 

21; 1_2 
i 
I 

I I Hare I i 

I 0·04 
I 

I 
! 
! 
I 
I 
I 

lw/2 I 4-~0 

( 92 m !enat.V!) 

PIL'E5 

er ollea stWvorta. idiLI coo 
- O·l m2 · 300'1( ~oo rnm 
hectrt w. Comma. Surf. I· 20m 

r, HW05T. 

4-Goo )n.ooo 
20+1 

odd 1~. for ri~in~ & 9" 000 
remova.t affer vr . _MQ_ 

9-600 

Nr. of piles, len: 9-om, 
gms drivg. hd. & shoe 08 

Ciefui.L C drg. f2.J {5{ I. P6?Jl 

Oepitl driven. P6?12 

PUg. anci Uaries 

Cuttg. off surpl«s teNts.; 
300 X 300 lt!WI. 0.4·13 

Preparg. hrods ; 
?100 Y.. oOO W!Wl. GA.Sa 

TIMB"ER. 

wood comvo11mks w1 
- O·l m2 · wrouaht finiBh. 

fwd em 
4·600 

less piles2{150 wo 
4·~0 

aoo 'f. ooo mrn groorrneart, 
Levi: 3 - 5 rn ; Vlor. fetlder. 

0140 

' 1'2 .I 
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E:XAMPLE XII 

The croes- section 1tfpe am 
cross-section dimensions 
shaLt be 6fzted WI-the it em 
deecripiioYI (rule A6 of c!a85 P). 

Add I to ctUow for a paAr of 
piles af ead1 ~d of 1fteJffty. 

Two separate ocerns are required 
for each group oftimber piles. 
l!) num&er of piles of Btated 

~wgt¥1 
(2) depftl driven. 
The le+tgtl1s of-limber piles 
mctude heads avrd Bhore (rule 
D~ of cla6S P). 
foUow witkl-!Kre work fa ifJe fops 
of piles. 
No 6eparcrle. items are requimf 
for poiwted ends or rit1_9it1q heads. 
Information with regard fO 
wat-er !£vel wiU be itlcl«ded in 
ifre pream~e.. 

Oescripfi0119 of timber cornpovrenre 
shalL stafe gross cross-sediorra~ 
dimwsiof'te, gmde or species,at~y 
tinpregnakion mruiremenl& or 
speeiat surface finiBhe& (rule. 
A I of class 0 )-

The description iflcwdes ~rooo 
(Utlpfarred) dimfktsions, species 
of fimbfr, Lenqttr range and 
fWAction. 

E:XAMPLE 



DRAWING N0.14 TIMBER ~ETTY 
guard rail of 100 x 
IOOmm groenheart 
with posts at 1·8m 
centres and with 
halved and dowelled 
joints 

I 50 x 300mm 305 x 102 mm r.s. 
horizontal rubbing channel 
piec1 (sit wd ) ---jtJ-----------t===ld~ 2no. 305 x 102mm r.s. 

H. W 0. 5.l 

low water level 

300 

dredging lev1l 

CROSS 

225 x 150mm 
brace 

0 
0 

"' .., 

v v 

chann1 ls bolt1 d to 
pill with 3no. 20mm 
bolts 

300 • 300 mm groon
heart pills, 9 m long 

152 x 15 2 x 200mm 
long x 19 mm thick 
w.i cle111. bolted with 
20mm dia. bolts to 
pill 

300 x 300 mm 
horizontal gre.-n
heart fender 

SECTION THROUGH J E T T V 

JOO x 100 mm r. s. 
channels over 

JOO x 300mm 
gr•cnhcart p1lc 

150 x JOO mm 
hari zonta I softwood 
rubbang piece, 
titled between 
verticot rubb i ng 
pieces 

1 11 1 11+1--1--ri-1-175 x 50mm groon-
--==-=--=------+-,~J=i .f= heart decking laid 

I I I I I I with 12mm gaps =--=-=-=------fiff-1-fi ovor 

--=----=--=-==-=,-ttitf I 150 x 75 mm gr,on-

U;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::::l =':::1::1::::::1 ='::::c:~u ~~~ ~m ~~~·,e::. at 

300 x 150 mm rubbing 
plccc (softwood ) 

4. 300 

p L A N 
SCAlE I 1(')0 
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1 1 N ~ c R J E1 i'r Y (ConttO 

6·05 

0/l;.J 
I 

l/2~i I 

2. 

Han wood rowttJonevtie csa 
o-o2-0·04m2 · wrou,ql1k fimeh. 

225 'f.. 1 eoo mwr greet~ heart) 
t&l: s-sm; braces. OIM 

f,e. & fa~11gs. 
aru .m,ild steeL. 

Cleats; 152 '!. 15'2 'f. 19 mm L1 

l.eVI: 200 mm. (fu!ldersfpiles 
0590·\ 

feftder ~oo 
c.leate ae 

clear~tlce 40 
315 

fu/ke i Let1: ~o mm J ( fe11ders 
dAam: 20 mm. 0540 ·I 

fults ab. (piles 
0540·\ 

P!afte: so 'f.. 50 mwr, -tft·ickrressl 
6rnwr. OS50 · 1 pile Boo II 

bmce lf70 
clearanm.40 

490 
~It&: LeVJ:voomm;dio.m: 
20mm. 0~·2 

& (bracee{ptles 

Pkltea; 50'!:SOmm, thickness 
6mm. 0550·1 

5oftwPaf w»mone~· csa 0·04--0·I m2 

wrou.a Irk fitlieh oreBsure crecsuted. 

150xooo mm ten: 3-5m; 
hor. rubbg.piece w.rrld.( ~p nor 
edge. 024-3 ·I \ruotg pes 

&pULes grna, let~: 225 114W1. 
0~0-1 

1'2 .2 
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The cross- sectionah area of 
each brace is 0·004 m2and he.t1ce 
if faJA& i.t1 the 0 ·0'2- 0 ·04 WI~ 

ranee. The spla~ed f.¥1d6 are 
rirc:Wdro il'l-the timber raies 
(rule c I af class o). 
aea:ts would come w!UJin the 
fiftiMge cmd fu~en i nge . 
classifiC!tion but me (6 no 
specific mention of -lflem ·i¥1-tm 
uecond cl ivi6fon ; henre /.he ure 
CJf ill~ digi19. 
Mc:ultria1s, types a_nd sizes of 
fiW+fgs IJHd fuste~-tmga shaJJ be 
staied W1 iiewr deeaif1Hons 
(ru.Ae M of class o). 
PU1tes are measured Geparatellj 
from -!he bolto aa prescribed. in 
the oeco11d clivisiQYI. 
21 palm of braces wiih 4 wfi& 
to ~a ch bruce. 

The cross- seclrona~ a red ·~ 
o · OA.s rn2and it i¥lu:; corne6 

Wi-U'UYI Hfe IDt!ffB 0·04- -0·1 111~ 
The lowiion of1¥le component 
and ~ UllxJura should be, 
IK!cwdffl iv1 -ffle iiem description. 

Additiovral locatio[lfa(, vwtea 
are. aften lvtsertro t¥1 wa6te to 
aid raewtificaiion. 

Horiwnta~ rubbing piece Vo 
spi~eri to head5 of pilfe ( 2 
&p!!Ps at e11d1 end of each 
piece.). 

0/l;.J 

l/2~i 

l/2~i 

l/2~i 

5oftwPaf 



TIM Bt-12. 

20/2/ 4·~0 

20/2/2/ 
2. 

21/2/ 4·50 -

21/2/ a 

21 /2( 4·00 

'o.YzA of I -

4/ o/1.·00 

J E T11Y ( Cimtd.) 

JfJO x aoo mrn, Le,n: ~l.owukor. 
o-5 wr j her. rtAbb~. rutfxJpieo 
piece. 02~·2 

&pikes, grn5, Le~: 225 mm. 
Offl.O ·I 

oooy. 100 rnm, !m: 3-5m; 

vert. rubbg. piece.. 024~·3 

6pi!Ps1 grne,len: m mm. 
052.0·1 

5T~UCTUt2AL METALW012K 

5/:ffl. grade. 40A 

frxbrication of members fur 
frornes, beams, sf. on pLan i 
rN!avmeL 305 x 102 mm X46·14~ 

&. (dec~ br~. 
M'O I 

fuc..tiOI'l of members for fr&, 
perwr. erecin, diJio. M6'20 

Len. 
~lie ~oo 

2. m« nels '1.0 eararrce 40 
3bO 

Srle bolts: black; Lev!: 
BOO rnm, diam: Wmm. 

M6?12.·1 

fabricam. of members for 
frames, beams, *.on plan; 
dravmet ~oo Y. 102 wrm X 
.46· !41lg. M~21 

& 

Erection of membefe for fro. 
perm. erectn, difio. ME/2.0 

I l'l 0 
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I 

I 

pi 
1he tower 1-wrlroYJta~ rubbing 

(ICes rUtt betwe~ tile verhcaL 
ubbing pieceB ( 20 Lwgtl19 on 

eacn side.). 
r 

5 pil!es are eV~uf1'l€f!Jta1,6lrttirrg 
ifre rnaieri aA. and size.(ruJe, M 
0 f dass 0). 
There are Ql pairs of pilee an~ 
wrticol rufbng piece~. 
The vertical rubbing piecee are 
&piked to-111e pi/ea. AlhrnativeJy, 
a11. Hie sptkea could be taltevr 
togew Wilder a n~ading of 
filbtffS and fr18tevu vr~. 
The s1W. membw are taken as 
Uttear ifeme, etatrrq .JJre wei9~ ill 
l<g/m. ThPfJ are BuimJumt!q 
weigkttd up and enteied i¥1 IJ1e, 
6iil i¥1 tol'lffe9 as fa«icafion and 
erection item&. DriUivrg holw are 
not ~umerated a5 ih~ are 
WrCWd PO tVr /he 6feeJ U/Ork ftmo. 

flotls ifrougn web6 on 2 channels 
and head Of pile. 
1M1s for Bite IJolt6 are deemed to 
nWde supp~ attd deliver~ ID 
Gilt(rule ~Uf cl085 M). 
C+lann£1e rrAwrirrg lire fWJ. feA!Jfh 
of f¥1e jtiilj. 
Proceed t¥r a lcgica.L Geq()(j1£B. 

witl11he fabrication awl eredton 
of -fhe structural. mfllalworll, 
~aivrg -the descriptions prwilxd 
til dr186 M. 



1\N BER JET 

'A-h; 
I -

Har 

I 

0 ·CY. 

I 

206/1430 
I 
i 
I 

I 
I I 
I 

206/A-f, I 
1-

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

206j4-fl 2 
1-

I 
I 
I 

' 

y (Contd.) 
~eYI. 

2cha~eL ff!H1ges 30 
earattc .AQ_ 

10 

S!le. bolts : black; Levi. 
10 mm, diam: '2.0 111tt~. 

M6~'2·2 

TIN\BER. 

wood comoone.vlte csa O· o 1-
m2 unwrouaht finish. 

~ 
400) 9'L·OOO 

WE>+ I 

150 '1.15mm gree.nneart, lm: 
0 - s m; deckg. brre. o t'2e> 

FiHge. & ram~&. 
ijalvd. mild ste~ 

Cleats ; 76-2 nv.z ~ 9·4 mm 
1 L 1 Levr: 100 mm. Ofi9D ·2. 

bearer ?5 
angle 10 

clea rmce 40 
125 

Bolts;~: 12vmm, 
diam: 12mm. 0540·3 

wid-tft of deck 4-·300 
-totaL wid-IKl ofgaps 
=- 1/lfJ X 4·MD == 2S1 
(ailowooce. for 1'2·5mm 
gap betwem no rnm dec~ing 
mtmbem if> t: If> gap) 

4·oOO 
less gaps 281 

4·010 

12.4 
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One bolt tak!'kl at eocn 
coovrechon. 

cleat~ ~ bearer 

fiUetw~ bolt 

chat111eL 

Bearers are fixed to chan11els 
wifkl steeL awgle cleat& weldtd 
to channels and bolta:l to 
bearers. 

rour wnmchooe to each bearer. 
Welding of deats will mo5t 
prooob~ be ccxrried oui at -/he 
fabricator:S worl::s. 
Build up of levr~ of bol£ i¥1 
w11ate,. 
Two bolt5 to eacVI covmect-ion. 
1hird differeM.t size of bolt am 
heMce addrtion of 6Uffix 3 to 
code referwce. 

1l1e effective widitl of hardworo 
decl:W!g is oblnined by deductinq 
-/lw gaps between file dec~ing 
rne-mbero. 



1\N EH: R. J 'E ... 

Hard 
50 rn~ 

92.·00 
4·01 

Hardt 
wrou 

2/3/ 
92.·00 

/3f52{1 
-
0·10 -

2/,, 
t·~o 

I 

• 

I 

5'2hfi _I 

I 
I 

I 
5'2/2; I 

I 

02/2,1 
I -

T Y ( Corrtd.) 

luood dedcina; l.h(dmess : I The d esui pli 011 in rlndf'Jl IJJe 
h: wrouavoc fiV!ish. 1 timber specieB llVld surface f,.nish. 

I 

I 
I 
I 

' 

Gremheart 11smm widtKifJ 
septd. by 12·Smm gtlps 
(mesd. net). oozo 

The aduaJ, Thid~ness has bee¥! 
giVe¥! W!Gfead of -ute ranee aB 

1 01'!~ one tfficb'less/6 Wlvotved. 
The e~PB need mmtloning aeifry 
will U1crea~ file fixing cost5. 

ood comoovrevvt&;cw n.e.O·O!m 

Vit Nrnah. 
&uardriU~ 

2; There are -lflree mile on each side 
r:f INie quay. The number af paste 
i6 wlculaied iV1 waefu. 

I·SDO) 92·000 
!51+1 

100~ IOOmm gree¥~heart, 

IRM: o- fJ m; guardraiLs(laps 

01\B 

1001. 100 mrn green heart, 
Lekl: ne, I·Bmj posts to 
guardrw~. 0111 

Fitti1~f' & fumL-Jings 
galv . mild sreel. 

Clwie; 76 '!-16 '1.9 rnm 
L, l.evr 1fJ mm. DV90·Q 

Je~t I~ 
rotte-.AQ 

!50 
t3olts j LeY!: ISO mm, (.to p(}Sis 
diam : 1'2 mm. 0540·4 

b!'llrer 150 
a~ 10 

c.lea e 40 
200 

!3D Us i ~e¥1: 200 rnm, [to brrs. 
diam: 12mm. 0640·5 

l'2.fJ 
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1 The guardrail i6 bro~Wl down Wlto 
1

1 

comp:mfMt parfu and meaeu m1. 
ae Uwror items. The timber mf£9 

1 
are deemPd to Wlclnde farmmg 

li jointe(rule Cl ofcl.ase 0). 
I 
II 16 Y.16 

bracket poet to 
gVllrdraiL 

II beare_r_--dd 

I cnavmet --411x•r- haltom rai~ 
I 
I 
I 

! 

Dout.Jie fixing of guardrail at 
I· eo m cmtfe&. 
L I) bo!tom nuL bolted to chamreL 
(2) poet- boltEd. to bractet which 

is boltf'd tv lf:IOX76mm 
brorera. 

The dimension~ af ille angle
c;,leats have tww bWJ changed.. 
The, person measuring the work 
showd always be orr1fre. loo~
old for discrepancies ofihi& 
kind. 



1\ M BE R ,I £11\ (ContcU 

I 
I 

I 

A./I 92-00 

I l· 02. 

I 
2l /2ji 4·50 

1·02. 

bo'ltom rrul 100 
chc.m ne.J web 10 

clearance. 40 
\'00 

l?o!ke; tev~: !vomm,~blf ., Asi~lar5i1eofbolttotfult . o ro~ 
diawt: 12 mm. toch!.IWl. rneawrt'd eariiN'avrd so it 

1========:::0~040~-4~- c.arri'ea -IJ1e oorne rode referer~re. 

PA1Ni\NG 

?>05 
'2/10'2. /204 

2. 509 
1·01'0 

Prep. & f) bil. paiwt, met. 
sectvls. 

1'2. 6 
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1f1e meaBuremewk of paiW:ing 
of &teeLwor~ foUows. 
lt i6 assumed that ifle Gt-eelwork 
i6 to be priAvrted bH the main 
covtraotor after erection by him, 
and ~~ ·lla~refore rneasurro it1 
accordance witltl Class V. 
Gir-U1 of channel ::. twice 0ei~ht 
+4-times width. 
l~m deacriph'ona state tfle 
materials used attd either Ute 
vtumber of coaio orh fiLm 
it1ich1ess [rule A I of dare V). 
The paivlli ng of mltal seclions 
i6 deemed to Wlclude painting 

t.Vle 6Urfuces of contteding plaiEs, 
braclet&, rivel-5, boliB, nur6li+'l~ 
&imi lar pnfjections (rule C2 of 
class V). HfN!ce separoie 
pa.i vrti 119 items are not required 
fur deaf-5. 

£11\ 

£11\ 
£11\ 



11 Measurement of Metalwork 

Structural Metalwork (Class M) 

A considerable proportion of the cost of steelwork is in fabrication 
where activities such as welding on fillets and cutting holes are entailed. 
Hence detailed drawings of connections and fittings are necessary at the 
tendering stage and this is assumed in the rules for measurement. 

Barnes3 has shown just how much detail fabricators require for 
tendering purposes, since although steel is purchased by the tonne, the 
price will vary according to the section, size, length, quantity, quality, 
finish, and the requirements for testing and inspection. The rate per 
tonne for plates will also be influenced by their length, width and 
thickness. 

Shop and site bolts are expensive and their number requires accurate 
assessment. Drawing office costs vary with the number of separate 
pieces of steel, their complexity and the number of drawings required. 
Fabrication costs are influenced by a whole range of production 
processes. 

Erection costs are affected by many matters, including the number, 
size and weight or mass of pieces of steel and their location and the 
form of connections, in addition to site conditions and facilities. 

The drawings from which the quantities are taken should be inserted 
at the heads of sheets and the quantities listed under the division and 
description headings in Class M. A brief description should be given of 
each class of member, including the identification marks on the drawing 
and grade of metal. Particulars of each component should include the 
number required, length, type of section, size of section and unit mass 
or thickness, to compute the mass of individual components and fittings 
and finally the total mass of the items. Surface areas are required for 
the surface treatments listed in M8. 1-7. 

Fittings such as caps, bases, gussets, end plates, cleats, brackets, 
stiffeners, distance pieces, separators and packings are listed and 
weighted with the main member or unit to which they are attached. The 
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Measurement of Metalwork 177 

second division classifications of trusses, purlins and cladding rails would 
normally only be applied to engineering structures such as conveyor 
gantries, and, where they form part of a building, the building method 
of measurement may be considered more appropriate. 

The CESMM distinguishes between fabrication and erection, with 
subdivision of fabrication items into a number of broad categories, such 
as columns, beams, trestles, towers, bracings and grillages. In both 
categories of work there are three broad divisions: members for bridges, 
members for frames, and other members (usually isolated ones). Item 
descriptions for fabrication shall identify tapered and castellated 
members, (rule A2). 

The mass of members, other than plates or flats, is calculated from 
their overall lengths, with no deductions for splay cut or mitred ends 
(rule M2). No allowance is made for rolling margin, or the mass of weld 
fillets, bolts, nuts, washers and rivets (rule M4), or voids less than 0.1 
m2 (rule M5), and all fillets and connections are included in the 
metalwork rates. 

Trestles, towers, built-up columns, trusses and built-up girders can be 
made from sections and/or plates and may be of compounded sections, 
lattice girders, plate girders or box type construction. Details of the 
members shall be given in accordance with rule A4. Light crane rails are 
generally included with the main beams or girders to which they are 
attached, while rails for heavier cranes (over 20 t capacity) are best kept 
separate together with their ancillary fittings, such as fixing clips and 
resilient pads. Anchorages and holding down bolt assemblies are 
suitably described and enumerated (rule M7). 

Off-site surface treatment of metalwork is measured in m2 under the 
classifications listed in the second division. Where blast cleaning is 
specified, the standard of finish should be stated, for example second 
quality to BS 4232. Painting systems shall also be clearly defined. 
Surface treatments carried out on site after the erection of structural 
metalwork are measured in accordance with the rules in Class V 
(Painting) (rule M8). 

Testing will be covered under General Items and the supply, delivery, 
unloading, operation and dismantling of cranes and plant can be covered 
by erection rates or be included in method-related charges. 

Miscellaneous Metalwork (Class N) 

This class covers metal components not specifically included elsewhere 
in the CESMM. Separate items are not given for erection and fixing or 
for the provision of fixings (rule Cl). Item descriptions shall include the 
specification and thickness of metal, surface treatments and the principal 
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dimensions of miscellaneous metalwork assemblies (rule Al). 
Alternatively, as described by Barnes3 a more effective approach is 
often to identify the work by reference to material, construction and 
assembly details given in drawings and specification. This latter 
approach is particularly well suited to stairways and walkways, to avoid 
lengthy bill descriptions. 

There is a variety of units of measurement ranging from stairways and 
walkways in t; handrails, bridge parapets, ladders, walings and frames 
(measured on external perimeters) in m; cladding, flooring, panelling 
and duct covers in m2; and tie rods, bridge bearings and tanks by nr. 
The schedule of items listed in this class is not comprehensive and item 
codes N3-8 are available for the inclusion of non-standard components. 
Most of these are likely to be measured in tonnes identified by drawing 
references. No deductions are made for voids not exceeding 0.5 m2 (rule 
M3). Sophisticated cladding will normally be measured in accordance 
with the building method. 

Worked Example 

A worked example follows covering the measurement of a steel-framed 
gantry. 



S1E EL-F DAM D GANTRY EXAMPLE XIII 

(oo m Lw~) The CEGMM aubdivides h 

fabri cal: ion crf meml:ero rnroeuremmt of e!ructuml 

for frames metaLwork ik1 frames Urto 
fabrication at1d permanerc:t 

Col.umrr;, slrrugli on plan 
erection. The fabrication in &Us 
example if, subdivided ·wrto 

0·000 )30 ·000 colu mrrs and mams and h. 
10+1 co11rreorions are 1009.11tr1t up wffh 11/2; 

4·60 203 x 203 mm x 216 k1j ifle appropriate membero j adopting 
u.c. M?ll a [ogrcal Qequenre ·!i11hetabtg-

off. 
AU members are tak2¥1 aff in 

ll/2h metrea to be subseqvem!JJ 
'I 0·2.0 !52 X 102 X 13 fY1»1 X reduced totonres, priorto biUing. 

2?J·99 kg L. ( :Wzn. COt1t'l6- At ivp of column (2 ~rockets to 
M31\ each column). 

31S 4'00 Note mefuod of bwlding up 
1@£ at18re. , 02 203 dimerreione of irregular area of 

213 2)&53 plate rir 'waste~ 

111/2h;l 
321 

0·45 1'2 mm plake. M'OI\ The mass of m·ud steeL Vi> 
I 

0·10 baeed on 185 (g I m2 per 100 mrn 

11/2; thickness (?-ootfm3)(rule M6). 

2/ 0·33 (stan . bases 
0·27 

I 
11)2/2~ 

0·4-5 102 X 102 X 13 mm X AU a.Jies and plates iV1 
16·,( kg L. (etcm roses co nne Ions to cof.umns w!.U be 

Moll weighted up UJif¥1 +he cdumn&. 

11/2; 0·41j 16 mm plate. ~ta.w. base 
0-45 

plates 
M?Jll 

11/2; 
2/ 0·00 76X 76 X 9 ltli'Yl X A n9 res al: IDwer e~de of hofdi ng 

10·51 llg L. (sfnn.basa3 down bolts set ik1 concrete. 
Moll 

to. I 
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STEEL- FRAMED GANTRY 

0 
0 
0 ... 

4 300 

-r=r 1 860 l 
~ ...L ...L +- -

T 

Ls4 x 146 mm x 43 kg U beams 

I 

I 
T 

2S4 X 89 mm X 3S· 7 kg 1: 

10 mm chequer plating 

I 406 x 178 mm x 74 kg universal beam 

I 
0 I 0 

"' i ... 
! 3·6SO i 

If 1--203 x 203 mm x 86 kg universal IJ 
columns a1 3m centres ITI 

_,_ ,..1 1._ ... LL .... 

S E C T I 0 N 

4SO X 4SO x 16 mm 
---., base pta It ,..... - - --, 

L- ~;~~::.1t~.~~ -,1 ~~~::::,1 ~=jiJb~ 
11 I I cotumy!1 l.l !I 

I 1 ·~I ill Ill 
:+l I : l 2S4 x lai9: mm x 3S·1 t channel 

II Ill II 'f 11 lty--2S4 x ltk~ mm x 431 $ 
I I ,. I u. be a nil I I 

II I I I I I I 
l1 1·1 1·,1 111 
II Ill I I 1.1 
II I I I I Ill 
tl ,, .• 10 mm :~h!lquer plali·~ 1 

,, I I I 'I' 
lj 1,.1 111 I I I 
II I I I·' 1.1 I 

rl-1---,1,·1 Ill Ill I r-__Jn 

11~111 '·' '.1 ~~~~:1 
~~ ~ i~-=-~~~·~~~=~-~e~:-=-~1-=-~1®l 
L--~ L--~ 

PLAN OF ONE BAY 

SCALE 1:50 
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STEEL- FRAMED GANTRY 
DRAWING NO. 16 

102 x 102 x g mm l 
ISO mm long 

2S4 X 146 X 43 kg 
univQ'rsol beam 

102 x 102 x 9 mm L 
14 6 mm long - ----t._____J 

L 

406 x 178 mm x 74 kg universal moin boam 

DETAIL AT HEAD OF COLUMN 

0' • 

0 . . 

1-' : 
·:-,. 

WEIGHTS OF SECTIONS 

152 x 102 x 13 mm l 23-g9 kg/m 

102 x 102 x 13 mm L = 18·91 kg/m 
102 x 102 x 9 mm L , 14·44 kg/m 

76 x 76 x 9 mm L • 10·57 kg/m 

IOmm choquor plaling :70kg/m2 

203 x 203 mm x 86 kg 
univusol column -·------4 

450 x 450 x 16 mm 
boso plalo 

25 mm diam·. bolls-f-0 -~-'•~·ltl ::- o::-J· .~ '.· 

concrol< class '8' 

. ,. . •. 

·--: -1 . ·' :· 

• oo .. 

__ ;, :.· i ·.:_:. :_ 

·. o.· . 

0 
-, 11\ . 

:. ·:.~ -

O· ·I ·:-_ "ICI"J~--I-76 x 76 x 9mm L 

. ro ... _.:.. ::'!i 600 mm long 
- r - - l · 
I 

750 750 

DETAILS AT BASE OF COLUMN 

GANTRY D E T A L S 

SCALE 1:20 
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STEE.l-F 

' '30 .oo 
i 4·30 

AM'E D GANTRY (ContdJ 
No dllowance iiO made for the 
mdas of weld fiUets, bolts I nuts. 
waehers1 rivets cmci protective 
corttings (ru.le fM.). 

I 

fabrication of members 
for fmmes 
f)eam51 straight on plan 

406 x ne mm x 14/L.g 
u B. (m!Xin broms 

M3'21 

2B4 x 59 mm X ?b·l Kg 
ChaYivteL. (5Ltbsid. bro~tts 

M?/21 

254 x 146 mm x ~ ILg 
u B. lsubsid. beams 

M321 

102 X 102 X 9 mm X 
14 ·44- k.g L. 

1 o bays w111t 2 ~evt(Jfh5 of 
channeL to each bey. 

Jt if, !.U11'!ece&sary io deil.lAct the 
very sma.U thickness of ihe web 
in ifte ma.in beam when 
determining -li1e leiiglll of file 
subeldiary beams. 

1 Side cleats to ends of bea~s and 
I chcmnels ( bo/VI si dro ofmtxAn 

I reams). 
M?l2.l 

1 
bracrets to beams 

~I 1 brackets to chonnele beaWI 
CO~G. I 

1 A sW!gle item for all steeL 
~=======: mwbers 11k1d associated 

frrotion of memberB for cnttnectiorts wW. be providPd. itJ 
framrol permCimni: erect-ton toi'Wles for trection. 

I Site, boris are enumerrthti with-/he 
Take .fJ1e w~aVcJ:ed 110 totat for lwgth • tflthis example hecaAise 
fabri~ation oe erechon M6'20 I~ of iheir amsiderable loogth. 

I llte ca~g of tlle IXJIJ:s cmd cmgl~ 
Site bolffi: H5F-G gemmL U1fu lheamcrete baseewill re 
gmdel diameter: 26 mrn; measured as an evwmerateci 
~gth: !72S mm. M644 item af mserts IA'nder class 6. 

Chequer pWe floorg ; 
thickness: 10 mm I mass: 
10~jm~ NI10 

13.2 
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The item description forth plait 
floorin3 eha.U ~alE itre. 
epecificakion cmd thtd:vreoo of 

metaL used (rwe A I lJf claoo N) • 

STEE.l-F AM'E D 

STEE.l-F AM'E D 

STEE.l-F AM'E D 

STEE.l-F AM'E D 

STEE.l-F AM'E D 

STEE.l-F AM'E D 

STEE.l-F 



D GANTR'f 

Sile Painting SLte paintW!g aflu erection ~ 
Zitlc ~hosRhak rzrime.r on measured i.fl m2 in accordance 
metal sections afler eredion witYJ class V. 

& vno 

3 coat& o"!L ~airi on ditto. 
V3l0 

CoLumns GiriNl of column =twice -lfle 
"203 x2oo 2/20~ 40o 

''/2/ 4/'2.03 ~ d-epfl'l + 4 timee -the width 
4·00 \· 2.\B Most of IJ1e arru of amt~ecrifrg 

u/2; I 
1·22 (cola. bn:tcl::&-5 will be W!ci.Wro WI .fkle 

2/1 0·45 Primer arPCI of beam&. 

QjQ_ (angles 
II/ I I & Alfematively, tro oLHf[l(£, arm of 

2 2/l 0·"33 j I.U1iverGa.l wl.umne cmd bemue, I .Q1l ® ~oulside of and chaf11'!els C.af1 be extracted 
\I /2;1 0 ·2S 

4?0 plahs 
from Steelwork Tcxblro. 203 

0-10 
24T (rart of ifrsides 

ll/2/ 
Of angle:> Locai:Jo11 nolee are if!eerlro ivl 

0·4~ 

I waote to help if1 id€vrfifyi+tg I (base pltrlm i 0·4'0 1- I ifre particular items. 
V\10 a11d VBlO 

Beame 
I 405 X 116 2{40& 912. Same approac.h to ecilwla:tion 

I 
4(118 112. 

of girth of beams ae far columns. 1-!'>24-

2?4. X B9 2/254- 506 
A-{'09 300 

864-

254- X \46 2/2.54- 508 6urface frmtmM- af .4{ 146 554 
1·092 structuraL melalwork priorto 

II/ (ma-in bea111s 
erection i5 aleo measured iKr m~ 

4·30 Primer Item descriptions for pruntiJ 
l·52 sh!LU a -IVle materiaL u 

tof2JI :;.oo & (chant15. and ciitler !Jre tWmber rJf cvam 
I O·B6 or ihe film IJUcinese (rule AI af 

10/4; B·OO 
@ 

(sub- beowrs 
Glass V). 

l·Ol V\10 and Vo10 

13.3 
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12 Measurement of Roads and Pavings 

Class R in the CESMM prescribes rules for the measurement of 
sub-bases, bases and surfacings of roads, airport runways, light-duty 
pavements, footways, cycle tracks and other paved areas, together with 
the necessary kerbs, channels and edgings, traffic signs and surface 
markings. Landscaping, drainage, fences and gates, and gantries and 
similar structures supporting traffic signs are measured in accordance 
with the appropriate classes. 

The various courses of road materials in sub-bases, bases and 
surfacings are each measured separately in m2 , describing the material 
and giving the depth of each course or slab and the spread rate of 
applied surface finishes. The third division thickness ranges are 
overridden by rule A1 requiring the actual depth to be stated. Work to 
surfaces inclined at an angle exceeding 10° to the horizontal is so 
described and measured separately (rule A2). No deductions shall be 
made for manhole covers and the like less than 1 m2 in area (rule M1). 

The details of the construction work draw heavily on 'Specification for 
Road and Bridge Works' (Department of Transport). Thus sub-bases of 
granular material may be either DTp Specified type 1 or type 2. Type 1 
can consist of crushed rock, crushed slag, crushed concrete or well-burnt 
non-plastic shale within a specified grading range, whereas type 2 also 
includes natural sands and gravels and there are variations in the 
grading range. In like manner concrete carriageway slabs may be of 
DTp Specified paving quality concrete. This is concrete containing not 
less than 280 kg of cement in each cubic metre of fully compacted 
concrete, and with the average value of any four consecutive test results 
at 28 days having a strength of not less than 2.3 N/mm.2 

Tolerances in surface levels and finishes have considerable impact on 
plant and labour costs and item descriptions need to be extended to 
cover differing or special tolerance requirements, in accordance with 
paragraph 5.10 of the CESMM. 

With concrete pavements, item descriptions for steel fabric 
reinforcement to BS 4483 shall include the type number or letter, while 
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descriptions of other fabric reinforcement shall state the material, sizes 
and nominal mass/m2 (rule A4). The area of additional fabric in laps is 
not measured (rule M2). 

Separate items are not required for formwork to slabs or joints in 
concrete pavements (rule C1). Construction joints are measured only 
when they are expressly required (rule M6) and the dimensions, spacing 
and nature of components to joints shall be given in item descriptions 
(rule A6). 

Kerbs, channels and edgings are measured as linear items including 
concrete beds and backings, with the details given in item descriptions 
(rule A7). Excavation for kerbs, channels and edgings should strictly be 
measured separately in accordance with Class E, but it is often more 
convenient to include it with the relevant items in Class R and to 
provide an appropriate preamble statement in accordance with 
paragraph 5.4 of the CESMM. The different cross-sections of precast 
concrete kerbs with bullnosed, full battered and half battered faces 
related to the prescribed details in BS 340. Kerbs, channels and edgings 
laid straight or to curves with a radius exceeding 12 m are grouped 
together. 

Traffic signs are enumerated giving the details listed in rule A8. Road 
studs are also enumerated while line surface markings are measured as 
linear items and in the case of intermittent markings do not exclude the 
gaps (rule M8). 

Worked Example 

A worked example follows covering the measurement of an estate road. 



DRAWING NO. 17 ESTATE ROAD 

I 1 I I I 

-~--:------- t- ------ I 
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--T-------
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Levels :; .., 
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ESTATE ROAD DETAILS 
DRAWING 

r----t'-.,..'-----.• 

360·000 
0 0 0 .. ... .. ;;; N 0 .. 

Ground ~ "'! ':' '!' ':' 
Levels CD CD N CD CD 

N .. .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Road 

I ~ I I ~ I Levels 

Distance 0 6·1 12·2 0 6·1 12·2 
in metres 

SCALES: c. S. 1. C. S. 2. 

HORIZONTAL 1 :400 VERT I CAL 1:200 

Broads No. 205 qrb inlet type 
gulley cover and frame 

125 x 250 mm 

s:·~P::!:':t;;- 100 • 100 k 100mm 

75 

100 

75 

150 

granite sells on 
150mm bed of concrete 

GULLEY DETAILS CROSSING DETAILS 
1 : 20 1 : 50 t (camber- 60 mm 

I carriageway 
i<< 2. 500 

crossfall - I in 48 

grass verge footway 

2· 100 1·500 

25 x 250 mm precast 
concrete kerb bedded on 
and backed with concrete 

150mm concrete carriage
(clau 'B'l 

60mm bituminous 
macadam on 75mm 
ash bed 

reinforcement 

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION THROUGH ROAD 

SCALE 1 :50 
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EoTATE. ROAD 

41·00 

5·45 

! 0·13 

2/.?J; 
14 10·10 

10·10 
Q.?Jl 

2/ OO·?JO 

0· '2:? 

yih 
0·08 

~I 10·10 

0 ·2.?J 

0·08 

Eart.ftworke 
Cllrri age,way 

av. dtpi+l. of ~covY!. 
C.&l C52 

3&1·920 

dd 361·211 
a 10~ 
road iflici'.nes& 22B 

928 

av.depll-1 of excavn. 

o61·661 
~&1-366 
~ 

225 
5'26 
928 

2 )1·454 
121 

Width 
GPrria.qe.watj o · ooo 

add kms 'l(tLf'J 400 
- 5·400 

btUmoldh depttrs 
- 10 East. qide (filL 

?~':;() w. stde 
2)200 

add road 140 
~ckrreoo 22!1 

%5 

"EXAMPLE X IV 

The exc.avahon hos b~ takm 
separai~ for wrriageway, Wb& 
and footuJays1 because of varying 
dep!t11:1 W1 eac¥1 CDSe. 

The rneas!Aremtvrt rules are 
prescriOO:i .U'I aaesE. and -!he ~uew 
adopmi is tl9 fdlOUJs: 
( 1) excavation for cr.dti¥rgs for 

carriage~ cwd disposal. 
(2) adJuG!m~ fud:erbv. 
(3) excavation for wttrrrgs for 

footwtlHs a+~d disposil 
~) exro vaiivn for cuitiJlgs for 

bm cmd ciisposai-
~) adjustrnenlfor topeoiL 
(p) trimming, soiling ood setdi»q 

brm.lt.a attd vergffi. 
Excavn. for cuitgs; Commg. 
Surf. ufs of topooi~. E220 1 

The additional area of otJe side of 
f:he bell.moufJ1 .. a/t4-X rodius2 (o.rea 
of sqvare wf!fl side equaL lo ~of 
rodivs lees area af quadram or '4. (beJJ, 

\i!iol.lln 

Di5po8aL of excvtd. mat. 
E~32 

41·000 
!tss rad. kerb 10 ·100 
- 30·300 

Ex cavY!. fot fo"'ndations; 
mox. depth: ne. D-25 m; Canmg. 
5rArf. road formaJ:n. (kerbs 

E~l·l 

& (~ua, 
DiepoeaL of excvtd. mat. 

EB~ 

14.1 
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I circle of oame radius). 
TopsoiL wiU be adJI.Ui«i later. 

I A lternrrlivfhj 1 the whale area of 
I tops0U. fu W sfripp£d couJd be 
1 meci81.Lffd at 1k autse1. 

WUk! exa~vation far cuii~l it i6 
t1ot fi{ICeooary tn state dfji.h ra"f!E. 
8c.avaied. mareriaL i6 d&m«itobe 
material olfler -Ulllft fop6oiL, rock or 
ortifida[, materiaL, un/g;e o/Jwwill
desc.rifx;d (role DO. 
FUA is a separate item. 
lhe addiliottal mavation fur lmJ 
fotmdati one below road formation 
is k~ separate from excavation 
for crAtti ngs oo i.t wi U be. .a IWJfe 
e1.pettsive lteW11 probab~ wrvolving 
hand excavofion. 



lf:STATE 

30·30 

~-38 

0-94 

?10 ·00 
3·36 

_QJJ_ 

R.O 

Excavn. for crAitg5j (W.side I 
Commg. Surf. ul& of 
tOp60iL. f220 

& (E.side 

DisposaL af ~cvtd. mat. 
E5~2 

Footways at beAJmouth 
E. side, w. side 

C.5'2 - '2.~0 

e~.tret~trly - 401 
2 )- 651 

-32S 
add Hlicknere 

100 
~ 

2) 1·240 
622 

of paih orver~ t3B ~ 
-1~3lfiU) 1?7 - --

14.2.. 
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lhe fW. required Wilder faotways 
and verges on h eat side wUJ. be 
made u.p of ron- selecfed 
e.xcovctfed wra:J:ertaL 
The wlwle, of -!he area of path& 
and vffges iNJ Vl01'111a/Jg slnf¥d of 
topeoU, so ifraA: rome eYWVrJtion ~ 
required evw ·WI places which will 
&ubseque~ receive fiA.l. 

&wvcttfon for hibs and backing 
has alrrody OOevl takevr with -the 
carriagway rl.Jd so YJetti& 

dedud:ihtg from ifte 01J€/'CJU width 
of pailtr (JVld verse.. 
AU excavated materiaL for 
disposaL is tCJ!:en as materioJ. 
oimr ifran topood, rack or oiJ1er 
hrJrd materiaL if1-/J1e fir8t 
W!ci"affce, cmd iVre necessary 
a~ustmmts wllJ. be made later. 

!he deptMs to surface of povirrg 
o;f extreme- e.vrde of pafKI9 are 
~wJafed tfrus: 

E. stde W.side 

cn{.lf111~ lev. 560·110 3&'2·110 
add deJJI.h of 
rero + 1k mu 
on path 1~7 137 

360·901 362·:?01 

araf.INid lev.~ 
~RKttre of plllh 

UllhrP,olata:t) :!GO -soo 362 ·850 
lessfit'!Asnro 
WeL oG0·90l ~G'2·301 

depl¥! - ·4-0l{fi!!) -~~ 

lhe fW. required Wilder faotways 
and verges on h eat side wUJ. be 
made u.p of ron- selecfed 
e.xcovctfed wra:J:ertaL 
The wlwle, of -!he area of path& 
and vffges iNJ Vl01'111a/Jg slnf¥d of 
topeoU, so ifraA: rome eYWVrJtion ~ 
required evw ·WI places which will 
&ubseque~ receive fiA.l. lhe fW. required Wilder faotways 

and verges on h eat side wUJ. be 

made 

u.p of ron- selecfed 
e.xcovctfed wra:J:ertaL 
The wlwle, of -!he area of path& 
and vffges iNJ Vl01'111a/Jg slnf¥d of 

topeoU, 

so ifraA: rome eYWVrJtion ~ 

required 

evw ·WI places which will 
&ubseque~ receive fiA.l. 

lhe 

fW. required Wilder faotways 

and 

verges on h eat side wUJ. be 
made u.p of ron- selecfed 
e.xcovctfed wra:J:ertaL 
The wlwle, of -!he area of path& 
and vffges iNJ Vl01'111a/Jg slnf¥d of 
topeoU, so ifraA: rome eYWVrJtion ~ 
required evw ·WI places which will 
&ubseque~ receive fiA.l. 

lhe fW. required Wilder faotways 

required 

Footways at beAJmouth extreme-



ES ATE 

\'2 ·GO hcavn. for cuttgs. E220 The addil:forraJ., 4{) mm lkpf¥r of 

5·20 ~!;af exc.av lttiOYJ over -/Vie areae of the 
0·16 &. bflJrnouth two CIOGsings i.fJ rot large fM.lgh 

1'2·60 Oiepo6a1 of excvtd. ES32 to J u6fif~ separate meaouremevi. 

5·'20 W1 ai. ( Wb60i! Ofl 
Similar~ fJJe extra exCilvaiion for 

I~ E~Bide quadrattf& oV£r thai rttruired for 

Bank& 
kerbs would be largely ofmei: by 
fue &rnaUer qvcmti~ rrf e.xwvafion 

Widitl of b~ ~c. 1?0 mm rRjUirai for file gramt~ self5 -a 
addiW. exc.avn. r to{J60i~) 5efl6e of proportion moot be 

E. side w. side mctintaimd. 
C5l I~ 2·650 
C52 850 2·800 

The build up af dimooioVIS for 2 )1·000 2)5·500 
av. wid~ 500 (filL) 2-100 fJle baV!k excavation b5 W!seriai 

bflJrnouih I . IJb 
1 IV! wa e., to obtain the average 

000 '2·850 i widfue tmd hei&lrt&. 
1·1'JO 150 

2 )2·&00 2)3·600 _1 The, iopsoi~ componevrt wiiJ require 
1·?!00 (fLU) I· '000 subeequmt adju61mevrt. 

height of banks Disposal of exwvattd matffial 

E. side W.side 
io deemed to be disposal off1he 

c.st 1?0 1·050 ·1 sile l.Wllees off!erwiGe daiecl in 

C':/2 450 950 I lhe item doocripiion (rule D4). 
2) 600 2 )2·000 

I 300 1·000 

bellmout¥1 I 
I 

450 950 I 

1·000 1'50 

I 2 )1-450 2 )1·100 
125 950 

I ij Exwvn. for cwttgs; ( w.side Sl.opea of I ivJ 2 to banks have ~0·30 

2·15 Commg. Surf. u(G of been assumed. 
I· 00 toproi~. E'2'20 

~I 
7he volume of bank. t:xcavafion 

10·00 & (beUwroulh =- ~engfil X averase wiritJ1 X 

l·OO 
w.side av€raae depth. 

I o-s5 Dieposal af excvfd. 

I 
mat. ES~2 

14.3 
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The addil:forraJ., 4{) mm lkpf¥r of 
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~I 30·30 

0-50 

0·30 

~I 10·00 
I 1-30 

0-13 

~1~ 41-00 

S-00 

0·15 2/1-
1 ~/1 10·10 

~~~:~~ 
1--

2/1 ?>Q.3() 

i 0· 60 
i 0·15 
1-

2/i 12 ·60 
. 5-'20 
I 
~~ 
I 
I 

I 

I 
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1-98 
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FWg. ewrbavtk.mevrfs·, 
seleCted excvfd. mat. 
otrlerm topsoiL or (E. side
rod(. 

E623 

(bf.Umtrl 
f.side 

Ddt. Excavn. for cuiigs; 
Commg. Surf. U{!i of topBoiL. 

~arrgwH. 
&. E220 

FW!Mg to embavtmed~ if.7 

kept separate from gevreraL fi.U. 
/he. description must contain 
f¥re Cifpropriczte iflircJ diViBiQn 
ciaesification. 

AdjusrmfN1t of topooiL 
excavation over area. of 
wrriagewa~, prtU18 and ve:gro. 
The deposifwrg and sprearJArrg 

I of !Me wpsoiL wW be pictid up 
Ddt. DisposaL of (bfllmttt ivr 6ubsequwt v~rge and bank. 
exuvtd. wrat. 6lope item6. The smdiJ 6arplus 

E 5?>2 I quantiTy of top60it can remain 
& (paat!; 8. I on '/fre oile cmd make up 

\_v€rees surface ~r({jul arrtiev. 
Add &cavn. fvr cuitiV!gs; I 
topsoiL EZIO 

(heilwrt¥1. 

I roe c rvssi41qs 
2·500 
1·500 4· 000 

2.6·300 

FWg. *Ucknee,s: ISO mm, 
excvtd. topwiL E64-i·l 

Landscap9., gras5 seedg. 
E830·1 
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The WW1 lenCfllls af ve~qes 
are adjustro ~r fJ1e Lengfits of 
tKre croooing&. 

The &Oi Uvrq of vergee f~ kept 
separate fiowr gmav D€eding. 
The grass seedi11g r~quimmeni:5 
will be extracte.d. by the 
Contractor fmm the Spe~fication. 

kept separate from gevreraL fi.U. 

kept separate from gevreraL fi.U. kept separate from gevreraL fi.U. 

EZIO 
(heilwrt¥1. 



Eo11ATE RO/l D (Contd.) 
Banks 

Three ~ante ikems arise in 
21·90 FWg. anciUs., trimming cot'Wiection wilh IJ1e banks: 
2-Sf:l of ~xcvtd. surfs., (W.side, (1) trimming of slopes 

iNlvUned rJk em L of (be11mll1 ~) soiUrrg of slopes 
10-00 10ofo45°foihe lwr. w. 5ide • (?J) ~ross seediVlg 
J:.1Q. & 

Eijl2·1 The il1ittg item is mff1.9ured'tfl 
m2 as ·t.t i6 to a srctfni defr/Y! or 

HUg. -/Wckmss: I50mwr, ~cmes&; statiYJg ik appropriate 
excvtd. topooiL; to Gurfe. i.vrdimd. mcUrration category from rule 
ahm Lof f0°to 45°to1Niehor. A!3. 

& 
E041·2 The graoo 6f!Pding on banks haa 

o a~arafe daooFficationt.o iNlat 
L!mdGw~., gmoo se~g. to of e wrgea, ~a il: faJ.ls ivrto 
&wfv. 141 ·nro at em L ex. ihe W!clined category under 
10° to -lite hor. ESo0·2. rule- All 

The trimming offi Ued wrfacee 
21-SO Fiilg.anctUs. trimmg of V;, Y.tpr separate from -lltaf fu 
0·65 fiUed ourfs)t1cUvwd Ctt (E.side excavated oUlfacee, asihe coots 

CWJ L of roo to 4ff fa w11 vary sfgrnfrwntty. 
10·00 lfle lwr. E.ll2·1 (be11mlil. 1he same W!cUnctJ:ion caiegoriee 
1·00 & E.side OffJIV asfurftUiVI9tosi0Jes. 

Note -!Nie use of suffixes where 
Ftllg. thichrero: 100 ~WI e."t:cvtd. ~tcmdmd deecriphons are 
topooiL; tv surfs. incUt~ed at orr ~aried ~ +kle o.dditiorr offurlher 
L of f 0° to 4f7° to ill e. hor. IN!form ·on. 

& E641·2. 
Maj detaila of rDctd 

Londecop~., grarw re«lg. to WVI J.Action wn be obta4Vled 
&urfu. ivrc ·y,ro akan L f:l./0° from the Departmevtt of 

to fhe hnr. E6?10·2 Tronaport'Specification for 

rzoads and Paving& 
eoad and Bridge Works: to 
whkh reference can be made 

41·00 Ba:J.rmwlar mal:. DTp WI !Jre item description~.1he 
5-00 Sp . ~per, depth: 1'!Jmm. actuaL fkticbresD€5 of slabs 

21-a; 
15( R.tlo and courses am beqiveVI Wlstmd 

10-10 Carriagw?1j sLob of (/J9JJmlir. of -lkreirird. divi5ion dff!IN! ranges 
10·10 DTp Gp'ec.fd. pav9. quaL. i.n accordavrce wiflr rule AI of 

W11crete) depth: IOOrnm. class R. 
14.ij IU14-
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41·00 steeL fabric reirrft. to Flnrttrk1g of dttwrn~ tHAd disnwq 
5·00 6544531 rrom. mass 3-4kg/ arou.t1d fful.liw are U1dudro WI the 

10·10 
m2 ; ilJF£ A '1.52. RM3 wrriaaeway slab rate.(rule c1). 

10·10 8( 

Wrlkerproof membrane below 1l1e. wakerpruc1f mem-brane V., 
co11e. paveme11tj waterproof U~Wj to be of wrtterpraaf paper or 
(XlpUfo B& 1~21 class Blf. !W!pumeable p~~c sheetmg 

ruso (250 or soo grade.). 
&. Preparation c1f excavctfed or fiUa:l 

beam rJMci Uariee, prepn. surfaces to receive permooevi 
of e.xcvtd. Gtufuces. worts i& measured u11der G!aes E 

E6l2. ( rulro M II and M '23). 

Joints WI conc.pavemems 

5/l fJ.oo Exp!U1sfon jiv. r~·ore ExptlMsion JoiVtts are a1Wr11j& 

10·10 d€pltl : 100 mrn i as beUwrt41. meaBured but COHWuctiOYJ joivrfu 
2/ 4-·40 del: eli L J, Drcrwirrg do. o~ wheVI fhelj are expmsi.y -

5·00 19/2 at 1·!7 m (do. required (rule- M6). No formwork 
cevtiree. 12.524 t6 meaaured (rule Cl). 

The ! fli1 gtn of ker-b i6 adj usta:l in 
k'erbs, cnaYlmls & edgings 'wwte,'for 1tre croooing& on bath 
f,ese 30·?!00 sides of fhe road. 
Sttfs 2·500 The kerb s ectf on i6 td evrttfi ed llJ quada.'l/-ooo = 600 _2_:JQQ_ 

21·200 referm re to e6 040. ~rbo raid 

2/ 
to ct raclws excea:IW!~ 12 m are 

21·'2.0 Precast coroc,. ILerb to wduded with 111ooe. aid stro.ignt. 
65 040 fig.71 st. or curved Detai Is of covrcrete bed$ IWld 
to rad. €)(. 12m; bedded attd bachvrgs to k£rb5 are. ilrcwded 
ba~ed w. COI1C. grade c 10 ·lkl itre kerb desc.ripti01'18 [ruleco). 
as deta.iL X j Dwg. lB. 

Rl?~l 

%;~ 
\0·10 Precast cof'tC. kerb to The kerre to iJre beUmo!Jth are ? 

~s ~ flg. 71 wrved tv rad. ~fpf" 6eparake ae ~ are laid to 
n.e. 1'2 m; b£dded & bac~ed ~eoo ttlan 12 m radws. 
a.b. R632 
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Flnrttrk1g of tHAd disnwq 

Flnrttrk1g 

Flnrttrk1g 

arou.t1d fful.liw are U1dudro WI the 

arou.t1d fful.liw are U1dudro WI the 

of e.xcvtd. 



Eo., AlE RO D 

5·00 

21 \0·10 

5·00 

2. 

( Contd.) 
0rcrn{te sdis 

Gravrite sfft (croesgs. 
€dgW!g&. rk or 
wrved to rad.tx. 01.(\'lctn.w 
12. WI · bedded on ~ xtg. rood 

) 

COVIC. grude c 10 as (do. 
deiru~ Y, Dwg. 16. 12.691 

To.re up and remove xtg. 
precacl' covrc. kerbs. 

12.900 

This ikern i5 nat [i~ W1 dosv 
R 1.md V!evrce /he figure 9 if> used 
W1 fue S€cond division fu 
repree~ttt a ron-.s!m1dard item. 

Ke-rb& a;t jLWldior~ af nw ~Wd 
exi~ng roads; a·notfler mm
si"M~dard item. 

Precast COVfc.quadronl, II To crossings (oi're each side at 
aoo x oDO x 250 mm to juvu:ti on of terbfj lU!d seft~ ). 
BS 340 fig. 14-, beddtd & backed ·J Ei'rumerrr.ted item but foUowirq 
w. c.onc. grode c 10 os defui~ the. s!I»1e opproarn as for kerre. 
Q, Dwg. 18/2. R633 Excavation was dealt with 

------·---! previov.s~. 
Lrgnk Out~ fJave~ems II 

21 3·50 

2·50 

Cros!71Yl9~ Veh.ic,war croeoing.s trover&ing 
o·6DO I p!lfNls !Wid veraes. less sdt& too a 
~ ?00 

Gran. base Dfp Gpecfri. 
~pe 1, depth: 15 mm. 

&. 
12.113 

In &~ cotiG. ord. prescribed 
mix grade c 15 depth: 100 m m; 
w. tampro YJOn-s0d fin. 

& Rll~·l 

Waterproof membra.ne below 
rof'te. pavemetrl'; w. p. paper 
to BS 1521 cbss 131f. R480 
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I Similar base to tklai far 
ca.rri ageway. 

The description of ire concrete 
~ab foUows "ltie approach 
prescribed for U3hli dul~ pa~, 
b!Ai suhetituking -fire grade af 
wncrete WI accordance wiTh 
BS 5326. 

\0·10 

\0·10 

\0·10 

\0·10 

\0·10 
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2/ 3·SO 

'2.·50 -

2/ '2lSO 

I 1·50 - I 
2/1 1·96 I 

I 1·50 I -

I 
2/ 1'.2:60 

I 5·20 -

I 

I I I I 

! 

I 
2/l 21-SO ,-
2/i 10-00 

' 

(Contdj 

Excovn. CW!c.iUaries. prep11. 
of excvtd. &urfs. ESI2 

Footw!!ijs 
30·300 

lees cro6sgs. 2 ·500 
21·900 

Vffge crosvgs. 
ve: 2·100 

~k __@_ 
1·915 

Cmm. base, DTp specfd. 
bj~ !., deptil: 75 mm. ll713 

& (verge crossg! 

f?it. macadam basecourw 
DTp 5pecfd. ClauBe 90fl, 

d<pllno mm. (btllm/1!.1 
R152 

& I 

Btt. macadam wearg. course 
I DTp Specfd. Clause 912, 

dep/fl : 10 mm. t2.751 

Edg~qs 

Precaat COY\C. edgivrg to 
ElSMOfrg. 10, sox t50mm; 
&t. or curved to rod. ex .1'2 m, 
bedded & bao~ed w. amc. grade 
C 10 as detaiL E, Dwg.IS/2. 

12.£61 

Surface Water Drrunage 

Otpths ( 1klc. 1?0 mm cone. bfd) 
gvJiJJ 900 
MH \·2S1 

2.)'2·18/ 
av. dffJtfl 1·094 
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T ne rntasurem€Mt of h 
preparation of formation and 
provision af waterproaf membrone 
to CID%ing& are kept aep• 
from similar camas~ item5, 
as -tmy are U~eltf to 81'Nleroie 
rnghet rates. 
Earn colJlGe covr6titutes a 
separate item ~Wd ff!e particu1a~ 
are obfainfd from -the Deparhnetd 
of Trcmspoti 1Specificafion for eoad 
rwd Bridge, Worts~ wifNr tJJe 
iJu·crY!eee givevr U1 eacll ~
Locafunal naree are grvm (VI wa6te 
for idetdificafiovr purpo~s. 
AU- prFJi~nary caJcufations me 
also iV!Gerttd tv prevent errore illld 
provide -t¥1e facUlty for checking. 

Precast concrete flag rJescriptions 
~o!ude ~e ~pes of siab iVT 

BS 36B lttld tire fJ1 ic.knree. 
Precast concrete ed9iw] i6 
measurt'd {l~Jld desc.rilxti iVI a 
siWJifar fl'!a~vrer iP precast concrete 
kerb&. figure r o of B& o40 sl'!Ows 
t.Vlree sd.G af dimevrs1one for -/he 
hdlf- ro~df:d varifhJ ~d oo 
dimmsione 11ave to be wrcluoed 
ikT iVre description. 
First ealculafe 1fle averd!Je depth 
of Ute surfctce water g ullg 
co I'Wiecti on& . 
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3·00 ClfUJ pipes of 5 w quaJ.,. to The descriptioru; of pipes inc1J.Ide 
65 65 w. s &s f/ex.jfu., nom. maferial51joittt Ujpes and 

6·50 bore : 1~0 mm WI trs., deptn : Y!DminllA bore& wittl referwces 
ne I·~ m j W1 rd. gu.Uy to 6ritish Stoodards where 
c.o n ttecm5. I 112 ·I appropriai:B (rule A4 of cJass I). 

& 

Surround, md65 covu:.. grade Materials and ihicfnee6e5 of 
c 10, ~pe vwm. bore : I flO mm i beds, haunches 11¥1d 11urroW1ds 

I 
fNlichiere: IOOmm. L'04-I·I are stated U1 item description& 

I (rule A2 of class 1). 
I 
I 

2/1 Gl~ pipe fatgs. sw quat. to Pipe ftHIMgs are eYiumero~d 

I 
I?S 65 w. 5&5 flex.jffi., ~ving similar pcuticulore rm 

I 

bewia, nom. oore.: f50Wim. r pipes (rule AI ofc,las.sJ). 
JIll 

I 
I 

2/ I Gullies, precali coVIC. Gt.!Mies are evwrnerairo witfi 
- tropped; to 65 ~X>o as adequate refereJJrces for 

detaiL 2, Dwg.le, w. Broads dffaifed parfiwlars a.nd. stating 
Nr. 10s kerb tN! let guJ.J.y wver. tvre. ~pe of rover (rules AI aYid 

K.360·1 M of class K). 

14.9 
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13 Measurement of Pipework 

The rules for the measurement of pipes and associated work occupy four 
classes of the CESMM Work Classification (1-L). These are all closely 
interrelated and should be considered as a composite class. 

The rules in Class I cover pipelines, Class J deals with pipe fittings 
and valves, Class K embraces manholes and work associated with 
cross-country pipelaying and sewer work, while Class L is concerned 
with work related to the laying of pipes, such as extra cost items in 
trenching, bedding, haunching, surrounding, wrapping and pipe 
supports. 

Pipework (Class I) 

Pipework is measured under Class I in metres giving the nominal bore 
and trench depth ranges, although it is much more realistic to give the 
actual bore of the pipes as required by rule A2. Pipework items are 
comprehensive ones in that they include the following items in addition 
to the provision, laying and jointing of pipes. 

(1) Jointing material (rule A2) 
(2) Cutting of pipes (rule C1) 
(3) Lengths occupied by fittings and valves and those built into chamber 

walls (rules M3 and M5) 
(4) Excavation of trenches (rule C2) 
(5) Backfilling of trenches with excavated material (rule C2) 
(6) Upholding sides of excavation (rule C2) 
(7) Preparation of surfaces (rule C2) 
(8) Disposal of excavated material (rule C2) 
(9) Removal of existing services (rule C2). 

Although the classification table of Class I covers 512 different 
categories through classifications 1111 to 1888, nevertheless they cannot 
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embrace every conceivable alternative. Hence rule A2 expands the first 
division rules to include separate items for different nominal bores, pipe 
materials, joints and linings. Work is also to be separated locationally to 
take account of different working conditions with resulting variations in 
cost (rule Al), paying particular attention to work in roads, through 
back gardens, restricted access and working conditions, need or 
otherwise for trench support and working around existing services. 

The CESMM introduces a different approach to the recording of 
trench depths - using total depths instead of average depths. Probably 
the most satisfactory approach is to enter pipe and locational 
descriptions in a heading, followed by the linear items subdivided 
between the various depth ranges. The prescribed depth zones can be 
readily determined on a longitudinal section by preparing a scale or strip 
containing the total depths drawn to the vertical scale used for the 
drawing. Sliding this scale along the drawing will identify the depth 
stages, which can be marked and the pipe runs broken down into 
lengths appropriate to each depth range. 

Where more than one pipe is to be laid in the same trench the item 
descriptions should indicate the use of a shared trench (rule AS). 

Where a short pipe run not in a trench contains numerous valves and 
fittings, the length of pipe occupied can be excluded (rule M3). Where 
pipe bores change at fittings or valves, the different pipe lengths should 
be measured to the centre of the fitting or valve. Separate items are to 
be provided for pipes that are not laid in trenches, as amplified by rule 
Dl. 

Fittings and Valves (Class J) 

All fittings and valves are enumerated with a full description in each 
item. Separate items are not required for excavation, preparation of 
surfaces, disposal of excavated material, upholding sides of excavation, 
backfilling and removal of existing services (rule C2). 

The item descriptions for pipe fittings, such as bends, junctions and 
tapers are to include nominal bore, material, jointing and lining 
particulars, and reference made to applicable British Standards (rule 
Al). In general, lengths and angles of bends, junctions and branches 
need not be stated, except for cast iron or spun iron fittings exceeding 
300 mm nominal bore and all steel fittings (rule A2). The latter fittings 
are expensive and the inclusion of principal dimensions such as the 
effective length, nominal bore and angle of a bend, will permit 
identification in the supplier's catalogue. Rule AS also requires 
additional particulars in item descriptions of valves and penstocks. 
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The list of fittings and valves in the second division is not intended to 
be exhaustive and only gives the most commonly encountered 
components. Others can be added and coded as J-9-. Where pipe 
fittings, such as branches and tapers, cross the third division nominal 
bore ranges, they shall be classified in the larger size range (rule D 1). 

Manholes and Pipework Ancillaries (Class K) 

Manholes, other chambers and gullies are not measured in detail but are 
enumerated in accordance with the principles listed in Kl-3 and rules 
C3, C4, AI and A2. They are identified by a type or mark number, 
which will be the reference for constructional details given in Drawings 
and Specification. It is unnecessary to include information about inlets, 
outlets and access shaft heights in item descriptions (rule C3). Differing 
manhole and other chamber arrangements will be evidenced by separate 
bill items containing different type or mark numbers. Excavation in rock 
or artificial hard material and backfill with other than excavated 
material is measured as an extra item in Class L. Manholes with 
backdrops are separately classified so that the backdrop pipe will be 
included in the manhole item and not the pipework, although the latter 
is normally taken to the inside face of the manhole (rule C4). Complex 
or unusual manholes may be measured in detail as example VII 
(footnote to page 51 of CESMM). 

French and groundwater drains incorporating pipes will be measured 
under Class I, including excavation, backfill with and disposal of surplus 
excavated material. Backfill with porous material is, however, measured 
separately in cubic metres (K41-2). Where no pipes are to be laid, the 
trench preparation is measured in metres (K43). 

Ditches are measured in metres stating the cross-sectional area in the 
ranges listed in the third division. A lined ditch description shall include 
the nature and dimensions of the lining (rule A4). 

Pipe crossings of rivers, streams and canals are not measured where 
the width does not exceed 1 m (rule M5). Crossings of hedges, walls, 
fences, sewers or drains, and other stated underground services are 
separately enumerated. 

The measurement of crossings and reinstatement does not distinguish 
between different pipe materials or depths, nor is special mention made 
of pipes in shared trenches or of manholes. Rule A 7 requires the types 
and depths of surfaces to be stated in reinstatement items. The 
reinstatement classifications distinguish between grassland, gardens, 
sports fields and cultivated land (rule A9). 

Timber and metal supports left in excavations (measured in m2 of the 
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supported surface) are only taken where it is a requirement of the 
Engineer (rule Mll). Item descriptions of connections of new pipework 
to existing work should incorporate locational information and will be 
deemed to include the cost of associated work such as sustaining flows 
and reconstructing benching in manholes. 

Supports and Protection, Ancillaries to Laying and Excavation (Class L) 

Class L covers the measurement of activities related to excavating and 
backfilling pipe trenches and associated work which give rise to extra 
cost, pipelaying in headings and by thrust boring and pipe jacking, and 
for supporting and protecting pipework. 

Where excavation and backfill of pipe trenches involve other than 
ordinary soft material, such as rock, mass concrete, reinforced concrete 
or other artificial hard material, then an item in m3 is required to cover 
the 'extra cost' of dealing with these materials over and above the 
pipework items already measured in Class I. The quantity is computed 
by multiplying the average length, average depth and nominal width of 
trench excavation stated in the Contract, making allowance for battered 
trench sides (rule M4). Where no nominal width is stated it shall be 
taken as 500 mm greater than the maximum nominal distance between 
the internal faces of the outer pipe walls where this distance does not 
exceed 1 m, and as 750 mm greater than this distance where it exceeds 1 
m (rule D1). An isolated volume of hard material shall not be measured 
separately unless its volume exceeds 0.25 m3 (rule M8). 

Backfilling above the Final Surface shall only be measured where the 
Engineer will not permit the use of excavated material, while excavation 
and backfilling below the Final Surface shall be measured only when 
required by the Engineer, for example 'soft spots' but not excess 
excavation (rule M7). 

Similarly pipe laying in headings and by thrust boring and pipe 
jacking shall be measured only when expressly required (rule M9) and 
shall give the location so that it can be correlated with pipework items 
in Class I (rule Al). The plant and temporary works associated with 
thrust boring and pipe jacking will probably generate method-related 
charges. Pits for thrust boring and pipe jacking may either be 'specified 
requirements' in Class A or method-related charges where at the 
discretion of the Contractor. 

Lengths of support and protection to pipelines shall include fittings 
and valves but exclude manholes and chambers that provide breaks in 
the support or protection (rule Mll). The materials used shall be stated 
but not the cross-sectional dimensions, which are obtainable from the 
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Drawings. Nominal bore ranges are given in the third division, although 
the actual nominal bore can be given where only one pipe size is 
involved ( 5.14 of CESMM). The bed items include excavation and they 
can be combined with haunches or surrounds where they are of the 
same material (rules D2 and A2). Wrapping and lagging of pipes are 
measured in metres, including the lengths occupied by fittings and valves 
(rule M12). 

Concrete stools and thrust blocks are enumerated and descriptions 
include the type of concrete and appropriate range of concrete volume, 
with no separate measurement of formwork or reinforcement. Other 
isolated pipe supports are also enumerated but stating the principal 
dimensions, materials and the height measured in accordance with rule 
D5. 

Sewer Renovation and Ancillary Works (ClassY) 

Section Y covers the preparation and renovation of existing sewers, the 
provision of new manholes to existing sewers and work to existing 
manholes, and constitutes a new section in CESMM2. Barnes3 has 
described how specified requirements in Class A could be used for such 
work as closed circuit television surveys, confirming sewer dimensions 
and core sampling, while the Contractor may be given the opportunity 
to enter method-related charges for exploratory trenches, temporary 
access shafts, pumping, diversionary works and the like. 

The principal characteristics of the main sewer are to be stated (rules 
A2 and AS), while rules A3 and A4 distinguish between 'man entry' and 
'no man entry' sewers where the Engineer dictates the choice of 
method. 

Most items of preparation work to existing sewers are enumerated 
(removing obstructions, plugging laterals and local internal repairs), 
while cleaning is measured as a linear item and filling laterals in m3, 

with locations clearly defined as rule A1. Stabilisation of existing sewers 
can be carried out by pointing (in m2), pipe joint sealing (by number), 
or external grouting (grout holes by number and grout injected in m3). 

Renovation of sewers encompasses a variety of techniques, each with 
their distinct advantages and disadvantages, and including in situ jointed 
pipe lining, segmental lining, stated proprietary lining, and gunite 
coating of stated thickness- all measured as linear items. Another 
alternative is the grouting of annular voids, mainly to consolidate the 
brickwork and seal the cracks, and is measured in m3. Where the 
Contractor is permitted to choose the technique to be used, the 
procedure will be described in the preamble as 5.4 of CESMM. Laterals 
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may also need realigning or jointing and are inserted as enumerated 
items. 

The installation of new manholes on existing sewers and the 
abandonment, removal and replacement of existing manholes are 
enumerated. Full details of work to existing manholes shall be included 
in item descriptions (rule A13). 

Interruptions to work through excessive flows are measured only 
where a minimum pumping capacity is expressly required and for 
periods of time during normal working hours, when the flow in the 
sewer exceeds the installed pumping capacity requested by the Engineer, 
and the work is interrupted. The unit of measurement is the hour (rule 
M6). 

Worked Examples 

Worked examples follow covering the measurement of a sewer and a 
water main. 
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Example XV (Drawings Nos. 19 and 20) - Sewer 

It is desirable and quicker, and there is less risk of error if sewer and 
manhole schedules are prepared on the lines indicated in this example. 
The 'taking-off- process then becomes greatly simplified, merely 
involving the extraction of the particulars from the schedule and 
combining totals where appropriate. 



Sewer Schedule 

Type and Size Length of Pipe Nr & Size 
Location of Pipe in m of Junctns. 

MHs 1-2 225 mm cone. 90.000 
pipe less mhs 1.200 

88.800 

2-3 225 mm cone. 162.000 
pipe 90.000 

72.000 
less mhs 1.200 

70.800 

3--4 150 mm gvc 205.000 
pipe 162.000 

43.000 
less mhs 1.200 

41.800 

4--5 150 mm gvc 265.000 4nr 
pipe 205.000 100/150 mm 

60.000 
less mhs 1.200 

58.800 

5--6 150 mm gvc 321.000 4nr 
pipe 265.000 100/150 mm 

56.000 
less mhs 1.200 

54.800 

6-7 150 mm gvc 387.000 
pipe 321.000 

66.000 
less mhs 1.200 

64.800 

204 



Length of 
Trench 
1.5-2 m 
(Total 
Depth) 

35.800 (field) 
6.000 (road) 

58.800 
(road) 

54.800 
(road) 

13.000 
(road) 
51.800 
(verge) 

Length of 
Trench 

2-2.5 m 
(Total 
Depth) 

70.800 
(field) 

Length of Length of 
Trench Trench 

2.5-3 m 3-3.5 m 
(Total (Total 
Depth) Depth) 

16.300 14.000 
(field) (field) 

205 

Length of 
Trench Nr of 

3.5-4 m Hedge and 
(Total Fence 
Depth) Crossings 

6.500 1 fence 
(road) I hedge 
10.000 
(verge) 
42.000 
(field) 

2 hedges 

1 hedge 



206 Civil Engineering Quantities 

Manhole Schedule 

Total 
Depth Depth of 

+ 170 mm Depth of 1200- Depth of 
Manhole Ground Invert (for base and 1200 mm 675 mm 675 mm 

nr Level Level channel) Rings Taper Rings 

1 240.000 236.000 4.000 1.500 600 1.000 

2 238.800 236.300 2.500 750 600 300 

3 238.500 236.540 1.960 600 600 

4 238.650 236.755 1.895 450 600 

5 239.000 237.055 1.945 600 600 

6 239.000 237.335 1.665 300 600 

7 239.400 237.665 1.735 300 600 

Totals 15.700 4.500 7nr 1.300 
(4.200) 
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Combined 
Nrof depth of 

Depth Step Cover, 
of Type of Irons Cover Slab 
215 mm m.h. Sewer Junctions Type of (all in pre- & Base 
bwk. Cover Sizes Size & Channel cast units) Wall Location 

nr 

150 Medium 2/225 225 straight 10 750 field 

100 Medium 2/225 225 curved 5 750 field 

Medium 11225 225-150 4 750 field 
11150 straight 

95 Heavy 3/150 11150 150 curved 4 750 road 
with junctn. 

Heavy 2/150 150 curved 4 750 road 

15 Heavy 2/150 150 curved 3 750 road 

85 Heavy 2/150 150 straight 3 750 road 

445 3 Med. 5/225 11150 33 nr 

4 Heavy 10/150 
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SEWER 
DRAWING 

215mm brickwork in 
elosa 'B' enginuring 

straight bocked 

MANHOLE DETAILS 
NO. 20 

,..------- m.h. cover and !rome 

toper piece -----~..-,.., 

concrete precast concrete 
tubes 

+--'----+1H-- golvonised wrot 
iron step irons 

benching rendered with {~ 
1 : 2 gronollthic 25mm .;:~ 
thick with fall ol 1 in 6 concrete ( 1 ' 2 : 4) 

ond rounded to·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E~;;;~b~o~s~e~ wall 50mm radius - 150mm pipe uwcr 

'·· .. concrete ( 1 : 8) bose 
150 mm pipe sewer 

150mm pipe 

1 . 200 

S E C T 0 N 

P L A N 

S C A L E 
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slob 

1--~~-+.._150 mm pi pe 

so 



5E.. 'ER EXAMPLE XV 
PlP'E:WORK- PI PES 

Cone. ~i~efJ of utand. guoL.to 
The. description of ttle pipes 
llhaLL tflcl.ude materials,joii'Ti: 

f:!5 556 w. s & 5 flexible ,i:ts .1 fljpes, nominaL bores aMd lining 
1'100'1. bore: 22~ rnm 1M frevrches requirements, wilfl refurwtce11 to 
BttweeVI manho/1:'& 1 & 3 13ritish standards where 

afJPropria.te(rule A2 of doss!). 
lO·eo Dept¥!: 2-2·Sm (mhs 2-3 The IDca;tions of pipe runs shaU 

i¥1 field. 1324·1 also be g iwVl for idemiFication 
purposes (rule A I) om differing 
wort.ing condfucms ree!dting i¥1 

16 ·.30 Dept¥!: 2·S- ~m (rnhs 1-2 differeut costs shall a/eo be 
W1 field. 13'2!':1·1 idRNrtified. 

Pipe9 WI -trenches are ~ubdividffi 

Depti1: 3- B·B WI (mfls 1-2 

Wtto ~ tofzl1 dfJJIJ1 ranges mtered 
14·00 WI ifle HUrd dMMon Of daa&I. 

.lfl field. 132G·I ihe pipe items r¥lclude el(cavafion, 
preparcrtion of surfaces, disposal-
of eXcavated maieriaL, !JfJMidilrj 

6·50 ~pttl= 3·5-4 m (mhs 1-'2 srdes of e:xccxvafion, backfiUing 
W1 road. 1~6·2. (Jifd removal of exf&tiY19 services 

(rule C2). 
Lengtl1s are rneasurro up iu the 

lD·OO ?eptYJ : 3 ·5 -4-Wl (mhs 1-2 !Vfeide swface& CJf marrltole wol)s 
W1 verge. 132&·.3 (.rule M5). 

AtUJ wf1Crete or oiler protection 
to pi pee wOIMd ~ measurl'd under 

42·00 Depth·. B·5 -4m lmks 1-2 Glass L. 
Wl field. I?l26·4- The cnlll'lge of pipe makerial 

aVJd bore evrfzti!s a new heading. 
Clf!M ~iRes of Bs qual. to foUowtd ty -/Vre ~propriaie 
.BS 66 w. :.&s fle.xibleJts.j l.ocafiona~ wference . 
nom. bore : 150 rnm WI trenches. AU !he, necessary partie !Mar& 

eetweeKl manlroles o& 1 
can oo exfrocted direct from~ 
sewer scnedu I e.. 

35·SO O€piiJ: 1·5- 2m (mf1s3-4 
Wl field. 1113.1 

\?.l 

210 



oE- WER 

6·00 -

5'0·SO -

f14.so 

\?J·OO --

51·'00 1-
I PIPE 'v\ ORK 

I 4--
I 

I 4 

PlPE' tJOR. 

I 

l -

I 

4--

i ' 

(Col'lttn 

~epfu: 1·5 - 2 rn (m11s .3-4 

lk1 road. 
(mns 4-s 

(mhs 5-6 

(mre 6-l 

1113·2 

~: I·S- 2m (mhe 6-1 
111o·3 INI verge. 

-fiT1'1NG& & YMYES 

C!~ ~i~ fiii~Mgs to ~5 65 
w. s &s ffr!lx . .rts. 

JUN1ctions & brat1ches: 
noW!. bore: 150wtm. (.Mhs4-S 

Jl21 
& 

(mhsS-6 
Stoppers i VIOWl. bore: 

Jl91 1':70 mm. 

- MAN HOLES AND 

PI PEWORK. ANCILLAI2lE& 

MaYJholeB 

Prewstcot~c.depf¥1: I·S-2m; 

type CMHI (Dwg.20) w.c.i. 
cover to BS.497 ref (ml13 
1?4--2'2. KIS2·1 

Precast- wvu;. deptK!: 1·5 -2m; 
bjpe CMHI (Dwg. 20) w.c.i. 
cover to f'JS.497 (mhs 4,5,6,1 
ref. Al-22. KlS2·2. 

I . 52 
211 

U>flii11ue wi1ft -U'te measuremmt 
~Htre ptrs af1d fr.ltit!qs ut'lbL aJJ. 
have beevt evrtered. Double check 
agru11et tfre schedule fN!tri~ and 
cruse ou1 each ~em as transferred 
to 1J1e dim~eions &hef1:5. 
Similar provisions app/4 to 
hliiM1 descriptions as ror pipe& 
( rr.des Cl,C2 wrd AI ofc1as5J). 

The. acfval bores of day pipe 
ftJJ~gs should be 5f'ated, as 
prescribed b~ rule AI afclaesJ. 
Where fdting& wmprise pipe9 
of differ~ YJ?~nal bores, flleJJ 
sha.U be c/a%1f111d WI ihe third 
division by tkle rwminat bore of 
itre largeet pipe(ru!e Dl of cfassJ). 

11 

M(lflnole tljpes or mark 
umbers are to be WicWded WI 
em descn·ptfor!9 and ihe it 

c 
0 

on strudt:ona.t partic-uiaro are. 
btainro from file detailed 
d rctwinge. Separctte items are 
required fix' manholes of different 

areri a1 & , it1 differevrt deplil ranges tf1 
an d wilh diffurwt CMre1 but 

efXXrtrl'e ilemG are not required for 
fferewi: aJ11111gemems of ifr I ets 

& 

dJ 
a 
di 

nd ouilets orfor acll'66 shafts of 

ffereKi heiShls, metalwork ood. 
IU1fchon oF pi pee (rule c~of daes~. co 
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_I_ 

I 

I 4 -
I 
I 

I -

I 

6-00 -

59-a<> --

54-90 --

1~·00 -

6·50 -
4/ 1·'20 -

' 

(Covtldl 

Precast cone deplt! : 2- 2 ·5 m j 

T~~ CMH I (Dwg. 20) w. c.i. 
cover-tv ~5491 ref. (ml1 e 
64--22. 1:::15~ 

Precaet cone. deptir : ~ · 5 -4wr; 
Type CMHI (~. 20)w.c.i. 
cover to BS491 ref. (ftlh I 
M-22. K15& 

Cro65ings 

Hedges; pipe nom. bore: 
n.e. oDD mm. (mh~ 1-4 

K641 

~cej pipe nom. bore: 
rr.e. 300 mm. (mhs 1-z 

K661 

Q'fAnatutemevlt 

Breatg. up & (rnn& 3-4 
tet11p~. reinGtatemMt 
of rds.; pi~ nom. (mh& 4-!7 
oore: YJ.e. 000 mm j 
flexible rd. coVJSfn. (~h& 5-6 

max. deplil : ~ mm. 
(mhs 6-1 

(mh& 1-'l 

th94,5 
0&1 

K111 

lrJ.3 

212 

A l.ttmativtl.!f, ~ach mll111wle 
Cll uJd be dllCJCllkld a separate 

pe number onh marW!ole -bJ 
5 c¥tedu.le, bui Utis would result 

twti1UOIAS Geparcde item& of 
milar mal'!hok!s which i6 clear~ 
ot the ikrtfkrl"ion of ihe CE5MM. 

tkl 

si 
n 
The moohole schedule wUl assist 
1J1e iwdertr if! pricing. 

a 
I 

The rutr.h cmesing ~no/: tal!en 
s it i6 asot.nnro Hot to ~reed 
m wide(nde. M5ofc!as& V.). 

rt i5 rrot neceeoo.ry to da~ify 
septJrateJy pfp€a rf differittg 
no...Unat rome if wtfhin Tile sttme 
pipe bore raflge in ~e tktird. 
diVi6ion, aa irey wlU have kltle 
afferk on price. 
A combit1ed item of brealdng up 
rwd mnshltement t6 required 
for pavro surfuce5 mecrsured in 
mttrm on h linm of tJ1e pipe 
irel'lches. The t~p ood maximum 
depth af surface io strxted. in ihe 
description, but VIJJ item ~ 
required for removaL Mid reit'l
stakernent of kftbs (ruleCBcf 
cldas K). 
Art addftfovraJ. !~Ill t6 grverr to 
pick up re(rr8fafement over D1e 
manholes, which i6 exdudfd 
froWt fhe pipe L(J;1~&. Prpe 
rarrges are adequate for -t.Ws 
daB& of wort. 



35·80 

t6·oo 

14·00 

4-'2·00 

10·80 

3/ 1·20 

'51·!30 

10·00 

4-

4-

(umtd.) 

12einstafemwt (m~s 3-4-

of grass!llnd ·~ 
pipe nom. bore: (mhe 1-'2. 

n.e. aoo mm. 
(mh& 1-'2. 

(mh& 1-2 

(mhe 2-o 

~1151,2& 
Kl'bl·l :? 

Qf>in5fatemevtt ~11s &-1 
of roadside vuge; 
pipe vwm. bore: vt.e. (111~s 1-2 

oOOmm. K191 

Marker posts i (rnne + -fJ 

50 X BOx GOO mm 
oak: set ·Wl cowo. Qvlns B -6 

base. [(.~20 

\5.4 

213 

/2tit1&trrte.rnewt of roadside wrges 
hae been ~~ sep1rafe from 
graa&Umd to aJJwfhe teflliererio 
pn·ce if diffureVIt~,liYid a&~s 
~ not ooted rfr iJfe 5€COVI d 
divisiOYl1 file dlg·ti 9 i6 W!serted 
W1 tl-!e code. 
iretivrg of pipe& waul d re covmd 
by a 6em.ra.Lltem (A2f/J). 

Check -/Nle sewer schedule to 
f.fteure lftdl r:J1J. Lw1Jt11a have 
bm-t trl.k&l. 7he om..iaeion of 

qua111tities ~ a sertoue matter. 

1he marker poafu are Ylfeded to 
lkrdicaie h posifiorra of ihe 
juY!ctiona.Item descrip[ioY!a are 
ID W!clude sr-rea ll41d 11Jpes of 
poota (rule AIO of clare K). 

5£:-\~'ER 



DRAWING NO. 21 

connection to existing 250mm main 
250 x 250mm tee 

A 

100mm S.V 
100mm cap 
250mm S.V. 

NOTE : 

250 to 150 mm taper & 
150 to 100mm taper 

The water main is to be loid 
below grass verges throughout 
its entire length. The verges 
have already been excavated 
to formation level and the 
main is to be laid with 
750mm of cover 

air valve 

WATER MAIN 

8 
250 mm 45° bond 

C 250 mm 45° bond 

250 mm cast iron class 'B' spun 
pipos with socket and spigot 
joints caulked with lead and 
laid in 5· 5 m long ths 

D 250 mm 221/2° bend 

E 250mm 22112" bend 

washout val vc 

250 mm S.V. 
tu 

G 0--------~·--------------B ~ 
250 x 250 mm 
250 Ia 150mm taper 

2 50 mm S. V. ready for 
future connection 

SCALE 1250 

F 

214 

150 to 100 mm toper 
100mm S.V. 
IOOmm plug 



Wt TER MAIN 

1-50 

41-00 

16·00 

48·00 

56·50 

~·00 

lB·OO 

P l P'EWORK.- PI P'E:S 

Caet (sp1.1n) !fan &&& 

pipea to fl& 1211 (claee B) 
wittt caulk£d lead .fb;.; twm. 

' bore : '2BO mwr 
(A - 0 DYI DUKJ. Nr. '22) 

In trmcnes, (tn A 
depltl: n.e. H'Jm. 

(A-B 

(~- c 

(c-o 

(o- E 

(t:- F 

(F- G 
14'22 

PIPF:V 0121( F-IT11NG& & VALVE5 

caBt ( sp!Ml) won s & s 
~ipe frltf". tu £35 1'211 
class B wHKI caul~ed 

lead ,jt6. 

T ap£r i nom. bore: (A &.F 
IB0-2BO mm. 

J402 

ia.per; nom. bore: (A&.F 
100 - tfJO mm. 

JA.BI 

16.1 

215 

EXAMPLE XVI 

The mlieriaL,jointtype a+1d 
nominal bore shaJA be given wif¥1 
references to E;r/tl&h standards 
where appropriaie (rule A2 of 
Cilae& I). 
The wcation of rach i.tm~ or 
group of 6imi!ar Uems t5 to be 
given, so -thai fJ1e pipe nma cat1 
bet idMtffifd by reference to tfle 
drawivrgs (rule A 1). 

Lenytirs of pipeo are YIW1sum:l 
on/heir cemre linea, illcluding 
-lite le11gtlls occupied by fHJ:ings 
and valves (.rule M?J ). 
1lt.i5 item ifJdtAdeaTJre provistorr, 
/Jlying attd jointing of pipes ifl 
iret1ci1esand excavating, 
preparing surfaces, di.spoool of 
exwvafed maiuio1, uprwtding 
sides of excavation, backfiUirrg 
Cllld removal of exfstirrg services 
(rule. C2). 
r~~ch de.pftr rongee are 
meaa~ from CommevrciYlg 
Surface to Wlverlo of pipes 
(rweDo). 

ftMW!gs cue wumuated giving 
similar particulars as for pi pea. 
Armngivrg au ire il:emro under 
appropriate hrodlkrgs reduces lite 
L. of errirles and 9roup5 
il:ems read~ for bi..UW!g. 
Locafion referwcea are &ivm ivr 
waste for idewfification purposea. 

ap£r 
ap£r 

ap£r ap£r 



WIT E.R ihe ftJlti+lgs Ltem& are reaJ.Jy 
2/ l Jtt.r1ctions & brat1ches; 'extm ovehteme as1J1epipes, -

nom. bore: 2BO x 2BO wt/Jl iheir accornpa~g 
x 250 mm. (A&f' excavation and back · have 

J4'22·l a1~adH /Jef¥1 measurro fvr the 

JuVIchons & brrlt1che8; 
Leltgtfrs occupied by fiitings. 

Vertical, bmda in metal pipework 
nom. born: 2BO x 2?0 have to be oo described (rule AO 
x 63 mrn w. fl(mged (~~F of dassJ). 
braYlch. J422·2 In sirt!it romp Uance wi-ll! the 

2/ (13&C 

CE&MM,iheanglre of bends and 
I Bends; nom. bore: efferiive wnsit!s UXJuld regiven 

2BOmm,4ff. J41'2.·1 where the nominaL 1m meeae 

I 
500rnm. He11ce -IJte additton uf 

11f191ee it1 tmse item& r6 nnr a 
2/' I e;evtdf7 j nom. bore: ~&E requiremevrt of the CESMM,bui 

-
250 mm, 2212~ J4-12·2. ~ wwluded as oong of asGi5tance 

to ihe estimaivr. Noie uee of 
suffixes to ClJ'Jfr add itionai 

3/ I Flr;wtgt!ci spfgots i descripHone. 
nom. bore: 200mm. J452·1 FI~Yt~ged spigo!o tU1d sockefu are 

& needed to con11erl spigot cmd 

Flanged 50C5j (A.f&G 
socket pi pee tn 1J7e fllltlg«i valvt5. 
Ir 15 genera fly covreidern:l 

nom. bore.: 250 mm. advisable to use sl.ufce valves wifh 
J452·2 flcmged Joirtlo M iheq can wifNl-

2/1 
ehmd more effecti~ ihe prre6Ures 

Flatt:F,d spigore; resuMing from 1lte opening and 
I 

nom. bore: roo mrn. J461·1 closing of ihe valves. These iterna 

8( 
nave been coded under adaptors 
(category 5 i.t1 serotld division). 

Flan«ed sore; (A&F Alterncxti~ hJ miSirt be given 
nom. bore: roo rnrn. J4SI·2 ifte ind.~deni dllesifiarJ:iOn of 

9, ie. JA-91. 

l Pwg nom. bore: 100 mm. (F These fittwgs are not- U9te1 iKrtre 
-

& J49l·l second division of class J tJN1d 
hence. ihe digiJ: 9 16 u6ed i.wftle 

Cap nom. bore: 100 mm. (A rodirtg ( Secot1d d iVi&fOYI ). 

J491·2. 
16.2 
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ihe ftJlti+lgs Ltem& are reaJ.Jy 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 



WAT I E. Q MAIN 

3/ I -

2/,_1 

I 
I -

I 

I -

PIPE. WO!U 

ANP tP'EV\ 

I 

s;l_r 
I 

I 
I ' 

(Corrtd.) 

cast iron ~ale valvea hand 
~rated to BS3464- ~A) 
w. extef'lsn. s~indles, flangt:d 
jts. & T keys. 

250 mm nom. bore. (A.F&G 
J\312·1 

100 mm nom. bore. (A&F 

J811·l 

Cast iron air valve, small. 
single orifice au X wialn~ue 
Nr. 2416. 

J\361 (f-G 

Caet iron ~dravrt ae. 
waenoutl semdle ~ 05 

X c.ahtlogue Nr. 54-1C. 

JS91 (E-F 

- VALVE CHAMe>E R.5 

OR.K ANCILLAR.IE& 

Vatve cnambere 
brick. d~: ne. 1·!'10 m; 
fiJpe. VCI 

w. c.i. sv cover as 
x cafawgue Nr.4/A. 

K.2.1 I ·I 

16.3 

217 

The de~criptions of gdte vaLves 
snaU t.flcwde such po.rfiwlars 
ae materiaLs, nominaL bores, 
joivrls and extension spindles, 
and provide references to 
appricable British Shmdarde Cll1d 
&pecifiro qvaJiiies (rule AfJ af 
class J). · 

The remaining valves are 
evwmera:.ted wfftt esse~iaL 
parficula.ro Urna in ao:ordance 
wilt! rule A5. 

The ouppUer's cah:tl.ogue 
reference ron be given Gs an 
a.tternotive to a British standard. 

It is considered more 
appropriate to describe itrese 
as valve chambers 1 as 1¥!~ 
come wifuin -the other sta.tro 
chambtre category. 
A drawing wiU show tm. 
deta.ik'd ametruction for trtype 
VCI chamber and it does wt 
-therefore require repeating in fire 
~em deecription. 



WA. E. R r ~A It~ 

l 

I 
! 

7/1 

I 
I 

(Contd.) 

VaJ.ve chombere (wrrtd.) 

w. c.l. W.O. wver a& 

X catalogue Nr. 51 B. 

& 
K'211·2 

w. c.i. A.V. wver ae> 
X ccd:oJogue Nr. ?2C. 

K.21 1·:? 

Oitler ~i(&W.ork. aNICi Uaries 

Mor~er poocs; r. COfl(. 

(p.c. fa·50ea.), bolig. on 
p!ate supplied~ Water 
Autl'lori~ & s . m COYIC. 

a& detaiL E, Dwg. W526. 
k:e20 

Connectn. of pipe to xtg. 
pipe, nom. bore 200 mm, 
W!c. excavn. to locak pipe 
& burning out pwg. 

KS6'2·1 

16.4 

218 

The suffixee are added ro tile 
code mtmbere rtlating fu the 
valve d!ornber it-erne, fu &igntfy 
flte diffmnt cOVfl'e. 

The. meaeuremw.t of -!he wafer 
main fini5hee wiiJ'r {he relevant 
items of other pi~work. 
onciUaries U1 K8. 

Valve markm require 
additionaL particulars to enable 
hm to be pric~, W!wtving 
wlwle appropriate references to 
Drrtwing& and/or Gpecifiwfion. 

EtHAmtrofed conrrection item 
tV!cnrpomting any additionaL 
particularo considered rreceooary. 

The testing of 111e pipeline should 
00 W!cluded rn the ueneral 
.Iiems (class A) under 
da~ificciion A'2.60, stating ihe, 
Lenqttl orrd nomina~ bore of pipe, 
terk pre56U re and period of teet. 

l 



14 Measurement of Tunnels 

The cost of tunnelling is influenced greatly by the nature of the material 
to be excavated and supported, and because of its relative inaccessibility 
before work is under way, it cannot be assessed accurately at tender 
stage. The work is highly mechanised and therefore extremely 
expensive, but is also subject to severe constraints owing to limitations 
of access and area of working face, and the uncertainty of ground 
conditions. 

The cost uncertainty is generally greater than with other types of civil 
engineering work and the rules of measurement take this into account 
by limiting the risk borne by the Contractor, principally through the 
measurement of compressed air working, temporary support and 
stabilisation. 

Thus rule A prescribes that work expressly required to be executed 
under compressed air shall be measured separately stating the gauge 
pressure, in stages. Items are also to be included as specified 
requirements under Class A for the provision and operation of plant and 
services for this work. Hence the responsibility for deciding the extent 
of compressed air work and the operative air pressure rests with the 
Engineer when formulating the Bill. Any deficiencies will be 
subsequently rectified through variation orders. 

Rule M8 prescribes that 'both temporary and permanent support and 
stabilisation shall be measured', and these are not restricted to the 
normal 'expressly required' provision. Thus the Contractor will be 
reimbursed for the amount of support and stabilisation he provides at 
the billed rates, regardless of the quantity inserted in the Bill. This work 
includes installing rock bolts or steel arches, erecting timber supports, 
lagging between arches or timbers, applying sprayed concrete or mesh 
or link support, pressure grouting and forward probing. Hence most of 
the risk to the Contractor arising from the extent of support and 
stabilisation is removed. 

Some engineers fear that contractors will be tempted to undertake 
more support work than is really justified, having inserted favourable 
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rates in the Bill. There are however safeguards built into the contractual 
arrangements: the Engineer is empowered by the ICE Conditions of 
Contract to supervise the construction of the works and also the 
Contractor when pricing the Bill is in competition with other tenderers. 
Furthermore there is little incentive for the Contractor to slow down the 
driving operation to carry out unnecessary support work. 

Barnes3 recommends that tunnelling should be suitably divided into 
separate bill sections, in accordance with paragraph 5.8 of CESMM, 
because of the significant effect of location and construction method on 
tunnelling costs. 

The excavation of tunnels and shafts is kept separate as is also that in 
rock from other stated material. An excavated surface measurement in 
m2 is taken for the pricing of excavation and disposal of overbreak and 
subsequent back grouting to fill voids. Excavation rates are deemed to 
include disposal of excavated material off the site unless otherwise 
stated in item descriptions (rule Cl). The volume of excavation, and 
areas of excavated surfaces and in situ linings are based on payment 
lines shown on the drawings, while any cavity formed outside these 
payment lines is deemed to be overbreak. Where no payment lines are 
shown on the drawings, the overbreak starts either at the limit of the 
permanent work to be constructed in the tunnel or shaft or at the 
minimum specified size of the void required to accommodate the 
permanent work (rules M2, M4 and M5). Separate items for excavation 
and linings are needed for curved or tapered tunnels and shafts, tunnels 
sloping at 1 in 25 or steeper, and inclined shafts (rule A3). The diameter 
used for classification and inclusion in item descriptions of excavation 
for tunnels, shafts and other cavities shall be the external diameter (rule 
D2). 

Preformed segmental linings are measured by the number of rings, 
since both the cost of lining materials and of labour is proportional to 
them, and this eliminates the need to make an accurate prior assessment 
of creep. Item descriptions for preformed segmental linings are to state 
the nominal ring width and list the components of one ring of segments, 
often including the number of bolts, grummets and washers, and the 
maximum weight of a piece of segmental lining (rule A9). 

Barnes3 describes how pressure grouting (T83) refers to the treatment 
used to support and stabilise the ground surrounding a tunnel and thus 
constitutes a distinct and separate item from back grouting of voids 
resulting from overbreak. 

Worked Example 

A worked example follows covering the measurement of a cast iron 
tunnel lining. 
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15 Measurement of Rail Track 

Since the materials for rail track may be supplied by the Employer, 
supplying and laying track are measured separately. Track foundations 
alone are covered by items that include both supplying and laying. 
'Supply' includes delivery of components to the site (rule C3), while 
'laying' comprises all work subsequent to delivery of components to the 
site (rule C8). Where track is not to be supplied by the Contractor, the 
location is to be stated in accordance with rule Al3 of Class S. 

Separate items are required for bottom ballast, placed before the 
track is laid, and top ballast, which is placed after the track is laid. The 
volume of top ballast includes the volume occupied by the sleepers (rule 
Ml). The ballast rates must allow for the cost of boxing up, trimming to 
line and level and tamping after the track has been laid. 

Enumerated items for the supply of sleepers shall state the type, size 
and identify fittings attached by the supplier (rule AS). Item descriptions 
for the supply of rails shall give the section reference or cross-sectional 
dimensions and the mass/metre of the weighted rail (rule A9). Item 
descriptions for switches and crossings shall state the type and shall be 
deemed to include timbers, fittings and check rails (rules AlO and C6), 
while the enumerated items for chairs, base plates, fishplates (in pairs) 
and related items are deemed to include fixings, keys, clips, bolts, nuts, 
screws, spikes, ferrules, track circuit insulators, pads and conductor rail 
insulator packings (rule CS). 

It is unnecessary to give lengthy descriptions of materials for linear 
track laying items, the type and mass/metre of rail only being required 
by rule A15. Laying plain track is measured along the centre line of the 
track (two rail) and includes sleepers and fittings (rule C9), but excludes 
the lengths occupied by switches and crossings (rule M8). Forming 
curves in plain track are separated according to the radius (not 
exceeding and exceeding 300 m), and constitute 'extra over' straight 
track items to pick up the additional costs. The term 'plain track' 
denotes track consisting of ordinary lengths of running rails. Item 
descriptions for laying switches and crossings shall state their type and 
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length (rule A16) and for buffer stops shall include their approximate 
weight (rule A18). 
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The new classification of S2 covers taking up existing track, with the 
track measured in metres and other items enumerated. Item descriptions 
shall state the amount of dismantling, details of disposal of track, and 
the type of rail, sleeper and joint (rule A3). Another new classification 
(S3) provides for the measurement of lifting, packing and slewing 
existing track, measured by number, but stating the length of track (rule 
D3), maximum distance of slew and the maximum lift (rule AS). This 
entails separate items for dealing with different lengths. 

Worked Example 

A worked example follows covering the measurement of railway track. 

Example XVIII - Railway Track 

150m length of straight single track; excavation assumed to have been 
measured. 

Specification Notes 

(1) Ballast. The ballast shall be clean, hard broken stone to pass a 60 
mm ring, laid to a width of 3.15 m. The bottom ballast shall be laid 
after the formation has been prepared and rolled to a depth of 450 mm 
below top of rail level. 

Before the sleepers are laid, bottom ballast shall be laid to a 
consolidated depth of 150 mm. The permanent way material shall then 
be laid and the sleepers packed up with the top ballast for a width of 
375 mm on each side of each rail. After the rails have been accurately 
adjusted, lined and surfaced, the top ballasting shall be completed for a 
width of 3.15 m and neatly trimmed and boxed flush with the sleepers. 

(2) Sleepers. Sleepers shall be of creosoted redwood, 2.60 m long and 
250 by 125 mm in section laid at 750 mm centres. The faces of the 
sleepers shall be dressed under each rail to accommodate chairs, etc. 

(3) Rails. The gauge of the railway track shall be 1435 mm and the 
rails shall be steel bull-headed section conforming to BS 9 and weighing 
47 kg/m and supplied in 18 m lengths. 

( 4) Fishplates. The fishplates shall be of the four-hole type 
conforming to BS 47 and weighing 14 kg/pair. Steel fish bolts and nuts 
to be 24 mm by 120 mm long, weighing 0.85 kg each. 

(5) Chairs. The chairs are to be of cast iron, standard variety, 
weighing 20 kg each, bolted to the sleeper with 3 or chair bolts 22 mm 
diameter by 185 mm long with washers 80 mm square, weighing 1 kg 
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each. The keys are to be steel spring keys to railway standard pattern. 
(6) Tracklaying. The rails shall be accurately laid to line, level, gauge 

and to the correct radii of the respective curves, with such 
super-elevation on the outer rail on curves as may be required by the 
Engineer, and the price for tracklaying must include all these costs. 

Metal slips 8 mm thick, shall be inserted in the rail joints to provide 
expansion spaces and shall be kept in the joints until the rails have been 
lined and secured. 

No closing length of less than 4.50 m shall be used and all cuts in rails 
shall be square and clean. The prices inserted by the Contractor shall 
include for all cutting and waste arising out of the tracklaying and the 
whole of the work shall be carried out in accordance with present-day 
first -class railway practice. 
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f:XAMPLE XVIII 
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16 Bill Preparation Processes 

Working-up 

This chapter is concerned with the final stages leading up to the 
preparation of bills of quantities for civil engineering work, after the 
dimensions have been 'taken-off'. The term 'working-up' is applied to 
all the various operations collectively and can comprise the following 
processes. 

(1) Squaring the dimensions and entering the resultant lengths, areas 
and volumes in the third or squaring column on the dimensions 
paper. 

(2) Transferring the squared dimensions to the abstract (illustrated in 
example XIX), where they are written in a recognised order, ready 
for billing, under the appropriate section headings, and are 
subsequently totalled and reduced to the recognised units of 
measurement in readiness for transfer to the bill. 

(3) In the bill of quantities, the various items of work making up the 
project are then listed under appropriate section headings, with 
descriptions printed in full and quantities given in the recognised 
units of measurement, as laid down in the Civil Engineering 
Standard Method of Measurement. The bill also contains rate and 
price columns for pricing by contractors when tendering for the 
project. 

Billing-direct 

The working-up process, which has been used for many decades in 
quantity surveyors' offices, is very lengthy and tedious, and various ways 
of shortening this process have been developed. One of the first 
methods to be introduced was to 'bill direct', by transferring the items 
direct from the dimension sheet to the bill, thus eliminating the need for 
an abstract, and so saving both time and money. 

The billing-direct system can be used where the number of similar 
items is not too extensive and the work is not too complex in character. 
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Drainage work is a particular instance where this shorter method can, 
with advantage, be adopted, particularly when pipework and chamber 
schedules have been prepared. 

With the object of speeding up the working-up process and reducing 
the staff time involved, further methods using computers occasionally on 
a national basis, or a 'cut and shuffle' system in the quantity surveying 
office have been developed. These newer methods will be described 
later in this chapter. 

Squaring the Dimensions 

The term 'squaring the dimensions' refers to the calculation of the 
numbers, lengths, areas and volumes and their entry in the third or 
squaring column on the dimensions paper. The following examples 
illustrate the squaring of typical dimensions on dimensions paper. 

Dimensions Notes 

7;2; 15.20 212.8 Fwk. fair fin. ~~inear item: 
-- hor. width: Total length is 212.80 m 

150 mm or 212 metres, 800 milli-
metres (14 x 15.20 m) 

I 

I 

90.00 'Square or superficial item: 
10.00 900.0 Fwk. fair fin. area is 900 m2 

-- vertical. I 

: 

90.00 Placing of cone. in 1Cubic item: 
2.40 bases & grd. slabs, 'Volume of concrete is 
1.00 216.0 thickness ex. 500 mm. 1321 m3. Note method of 
-- 1casting up a series of 
50.00 dimensions relating to the 

2.10 same item with the total 
1.00 105.0 entered in the description 
-- -- -- column and the use of the 

321.0 bracket. Deductions 
following the main items 
can be dealt with in a 
similar manner. 
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When there are timesing figures entered against the item to be 
squared, it is often simpler to multiply one of the figures in the 
dimension column by the timesing figure before proceeding with the 
remainder of the calculation. Alternatively, the total obtained by the 
multiplication of the figures in the dimension column is multiplied by 
the timesing figure. 
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The squaring must be checked by another person to eliminate any 
possibility of errors occurring. All squared dimensions and waste 
calculations should be ticked in coloured ink or pencil on checking and 
any alterations made in a similar manner. Amended figures need a 
further check. Where, as is frequently the case, calculating machines are 
used for squaring purposes a check should still be made. 

Abstracting 

An example showing typical completed abstract sheets is given in 
example XIX, later in this chapter, and the items will subsequently be 
produced in bill form in example XX. The abstract in example XIX 
covers the dimensions for the stone-faced sea wall taken-off in example 
VIII (chapter 8), where the dimensions have been squared in readiness 
for abstracting. As each item is transferred to the abstract the 
description of the appropriate dimension item is crossed through with a 
vertical line on the dimension sheet, with short horizontal lines at each 
end of the vertical line, so that there shall be no doubt as to what has 
been transferred. 

The abstract sheets are ruled with a series of vertical lines spaced 
about 25 mm apart and are usually of A3 width. 

Each abstract sheet is headed with the project reference, sheet 
number and section of the work, and possibly the sub-section of the 
work, to which the abstracted dimensions refer. The section headings 
normally follow those given in the Civil Engineering Standard Method of 
Measurement and are usually produced in the same order. 

Entries in the abstract should be well spaced and it is necessary for 
the worker-up to look through the dimension sheets, before he starts 
abstracting, in order to determine, as closely as possible, how many 
abstract sheets will be required. They should not be any closer than the 
entries in example XIX. 

The items will be entered in the abstract in the same order as they 
will appear in the bill, as far as is practicable, since the primary function 
of the abstract is to classify and group the various items preparatory to 
billing, and to reduce the dimensions to the recognised units of 
measurement. Descriptions are usually spread over two columns with 
the appropriate dimension(s) in the first column and any deductions in 
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the second column. The total quantity of each item is reduced to the 
recognised unit of measurement such as kilogrammes to tonnes. 

It is good practice to precede each description in the abstract with the 
prefix C, S, Lor Nr, denoting that the item is cubic, square, linear or 
enumerated to reduce the risk of errors arising with regard to units or 
quantities. 

As to the order of items in each section or sub-section of the abstract, 
the usual practice is to adopt the order of cubic, square, linear and 
finally enumerated items, with labour items preceding labour and 
materials, smaller items preceding larger ones and cheaper items 
preceding the more expensive in each group, but at the same time also 
having regard to the sequence of items in the CESMM, including the 
order of code numbers. 

Where it is necessary to abstract a number of similar items but of 
different sizes, the best procedure is to group these items under a single 
heading with each size entered in a separate column, as shown in the 
following example. 

Cast (spun) irons & s pipes to BS 1211 (class B) w. caulked lead 
jts. in trenches, depth ne 1.5 m 

150 mm dia. 225 mm dia. 300 mm dia. 375 mm dia. 

154.00 (6) 104.00 (7) 226.00 (10) 204.00 (11) 
186.00 (9) 192.00 (8) 176.00 (11) 142.00 (12) 
218.00 (10) 184.00 (9) 

The number entered in brackets after the dimension represents the 
page number of the dimension sheet from which the dimension has been 
extracted, for ease of reference. 

All squaring and abstracting work and the transfer of the abstract 
items to the bill must be checked by a second person to verify their 
accuracy. 

Billing 

Example XX, given later in this chapter, incorporates the billed items 
for the stone-faced sea wall, based on the entries in the abstract forming 
example XIX. As each item is transferred to the bill it is crossed 
through on the abstract to prevent any possibility of errors occurring 
during the transfer stage. 
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The order of billed items will be the same as in the abstract, as far as 
is practicable, and they will be grouped under suitable section headings. 
There may be a number of preamble clauses at the head of each section 
relating to financial aspects of the work in the section concerned and 
giving guidance to the Contractor in his pricing of the items. 

Each item in the bill is indexed, usually by the numbering of items in 
the first column possibly incorporating CESMM coding. It will be 
noticed that all words in the billed descriptions are inserted in full 
without any abbreviations and this procedure should always be followed 
to avoid any possible confusion. 

Provision is usually made for the total sum on each page of the bill 
relating to a given section of work to be transferred to a collection at 
the end of the section. The total of each of the collections is transferred 
to a Grand Summary, the total of which will constitute the tender total. 
This procedure is preferable to carrying forward the total from one page 
to another in each section, since the subsequent rectification of errors in 
pricing may necessitate alterations to a considerable number of pages. 

Billed descriptions should conform to the requirements of the 
CESMM, follow in a logical sequence and be concise, yet must not, at 
the same time, omit any matters which will be needed by the Contractor 
if he is to be able realistically to assess the price for each item. 

The first bill is likely to cover General Items incorporating Specified 
Requirements and Method-related Charges, where the Contractor can 
price items that are not proportional to the quantities of Permanent 
Works. 

Recent Developments in Bill Preparation 

General Introduction 

New measurement and processing techniques have been introduced in 
recent years and they are now being used to an increasing extent, since 
they are resulting in a speeding up of working-up operations and a 
reduction in the overall cost of preparing bills of quantities. 

Over the years many quantity surveyors and engineers have 
experimented with a number of systems designed to eliminate part of 
the working-up process. These systems include the elimination of the 
abstract by billing direct as described earlier in this chapter, taking-off 
direct on to abstract sheets and using full descriptions in the abstract to 
permit the abstract to be edited as a draft bill. It was, however, 
generally found that each of these systems could only function 
satisfactorily under a certain set of conditions and were not, therefore, 
of universal application. 
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'Cut and Shuffle' 

The system of 'cut and shuffle' was developed in the early 1960s and by 
the late 1970s was probably the most widely used method of entering 
dimensions and descriptions. It has been aptly described as a 
rationalised traditional approach. Unlike abstracting and billing there is 
no universally accepted format and many different paper rulings and 
methods of implementation are used in different offices. 

However, the following criteria apply to most systems: 

(1) Dimensions paper is subdivided into four or five separate sections 
which can subsequently be split into individual sections. 

(2) Only one description with its associated dimensions is written on 
each section. 

(3) Dimension sheets are subsequently split into separate slips and 
sorted into bill work sections and eventually into bill order. 

( 4) Following the intermediate processes of calculation and editing, the 
slips form the draft for typing the final bill of quantities. 

The cut and shuffle method is designed to eliminate the preparation 
and checking of the abstract and the draft bill. Hence there is only one 
major written operation, namely taking-off, compared with the three 
entailed with abstracting and billing. 

One method of carrying out the technique is now described. 

(1) Taking-off is carried out on A4 sheets of dimensions paper, ruled 
vertically into four columns, and thus accommodating four items 
per sheet. Dimensions are entered on one side only of each sheet 
and each column is generally stamped with the project reference 
and numbered consecutively. 'Ditto.' items must include a 
reference to the column number of the main item, where full 
particulars can be found. 

(2) As sections of the taking-off are completed, the side casts are 
checked and repeat dimensions calculated. 

(3) When the taking-off is complete, each column is marked with the 
taking-off section number, work section reference and column 
number. A copy of each dimension sheet is obtained, generally 
either by using NCR (no carbon required) paper or by 
photocopying. However, some systems operate without the need to 
produce a copy. 

( 4) The taker-off retains the copy and the original sheet is cut into four 
slips, each containing one item. Some quantity surveyors use sheets 
that are already perforated. 
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(5) The slips are shuffled or sorted into sections, such as Earthworks, 
In situ Concrete and Precast Concrete. Similar items are collected 
together and the whole of the slips placed, as near as possible, in 
bill order. 

(6) When all the slips for an individual work section have been sorted, 
they are edited to form the draft bill, with further slips being 
inserted as necessary to provide headings, collections and other 
relevant items. The correct unit is entered on the 'parent' or 
primary item slip and the 'children' or repeat item slips are marked 
'a.b.' (as before). As each section is edited it is passed to a 
calculator operator for squaring. 

(7) The calculator operator squares, casts, reduces and inserts the 
reduced quantity on the parent item slip. This operation is double 
checked. 

(8) Parent and children slips are separated. The parent slips form the 
draft bill and are ready for typing. 

(9) Any further checks on the draft bill are then carried out and final 
copies made and duplicated. 

(10) The children slips are then replaced to provide an abstract in bill 
order for reference purposes during the post-contract period. 

Use of Computers 

Many makes of microcomputer came on to the market in the 1980s at 
constantly reducing prices. They generally consist of a combined 
keyboard and monitor (visual display unit or screen), one or two floppy 
disk (disc) drives and a printer of selected speed and quality. The floppy 
disks are used extensively as they are relatively cheap and possess quite 
fast data transfer speeds. The hard disk systems provide increased 
storage capacity and higher operating speeds. The main disadvantage of 
microcomputers stems from the incompatability of much of the 
equipment. The risk of loss or damage is easily overcome by making 
duplicate copies of all disks. 

An increasing use is being made of microcomputers for the 
preparation of bills of quantities, resulting from the reducing cost of 
hardware (equipment) and the improved range and efficiency of 
software (programs). This has culminated in the provision of a more 
efficient, improved and faster service. The newer models enable more 
data to be held on the computer with greater ease of access. An 
increasing number of software packages (programs) are available and 
these permit the production of bills in different formats. 

Computer-aided bill production systems provide the facility to check 
accuracy, but care is needed in the coding of dimensions and entry of 
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data. Modern computerised billing systems can, however, print out 
errors in the form of tables. The coding can be double checked, 
although a random check may be considered adequate. The need to 
engage outside agencies for computerised bill production has been 
largely eliminated. 

Hence the use of computer-aided bill of quantities production 
packages eliminates the reducing, abstracting and billing operations by 
converting coded dimension sheets into bills of quantities. Codes are 
frequently based on the CESMM reference codes to form a standard 
library of descriptions. Items not covered by the standard library are 
termed rogue items and may amount to about 10 per cent of the billed 
items. The rogue items are suitably coded and entered into either the 
standard library or the particular project library. The computer normally 
prints a master copy of the bill of quantities which can be photostated 
on to ruled paper to give a high standard of presentation. 

Data input systems vary and some offices prefer every taker-off to 
have a work station and to input his own dimensions and descriptions 
and/or codes as he proceeds. An alternative is for the data to be 
collected centrally and to be input by a machine operator, thus 
permitting the taker-off to avoid the coding if he wishes. It is mainly a 
question of finance, as to whether it is cheaper for the taker-off to 
spend a little longer and look up his own codes or whether it is better 
for a lower-paid member of the staff to do the work. Local 
circumstances will normally provide the answer, and the size of office 
and type of workload will have an influence. 

There are various types of data input system available. Thus the input 
method can incorporate traditionally prepared dimensions, suitably 
coded, or the organisation can use direct keyboard entry with automatic 
squaring or a fully integrated digitiser. 

Microcomputers can be used to advantage in many activities 
associated with civil engineering projects and the following selection 
gives an indication of their wide range and scope, stemming from their 
extensive storage capacity, and ease of retrieval of data and monitoring 
of progress. 

(1) bills of quantities production 
(2) automatic measurement of some civil engineering works 
(3) materials scheduling, possibly linked with computer-aided design 

(CAD) 
( 4) steel reinforcement calculations 
(5) earthwork calculations (cut and fill) 
( 6) specification production 
(7) feasibility studies and cost control 
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(8) cost reporting 
(9) estimating and tendering 

(10) budgetary controls 
(11) valuations 
(12) formula price adjustment 
(13) variations and final accounts 
(14) fee management 
(15) quotations and enquiries 
(16) cash flow forecasting 
(17) tender analysis 
(18) capital programming 
(19) project planning and control 
(20) resource analysis 
(21) sub-contractors' payments 
(22) maintenance scheduling 
(23) plant and equipment scheduling. 
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Example XX- Bill of Quantities for Stone-faced Sea Wall 
(prepared from Abstract in example XIX) 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate 

EARTHWORKS 
General Excavation 

E422 Maximum depth 0.25--0.5 m. m3 23 
E424 Maximum depth: 1-2 m. m3 91 
E426 Maximum depth: 5-10 m; 

Commencing Surface: high 
water level. m3 1086 

Excavation Ancillaries 
E522 Preparation of excavated 

surfaces. mz 240 
E532 Disposal of excavated material. m3 947 

Filling 
E613 Filling to structures. m3 254 

Page total 

Amount 

£ p 
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Bill of Quantities (contd.) Stone-faced Sea Wall 

Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

IN SITU CONCRETE 
Provision of Concrete 

F114 Ordinary prescribed mix, grade 
ClO, cement to BS 12, 40 mm 
aggregate to BS 882. m3 956 

Placing of Concrete 
mass walls thickness: exceeding 
500 mm; backing to masonry 

F444.1 Below high water level. m3 884 
F444.2 Above high water level. m3 72 

CONCRETE ANCILLARIES 
Formwork rough finish 

G123.1 Sloping, width: 0.2-0.4 m; 
below high water level. m2 21 

G144.1 Vertical, width: 0.4-1.22 m; 
above high water level. mz 66 

G145.1 Vertical; below high water 
level. m2 420 

Page total 
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Bill of Quantities (contd.) Stone-faced Sea Wall 

Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity Rate £ p 

PILES 
Interlocking steel piles X3, 
section modulus 1150 cnl!m 

P832 Driven area. m2 225 
P833 Area of piles of length: not 

exceeding 14m; treated with 
two coats of bitumen paint. m2 225 

Total 
PAVINGS 
Light duty pavement 

R713 Ash base, depth: 75 mm. m2 180 
R782 Red precast concrete flags to 

BS 368 typeD; thickness: 
50mm. mz 180 

Total 

Note: Two different classes 
have been inserted on the 
same page because of the smal 
number of items involved. 
Hence it is necessary to have 
two totals for transfer to the 
Grand Summary. 

Page total 
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Bill of Quantities (contd.) Stone-faced Sea Wall 

Amount 

Number Item Description Unit Quantity IRate £ p 

MASONRY 
Ashlar masonry Portland stone 
flush pointed with mortar 
type M3 

U731 Vertical stone wall; 
thickness: 300 mm, 
fair faced both sides. mz 27 

U736.1 Battered facing to concrete; 
thickness; nominal 400 mm, 
above high water level. mz 42 

U746.1 Ditto., thickness: nominal 600 
and 400 mm, in alternate 
courses, average 514 mm, 
below high water level. mz 252 

U771.1 Coping 1125 x 600 mm 
rounded with sinkings as 
Drawing 10. m 60 

U771.2 Coping 450 x 225 mm, twice 
weathered and twice throated 
as Drawing 10. m 60 

U777.1 Plinth 525 x 600 mm, twice 
splayed as Drawing 10. m 60 

U782 Damp-proof course; width: 
300 mm, two courses of slates 
laid breaking joint in mortar 
type M3. m 60 

Page total 
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Appendix !-Abbreviations 

a.b. as before 
a.b.d. as before described 
additnl. additional 
adj. adjoining 
a.f. after fixing 
agg. aggregate 
alt. alternate 
ancills. ancillaries 
appd. approved 
ard. around 
art. artificial 
asp. asphalt 
attchd. attached 
av. average 
A. V. air valve 

backg. backing 
battg. or batterg. battering 
bd. board 
bdg. boarding 
bearg. bearing 
beddg. bedding 
bellmth. bel/mouth 
benchg. benching 
b.f. before fixing 
b.i. build in 
bit. bitumen or bitumastic 
bk. brick 
bkg. breaking 
bldg. building 
b.o.e. brick on end 
borg. boring 

bott. bottom 
b & p. bed and point 
br. branch 
brr. bearer 
b.s. both sides 
BS British Standard 
bwk. brickwork 

cal. plumb. calcium plumbate 
calkg. caulking 
cap. capacity 
cast. casement 
cat. catalogue 
ccs. centres 
c. & f. cut and fit 
chan. channel 
chbr. chamber 
chfd. chamfered 
chn-lk. chain link 
chy. chimney 
ci. cast iron 
eire. circular 
circum. circumferential 
c.m. cement mortar 
commg. or commncg. commencing 
comp. composite 
compactn. compaction 
cone. concrete 
conn. connection 
constn. construction 
c.o.p. circular on plan 
copg. coping 
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cos. course(s) 
covg. covering 
c. & p. cut and pin 
Cr. Contractor 
c.s. cross-section 
csa cross-sectional area 
csg clear sheet glass 
ct. cement or coat 
cu cubic 

ddt. deduct 
deckg. decking 
delvd. delivered 
dep. deposit 
dia. or diam. diameter 
diag. diagonally 
dim. or dimng. diminishing 
dist. distance 
do. ditto. (that which has been said 

before) 
dp. deep 
d.p.c. damp-proof course 
dr. door 
drvg. driving 
DTp Department of Transport 
dwg. drawing 

ea. each 
embankt. embankment 
eng. engineering 
Eng. English 
Engr. Engineer 
ent. entrance 
e.o. extra over 
ex. exceeding or extra 
exc. excavate 
excavn. excavation 
ext. external or externally 

facewk. facework 
fcg. or facg. facing 
fdn. foundation 
f.f. fair face 
fillg. filling 

fin. finish 
fittg. fitting 
f.l. floor level 
Flem. Flemish 
flex. flexible 
floatg. floating 
fir. floor 
F.O. fix only 
follg. following 
form. formation 
fr. frame 
frd. framed 
frg. framing 
frt. front 
ftg. footing 
fwd. forward 
fwk. formwork 
fxd. fixed 
fxg. fixing 

galvd. galvanised 
gen. general 
g.i. galvanised iron 
g.I. ground level 
glzg. glazing 
g.m. gauged mortar 
grano. granolithic 
grd. ground 
grdg. grading 
greenht. greenheart 
grtd. grouted 
g.s. general surfaces 
gtg. grating 
gth. girth 

H.A. highway authority 
ha hectare 
h.b. half brick 
h.c. hardcore 
hi. high 
boll. hollowed 
hor. horizontal 
h.r. half-round 
ht. height 
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hwd. hardwood 
h. w .I. high water level 
H.W.O.S.T. high water of spring 

tides 

inc. including 
int. internal or internally 
inti. internal 
invt. invert 
irreg. irregular 

jt. joint 
jtd. jointed 
junctn. junction 

kg. kilogramme(s) 
km kilometre(s) 
k.p. & s. knot, prime and stop 

I. labour 
la. large 
L.A. local authority 
layg. laying 
len. length 
lev. level 
lg. long 
lin. linear 
ling. lining 
l.m. lime mortar 
long. longitudinal 
l.w.l. low water level 

m metre(s) 
mad. or mat. material 
max. maximum 
mech. mechanically 
med. medium 
memb. membrane 
mesd. measured 
met. metal 
m.g. make good 
m.h. manhole 
min. minimum 

mm millimetre(s) 
mo. mortar 
mors. mortice 
m.s. mild steel 
m/s. measured separately 

nat. natural 
n.e. not exceeding 
nee. necessary 
nom. nominal 
nr number 
n. & w. nut and washer 
n.w. narrow widths 

o/a overall 
O.D. Ordnance Datum 
o'hg. overhang 
opg. opening 
ord. ordinary 
orig. original 
oslg. oversailing 
ov'll overall (alternative too/a) 

patt. pattern 
pavg. paving 
p.c. prime cost 
P.ct. Portland cement 
perm. permanent 
p.hse. pumphouse 
pilg. piling 
p.m. purpose made 
ppt. parapet 
pr. pair 
prepd. prepared 
prepn. preparation 
proj. projection 
provsnl. provisional 
psn. position 
p.s. pressed steel 
P.st. Portland stone 
pt. paint 
ptd. pointed 
ptg. pointing 
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ptn. partition 
pumpg. pumping 

qual. quality 

rad. radius 
rakg. raking 
r.c. or r. cone. reinforced concrete 
rd. road 
rdd. rounded 
reb. rebate 
rec. receive 
red. reduced 
ref. reference 
reinfd. reinforced 
reinft. reinforcement 
reqd. required 
ret. retaining 
retd. retained or returned 
retn. return 
r. & g. rubbed and gauged 
r.h. rivet head 
r.l. red lead 
rly. railway 
ro. rough 
r.s. rolled steel 
r.s.j. rolled steel joist 
r.w. rainwater 

scrd. screwed 
sec. or sectn. section 
seedg. seeding 
settg. setting 
sk. sunk 
s.l. short length 
sli. slight 
slopg. sloping 
sm. small 
smth. smooth 
soc. socket 
soff. soffit 
spec. specification 
speed. or specfd. specified 

spld. splayed 
sq square 
s.q. small quantities 
s. & s. spigot and socket 
st. stone or straight 
stan. stanchion 
stand. standard 
stl. steel 
stlwk. steelwork 
strt. straight 
struct. structure 
surf. surface 
surrd. surround 
susp. suspended 
S.V. sluice valve 
S.W. surface water 
swd. softwood 

t tonne 
tankg. tanking 
tapd. tapered 
tarmac. tarmacadam 
tbr. timber 
tempy. temporary 
t. & g. tongued and grooved 
th. thick 
thro. through or throated 
timbg. or timberg. timbering 
tr. trench 
trimmg. trimming 
trowld. trowelled 

UB Universal beam 
UC Universal column 
u/c undercoat 
u/s underside 

vert. vertical 
vol. volume 

w. with 
W.A. water authority 
walg. waling 
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wd. wood 
wdw. window 
wethd. weathered 
w. i. wrought iron 
wk. work 
W.O. wash-out 
workg. working 
w. p. waterproof 
wrot. wrought 
wt. weight 

Civil Engineering Quantities 

xtg. existing 

Y.st. York stone 

Note: The abbreviation CESMM 
has been used extensively 
throughout this book and refers to 
the Civil Engineering Standard 
Method of Measurement. 



Appendix 11-Mensuration Formulae 

Figure 
Square (side )2 

Area 

Rectangle length x breadth 

Triangle 112 x base x height 
or V[s(s- a)(s- b)(s- c)] 
where s = 112 x sum of the three sides and a, band care the 
lengths of the three sides 

Hexagon 2.6 x (side)2 

Octagon 4.83 x (side)2 

Trapezoid height x 112 (base + top) 

Circle (22/7) x radius2 or (22/7) x 1/4 diameter2 

(1r?) (1TD2/4) 
circumference = 2 x (22/7) x radius or 

(21Tr) 
(22/7) x diameter 

(1TD) 

Sector of 112 length of arc x radius 
circle 
Segment area of sector - area of triangle 
of circle 
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Figure Volume Surface Area 

Prism area of base x height circumference of base x 

height 

Cube (side )3 6 x (side )2 

Cylinder (22/7) x radius2 x length 2 x (22/7) x radius x 

('IT?h) (length + radius) 
[27rr(h + r)] 

Sphere ( 4/3) x (22/7) x radius3 4 x (22/7) x radius2 

(4/37r?) (47r?) 

Segment (22/7) X (height/6) X curved surface = 2 x 

of sphere (3 radius2 + height2) (22/7) x radius x 

[ ( 7rh/6) X (3? + h2)] height (h) 
(27rrh) 

Pyramid 1/3 area of base x height 
1/z circumference of 
base x slant height 

Cone 1/3 x (22/7) x radius2 x (22/7) x radius x slant 
height height(/) 

ct/3 'IT?h) (7rrl) 

Frustrum 1/3 height [A + B + V(AB)] 1/z mean circum-
of pyramid where A is area of large end ference x slant height 

and B is area of small end. 

Frustrum (22/7) x 1/3 height (R2 + ? + Rr) (2217) x slant height (R +r) 
of cone where R is radius of large end [7rl(R + r)] 

and r is radius of small end. where l is slant height 
[1/3 7rh(R2 + ? + Rr)] 

For Simpson's rule and prismoidal formula see chapter 6. 



Appendix III-Metric Conversion Table 

Length 1 in. = 25.44 mm [approximately 25 mm, then 
(mm/100) x 4 = in.] 

1 ft = 304.8 mm (approximately 300 mm) 
1 yd = 0.914 m (approximately 910 mm) 
1 mile = 1.609 km (approximately 13/s km) 
1m = 3.281 ft = 1.094 yd (approximately 1.1 yd) 

(10m = 11 yd approximately) 
1 km = 0.621 mile e/s mile approximately) 

Area 1 ft2 = 0.093 m2 

1 yd2 = 0.836 m2 

1 acre = 0.405 ha [1 ha (hectare) = 10 000 m2] 

1 mile2 = 2.590 km2 

1 m2 = 10.764 ft2 = 1.196 yd2 

(approximately 1.2 yd2) 

1 ha = 2.471 acres (approximately 21/z acres) 
1 km2 = 0.386 mile2 

Volume 1 ft3 = 0.028 m3 

1 yd3 = 0.765 m3 

1 m3 = 35.315 ft3 = 1.308 yd3 

(approximately 1.3 yd3) 

1 ft3 = 28.32 litres (1000 litres = 1 m3) 

1 gal = 4.546 litres 
1 litre = 0.220 gal (approximately 4112 litres to the 

gallon) 

Mass 1 lb = 0.454 kg (kilogram) 
1 cwt = 50.80 kg (approximately 50 kg) 
1 ton = 1.016 t [1 tonne = 1000 kg = 0.984 ton] 
1 kg = 2.205 lb (approximately 21/slb) 
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Density 
1 lb/ft3 = 16.019 kg/m3 

1 kg/m3 = 0.062 lb/ft3 

Velocity 

Energy 

1 ft/s 
1 mile/h 

1 therm 
1 Btu 

= 0.305 rnls 
= 1.609 krnlh 

= 105.506 MJ 
= 1.055 kJ 

Thermal 
conductivity 

1 Btulft2 h op = 5.678 W/m2 °C 

Temperature X op 
X °C 
0 oc 
5 oc 
10 oc 
15 oc 
20 oc 
25 oc 
30 oc 

Pressure 1lbf/in.2 

1 lbf/ft2 
1 tonf/in.2 
1 tonf/ft2 

= 5!9 (x - 32) oc 
= 9/sx+32°F 
= 32° F (freezing) 
= 41 °F 
= 50 op (rather cold) 
=59 °F 
= 68 op (quite warm) 
= 77 °F 
= 86 op (very hot) 

= 0.0069 N/mm2 = 6894.8 N/m2 
(1 MN/m2 = 1 N/mm2) 

= 47.88 N/m2 
= 15.44 MN/m2 
= 107.3 kN/m2 

For speedy but approximate conversions 

1 lbf/ft2 
kN/m2 

= -- hence 40 lbf/ft2 = 2 kN/m2 
20 

and tonf/ft2 = kN/m2 x 10, hence, 2 tonf/ft2 = 20 kN/m2 

Floor loadings office floors - general usage: 50 lbf/ft2 = 2.50 kN/m2 

office floors - data-processing equipment: 70 lbf/ft2 = 3.50 kN/m2 
factory floors: 100 lbf/ft2-= 5.00 kN/m2-



Safe bearing 
capacity 
of soil 

Stresses 
in 
concrete 

Costs 

Appendix III- Metric Conversion Table 

1 ton/ft2 = 107.25 kNim2 

2 tonf/ft2 = 214.50 kNim2 

4 tonf/ft2 = 429.00 kNim2 

100 lbf/in. 2 = 0.70 MNim2 

1000 lbf/in.2 = 7.00 MNim2 

3000 lbf/in.2 = 21.00 MNim2 

6000 lbf/in. 2 = 41.00 MNim2 

£11m2 = £0.0921ft2 

1 shilling (5p)lft2 = £0.5381m2 
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£llft2 = £10.7641m2 (approximately £111m2) 

£2.501ft2 = £271m2 

£51ft2 = £541m2 

£7.501ft2 = £811m2 

£101ft2 = £1081m2 

£151ft2 = £1621m2 

£201ft2 = £2161m2 

£251ft2 = £2691m2 

£301ft2 = £323m2 
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principal 48-9 
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